CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher
reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential
purchaser or agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more
lots belonging to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made
in good faith. Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best
judgment of Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest
bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders
(including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf
of amail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the
successful bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after
the sale, the auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission
of 18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any
sales and use tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or
vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid,
however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent
or those of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made
on behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(a) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot
shall be given to the auctioneer immediately following the saleof such lot.
(b) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before
Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three
(3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a
purchaser known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for
immediate payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers).
Mailed delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt
of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling,
delivery and insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to
the purchase price; a minimum charge of $10.00 will be made.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment
charge of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“NonComplying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply
occurs,Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or at
an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its sole
discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent
purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses
of both sales, all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to
both sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It
shall be in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore
hammered-down to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty
in due course, or at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any
surplus arising from the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser.Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachussets
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the
defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher
to secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out
of a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery
of lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bankwire
transfer. Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if
paid within 15 days of sale date. Extended payments which have been pre-approved and
payments over 15 days will incur a surcharge of 2%.
WIRING INSTUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.

EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITYAND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given
for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at
Kelleher discretion.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance
of such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the
period of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in
accordance with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved
by reference to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to
re-offer the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning
Purchaser shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to
the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well
as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental
damages. Any lot, the description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in
the original packaging and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The
following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers;
(iii) lots on account of their appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue; or (iv)
lots described as having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing
more than ten (10) items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than
genuine by a generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received
by Kelleher within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under
Conditions of Sale 7 are not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue.
Lots may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG)
or any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of
Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last
seven (7) years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and
as so stated on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including
but not limited to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser
shall pay to Kelleher Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of
any other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all
customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles
thereof. ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the
Rules of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered
by the Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding
instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising
under or by reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or
proceeding in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such
judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by
registered mail, return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to
the auctioneer at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis.The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 297-6056 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please
contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find
the Kelleher link.
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Leland D. Larson

L

1922 - 2013

eland (Lee) Larson was an avid philatelist. His remarkable personal stamp
collection amassed over a seventy five year period from 1938 to 2013
embodies his contagious enthusiasm for his hobby, deep knowledge US
philatelic history and honor and pride in being a good steward of his stamps. His
passion for stamps led him to be affiliated with the Philatelic Foundation and
American Philatelic Society. His collection was such an integral part of his being
that during his lifetime that he chose not to part with any part of it, but rather asked
his family to ensure upon his death that it became available to individual collectors
so that they too could enjoy the stamps as much as he did during his lifetime.
Born in 1922, Lee grew up on the banks of the Mississippi River in Saint
Cloud, Minnesota. Upon graduating from Saint Cloud Tech High School in 1940
Lee immediately joined the National Guard. Shortly thereafter he transferred
to the Army Air Corp where served our nation for the duration of World War
II. After the war and under the GI Bill, Lee earned an
Engineering Degree from the University of Denver.
While attending college he served as labor negotiator
for local construction union and met his wife, Irene.
Subsequently Lee joined the Prestressed Concrete
Company in Denver, CO initially as a draftsman and rose to be an operations executive prior
to its acquisition by Stanely Works in 1971 and from which Lee retired in 1982. Lee was 30
year member of Rotary International, where he was a favored speaker for clarity, succinctness
and wit, the American Legion and a staunch supporter of the Arvada Performing Art Center,
which his wife, Irene founded in her final years as an elected and seasoned politician. He
designed the family’s final home in Arvada, CO. At home, Lee was actively engaged in his
stamp hobby, raising purebred Siamese cats and woodworking projects; he used contemplative
time to read poetry, study philosophy or listen classical music. Irene and he enjoyed many

E

Edward Khairallah

dward Khairallah was a Professor of Molecular and Cell Biology for 30 years at the
University of Connecticut. Eddie (as he was known to his friends and family) was
internationally recognized for his research in biochemistry and toxicology, authoring over
100 publications. In recognition, he received many awards and numerous invitations to speak
at conferences worldwide. He was equally distinguished as a teacher; be it lecturing to classes,
being a mentor to honor students and University Scholars or preparing his graduate students for
their futures as scientists.
His passion for stamps was equal to his love for science. He
began collecting stamps at as a young boy in Beirut, Lebanon. His
collection is rooted in his love of the culture he knew as a boy.
He traveled extensively throughout his life, both personally and
professionally and this allowed him to expand his collection as he explored various cultures
in the Middle East, Europe, Asia and North America. Stamps were Eddie’s lifelong hobby
and he loved nothing more than to spend a day in his office exploring his collection. His
two children have many memories of him sitting with his stamps, glassine envelopes and a
magnifying glass reveling in his latest find. His kids found it quite amusing that the family
cat loved sleeping in his piles of stamps, much to Eddie’s chagrin.
He was a loving husband and father, as well as dedicated scientist and a passionate philatelist. He is missed each and
every day. We hope you love his stamps as much as he did and revel in the joy that each stamp brought Eddie.
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Covers & Cancels
Minor imperfections, including but not limited to: nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th century
envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light
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Catalogue Values
Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2015 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided.

First Session
Friday, November 6, 2015, at 1:00 P.M.
Lots 1-440
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

Coins and Currency
Coins
1

Africa, Coin Collection, 1880-1995. Over 466 coins, countries include but not limited to Algeria, Cape Verde, Congo,
East Africa, Tunisia, Morocco, Nigeria, Portuguese Guinea, Rwanda, Saint Helena, Saint Thomas & Prince Islands,
Seychelles, Sudan, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers, condition ranges from fine to uncirculated,
the catalog value of over $5,000.00 is taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, a
excellent array of countries and values, please review, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2

Asia, Coin Collection, 1856-1991. Over 660 coins, countries includes Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burma, Cambodia,
Ceylon, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Laos, Sumatra, Thailand, Tibet, Timor, Viet Nam, each coin identified by
the owner using Krause numbers, condition ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over $7,000.00 is
taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013, a magnificent lot of this popular area, be sure to set aside enough time to
enjoy it, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

3

Austria, Coin Collection, 1746-1992. Over 240 coins, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers,
condition ranges from fine to proof, the catalog value of over $2,700.00 is taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013
before the price of silver went wild, over 50 20kr coins, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

4

Benelux, Coin Collection, 1832-1978. Over 140 coins, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers,
condition ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over $1,600.00 is taken from catalogs for the years
2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, with plenty of higher denomination coins, a must see, Fine or better,
ex-Schulman.
Estimate $500 - 750

5

British Europe, Coin Collection, 1777-1989. Over 110 coins, countries include Cyprus, Gibraltar and Malta, each
coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers, condition ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over
$1,400.00 is taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, nice clean lot, Fine or
better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $400 - 600

6

China, Coin Collection, 1736-1990. Over 330 coins, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers,
condition ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over $2,900.00 is taken from catalogs for the years
2008-2013, includes Treaty Ports and PRC, with quite a few silver coins, a diverse collection of this popular country,
Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

7

China & Southeast Asia, Coin Accumulation. A precious lot that includes China collection 1¢ to 50¢, China dollars
with some questionable, Singapore 10¢ to $1, New Zealand 7 Australia coins, Hong Kong dollars, a couple of silver
commemorative coins and an Australian 1994 1/10 oz gold piece, examination will help the bidder ascertain the true
value, Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

8

Europe (Eastern), Coin Collection, 1733-1990. Over 325 coins, includes Hungary, Albania, Bosnia, Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia, Slovenia, Yugoslavia, each coin identified
by the owner using Krause numbers, condition ranges from fine to proof, the catalog value of over $3,900.00 is taken
from catalogs for the years 2008-2013, includes loads of silver coins, clean lot identified, priced and ready to sell, Fine or
better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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9

France & Area, Coin Collection, 1702-1992. Over 320 coins, countries include France, Monaco, Andorra, French
Somaliland, Afars & Issas, French West Africa, French Indochina, each coin identified by the owner using Krause
numbers, condition ranges from fine to proof, the catalog value of over $3,700.00 is taken from catalogs for the years
2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, includes sixteen 5 franc silver coins, the quantity of silver coins should
make this lot a keeper, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

10

German Area, Coin Collection, 1722-1972. Over 1350 coins, countries include Germany, Silesia, Trier, Ulm,
Wurttenburg, Wismar, Prussia, Saxony, Hamburg, and more, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers,
condition ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over $17,500.00 is taken from catalogs for the years
2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, massive clean stock way underpriced, what more do you need??? Fine
or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

11

Great Britain & Area, Coin Collection, 1737-1995. Over 340 coins, countries include Great Britain, Alderney,
Guernsey, Ireland, Jersey, Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, each coin identified by the owner using Krause
numbers, condition ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over $1,700.00 is taken from catalogs for the
years 2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, includes 140+ crown coins, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $500 - 750

12

Greece, Coin Collection, 1820-1973. 40 coins, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers, condition
ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over $330.00 is taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013
before the price of silver went wild, an intriguing lot for the specialist, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $100 - 150

13

India & States, Coin Collection, 1750-1990. Over 900 coins, includes India, Danish India, French India, Portuguese
India, and hundreds of states, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers, condition ranges from fine to
uncirculated, the catalog value of over $11,000.00 is taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013 before the price of
silver went wild, as comprehensive a collection as there is to found, take a “look-see”!!! Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

14

Italian Area, Coin Collection, 1739-1982. Over 360 coins, countries include Italy, Bologna, Naples, Papal States, San
Marino, Sardinia, Tuscany, Vatican City, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers, condition ranges
from fine to extremely fine, the catalog value of over $5,800.00 is taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013 before
the price of silver went wild, terrific array of states and denominations, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

15

Latin America, Coin Collection, 1768-1993. Over 800 coins, countries include Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile,
Ecuador, Guatemala, Jamaica, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela, and the Carribean Islands, each coin identified by the owner
using Krause numbers, condition ranges from fine to proof, the catalog value of over $9,000.00 is taken from catalogs
for the years 2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, plenty of silver coins, great value!!! Fine or better,
ex-Schulman.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

16

Middle East, Coin Collection, 1865-1990. Over 540 coins, countries include Egypt, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon,
Persia, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Tripoli, Libya, Morocco, Turkey, Yemen, each coin identified by the owner using Krause
numbers, condition ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over $4,400.00 is taken from catalogs for the
years 2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, includes different mints, with quite a few silver, some scarce and
lovely coins are present, be sure to check this out, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

17

Pacific Area, Coin Collection, 1880-1995. Over 130 coins, countries include Australia, Cook Islands, Fiji, New
Caledonia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Niue, Pitcairn Island, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu, Western Samoa, each
coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers, condition ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over
$1,200.00 is taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, a nice array of material,
Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $350 - 500

18

Portugal, Coin Collection, 1714-1995. Over 100 coins, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers,
condition ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over $3,200.00 is taken from catalogs for the years
2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, please examine, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2
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19

Russia, Coin Collection, 1779-1995. Over 250 coins, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers,
condition ranges from fine to proof, the catalog value of over $2,600.00 is taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013,
a few silver pieces with many proof coins from 1989-1995, includes Ukraine, unusual to find this many coins in one
collection, please inspect, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

20

Scandinavia, Coin Collection, 1705-1995. Over 230 coins, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers,
condition ranges from fine to proof, the catalog value of over $2,700.00 is taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013
before the price of silver went wild, a great lot for the Scandinavia specialist, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

21

Spain, Coin Collection, 1831-1995. Over 150 coins, each coin identified by the owner using Krause numbers,
condition ranges from fine to uncirculated, the catalog value of over $1,700.00 is taken from catalogs for the years
2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, a solid light with solid values, many silver coins present, Fine or better,
ex-Schulman.
Estimate $500 - 750

22

Switzerland & Cantons, Coin Collection, 1747-1986. Over 170 coins, each coin identified by the owner using Krause
numbers, condition ranges from fine to proof, the catalog value of over $3,600.00 is taken from catalogs for the years
2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, includes loads of silver coins, clean lot just made for retail, Fine or better,
ex-Schulman.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

23

U.S., Silver Coin Accumulation. A frenetic lot that includes Lincoln collection less 1909s and 1909s VDB and a
suspect 1914D other wise complete, 15 rolls of Wheaties, collection of Canadian small cents, nickels, dimes and
quarters, post 1965 Roosevelt dime collection, Eisenhower Dollar collection, assorted Proof sets, State quarter
collection, over $250 face in quarters, halves and dollars, should be a fun lot to dive into, Very Good to Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

24

U.S., Walking Liberty Half Dollars, Complete Collection, 1916-47. In two Whitman albums, includes 1916, 1916D,
1916S, 1917D & 1917S obverse and reverse mint marks, 1919, 1919D, 1919S, 1921, 1921D, 1921S, 1938D, also
includes complete Franklin half set, nice condition coins, clean, Very Good to Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

25

U.S., Coin Accumulation, 1909-2000. A frenetic lot that includes Lincoln collection less 1909s and 1909s VDB and a
suspect 1914D other wise complete, 15 rolls of Wheaties, collection of Canadian small cents, nickels, dimes and
quarters, post 1965 Roosevelt dime collection, Eisenhower Dollar collection, assorted Proof sets, State quarter
collection, over $250 face in quarters, halves and dollars, should be a fun lot to dive into, Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

26

U.S., Mercury Dimes, Complete Collection, 1916-45. Complete set in average circulated condition, includes 1916D,
1921, 1921D, 1926S, mounted in a Whitman album, Very Good to Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

27

U.S., Coin Accumulation. Small lot of U.S. includes U.S. type album with large cent, two cent, 1883 Liberty Nickel no
cents, Liberty Seated quarter, Morgan & Peace Dollars, also with partial rolls of Indian Head cents, Buffalo Nickels,
silver quarters, full rolls of Lincoln Wheat Ears, silver nickels and more, some mixed condition, overall Very Good to
Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

28

U.S., Miscellaneous Coins, Tokens and Medals. Lot begins with two counterfeit seated dollars dated 1840 and 1859,
bag of Hawaii National Bank tokens, transportation tokens, 1939 Union Pacific Golden Gate Expo token, Masonic
token, Pearl Harbor/Hiroshima Memorial medal, very mixed condition, inspection urged, Very Good to Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

29

Worldwide, Hoard of Low Value Silver Coins. Over 500 coins, from every corner of the globe, each coin identified by
the owner using Krause numbers, countries include Austria, Canada & Provinces, Ceylon, Chile, Fiji, France, India
States, Germany and States, Great Britain, Guatemala, Persia, Italy, Liberia, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, Venezuela, and others, dates range from 1832-1976, condition ranges from fine to proof, the
catalog value of over $1,500.00 is taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013, a silver opportunity that should not be
ignored, Fine or better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $500 - 750
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30

Worldwide, Silver Coin Collection. Small lot of foreign silver includes New Zealand shilling, florins and half crowns,
Australian florins and $10 coin, Philippine One Peso, Great Britain half crown, German 5 Reichs mark, a few non-silver
coins may be floating about, please examine, Very Good to Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

31

Worldwide, Coin and Commemorative Coin Accumulation. Hundreds of coins and commemoratives, includes
1974 British Commonwealth Games, New Zealand Cook Bi-Centenary, 1970 Western Samoa James Cook, 1965
Great Britain Churchill, 1970 New Zealand Royal Visit, Australia Commemorative $10 notes, small bag of Australia 50¢,
mint year sets, a collection of Australia large cents, a great lot for the treasure seeker, Very Good to Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

32

Worldwide, Commemorative Coin Collection. Over 100 coins, countries include Bosnia, Cuba, Falkland Islands,
France, Liberia, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Syria, Turkey, Yugoslavia, and Zambia among others, each coin identified
by the owner using Krause numbers, condition ranges from uncirculated to proof, the catalog value of over $1,200.00 is
taken from catalogs for the years 2008-2013 before the price of silver went wild, a few better silver coins present, Fine or
better, ex-Schulman.
Estimate $350 - 500

Currency
33

Worldwide, Currency Collection. Approximately 1,000 pieces of currency, from every country imaginable, includes
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Cambodia, Canada, China, France, Germany, Philippines, among others, grades run
the gamut so please inspect, an impressive lot, Very Good to Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

34

Worldwide, Better Currency Collection. Over 150 pieces of worldwide currency, countries include Algeria,
Bahamas, Belize, British Caribbean Territory, Cayman Islands, Ceylon, Falkland Islands, Fiji, German East Africa,
Hong Kong, Martinique, Mauritius, New Hebrides, Portuguese India, Saint Pierre & Miquelon, Straits Settlements,
Syria, West Africa State, Very Good to Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

United States
Stamp Collections
35

H/m

36

H/m

4

U.S., Wonderful Classic Collection, 1847-98. Mounted on oversized pages, showing a great range of
stamps. Used includes Scott 1, 2, 7, 9x3, 9 strip of 3, 10 x3, 18, 20, 24x4, 25x3, 12, 14x2, 15x2, 17x2, 27, 28, 29x2,
30Ax2, 31, 33, 36x3, 37, 38x2, 62B, 63x5, 68x6, 67, 70, 71x5, 72x3, 75x3, 76x4, 77x3, 78x6, 86x2, 87, 89x3, 90x2,
91x2, 9x2, 95, 96x4, 97x3, 98x3, 100x3, 101x2, 112-121 (plus additional 113x2, 116, 117x2), 134x3, 138x2, 149x4,
151x6, 153x4, 190x2, 191x2, 218x2, 208, 208a, 220-29, 236-9, 241, 268-278, 285-91; Unused includes 4, 35, 39, 112,
123, 133, 240, 242-4; Proofs include 40-47P4, 112-117P4, 120-122P4, 129P4, 213-217P4, 220-229P4; Definitely
worth inspection as there are many collectable stamps here, condition vary as usual, Fine. Scott $65,000+.Estimate
$15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-1978. In Scott National album, plus a small stock books of duplicates, containing
many beautiful stamps along with several plate no singles and multiples, with some better items including: 1 blue
cancel, 2 red cancel, 12, 14-15, 17, 20, 29, 30A, 36-38, 67, 70-72, 76-78, 90, 95-100, 112-22 (3c with partial plate no.
capture), National, Continental and American banknote sets (missing 164, most correctly identified), 214 plate no. pair,
224 plate no. pair, 223 plate no. strip of 4, 230-40 mint (missing 5c), 241 used, 242 used (2), 243-44 mint, 233 & 234
plate no. strips of 4, 248-60, 261A, 268, 269 & 272 plate no. strips of 3, 274, 281 plate no. strip of 3, 285-91, 293, 294-99,
327 plate no. pair, 300-11 (10c & 50c are used), 367-73, 334 & 340 plate no. strip of 3, 339 block of 4, 341, 357 plate no.
strip of 3, 394 used pair, 396 paste up pair, 397-400, 401-403, 405-7, 420, 447 paste up pair, 427-30 & 433 plate no.
strips of 3, 479-80, 498-518 (missing 505), 523-24, 545 LH with star and plate no. 13968, APS cert, 568 block, 569-73,
578-79, 581-91, 630, 658-79, 803-34, C1-3, C3 high flying plane, C5-6, C13 NH, C15, E1-3, J35, Q1-12 (50c is used),
K1-17, O2-3, O20-21, O25, O30, O56, O60, O63, O73-74, O79, O90-91, O93, O111 and mostly complete ducks to
RW20. Condition and centering vary, 19th century to American Bank Notes are mostly used and generally VG-F, mint
and used throughout the late 19th and early 20th centuries and mostly F-VF, mostly mint from 1917 to 1978, condition is
info@kelleherauctions.com
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mixed (with occasional faults in 19th century and 20th century is mostly sound), Very Good-Very Fine. Overall a useful
collection with many better key pieces so make sure you set aside some time for viewing.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
37

HH/H
U.S., Quality Mint Collection. Neatly laid out on black stockpages, lots of duplication, with better items
including: 94, 133a, 156, 161, 189, 209, 215, 219D, 228, 223-24, 226, 230-40, 249, 252, 270, 272-73, 279Bc, 282C,
284, 287-90, 294-99, 300-9, 323-7, 328-30, 337-9, 343-47 singles & pairs, 367-73, 357-8, 379-80, 382 (3), 400 (2), 403,
414-17, 420, 434, 435 (2), 499//518, 524, 525-30, 532 (2 pairs and 2 singles), 533 (5), 534 (3 pairs), 534A (2 singles & 3
pairs), 547 (4), 545-6, 546, 551//73 (3 of each of the high values), 581-91, 614-21, 669-79, 692-701, 834 (3), 1053 (3),
several sets of early airmails (C1-6), C18 (5), C13, E1-3, E6, E5-7, E7, E8 (3), E9, E3, E6, E8 (2), 396 pair, 447 pair, 458
line pair and Q1-12 (2 sets). A delightful collection with many choice - very fine examples, of course, condition is mixed,
attractive collection formed by a quality conscious buyer. Viewing recommended to fully appreciate, unused (some
occasional regums), o.g., hinged or never hinged, mostly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

38

H/m
U.S., Hingeless Collection, 1847-1934. In blue Scott National hingeless album, containing the following
stamps as identified in the album, most of which appear to be correctly identified: 1-2, 4P4, 7, 8A with PSE cert, 9, 12, 15,
18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 NH, 27, 28A, 29, 30, 30A, 31, 33, 37-39, 56, 62B, 63, 64, 65, 67-72, 73, 75-78, 79, 85, 85B,
88-91, 92-101, 102, 105, 112-19, 121, 123, 126, 133, 134-35, 138, 149-51, 153-55, 158-62 (3c with PSE cert), 165-66,
179, 183-91, 205, 206, 208-11, 212-18, 219, 219B, 223-4, 227-29, 230-43, 247-49, 252, 255, 260-61, 262, 263, 268-69,
271, 274-76, 277-78, 281-82, 283, 285-89, 291, 294-99, 303-6, 308-9, 311, 323-25, 327, 369, 373 pair, 341, some perf
12 coils, 394, 396, 390 pair, 393 pair, 401-4, 410-13, 410-11 line pairs, 413 pair, 435, 453-55, 450 line pair, 452 & 454-55
pairs, 478, 479-80, 486-97 pairs or line pairs (missing 491), 498-518 (505 in 2c / 5c combination pair), 523, 524, 547,
525-30, 532, 534-34A, 551-73, 578-79, 599A pair, 614-21, 630, 634A, 658-79, C13-15, E3-4, E6-7, F1, Q1-12, JQ1-5,
J6, J20, J26-28, J57, J60, K7, K10, K17-18, O1, O3-4, O9, O15-24, O30, O32, O34, O36-38, O40, O48-50, O55, O62,
O65-66, O72-82, O84-86, O89-93, O120, PR3, PR11, PR14, PR57-58, PR62 and Confederate States #1 with SON
postmark. Condition and centering are mixed, some typical faults in the 19th century, classics range from unused, used
or o.g., with several better high catalog value stamps among the classics, mostly used from classics to banknotes,
mostly mint (mostly o.g., some regum and never hinged) from re-engraved American Banknotes on with a minority of
used stamps among the high values, generally Fine. Viewing is strongly recommended to determine the true market
value as there is huge catalog value and retail potential for the savvy dealer (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

39

H/(H)
U.S., Hingeless Collection, 1847-1935. In two brown Lighthouse hingeless album, containing the following
stamps as identified in the album, most of which appear to be correctly identified: 1, 7, 9, 20, 23, 24, 30, 32-33, 37-39
(30c with no gum PSE cert), 63, 65, 67, 75, 76, 76a, 62B used, 68, 69, 77, 71, 72, 85B light cancel, 93, 88, 94, 95, 96, 90,
98, 99-101, 112-17, 119, 123, 126, 128, 129, 131, 133, 135, 147-50, 153, 154, 156, 158-59, 179, 182, 184, 189-91,
205-11, 212-18, 219-29, 230-40, 255-57, 261, 271, 273-76, 277, 281, 282C, 284, 285-90, 294-99, 300-4, 306-8,
310-11, 323-7, 328-30, 367-73, 331-42, 345-46 pairs, some perf 12 coils, 357-58, 397-400A, 403, 377-79, F1, 421, 390
line pair, 392-3 & 395-96 pairs, 410-12 pairs, 423, 430-39, 447 line pair, 458 line pair, 474, 478, 497 line pair, 498-518
(mostly complete set including. 500 and 499/505 combination pair), 523, 547, 524, 533, 534A, 546, 614-21, 630,
551-73, 578-79, 581-91, 692-701, 658-79, 599A pair, C1-6, C13-15, E2-3, E5-7, E10, J18, J20, J25, K1-15, K18, Q1-12
and Confederate States 5. Condition and centering are mixed, typical faults among mostly classics, several better high
Scott value stamps, most stamps appear mint (mostly o.g. or without gum, some removed cancels and/or regums),
generally Fine. A delightful collection with lots of upside potential when carefully broken down into the component parts
for individual bourse or eBay sales. (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

40

H/m

U.S., Specialized 1869 Pictorial Collection (112//133). In old time album made-up of quadrille pages. Mint
consists of: 112, 113 (3), 116 (3), 117 (2), 118 (2), 119 (3, 1 with o.g. 1978 PF cert), 120, 123, 133 (2 singles and block of
4), 126, 127 (2), 128, 129, 130 (2), 131 and used (some color and fancy cancels) consisting of: 112 (2), 113 (4), 114, 115
(2), 116 (2), 117 (3), 118 (2), 119 (2, 1 with red cancel), 120, 121, 122, 124, 125 unknown expert mark on reverse, 127,
128 and 133. Mostly correctly identified, used re-issues appear correctly identified by owner, but need certificates to
verify, Make sure to set aside some time for adequate viewing. Attractive old time collection with occasional usual small
faults, full or part o.g., unused (no gum) and used, generally Fine, with several better Very Fine stamps scattered
throughout.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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m
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HH

43

H/(H)
U.S., Mint Collection, 1851-1967, sorted by issue on stock pages, consisting of: 4P4, 7, 9, 11, 15, 17, 20, 35,
36, proofs of 41/47, 63, 65, 68, 69, 76, 78, 87, 88, 92, 93, 94, 112-115, 117, 121P, 135-6, 145-151, 153, 156-162, 178-9,
182-5, 189-90, 206-218, 219-29, 220a, 220c, 230-42, nearly complete 1894/95 issues to 50c, 276, 279-84, 285-90,
294-99, 300-9, 323-30, 331-42, 343-355, 357-58, 367-73 imperfs in pairs, 374-82, 384-7, 390-96, 397-400A, 401-3,
405-13, 405 plate block of 6, 414-23, 424-39, 441-50, 452-58, 460, 461, 462-66, 468-76, 479-480, 486-90, 492-97,
498-518, 505 (5c error in strip of 3), 499 possible lake, 519 NH signed Costales, 524, 525-34A, 535-38, 540-3, 545-46,
547, 548-50, 551-73, 575-79, 581-91, 595, looks relatively complete from here on out to 1327, and includes 599A, 630
(selvedge fault), 634A, 658-79, Two Re-called Legends of the West sheets, back-of-the-book includes airmails C1-12,
C16/129 virtually complete, Special Delivery E1-23 (a few fillers, E11c, E12a), F1, a smattering of Postage Dues
including J1-3, J22-6, J61-67, J77-8, J83-87, JQ1-5, QE1-4, Shanghai Overprints K1-14, K16 (faulty), K17-8,
Confederate States 1 pair, plus others, has some EFOs and some booklets including BK73, BK84, and booklet panes
including 406a., a few additional plates such as 463 & 505 (from the error sheets), stamps listed above as mounted,
some may need further examination for correct identification, built by a budget-conscious collector with many useful
items but also some faults and potential for no gum, regummed and removed cancels. Inspection will easily validate our
estimate and will reward the time spent, mostly o.g., hinged, some no gum (and a few possible cancels removed)
among 19th century and occasional never hinged stamps among 20th century, Very Good-Very Fine. Overall high
catalog value lot priced to sell (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

44

H/m

6

U.S., Amazing Classic and Fancy Cancel Collection. In carefully arranged stockbook and loose covers,
carefully arranged with an incredible array of scarce and interesting cancels, consisting of; 1 (12, various shades, Harp
fancy cancel and St. Johnsbury, Vt. Scarab fancy cancel), 1c 1851 issues (10 singles, 2 pairs), 10/11’s (9 singles and a
pair with two Star of David cancels), 12, 14/15 (4), 17 (4), 1c perforated 1857 issues (14 singles - a few better types and
one with partial imprint and 1 pair), 25 (2 singles and a pair), group of 3c 1861 issues with various better cancels and a
lovely spectrum of shades, Cambridge Bird, Putnam, Ct. December cancels, 28, 29, 30A (2), 10c 1857 issues (10,
many of which are better types - 32/33), 36/36B (7), 37 (2), 39 used, group of 1c & 2c 1861 issues, incl. fancy red “E”,
fancy paids, geometrics, grids, 65’s with various fancy geometrics, Waterbury “W” on piece, horse, seeing eye, Meriden
Devil, Wells Fargo’s, Boston Man in the Moon, 76’s (24 singles and a pair) colors, San Francisco cogwheels, blue “M”,
fancy star, 75 with red grid, 68’s (59), 70B steel blue (3), 70/78 (17 singles and a vertical pair, shades, star and
geometrics,supplementary), 67, 1861 12c (9, some grills), 15c (15, some grills), 71 (30, geometrics, cogwheel, grids,
shield, stars, colors, etc), 72 (2), 112 (6, shield and interesting double foreign 2 ½ due), 113 (8, fancy Star of David), 114
(49, Ohio Bug, Skull and KKK and Eagle cancels, imprints, etc), 115 (7), 116 (12, steamship cancel, etc.), 117 (10), 118
(3), 119 (4), 120 (10), 121 (6), 122 (8, bright colors), unsorted banknotes 1c (25), 2c (6), 3c (70), 6c (90+), 7c (18), 10c
(20), 12c (9), 15c (10), 30c (8), 90c (2); with many geometrics, colors, letters, crosses, NYFM, face, stars, shield, 210
with masonic mask, skull and cross bones, masonic compass and square, 137 (2, one with face cancel), various
covers; incl. 2 “Bisect” with letter from Bernard Harmer of H.R. Harmer mentioning that the cover has a “no opinion” PF
cert, which is not included, but he believed the cover to be genuine, group of 65 with various geometrics, a Waterbury
Star and one multicolor Patriotic, 116 from San Francisco to France, 114 with Qunicy blue fancy Bug cancel, group of 30
covers with star cancels (mostly banknote period), 17 #65’s covers with various letter cancels, 65 with small Del.
Watergap Shield? cancel, 1c tied to cover with two “WAY 5" cancels, 65 tied to cover with Masonic compass and square
cancel. Stamps were carefully chosen for their cancels, so expect some minor mixed condition, but overall the stamps
are attractive, presentable copies that any decent philatelist would love to have in their collection, lovely Fine
appearance (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
U.S., Mint Plate Number Collection (285//370). Mostly different, very little duplication if any of plate no.
singles: 285 (10), 286 (11), 323 (4), 324 (14), pairs: 285 (30), 286 (103), 323 (66), 324 (132), 370 (11), and strips of 3:
367 (15) and 370 (26). Attractive, fresh, o.g., never hinged, mostly Fine. Scott $59,745. Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

U.S., Hingeless Collection, 1847-1964. In red Lighthouse hingeless album, containing the following stamps
as identified in the album, most of which appear to be correctly identified: 1-2, 8A, 9, 12, 13-15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 27,
28, 29, 30A, 31-33, 36-39, 73, 64, 67, 67b, 75, 76, 76a, 70/78 shades (5), 69, 77, 71-72, 84, 85B, 83, 86-91, 92-101,
112-17, 119-21, 134-38, 140, 143, 145-49, 151-55, 160-62, 165-66, 182-91, 205-11, 212-18, 219D, 221, 223, 225,
228-29, 230-43, 261, 276-78, 285-92, 294-99, 313, 325-7, 328-30, 369, some perf 12 coils, 397-400, 396 pair, 438, 461,
453-55, 505, K5, 523, 630, 551-73, 578-79, 692-701, 658/79 (missing 665), C1-4, C6, C13-15, E1-10, J4, J19, Q1-11
and 803-34. Condition and centering are mixed, typical faults among mostly used 19th century classics, several better
high Scott value among the classics, mostly used from classics to banknotes, mostly mint (mostly o.g.) from
re-engraved American Banknotes on with occasional used stamps among the high values, generally Fine. A great lot
with tons of catalog value for an astute dealer who can take the time to carefully break this collection down for individual
stamp sales (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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H/m

46

H/m

47

H/m
U.S., Strong Regular Issue Collection, 1851-1949. Neatly mounted on Mystic Heirloom pages, mostly
used to 1883, mostly mint from 1887 on, 30 certificates accompany, containing highlights including. 7 (single & pair), 9,
12, 14, 17, 18, 20 (2), 22, 24 o.g., 25, 30 appears mint, 30A (3), 31-33, 36B, 70-72, 72S, 75-77, 70/78 (several shades),
86, 89-91, 92, 96-98, 100, 112-21, 135, 149, 151-2, 154-55, 160, 162-63, 165-66, 182-91, 212-18, 221-29 mint, 223P5
& 224P5, both oxidized, 230-33 (including. broken hat), 235, 239, 246//59 mostly complete to 15c, 264-75, 279-84,
285-89, 294-99, 300-10 (missing 6c), 323-27, 328-30, 331-40, 343-47 (singles & pairs), 348, 351, 357-8, 368 Pair,
Schermack pair & star and plate no. pair, 371 & 373 (singles and pairs), 374-79, 381-82, 395-96 pairs, 397-400A, 403,
410-12 pairs, 414-20, 424-39, 445 & 447 pair, 449 used single, 457 line pair, 468, 471-76, 498-518, 505 double error in
normal block of 12 (both 5c error stamps are NH), 525-30, 538a & 540a, 541 block of 4, 571-73, 581-91 (9c is really 561),
599A, 630, 634A, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34 and 859-93 plate blocks. Typical small faults among 19th century used, 20th
century appears mostly sound, with many premium and highly sought after issues, mostly F.-V.F. A nice quality
collection with a plethora of sound stamps for any discriminating collector or dealer looking for highly desirable stamps
(photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

48

H/m/)
U.S., Delectable Quality Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1960. Presented in Lindner albums with hingeless
pages and slip cases, with used #1 with red grid cancel, 7, 9, 15, 36 (2), 71, 76-78, 115-118, 121-122, 240-245, 292-293,
369, CSA 1-2,4, mint includes 24, 26, 93, 112, 183, 239-240, 285-287, 291, 296-299, 326-327, 330, fabulous
Washington Franklins, 548-550, 573, White Plains sheet dot over “S” variety, Kansas Nebraska complete, Prexies
compete, recalled Legends of the West sheets, C1-C6, C13-C14, C18 block of four, C10a complete booklet, J1-J3, J5,
J15, J20, J22-J26, QE1-QE4 singles and blocks of four, UX1, RW1-RW60, with duplicate mint copies of RW1 (2), RW4
(2), RW5 (2), plus useful covers especially airmails, a holding where the surprises never stop turning u, a few condition
issues, inspection is mandatory, mostly F.-V.F., a fabulous lot to break down.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

49

H/m
U.S., Hingeless Collection, 1847-1944. In Davo Hingeless album of regular issues and airmails, containing
better stamps including: 1-2, 7, 9, 12, 17, 18 (appears unused), 25, 27, 28, 36, 36B, 37-39, 67, 67a, 68-72, 75-76, 78,
86-89, 93, 96-101, 112-122, 134-38, 141, 145-55, 156-66, 182-91, 205-18, 219-29, 230-40 (several mint values),
249-62, 264-76A, 278, 285-93, 294-99, 300-13, 315 (wide top selvage), 323-30, 331-42, 374-82, 414-21, 424-440,
462//78 (mostly complete), 523-24, 397-404, 578-79, 658-68, 669//79 (mostly complete Nebr. set including. 679), C1-6
and C15. Usual mixed condition, most stamps appear correctly identified, overall useful collection for either a collector
to continue or a great collection with many desirable key values for breakdown, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web
site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

U.S., Valuable Collection, 1847-1958. Mounted in blue Minkus All American album, containing some better
items - used: 1 blue grid cancel, 1 red paid cancel, 10 pair, blue grid cancels, 7 (2), 9 (2), 14-15, 17, 22, 25, 30, 36, 65 &
73 with double perforations, 75, 69 (3), 77, 70/78 shades (4), 92, 87, 95, 89-90, 97-98, 112-21 with duplication of several
values, 135, 145-55, 162 (3), 163 (2), 165, 212 with freak double perforations, 217 (2), C13, 241-43, 291-92, unused (or
unused appearing): 26 NH, 30P, 65 (4), 63, 73, 76, 68, 71, 94, 112, 113 pair and single, 183 o.g., 209, 214, 256, 268-69,
271 pair, 273, 279-84 (6¢ is used), 279Bc? 357-58, a couple apparent perf 12 coils, 472, 479-80, 498//518 (missing 500
& 505), 524, 534 pair, 547, 551-73, 584-91, 599A, 658-78, 692-701, 803-34, 833-834 vignette shifts, C1-6, C4 block,
C18, E1, E3 (2), E5-9, E7 block, Q1-9, Q11-12, RW5, 230-40, 285-90, 294-99, 325-27, 397-400, 548-50, 614-21 and
630. Typical mixed condition, ranging from sound to faulty, Very Good-Very Fine. Attractive old time collection with
duplicates of many stamps. Sure to add up to plenty of Scott value along with plenty of attractive individual items that
would surely break down into many attractive smaller groups. Make sure to add this lot of your viewing list. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
U.S., Hingeless Collection, 1851-1964 (7//QE4). In red Lighthouse hingeless album, containing better
stamps including; used: 7, 9, 17, 27, 76, 76a, 69, various 70/78 shades (a couple appear unused), 71, 95, 89, 91, 96, 98,
101, 112, 119, 135, 145-54, 156-62, 165-66, 190, 205-18, 219-29, 230-42, 246-58, 260, 264-76A, 285-93, 300-11
(several middle values mint), 323-30, 331-41, several perf 12 Washington / Franklin coils (including mint 351, 352,
386-88 pairs which need certs), plus perf 8½ singles and pair, plus various flat and rotary Washington / Franklins
(mostly singles), 400-404, 420-21, 523, 547 with interesting vignette shift, C1-6, E1-11, J1-7, J15-21, J22-28, J31-37,
J38-44, J45-50, J52-58, Q1-12, JQ1-5, mint 14-15, 30-30A, 35, 36B, 37 o.g. PSE cert., 39, 63, 68, 72, LO6 block of 4
(Scott $1,000), 88, 113-17, 120, 134, 136A, 147-49, 160, 186, 189, 294-99, 369, 399, several mint perf 11 Washington /
Franklins (including. 2 shades of 518), 524, 534B horizontal NH pair, signed in back selvage Champaign, plus 1977 &
1979 PF certificates and 669-79. Typical mixed condition as one might expect, especially among classic issues which
have some great unused better stamps mixed with used stamps, used and mint; ranging from no gum to never hinged,
attractive and colorful set to the lower dollar values; some small faults, Very Good-Very Fine. Last minute arrival, so we
didn’t have time to fully examine. Most stamps appear correctly identified. Viewing recommended to unlock this
collections true value.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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51

U.S., The Eugene Klein Reference Collection of Forgeries. More than 1,600 mostly different forgeries,
fantasies & reprints, including multiples and a few full sheets, plus photos and some collateral material, most of it
mounted on blank pages in a large old album with the front cover missing. The bulk of the collection is made up of
Carriers & Locals, but also included are a few other U.S. stamps and a very nice section of Confederate States.
Interspersed here and there are photos of genuine stamps and covers. An extremely useful lot, assembled by one of the
most prominent and respected stamp dealers and philatelic scholars of the first half of the twentieth century. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

52

HH/H

53

HH/H

54

H/m
U.S., Collection, 1847-1954. In Minkus All-American album, 19th century is mostly used, 20th century is a
mixture of mint and used, highlights include: 1, 4, 8A, 7, 9, 14, 15, 17, 28, 30A, 34, 36, 37, 67, 70 pair, 71, 76 (2), 77-78,
87, 89 (2), 90, 97-98, 112-21, 149, 151, 153-55, 160, 162, 165-66, 182-91, 208, 214, 217, 228, 276, 343-7, 394-96, 446,
523, 547, C1-6, C18, C10a, J36, E3, E6-E7, JQ4, RW1-20, K7, K14, 233-35, 237, 239-40, 291, 294-99, 369, 630, 296 &
298 block of 4 and 329 & 330 block of four. Condition is mixed, with varying degree of faults among 19th century, Very
Good-Very Fine. Inspection should be considered (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

55

H/m

56

m
U.S., Used Collection. On black stock-pages with better items incl: 7 (2), 9 (3 singles and a pair), 10, 17, 36,
64, 70a, 71 (2), 75, 76 (2), 76a (2), 77 (3), 78, 78a, 90, 96 (2), 97, 98 (2), 112, 115 (2), 116 (3), 118, 119, 121, 123 (2), 134
(3), 135, 149 (2), 151, 153, 154-55, 160, 163, 165, 166 (2), 191, 217-8, 238 (2), 239, 240 (2), 261, 276 (2), 276A (2), 277,

8

U.S., Gorgeous Mint Collection, 1869-2000. A valuable mint collection mounted in three volumes, includes
113, 210, 213, 220, 222, 223, 225-227, 230-240, 275, 282 plate number and imprint strip of three, 285-290, 294-299,
300-311, 323-327, 328-330, 331-342, 348-351, 352-355, 357-358, 369, 397-404, loads of Washington Franklins,
479-480, 551-573, Kansas Nebraska complete, White Plains sheet, Prexies complete, Liberty complete, Prominent
Americans complete, C1-C6, C10a, C13-C15, C18, E3, E5-E9, Parcel Posts complete, RW10-RW63, K1-K18, cut
square collection, Canal Zone collection, much is NH, enormous catalog value present, many stamps were purchased
for centering so there are hundreds of stamps that could be lotted individually, if there is one U.S. lot to bid on, this is it,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

U.S., Masterful Collection of Mint & Used, 1845-1980. Extraordinary collection mounted in two Scott
album, a diverse and valuable selection, first volume begins with a used New York Postmaster Provisional, then better
used includes #1 (4), 1851 1¢ six singles and four pairs and strip of three, 14-15, 17 (2), 26 block of six, 36 with red grid
plus a pair, 38, 71-72, 75-78, thirty seven fancy cancels on #65, 98-98, 101, 112-228, 120-121, a great Bank Note group
with fancy cancels, 239, 242, 291, excellent array of Washington Franklins, C1-C6, C18, J1-J3, J5-J6, mint starts with
213, 230-237, 239, 285-289, 323-327, 330, 400, 400A, 573, White Plains sheet, Kansas Nebraska complete,
899a-901a, Liberty issue complete, Prominent Americans complete,C1-C6, C10a, C18, E1, E3, E7, J3, mint & used
officials, PR114-PR125, mint & used cut square and duck collections, the second volume has a nice revenue collection,
with imperf, part perf and perfed revenues, state revenues, wines, battleships, a great collection with many extras, close
inspection is suggested, although there may be a few problems there are still an enormous amount of valuable sound
stamps present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Beautiful Old Time Collection. Hundreds of mint stamps mounted in Scott National album,
containing: 374-82, 390-96, 397-400A, 401-3, 405-7, 410-13, 414-21, 422-23, 424-40, 441-47, 456-58, 476, 477-80,
523-24, 547, 546, 551-73, 579, 581-91, 614-21, 630, 658-79, 692-701, 803-34, C1-6 (C3 NH), C13-15 ($1.30 NH), C18,
E1-13 (E1 NH, E4 is used), J1, J3, J15-16, J22-27, J36, J38-42, J44, J57, J67, K1-18, O55-56, O81, PR6, Q1-12 (75c
NH), JQ1-5, Confederate States #1 and 3. Condition appears mostly sound with many exceptional well centered
stamps, overall Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

U.S., Hingeless Collection (1//RW11). In red Lighthouse album, stamps are used, unless noted otherwise,
highlights include: 1, 7, 9, 14, 25, 30A, 36, 4, 67, 76, 68, 69, 77, 70, 78, 71, 72, 87, 95, 96-98, 90, 112-17, 119-21, 133,
134-36, 138, 145-53, 155, 156-63, 165, 208 o.g., 218, 219-29, 230-40, 261a, 263, 264-76A, 278, 285-91, 293, 294-99,
300-13, 323-30, 349 LH line pair, PSE cert, 385 used pair, PSE cert, 395 o.g. pair, PSE cert, 397-404, 394-96, 411 NH
paste up pair, 443 NH pair, 450 NH pair, 452 LH pair, C13 NH, C14 mint, E1-11, 486//497 mint, partial rotary pair set,
Q1-12, J1-7, J18-21, J28, O1 regummed, O7 no gum, O8, O9 o.g., O25 o.g., O26, O27 no gum, O107 no gum, O29,
O30 o.g., O35 no gum, O52 mint, O54 mint, O57-67 mixed mint and used set, War Dept. mixed mint and used, hard
paper and soft paper set, plus a couple pages of misc. interesting distant back of book issues and RW1-11. Condition
and centering are mixed, with typical faults among the classics mixed with sound and attractive stamps, Very
Good-Very Fine, an attractive collection with many desirable key stamps, viewing suggested to fully appreciate (photo
on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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291 (2), 292, 311 (5), 312, 396 pair, 524 block, 572-3 blocks, C1-6 and E1-E9. A delightful collection with many choice very fine or nicer examples, of course there are the occasional faults, overall attractive collection formed by a quality
conscious buyer, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
57

H/m
U.S., Mostly Used Collection. On old Lighthouse pages, containing better items including: 1 faded, 7, 12,
14, 17, 30A, 32, 37, 38, 39, 2 (3 ½ margins) tied to cover with red grid cancel, 76, 70 appears unused, 69-72, 76-78,
112-17, 119-122, 121, bank-note type set to 90¢ (from mixed companies), 212-18, 219-29, 230-45 ($2-$5 are mint),
264-78, 285-93, 294-99, 300-13 ($2 is mint), 312-13, 401-4, 658-79, C13-15 (used on post card / covers with
appropriate Graf Zeppelin cachets) and C18 on flight cover. Some mixed condition, along with several attractive and
sound stamps, Very Good-Very Fine, an attractive group with many of the key values that are often sought after.
Viewing recommended to properly value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

58

H/m

59

HH/H

60

H/m

61

m

62

m

U.S., Definitive Collection, 1847-1971. Mounted in White Ace album, consisting of used; 9, a $4 Pony
Express that really needs a cert, 1 blue circular grid cancel, 27, 67, 68-69, 71, 77-78, 112-13, 115-17, 119, 124, 163 with
partial plate number, and unused; 1 appears unused, four margins, 75, 76 light cancel? 120, 136, 160 o.g., 123, 161,
206, 209, 211 o.g., 215, 223, 226, 228-29, 251, 260, 261, 263, 275, 277, 278, 284, E1, E3, 308, 310, 312, 313, E7, 382,
Q4-8, Q10-12, F1, E10, 479-80, 497 NH well centered pair, 499/505 combination pair, 547, 571-573 ($1 & $5 are NH),
581-91, 658-79 NH, 803-34 NH and 1030-53 NH. Condition is somewhat mixed, some early 19th century stamps have
no gum, are regummed or cancels removed, many sound and useful stamps among 20th century with gum ranging from
o.g. hinged to never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Immaculate Mint Collection. In four red Lighthouse albums, with slipcases, containing beautiful well
centered and clean mint stamps, many NH, including: 24, 35, 71, 93, 212, 214-16, 222, 227, 230-32, 234-36, 238-9,
249-50, 252, 270, 280, 282, 288-90, 294-99, 300-4, 306-8, 328-30, 367-73, 340, 343-47, 358, 397-99, 401-3, 374-77,
382, 419, 375a, 387 o.g. line pair, PF cert, 395-96 line pairs, 430, 435, 476 photocopy of PF cert, 497 line pair, 500, 523,
525-30, 614-21, 630, 551-73, 581//91 (only missing a couple middle values), 692-701, 658-79, 803-34, 832b, Legends
of the West error pane, C1-6, C10a, C18, E7, E8 and JQ4. Condition appears mostly sound, a few possible regums in
classics. Overall Very Fine and desirable collection. If you are looking for quality stamps, make sure you view this
collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Specialized Collection of Blocks and Singles. Mounted in two albums, plus some additional loose
pages, consisting of used: 145-51, 156-63, 165, 182-91, 264-76, 285-91, 397-404, C1-6 plus mint: 231-32 blocks of 4,
230-37, 285-90, 294-95 plate number strips of 4, 294-99, 300-9, 323-4 blocks of 4, 323-7, 328-30, 331-39, 341, 343-47
horizontal pairs, 368, 371 & 373 horizontal pairs and blocks of four, 374-78, various perf 12 coil pairs and line pairs,
392-94 pairs, 397-402, 411 line pairs (5), 412 pair and strip of 3, 413 pair, 414-19, 424-35a, 484 imprint corner block of 4,
486//497 pairs, 498//518, 551-70, 578-79, 581-91, 614-21 blocks of 4, 622-23 blocks of 4, 630, C1-4, C6, Q1-6, Q8-12,
692-701, 658-79. These stamps could not all be checked, but when we spot checked most stamps were correctly
identified and many of the mint stamps were never hinged and sound, generally F.-V.F. Attractive old time collection,
with some well centered and premium stamps hidden though out, so viewing is suggested to determine true value
(photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., The Charles H. Thatcher First Day Dated Collection. A labor of love, 60 year collection of hundreds
of sock on the nose first day cancels, housed in five Lindner albums with slip cases, begins with #283 1¢ Trans
Mississippi, and goes on to include 615, 617-619, 627 block of four and singles (2), 645, 649, 703, Washington
Bicentennial complete, 717, imperf National Parks complete in pairs, Prexies 804-809, 811-813, 815-833, with plate
blocks of 832-834, C33, C34, C38, C40, C41, C46-C54, C55-C64, E16, E18, E20-E21, F1, and the crown jewel of the
collection an album of blocks and plate blocks, with Prexies 903-831, with booklet panes and coils, Overrun Countries
complete, Famous Americans complete, C21-C23, C24, C25-C31, C23, E17-E19, truly a once in a lifetime-never to be
duplicated collection!! original cost to the owner was $27,000.00 to $37,000.00, inspection will be a joy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
U.S., Used Collection, 1847-1990s. On Vario pages, consisting of: 1, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 22 (2), 28, 29, 32-33,
37-38, 67, 70-72, 78, 85, 86, 89, 92, 95-98, 100 (Hiogo Japan cancel), 118-121, 123, 133, 137-38, National, Continental
and American banknotes (most identified correctly), 213 top margin imprint strip of 6, 230-42, 264-78, 285-91, 294-99,
300-12, 323-30, 390-96, 397-404, 523-24 and mostly from 1920s complete except for higher values, 630 present with
small selvedge missing. Back-of-the-book includes airmails C1-6, C18, Special Delivery looks complete, a smattering
of Postage Dues, Q1-12, Confederate States with 2, 4, 6-7, 11-12, others, Some occasional faults, V.G.-Fine. Overall
high catalog value lot with several useful stamps and priced to sell.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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63

HH/H
U.S., Magnificent Mint Selection With Many Imprint Strips, 1890-1938. A impressive selection of mint
material with strength in small Bank Notes and small Bureau issues especially multiples, comprising both watermarked
& unwatermarked issues, includes on cards 221 imprint & plate number strip of 5, 222 block of four, 224 imprint strip of
five, 229 (2), 253 imprint strip of three (4), 255 imprint strip of five, 268 block of four, 268 imprint strip of three, 270 imprint
strip of three, 271 imprint strip of three (5), 274 (2), 275 (2), 282 block of four, 282C imprint strip of three, 566 plate block,
a complete set of Prexies, then a stock book of locals, some used and some in blocks, terrific potential for the dealer and
collector alike, some condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., inspection is a must, ex- Ezra Cole. Scott $26,500 (Owner’s).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

64

HH/H

65

HH/H

66

HH/H/m

67

HH/H/m

68

HH/H

69

HH/H
U.S., Exhibition Collection, 1901-30’s. Mounted on old time Exhibition style home-made pages, with
interesting write ups and hand drawn ornate framing on each page, containing highlights including: 294-99, 323-27,
328-30, C1-6, C10a, C13-15, C18 bottom plate block. A couple tiny faults on low value Zeppelins, but overall collection
appears mostly sound, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

70

m
U.S., Classics Group. Neatly arranged in small stockbook, consisting of: 10X1 no gum pair, 7 (2), 17, 23, 33
(2), 70, 71 (2), 76 (2), 77 (5), 78, 86 (1), 90, 91 (2), 95 (3), 96, 97 (3), 98 (4), 100 (2), 101, 119, banknotes sorted by
denomination instead of Scott number 7c (2), 12c, 15c (2), 24c, 30c (3), 90c], 238, 239 (2), and more. Condition is
mixed, with much catalog value throughout. A nice group with much retail potential (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

71

HH/H/m

10

U.S., Classic Era of Plate Blocks Collection. Consisting of: 343-46, 368, 370-71, 373, 384, 405, 481-84,
528B, 531, 532, 534, 535 (2), 540, 548-50, 551-56, 563-65, 575-76, 581-90, 610-12, 614-16, 619, 622-23, 627-29,
632//642 (without 634A), 665, 667, various 2¢ reds, 692-701, 704-15, 740-49, 756-65, C7-9, C10, C12, C16-17, C19,
C20-22, C24 and C25-31. Many sound and useful plate blocks, unchecked for well centered premium singles, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., Spectacular Washington / Franklin Specialist Collection, meticulously laid out in three Scott
National albums, containing 424//435, 434 NH, 1914 Flat and Rotary coils, 462//474, 467 with 2 o.g. PF certs, 1916
Imperfs and unwatermarked coil set, 498//518, 524, 547, coil waste issues and offsets (without 534B). Well centered
and attractive duplicates abound, several exceptional stamps with PF certs, various booklets, booklet panes, plate
blocks, shades, varieties, etc., o.g., hinged or never hinged, plus a few covers, overall Very Fine, truly a pleasure to write
this high quality collection of this popular subject. Make sure to add this one to your viewing list. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Collection, 1847-2010. In 17 White Ace albums and slip cases sparsely filled plus a couple
supplementary stock-books, the last few albums have empty pages which will allow you to fill in any supplements you
may be missing. Better items including. 1 (2), 14, 17 pair, 37 (appears unused), 72, 70/78 shades, 75, 86, 96-98, 152,
153, a couple 90c banknotes, 112-17, 119, 121, 803-34, 230-39 (3c & 15c are used), 294-99, 630 (large separations,
one section is completely separated), C1-6, Q1-9, JQ1-5, some Christmas Seals and plenty of face value postage.
Condition and centering are mixed, classics are mostly used, 20th century is mostly o.g., some never hinged, F.-V.F., a
nice collection to build upon.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Massive Modern Face and FDC Collection, 1935-2012, containing lots of booklets, plate blocks and
postal stationary adding up to $1,000’s worth of face value postage, plus hundreds of FDC’s, used and o.g., hinged
among early issues, modern issues never hinged, Very Fine. An excellent opportunity to cut down your post office
expense.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Early 20th Century Single and Block Collection. Mounted in Scott Commemorative album,
containing singles: 323-7, 328-30, 367-73, 397-400, 614-21 and blocks: 230-32, 236-37 (10c has slight dist. o.g.),
294-95, 367-68, 371, 397, 400, 548-50, 617-21, C18 and some 2c red plate blocks. Condition appears mostly sound
and attractive, o.g., many never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1999. Useful mint and used collection mounted in three albums, better
used includes 1, 24, 28, 28, 33, 36, 64, 68-72, 76-78, various grills, 112-117, 119-120, 130, Bank Notes, 91, mint has
7,9, 63, 65, 233, 235, 302-303, 306, 308, 565-566, 571, with plenty of mint postage up to the year 2008, plenty of nice
material that could stand as individual lots, may be a few condition/identification issues, but overall, F.-V.F., a nice lot at
a great price.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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72

HH/H/m

73

HH/H
U.S., Mint Coil Collection. Neatly laid out on black stockpages, with various better early Washington /
Franklin coils, 396 singles, 411 & 412 line pairs, 444 line pair, 447 pair & line pair, 458 pair and line pair, various 1916
rotary singles, pairs and line pairs, etc. There is much we didn’t mention here, so viewing is strongly recommended to
properly evaluate, mostly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

74

H/m

75

HH/H

76

m

77

H/m

78

m

79

H/m/)

80

U.S., Commemorative Collection, 1893-1958. Mint singles and blocks, mounted into two Scott Specialty
albums, containing singles: 230-36, 238-9, 285-91, 294-99, 323-30, 397-400, 630, blocks of four: 328-29, 367-8,
370-73, 548-50 and 614-21. Stamps appear mostly sound, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

81

HH/H

82

H/m

U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1975. Thousands of mint & used stamps mounted in ten volumes, with a
collection of plate blocks, better mint includes Washington Bicentennial, Farleys complete, C2-C4, used 230-238,
285-290, 294-299, 323-327, 328-330, Q1-Q9, with over $3,000 in face this is a wonderful chance to pick up some useful
stock and cut back on trips to the post office, may be a few condition issues, but mostly F.-V.F., please inspect.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Mint and Used Collection. Hundreds of stamps neatly laid out on black stockpages, consisting of
better items including: 7, 14 (2), 98, 119, 149, 162, 189 mint, 190, 212 LH, 216 o.g., 269 NH, 273, 282a o.g., 284 LH,
288-90 o.g., 310 o.g., 336 NH, 338 o.g., 340 o.g. (2), 358 LH, 377-79 NH, 414 NH, 426 pink back NH, 434 NH, 468 NH,
470 o.g., 472 o.g., 500, 567 NH PF graded 90, 572 NH, 627 NH PSE graded 95 cert and 679 o.g. Condition is mixed,
with occasional small faults, a delightful collection with many choice - very fine examples, formed by a quality conscious
buyer. Viewing recommended to properly evaluate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Extensive Plate Block Collection, 1925-85. Several hundred plate blocks in three albums, better
includes 620, 628, 637-642, 648, 649-650, 704-715, National Parks, Farleys, Prexies complete, Famous Americans
complete, Liberty issue complete, Prominent Americans complete, C7, C11, C25-C31, C46, and fairly complete for
period, tons of premium plates present, please examine, you’ll be glad you did, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Useful & Valuable Used Lot, 1851-1945. All on sales sheets, includes 9 with part of adjoining stamp at
right, 36, 68, 73, 93, 97, 98, 112, 113 (2), 115, 116, 117, 118, 119 (2), 120, 121, 239, 240, 298 (3), 323-327, Washington
Franklins, 658-668, C1-C6 (2), fresh clean lot, a few condition issues possible, please examine, F.-V.F. Scott $8,500+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., High Value Balance. Full of stamps in glassines and stock-cards with highlights including: used:
244-45, 293, 77, 92, 14, 99 faulty, 278, WS2, 33 (2), 149, 9, 98, and mint: RW1-2 each with top plate nos., 497 line pair,
340, 358, 538a, 228 no gum, 284, PR114-25 and RW34 with plate no. Condition is mixed, running the gambit from
space fillers to attractive sound stamps, Very Good-Very Fine. Lots of value here for the careful viewer. Be sure to make
some time for careful viewing (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., 1851 11 & 11A Plating Collection. Over 400 stamps mounted on plating sheets, four plates, with some
well centered stamps, rare to find this advanced stage for plating, a definite “must see” for the plating neophyte of
specialist, this lot is sure to garner attention, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Mostly Mint Collection, 1861-1990. Presented in two Liberty Stamp albums, better mint includes
Whites Plain sheet, Prexies complete, Liberty Issue complete, Prominent Americans Issue complete, Americana Issue
complete, Recalled Legends of the West (3), C1-C6, C13-C15, C18, plus 5 flown first day covers of #1909, great catalog
value, c’mon down and check ‘er out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

HH/H

U.S., Mostly Commemoratives, 1893-1930’s. Neatly arranged in small stockbook, consisting of: 230-40,
294-97, plus 297 (2), 290, 303 pair, 307-9, 400 (3), 571, 572, 573 (4), 630, 834 (6), 1053 (8), and more. Condition is
mixed, with many sound stamps throughout. A nice group with several popular stamps with much retail potential, mostly
o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Collection of Mint & Used, 1878-2000. Resting in 4 Scott albums and a American Heirloom album,
first album with mint 240, 328-330, White Plains sheet (2), 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, Prexies complete, Liberty issue
complete, recalled Legends of the West (2), C18, RW37-RW54, 2 volumes of plate blocks with 3¢ violets, 906, Overrun
Countries, Prominent Americans issue complete, Americana issue complete, C46, E15-E23, volume containing a
booklet pane collection and the Heirloom album with mint Prexie set, Liberty issue and Prominent Americans issue, so
much sale able material you’ll think you died and went to heaven, few if any condition issues, a clean fresh lot for your
approval, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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83

H/m
U.S., Two Collections, 1847-1980. A stupendous collection in two Scott albums, first album starts with used
#1 with red cancel, 36, 67, 77, 95, 97, 100, 116-117, 155, 312, 369, mint with 285-288, 294-299, 327, useful Washington
Franklins, 551-573, Kansas Nebraska complete, C1-C6, C18, E7, then mixed officials, newspapers, cut squares,
revenues, second album is used with a few better, take the time to carefully evaluate this lot, tons of surprises, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

84

U.S., Reference Collection of Forgeries. About 800 forgeries, fantasies and reprints, including a good bit of
duplication, in a small stockbook; the bulk are Carriers and Locals, but also includes about 75 Confederate States and a
few other odds & ends. Should prove worthwhile.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

85

H/m/)
U.S., Collection of Collections, 1851-1975, several hundred stamps residing in four albums, on pages and
in a shoe box, includes collection of 19th century grid cancels, collection of #26 with cancels and varieties, group of
stampless covers, collection on Lindner hingeless pages with mint 834, C1-C6, C18, a Nicklin US album with used
230-235, 237-239, 330, mint 287, 294-297, 299, 325, 548-550, C1, C4-C6, Q1-Q4, QE1-QE4, mint and used collection
in a Scott National album with mint 230-240, 287-290, 294-297, 299, 328-330, 369, 692-701, used 241, 312, shoebox
with several hundred used postage dues, a nice selection to consolidate or break up for retail sales, very few condition
issues, just F.-V.F. material, a fresh & clean lot.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

86

H/m

87

H/m/)

88

H/m

89

HH/H

90

HH
U.S., Plate Number Strip Collection. Hundreds of stamps neatly laid out on black stockpages, containing
several better plate no strips incl: 1900 plate no. 5 strip of 5, 1904a plate nos. 4-5 strips of 5, 1908 plate nos. 1-2 & 8
strips of 5, 2523c Toledo brown plate no. 7 strip of 5, 2602 plate no. A32333 strip of 5 and 2890 plate no A4435 strips of 5
(2). Sound condition and post office fresh. High face value, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

91

H

12

U.S., Powerful Collection, 1888-1995. Mint material includes definitives 213 (2), 214, mounted in a Scott
Specialty album, mounted on pages on pages 112, 113, 230-240, 243, 287, 327, 330, 524, 571-573, 692-701, White
Plains souvenir sheet, Prexies complete, C1-C6 with extra C3 NH, used includes 116, 313, and finally a two volume
duck stamp album with slip case, some scattered coverage, a fresh clean lot with plenty of premium stamps, please
review as much of the mint is NH, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Immense Collection of Mint & Used. Tens of thousands of stamps and covers in 46 albums, mostly
Scott, the owner put in decades of work assembling this collection, with very mixed results, there are volumes filled with
packet material but there are better items throughout, for instance Famous American plate blocks complete, National
Parks perfed and imperf plate blocks complete, album of U.S. possessions, and an album of postage dues with plate
blocks of J61, J64, J68, J69, J70, J71, J85, and J88, also includes topical material and postage, a tough lot to figure, but
our low price should entice some intrepid bidder, mixed condition, please review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Collection, 1851-2010. In 13 albums and a small box of regular issues, back of the book and postal
stationary, used highlights consist of: 9, 17, 30A, 33, 71, 78, 98, 112-16, 119, 121, 156-66, 312, E1-10, some banknote
and early BEP dues, Q1-12, O3, mint highlights including: 219D, 224-25, 230-40 (30c is used), 285-91 used, 300-7 (3c
is used), 415, 614-21, 669-79 (5c is used), 692-701, 803-34, C1-6, C18, RW53-63, RW65-68, RW70-76, RW81, 8 $5
Junior Ducks, 7 $15 Duck self adhesive pane, Legends of the West error pane and face value postage. Mixed condition,
with the occasional fault among 19th and early 20th century, mostly sound after, F.-V.F., a nice lot with plenty of value for
easy break-down (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Early 20th Century Plate Block Collection. Hundreds of plate blocks, with some better items
including: 628, 649-50, 756-65, 803-833, 1030-53, C7-9 and C31 (2). Mostly sound appearance, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Impressive Plate Block Collection, 1919-40. Lovely plate block commemorative collection neatly
housed in White Ace album covering years 1919 to about 1940; highlights include a choice wide top plate of 537,
548-550 complete, 610-612, 614-621 plates, along with a nice run of 1920’s 2 cent red plates; 704-15 complete (6 cent
is a block of 4 only); National parks perf’d and imperf 740-49 and 756-65, plus a choice set of Famous Americans
859-893; all in all much usable material contained in the overstuffed album with many choice hinged or never hinged
plates, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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HHa

93

H/m

94

HH

95

HH

96

HH/H

97

H/m

98

H

99

H/m/)

100

H
U.S., Commemoratives Collection. Decent collection remainder from 1893 to 1966 neatly housed in album
on White Ace pages; highlights include the 1893 Columbians to the 50 cent 230-240; 1898 Trans-Mississippi’s
286-289, and virtually complete from the 1920’s to 1960’s; some select usable stamps to be found so don’t be fooled by
the low estimate; this lot is worth a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

101

m

U.S., Sheet Collection, 1930’s. C16 (2), 739 (8), 717, 3c purple sheets (15), 785-94 (2 sets), 8 sets of APS
souvenir sheets, with the exception of minor perf separations, sheets appear sound, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1847-1990. Sparkling collection in two Scott albums and an additional
volume, better used includes #1 with red grid cancel, 17, 77, 116, 149 with red NYFM cancel, 190, 311, 397-403, useful
Washington Franklins, C4-C6, RW2 RW4, RW6, RW9, RW12-RW66, CSA, with mint 214, 230-240, 285-287, C1-C3,
C18, loads of valuable and sale able stamps, a few condition issues as to be expected, offered as received, viewing
advised for the full appreciation of the profitable opportunity afforded here, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Leader Coil Collection, 1922-45. In excess of 90 leader coils residing in a stock book, includes leader
coils for 597 (2), 598 (4), 599 (7), 600, 604, 605 (2), 606 (8), 686 (2), 687 (3), 721 (3), 722 (4), also Prexies, Liberty issue,
and C41, great lot for your own collection or for stock, examination encouraged, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Old Time Collection and Stockbooks. Multiples and singles, mostly from 1920’s-30’s, containing
plate blocks: 649-50, 628, 621, 740-9, 756-65, 785-93 matched corner set, C7-9 various 2c reds irregular blocks and
plate blocks, singles: C4-6, C18, 1/2c to $1 mixed rotary and flat 1922-26 Fourth Bureau issues, condition appears
mostly sound, mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Premium Plate Block & EFO Collection, 1922-85. An engaging collection with many better items
presented in a stock book, includes EFO’s include #264 plate number and inscription strip of five drastically misperfed,
double impressions include 525d, 527a, 528c, 529a, 530a, imperf between with 538a, 540a, better plate blocks include
Washington Bicentennials complete, Prexies complete, 906, Overrun Countries, Famous Americans complete, 1295
(2), 1612, C7, C19, C20, and much more, a sure fire money maker, be sure to check this one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1965. A couple of thousand stamps mounted in two Scott albums and a
Scott binder, first volume has better used with 70, 73, mint 230-234, 236-237, 299, 328-330, 548-550, 614-616,
617-619, 620-621, 661-662, 664-665, 667, 669-672, 675, 677, 692-701, Prexies complete, Liberty issue complete, C1,
C3 block of four, C4-C5, K11, K14, O15-O16, O36, O60, O87-O88, O91-O92, ducks RW1-RW15, RW21-RW25,
volume two has mint blocks of four 371 center line, 548, 610-611, 614, 617-619, 620-621, Washington Bicentennials
complete, National Parks, Famous Americans complete, third volume has various commemoratives and revenues in
heavy duplication, the first volume alone should be worth many times our low estimate, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Small Group of 1869 Pictorial Essays & Proofs. 11 different Plate Essays: 1¢, 3¢, 5¢ (3), 10¢, 24¢,
30¢ (2) & 90¢ (2); also plate proofs on card: a complete set 1¢-90¢ (the 15¢ a type III), plus duplicates of all but the 24¢;
the duplicated plate proofs are not quite as fresh as the complete set, but otherwise everything is clean and F-VF, with
o.g. where appropriate. Scott approximately $3,700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Exciting Singular Collection, 1926-60. Housed in three Scott albums, each issue presented with
singles, blocks, plate blocks and first day covers, as examples C7-C8 has a mint & used single and a first day cover, C9
has a mint and used single, block of four and a first day cover, C24 mint & used single and first day cover, Famous
Americans are complete with mint & used singles, block and plate block and first day cover, Overrun Countries with mint
& used singles, plate blocks and first day covers with “KORPA” block, Prexies complete in same format up to 833, a
indulgent collection with huge catalog value, be sure and check it out, it will be a while before you see a collection like
this again, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., First Day Cancellations on Blocks, 1931-75. Presented in three Lindner albums with slip cases, with
over 400 first day cancels mostly on plate blocks but also includes blocks, souvenir sheets, and booklet panes, with
plate blocks of 6 of material such as #1295, C75, E22, E23, some duplication, but a unique grouping, careful
examination by the patient and knowledgeable viewer will prove worthwhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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103

H

104

HH/H

105

HH/H

106

HH

107

m

108

HH/H
U.S., Mint Plate Block Collection, 1938-2000. Stored in two stock books and an envelope, includes 832 top
plate block of 20, plate blocks of Famous Americans, National Parks, Farleys, envelope of face postage with plate
blocks of 2394, 2540, 2543, 2544, 2544A, 2590, 2592, 3261, excellent value for your money, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

109

m
U.S., Cancel Collection, 1851-88. Presented in one volume, an impressive cancel study starting with #10
and continuing to postage dues, includes shades of 1851 issue, 65s with better cancels including wedges, geometrics,
“Paid”, Bank Notes with various stars, letters, geometrics, officials with letters, postage dues with pearl necklaces,
“Due” and colors, a delightful lot sure to attract plenty of bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

110

HH/H

111

H/m
U.S., Excellent Selection of Mint & Used, 1851-1922, terrific grouping of over 100 stamps that includes
used #9, 20, 24 pair, 159 with red NYFM cancel, ducks, mint includes 233, 234 (3), 235 (4), 287, 298 (2), 326, 330, 400
(2), a few condition/identification issues, but overwhelmingly F.-V.F., sure to have great potential. Estimate $500 750

112

m
U.S., Fancy Cancels, 1861-88. Includes over 400 Bank Notes with letters, numbers, stars, wheels of fortune,
geometrics, leaves, pinwheels, small stock book of 1869 3¢, group of 65s, a great lot for the fancy cancel maven,
inspect and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

14

U.S., Odd Ball Post Office Material, 1980-2000. A myriad of Post Office & Postal Service doodads, includes
items ad folders, commemorative kits, posters, packaging, pre-stamped priority mail envelopes, announcements,
stand up ads, pins, Stamper magazines, first day ephemera, includes Looney Tunes, Star Wars and Elvis material,
worth many time our low estimate, if you enjoy odd-ball material, it doesn’t get much odder than this, check this treasure
out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Collection. Sparsely filled in Scott Minuteman album, with a few highlights including. 238, 324-26,
328-30, 397-400A, 421, 430, 568-69, 571-72, 586-91, 834, C1, C5, C18 and some face value postage. Condition is
mixed with the occasional fault, Very Good-Very Fine, a nice little group, with a few small gems hidden throughout
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Early 20th Century Mint Blocks Collection. Carefully arranged on black stock pages, with a few
better items incl. 483, 534 (2), 511, plus 634 long ear variety in block of 9 and more., F.-V.F., the knowledgeable viewer
will surely to find something of interest in this lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Desirable Group of Better Stamps. Handsome group of 10 different better issues, including 10X1 no
gum, 161 disturbed o.g., 212 N.H., 214 & 217 o.g., 294-5 N.H., 298 o.g. gum crease, 311 regummed, and 6LB5 used
with internal tear, overall a very nice group, #6LB5 with 2006 PF certificate, handsome group of 10 different better
issues, including 10X1 no gum, 161 disturbed o.g., 212 N.H., 214 & 217 o.g., 294-5 N.H., 298 o.g. gum crease, 311
regummed, and 6LB5 used with internal tear, overall a very nice group, #6LB5 with 2006 PF certificate, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,197.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mint NH Better Lot, 1918-55. Gorgeous mint lot with C1-C6 (2), C18 (4), 548-550 (5), 1053 (6) and
397-400, scarce in this condition, don’t let get away, F.-V.F. Scott $3,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Used Selection, 1851-1938. Excellent lot of premium used material, includes 9 (2), 24 strip of three, 38
with red target cancel, 114 with “EC cancel (S-E LC E-1), 229 (5), 276A (3), O35, O73 & O76 with red cancels, O12,
O14, CSA 1, Cuba J1, Philippines 212, 219, a holding with endless possibilities, some condition issues, please review,
F.-V.F., ex- Ezra Cole.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Commemorative Collection. In well laid out stockbook, each item individually labeled, containing
better stamps including: 230 plate number strip of 3, 231 broken hat, 235-37, 373 NH pair, 505 double error in block of
12, 548-50, 575-76 plate blocks, 610-11 plate blocks, 617-19 blocks of four, 617-18 plate blocks, 649-50 plate blocks
and 654 (2) plate blocks. Condition appears mostly sound with plenty of presentable and attractive items, mostly F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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HH/H
U.S., Mint Collection, 1918-2000. Includes a Scott album with Recalled Legends of the West sheet, Elbe
stock book with slip case with mint C1-C6, C1-C2 blocks of four, C10a, C18, E2-E4, E7, with plenty of postage with
values up to $9.75, a wonderful chance for some better material and tons of postage, seeing is believing, please
inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

114

H/)

115

HH/H

116

m

117

EPS
U.S., Essay and Proof Group. 85 mostly different proofs and essays, consisting of: 67-E4f (two shades;
dark carmine and lilac), 157TC black block of four, 210P4/218P4 (only missing rare 1¢ value), 224P5, 226P5 with partial
imprint, E2P4, E3P3-P4, O1P4-O9P4, plus partial sets of other official card proofs (including $5 State x3) and R146P3
imprint and plate number 34 strip of 3. A few small faults, but generally mostly sound. Lovely group with several useful
pieces, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

118

HH/H

119

H

120

m

121

H/m

122

H/m

123

H/)

U.S., Unusual Collection, 1945-75. Presented in ten Scott albums and on pages, as nice a U.S. collection
as you will find, each issue on each page has a single, blocks plate blocks and first day cover, or in the case of a coil like
1305C line pair, pair, strip of three and four and a first day cover, many has extra blocks, panes and coils, plenty of postal
stationery, two volumes and pages are United Nations in the same format, and a small lot of material for the 1960 Pony
Express Centennial, plenty of postage, first day covers and stationery makes for a formidable collection, be sure to
check it out at our low estimate its a steal, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Plate Block Accumulation. Consisting of 785-94, 859-93, 909-21, 832-34, o.g., mostly never hinged,
F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Specialized 3¢ 1851-56, Imperforates, Off Cover (11, 11A). Over 70 singles and 5 pairs, most all dull
red, but includes an occasional orange brown including two on cover (creased by file folds); some stamps have been
plated, interesting grouping has stitch watermark, thin paper, worn plates, and pre-printing paper fold varieties, at least
one with green cancel, there is also a card with examples of Scott 26 and Scott 65 with most all the perforations trimmed
away (not counted), usual small flaws or faults, Fine, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Mint Collection, 1918-95. Several hundred stamps mounted on White Ace pages in four albums, U.S.
appears complete for the period 1967-1995, also includes C1-C6, C18, and a mint United Nations collection
1951-1979, some better mint stamps and plenty of postage makes for a lot with potential, please observe, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
U.S., Facsimiles of Famous Stamps. For those of you who don’t have everything and can’t afford it, we offer
these inexpensive alternatives, lot includes two pairs of #1, pair of #2, two blocks of 294a, two blocks of 295a, two blocks
of 295a, and three blocks and a single of the inverted Jenny!!! well executed for facsimiles, careful inspection is advised,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Uncommon Perfin Collection, 1909-2000. Huge lot of more than 400 stamps mounted on quadrille
pages with photos of reverse of the stamp for easy identification, arranged alphabetically, includes issue of 1922,
Prexies, commemoratives, back-of-the-book, even a #479, this is the first large perfin collection we have had the
pleasure to offer in a long time, inspection is a must, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Mint & Used Collection, 1851-1975. Several hundred stamps in two stockbooks and two albums, with
a stock book with mint 2¢ reds, Famous Americans, 572, 573, 834, E1-E2, stock book of mint and used with officials,
postage dues, battleship revenues, mint high values, mint collection mounted in two Scott albums 1933-1975, great
potential for the right buyer, excellent value for internet sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Mounted Collection, 1893-1995. Mint & used collection mounted in a Minuteman Album, better used
with 294-298, 323-327, 328-330, mint includes 230-231, 548-550, 614-616, 617-619, 620-621, Washington
Bicentennial complete, and continues to 1995, with plenty of useful and sale able stamps, may we suggest inspection,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Assortment, 1938-2000. Approximately $250 face in plate blocks and full sheets and a volume of
postal stationery, a few commemorative panels and a recalled Legend of the West sheet in its original folder and mailer,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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H/m

125

HH/H
U.S., EFO’s, Fascinating Collection. Over 350 pieces, consisting of many hundreds of stamps, with various
ink smears, missing perfs, double perfs, imperfs, interesting varieties, misperfs, color shifts, gutter snipes, etc.,
consisting of 530a double impression block of 4, 8c Family Planning pair / 1 partially missing black, 3¢ offset dry print /
double impression study, 803b, 647 (unissued overprint variety - 1920 instead of 1928), 805b block of 8 center - 2 pairs
imperf between, 5 Presidential vertical pairs, imperf between, 2201b black omitted, J98 block of 4 with numeral shifted
to top, 2523 imperf complete coil of 100, 63 with pre-print paper fold, 6c postal stationary inverted overprint (on diagonal
side of envelope), R137 double horizontal row of perforations between stamps, 634 block of 4, perf shift, 499 imperf
between, 803 fold over error, 4 higher denomination revenues with extra rows of perforations, 115 with diagonal extra
row of perforations, nearly bisecting stamp, 9 interesting chemically altered stamps, 3 different 1920’s definitive printers
waste imperf dry print pairs, 510 extreme dry print, Philippines 291 foldover error, 231 Broken Hat block of four with blind
perfs between, 530a o.g. double impression block of 4, 342 double Philadelphia, PA pre-cancel, 501 pre-print paper
fold, R74c several extra rows of double perforations (Scott $275 for normal), 1610 misperf group of 5 pairs, 3 blocks of
four and 1 block of 10, 6 different Overrun countries mint sheet reverse printing varieties, various group 27 of “imperf”
classics, a stockbook of 1930’s-50’s coil partial plate number captures, #285 extra row of perfs variety, 515 two vert.
pairs, each with blind perfs between, 499 block of four blind perfs between. Some usual faults, but the vast majority
appears mostly sound and unusual, be sure to view to fully appreciate., used, unused, o.g. or never hinged, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

126

HH

127

H/m/)

128

HH

129

HH/H

130

HH
U.S., EFO’s Group. Consisting of: 1618 50% misperfed coil roll of 100 (outer four stamps are oil stained),
1734 vertically misperfed block of 50, 1894 vertically misperfed block of 100 (side plate no. selvage removed), 2403
vertically misperfed pane of 50, 2561a, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600

131

H/m
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Eclectic Collection. Many hundreds of stamps packed into two binders of
stock/album pages, mint consisting of: RVB1-2, Federal Ducks complete mixed mint/used to 2000, some duplicates,
Michigan Duck 1, Truck s/s (3), Computer vended postage, Officials O1-4, 6, 8-9, O10-4 proofs, O15-24, O25-30,

16

U.S., EFO’s, Diverse Collection. Over 350 different errors (singles, pairs, booklet panes and blocks of
various sizes), on Lighthouse pages, including: misperfs, mis-cut, ink smears, color shifts, over-inking, imperfs, colors
omitted, with highlights that include: 68 double perforations, 250 foldover with gap in lower left corner, 159
pre-perforation foldover error, 158 interesting diagonal partial albino print, several Washington / Franklins perforated
half way between stamps, 1036A misperf booklet, several booklets with shifted vertical perforations, an interesting
group of the various types of Dag Hammarskjold re-printed errors, 1305 imperf line strip of 4, 1338 plate block partially
imperf between stamp and selvage, 1384 light green omitted block of 6, 1527 misperf block of 20, 1610 Brown
engraving omitted (Scott $200), many Great Americans issue misperf and imperf between issues, 2440 misperf
complete pane of 50 and more. A great diverse collection that would certainly be worth owning as a collection in its own
right…. or for expansion or break-down., F.-V.F., viewing recommended to fully appreciate (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

U.S., EFO Collection. Over 100 pieces laid out on black stock pages, imperf pairs & strips of 4, and a few
colors missing errors, with better items incl: 1304b (2), 1305Eg line pair, 1811a (2 pairs), 2609b, 2399a, 1863b and
2165a. Condition appears mostly sound, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., EFO’s, Extensive Collection, 1857-2005. Well over 300 items in a binder, includes 554 with crack
forehead on cover, 1985 label on cover accepted as postage, UX32d, UX46a, 899a, 900a, 901a, 2¢-10¢ Columbian cut
squares with “Specimen.” imprint, private perfs, 540a, 530a, UX32 b double surcharge, proofs, misperfs, imperfs, over
inking, test stamps, 2 covers damaged in mail car fire, a lot sure to bring more than our modest estimate, a righteous lot
for the dealer or collector, be sure to peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., EFO’s, Engrossing Collection. 31 items with various errors, includes 1759 with dramatic color shifts,
1523 misregistration, 1407 major perf shift, 2097 major perf shift, 1753 with left stamp under inked, 2116a with albino
pane, 2550 major perf shift, 1926 color shift, 2011 major perf shift, one of our better EFO lots, be sure and check it out,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., EFO’s, Accumulation, 1910’s-60’s. Over 130 pieces, consisting of hundreds of stamps, with
misperfs, over-inking, under-inking, ink smears, color mis-registrations, gutter snipes, imperf coil pairs or strips,
900/901 nearly imperf between blocks and pairs and 499 block of 8 with vertical perforations shifted 50%. Condition
appears mostly sound, with plenty of interesting stamps that could easily be broken down into lots for individual sale,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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O35-45, O47-50, 6, 52-6, O57-62, 64-5, 67, O72-82, O82-92, O95, O97-9, O114-20, O121-6, various locals, state
revenues, air express, line pairs, etc., round off the volume, Stationary Cut Squares including. U43 & U71, 1935 Potato
Tax set, newspapers including PR2b, 3b, 4, Revenues with imperf, part perf and perforated, perforated 1st issue
revenues mostly complete to $10, partial 2nd issue to $3, 3rd issue nearly complete to $5, R135b Inverted Center ($700
catalog), R672 on document, carte de visite (2), some documentary and stock transfers up to mid values, Playing cards,
Officially Sealed, a couple stock pages of private die proprietary, 15 beer stamps, some Tobacco and Narcotics,
Savings, Cigarette Stamps, F.-V.F., overall interesting group with plenty of unusual items (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
132

H/m/)
U.S., Back-of-the-Book, Beautiful Collection, 1861-1960. Mostly mint in one volume, includes mint C1-C6
C18, E3, E5-E6, E11-E14, F1, J3 pair with plate number, boating stamps with stubs, ducks with RW36-RW38, RW52,
RW54-RW56, RW58-RW70, junior ducks JDS11-JDS12, PS2 card filled, PS7-PS10, PS12b, PS15, S5, various
savings booklets, a couple of essays, many are NH and need verification, a interesting and valuable lot that had great
potential, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

133

HH/H/m

134

HH/H/m

135

H/m/)

136

HH/H

137

U.S., Postage Dues Stock, 1915-61. A few hundred blocks and plate blocks, includes J68 two blocks of four,
J84 two blocks of four, J88 (136), J100 shiny gum (32), J100 dull gum (36), J101 shiny gum (25), J101 dull gum (11),
plate blocks include J80 (11), J81 (11), J98 shiny gum (5), J99 dull gum (2), J100 shiny gum, J100 dull gum (3), a clean,
fresh and useful stock, F.-V.F. Scott $2,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600

138

H/m

U.S., Back-of-the-Book Collection. Carefully hinged to Mystic Heirloom album, with highlights including:
C1-6, C18, JQ1-5, E12-13, E12a with NH PSE cert, E19 with NH PSE graded 95 cert, F1, J1, J3, J7 used, PR12, PR24
manuscript. cancel, PR59-60, PR81, PR114-25, PS11-15 ($5 with PSE graded 85 NH cert), WS2, WS4 (straight edge
at bottom), S1-5, Confederate States (used and unused); 1a, 1b and 4-5. Condition appears mostly sound, used, and
mint (ranging from no gum to never hinged), mostly F.-V.F., a nice quality collection with many premium and highly
sought after issues. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

U.S., Back-of-the-Book Accumulation. Neatly arranged in small stockbook, consisting of: C1, C3, C6,
Q1-4, Q6-12 (plus duplicates), E3, E6, E7, J20, O78 unused, $1.60 Foreign Exchange with two rows of extra
perforations, RVB1-2 blocks, RW17, RW20, RW23, several locals, Confederate States 4 and more. Condition is mixed,
with many sound stamps. A nice group with much retail potential, mostly o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Airmail, C11 Beacon Specialized Collection. Presented in six binders for your viewing pleasure,
several hundred covers, stamps and plate blocks, includes first day covers, first flight covers, first day of new rate
covers, crash covers, CAMs, FAMs, ephemera, singles, blocks, varieties, better has Nickles first day cover with plate
block of six, Graf Zeppelin flight over to Brazil, 1929 Graf Zeppelin flight to Germany, 1934 Tacoma Welcomes The
Macon cover, misperfs, misregistereds, fancy cancels, with informative write ups and color blowups of varieties, if you
wish to be monarch of the C11 issue you cannot pass up this gorgeous collection, few if any condition issues, the
material is fresh & clean, F.-V.F., you’ll regret missing out on this one!!!
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Postage Due, 1¢ Deep Claret, 1895 (J38). Group of 76 plate number strips of 3, all tops or bottoms, out of the
76 strips, 148 stamps are never hinged and 80 stamps are hinged, Scott value calculated as singles without premium for
imprint and plate numbers, o.g., hinged (some hinge remnants) or never hinged, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
HH/H

U.S., Officials, Valuable Collection. Carefully organized and in order by Scott number with several better
stamps including O1 (no gum and o.g.), O10 no gum, O11 (o.g. and no gum), O13 (x2 no gum), O14 o.g. and used, O24
(x2 o.g.), O26, O29, O31 (used, unused and o.g.), O32 (x2 o.g.), O33 o.g., O34 (x2 no gum), O39 (x2), O43 o.g., O45 no
gum with PSAG cert, O45 regummed, O57 (o.g. and no gum), O58 regummed, O64 part o.g., O65 no gum, O68 no gum,
O78, O79 (no gum and part o.g.), O80 (o.g. x2 and used), O81 no gum, O82, O89 o.g., O93 (x3 mint), O121 (no gum x2),
O102 (regummed x2), O106 o.g., O107 (x2 mint), several Specimens (including several Executive sets), and more,
some mixed condition, a tremendous value with a conservative Scott well over $20,000, make sure to allow some time
to view this large Official holding, used, o.g. or without gum, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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H/m/)
U.S., Officials Collection. Mounted on oversized pages; over 100 stamps, 7 specimens, 70 plate proofs on
card and 15 covers. This is a wonderful opportunity to build in an Officials collection; most sets are mixed used and
unused with the Continental set being basically complete except for the $5 through $20 State values; it does include a
part OG $2 State and a $2 State with a dubious Washington DC cancel. Postal history is mostly pre or post Official
stamp usage, but includes a 3¢ and 6¢ Interior on the same cover, a 3¢ PO single on cover and a 3¢ War entire. Only
one multiple a block of 10 of 3¢ PO. Some faults as usual, condition generally Fine. Catalogue value is approximately
$10,000.00 figuring stamps as the cheapest variety.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

140

(H)
U.S., Official Specimens Collection. Consisting of 27 values, mostly of lower values in moderate
duplication. A few small faults, but scarce and attractive, without gum as issued, mostly Fine or better. 2015 Scott
$2,797 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

141

H

142

(H)

143

HH/H

144

HH/H

145

HH/H
U.S., Private Vending Coils Group. 26 mostly different pieces, a few better pieces with catalog values over
$100, a few small faults, overall popular and attractive group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

146

U.S., Carriers & Locals, Reference Collection of Forgeries. About 725 forgeries, fantasies and reprints
pulled together from six different sources; most mounted on album pages of one kind or another, but also including
about 125 items in a large glassine envelope. A good bit of scarcer material here; definitely worth a look.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

147

HH

148

HH

149

HH

150

HH/H
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U.S., Newspaper Stamps Collection. Mounted on oversized pages; over 35 stamps, 3 trial color proofs,
and 24 plate proofs on card; includes PRTC4a, b, and c, PR3, 5, 6, PR9P4 - PR32P4, unused PR9-10 and PR13, PR57,
PR58, PR60, PR61 PR63, used PR15, PR17, PR20, PR114-115, PR117-119, PR120-123; there are a number of
perforated proofs which have not been counted nor identified, please inspect carefully as we may have made a mistake
and they are real; Fiine, approximate CV $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Newspaper Stamps, First Issue Group (PR1-PR7). PR2b is on pelure paper, two copies of PR4,
normal and pelure paper, plus a couple forgeries and misc. 1895 watermarked values, without gum as issued, popular
and presentable group of these first Newspaper issues; a couple with straight edges and some small faults, V.G.-Fine
appearance. Scott $3,562 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Private Vending Coils Group. Over 80 mostly different pieces, consisting of some imperf coil strips,
Vending & Affixing machine perforations diverse group from various companies and types and some Wilson private
perforations. Some mixed condition, appears mostly sound, mostly Fine or better, Interesting and popular group, make
sure to take a look to fully appreciate. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Private Vending Coils Collection. Consisting of 34 pieces, over 85 stamps from various companies,
mostly pairs, several with expert handstamps on reverse, condition appears mostly sound, overall fun group of this
popular back of book area, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Booklets, Complete Collection, 1918-95, a great lot with over 244 booklets and dozens of panes
residing in two volumes, mostly 25¢ and up values, a few premium booklets scattered about, total face over $1,300,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Booklets & Booklet Panes, Mint Holding, 1915-50. Small but powerful lot of complete booklets and
panes, better includes BK43, BK44, BK53, BK103, BKC1 (4), C10a pane, a good lot for the specialist, take some time
and look this one up, what we checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Booklets & Booklet Panes, Mint Lot, 1912-75. Housed in glassines, panes includes 424d (10), 498e
(9), 499e (6), 501b, 552a (2), 554c (2), C64b Slogan (2), C64b Slogan 3 (12), complete booklets includes BK109,
BK142 (11), fresh clean lot, all identified and priced and ready for retail, what was examined was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Scott $2,300 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Booklet Pane Collection. 331a, 332a, 374a, 375a, 405b, 406a, 462a (3, 1 position B), 463a (positions
C & D), 554c, 501b, 502b, 702b, C10a, BKC7 (2), etc. Condition appears mostly sound, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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m
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m
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m

154

m
U.S., Revenues, 19th Century Extra Perforations Collection. 42 stamps with dramatic multiple
perforations, mounted on quadrille pages, including the difficult Proprietary issues, containing some high values and
better stamps including three examples of R80c one with an extra row of perforations, another with two extra rows of
horizontal perfs and the final one with interesting double diagonal perforations, R98c extra row of perforations, R131 cut
cancel, normal perforations, RB13 with an extra row of diagonal perforations, RB14 with extra horizontal row of
perforations, RB15 with an extra horizontal and extra diagonal rows of perforations, RB17 with extra horizontal row of
perforations and much more. Typical mixed condition. In the government’s rush to produce these stamps to pay for the
Civil War, some interesting errors slipped through the cracks. A perfect group for the specialist, V.G.-Fine appearance
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

155

m
U.S., Revenue Collection. Approximately 270 stamps, mostly first through third issues, arranged by issue,
with some better items including: R74c, R77c, R80c (3), R83c (2), R119 (2), R122, R126 (2), R142, R146, R149, RB5a,
RB7a and RB16. Plus as a bonus there are hundreds of Cinderellas, labels and miscellaneous back of book issues
including some WWII patriotic labels. Typical mixed condition, a useful variety with many attractive hand-stamp cancels
and color varieties, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

156

H/m
U.S., Revenues, Small Balance, 1874-1914. Primarily between numbers R151//R248 including such better
as R159, R160 (small tear), R177 (handstamped cancel), R188 (mint o.g.), R189 (small thin) and mint RY3 & RY5; a
very nice group, generally clean, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

157

m

158

H

159

U.S., Revenue Proprietary Stamps Assortment, 1898-1900. In a Safe album and showing a good range of
private overprints representing different companies, including R.W.G. (Robert W. Gardner); R.C. CO./ 1898 (Alpine
Chemical Co.); Dr. D.J. & S./ 7.1.98 (Dr. D. Jayne & Son); G.H.M. & Co./ FRANCE (G.H. Mumm & Co.); K. & M. Co./
Ambler; The Antikamnia Chemical Co.; P.P. Co./ 2.15.1900; H.H.M. Co./1898; G.G.G/ 1900; Paris Medicine/ Company/
11-1-99; E.F. & CO./ JULY/ 1898; J.W. & BRO./ 1898; P.D. & C.O./ Dec. 1900, plus several others. Recommended for
the specialist, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Revenue Collection. From first issue to Cordials, Wines, etc., consisting of imperf first issue - mostly
complete to $50 (missing playing cards and a few other key values), part perf first issue mostly complete to 70c,
perforate first issue mostly complete to $3 (missing a few 25c & $1 values, playing cards and a few other misc. values),
R116, R119, third issue complete, R159-60, R172 unused, R177, R180, R189, R193-94, sparse red documentary’s,
RB1a-7a, RB1b-7b, RB16a, RB16b, RB11c, RB43, Future delivery mostly complete, complete early stock transfer to
1920’s, mostly complete early Wine stamps to early 1930’s and several better playing cards stamps. Condition is mixed,
mostly used with many difficult stamps scattered throughout this overall v.g. to v.f. collection, in addition, there are
several dramatic pre-print paper fold and double perf errors. You won’t be sorry if you set aside a little time for viewing
this lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
U.S., Revenues, First Issue, 1862-63. Outstanding collection balance, missing the rarities but including just
about everything up to about $300 catalog, plus a few higher; highlights include R3b, R17c, R19a, R21P4, R25c (pair),
R41a, c, R43a, R51a (2), R52a (2), R52c, R63a, R64a, R65b (2), R71a, R74a, R75a, R79c (2), R80c, R81a, R82a,
R85a (2), R86a (pair, one torn), R88a-92a, R94a, R98c (2), R101a, c & 102c; also included are a three part-perfs with
small imperf margins that were not figured, namely R32b, R33b and R61b, also not counted was a R73c with fake
perforations; condition is well above average: while there are some faults on the best numbers, they are nearly all
inconspicuous, and the vast majority are Fine or (mostly) better. A great lot that would make an excellent starter
collection. Scott value is over $12,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
U.S., Revenues, Second & Third Issue, 1871-72. Balance of collection comprising Second Issue: 1¢-$1
(two 60¢, one with small fault, other cut cancel), $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3, $5 & $10; and Third Issue: 1¢-$5 (two 70¢, one cut
cancel); among the better stamps, only the 30¢ & 40¢ Second Issue and the 40¢ Issue have cut cancels (the last is also
damaged and not counted in the catalog value), the otherwise, except for a very few inconspicuous faults, everything is
generally clean and F-VF. A very nice starter collection. Scott $2,585 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Revenues and Revenue Stamped Paper, 19th Century Checks, 1861-98. Hundreds of canceled
checks with revenues or with revenue stamped paper, many illustrated, some with battleship revenues, a wonderful lot
for the revenue specialist, a few condition issues, however F.-V.F., great for the internet dealer. Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Revenue Document Collection. 25 Bank checks (some with interesting illustrations), receipts,
promissory notes and deeds, plus 15 special tax stamps mostly Liquor, Tobacco and Cigars. Typical condition (usual
creases, cut cancels, etc.). A nice attractive group that would perfectly accompany any back of book or revenue
collection, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S., Christmas Seal Collection, 1908-72. Thousands of Christmas seals and labels in a small box, with
singles and full sheets, includes WX7 strip of three, WX6 pair, lots of ephemera, includes other seals as well, a great lot
to plow through, if you appreciate seals and labels you’ll fall for this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

168

m
U.S., Souvenir Pages Collection, 1988-2014. In 17 volumes (approximately 1200-1500 pages) with many
topicals, Very Fine, overall nice inexpensive lot with thousands of dollars of catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

169

H

170

H
U.S., Souvenir Panel Collection, 1972-95. Hundreds of souvenir pages housed in 17 albums, starts with
SP317 and appears complete to 1995, huge catalog value, comprehensive and intriguing, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

171

H
U.S., Souvenir Pages, Souvenir Cards and Commemorative Panel Collection, 1960-2015. Hundreds
and hundreds maybe thousands of pages, panels and cards in a last minute walk in, there is way to much material to
review, so we leave that pleasure to the bidders, there really is no telling what may be in here so take some time to
review, at our low estimate it is sure to have huge potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

20

U.S., Consular Service Fees & Customs Fee Stock, 1887-1924. A superb lot of these underrated stamps,
hundreds and hundreds of stamps separated and stored in glassines, with quantities of RK5, RK16, RK18, RK29,
RK36a, RL1, RL3, a rich lode of these difficult stamps, be the first to check these out, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Scott $11,600 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Private Die Proprietary Collection. A little over 200 mostly different stamps, most Match and
Medicine, arranged roughly in order by Scott number with better items including RO72d, RO61b, RO85b, RS36d,
RS116a, RS250d, RS274e, RS40e, RU12e, and more. Typical faults, as you usually see with these issues. It is very
rare to find such a quality offering of these difficult and popular stamps, make sure to view the online scans or better yet,
view in person if you are able, V.G.-Fine. Scott $3,756 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Duck Stamps Collection, 1934-2012. Including RW1-RW79, RW65A-79A, JDS10, JDS13-20,
mounted on White Ace pages, mostly sound (a few early stamps with disturbed gum and some minor production flaws
on some early issues). A nice complete run of ducks nearly to date, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Duck Stamp Collection, 1934-2013. Neatly mounted on Mystic Heirloom pages, consisting of RW1-4,
RW6, RW8-80 (RW24 with NH PSE cert), RW65A-RW80A self-adhesive panes, plus some State Ducks and Wild
Turkey stamps, generally sound with several well centered stamps, mostly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Duck Stamp Collection. RW4, RW6-27, RW30-33, RW36, RW40-43 and RW45-47. Mostly sound
and well centered, mostly never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Christmas Seal Collection, 1907-72. Hundreds of singles and full sheets in eight volumes and an
envelope, volume 1 has singles that include WX1-WX2, WX4, WX5-WX6, WX7, WX10, WX12, to WX130, volume 2 has
full sheets from 1919 to 1962, volume three holds dozens of mint sheets, volume four has silver ink, gold and silver foil
sheets, volume 5 has over 40 tied Xmas seals to picture postcards, includes 1908-1930, plus others, volume six has
progressive plate proofs, other volumes have full sheets and ephemera, some scarce items are present, a perfect start
to a more comprehensive collection, huge catalog value, spend some quality time with this beauty, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Christmas Seal Collection. Mostly U.S., plus a few interesting China sheets and some of the smaller
issued seals not usually found in most Christmas Seal collections, starting with 1907 to 1968 including. various perfs,
color varieties, progressive color proofs, on cover, Anti-TB, Hospital Associations, Civic clubs, interesting William
McKinley Memorial Hospital, NY (fraudulent charity) etc. Interesting specialist collection., F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Souvenir Pages Collection, excellent collection of over 1,400 souvenir panels housed in 29 matching
3 ring binders. Estimated catalog value well in excess of $5,000. Original cost to owner is over $3,000, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S., Souvenir Card Collection, 1939-74. 49 different cards, mostly complete with better items including.
SC2, SC3, NSC1, etc. A few cards from 1970 have light toning., F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

174

H/m/)

175

HH/H

U.S., Commemorative Panel Collection, 1972-2010. Hundreds of panels in albums, starts with CP1, and
continues from there, appears complete, face value alone is $916.00, a fabulous lot at a fraction of catalog value, please
take time to inspect, F.-V.F. Scott approximately $10,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Miscellaneous Back-of-the-Book, 1900-2000. Presented in a binder, includes U.S. Christmas Seals
include WX1-WX2, WX7, and many full sheets, with Finland, India and Canada examples, 1518 with full set of
precancels, possessions, revenues with nice wines, Rectification Tax stamps, Distilled Spirits Excise Tax stamps,
telegraph stamps, WWII ration books, airmail etiquettes, a lot to savor and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Label & Seal Collection, 1850-1960. Grouping of 1938 Swedish-American Tercentenary stamps in
folder, CSA labels with Jefferson portrait, reprints in different colors of American Letter Mail co., Exposition labels, a
Christmas seal collection, block of four Alfred E Neuman for President, Ipsa material, philatelic Exposition labels,
broken up, the retail will be substantial, fresh & clean, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Accumulations
176

U.S., Powerhouse Holding (1//Q12). Tremendous holding neatly offered in two red stockbooks, overloaded
with select hand picked stamps that haven’t been offered to the market in nearly 30 years; highlighted by examples of
the 1847 issue - four top quality #1’s each with a colored or fancy cancel; there are six choice #12’s, plus a lovely group
of 10¢ values: 13, 14 (4), 15 (3) several with certs, 17 single and strip of 3, 22, choice group of 24’s (30 singles, 3
horizontal pairs and vertical pair), 26 o.g., 29, 30a, 30 o.g., 32, 32 o.g., well centered 35’s (5), 37 mint (2), 38 no gum, 39
fake cancel, 39 used APES cert, 40 (2, both bright and attractive unused singles), 67 (2), 67 unused, 67b SPA cert, 71,
78, 78c? 100; 1869 Pictorials; 112, 115 unused and well centered, 116 (8), 116 unused, 117, 117 unused (2), 119
regummed, 120 (2), a choice no gum 120 and a beautiful top sheet margin single of 122 regummed with PSE cert., 122,
123 unused, 126 used, 126 o.g.? 126 LH PF cert, 127 LH, tiny stain at top, PF cert; 1870’s Banknote issues; 149 (4), 152
(2), 151 (2), a rare unused, no gum example of the 90¢ Perry Scott 144 (Scott catalog $10,000) with PF cert., 153, 153
o.g., 155, 159 o.g., 161 o.g. (appears NH), 162, 165, 186 o.g., 188 o.g., 190 o.g., 208 o.g., 214 LH jumbo margins, 215
NH (3), 217 o.g., 218 mint (2), 222P3 block of 4, 226P5, 227P5 (3); the 1893 Columbians are a treasure trove of better
stamps Columbian card plate proofs 230P4-45P4, 230 plate number strip of 4, scarce 231 broken hat plate number strip
of 3, 230 (2), 231 (13 singles, one with broken hat and two blocks of four), 232 (2), 233 (5), 234, 235 (3 singles and 1
imprint pair), 236 (single and bottom plate number strip of 3), 237, 238, 239 (3), 240 (11 - four are used, others are mint:
mostly o.g.), 241 (11 - two are used, others are mint, one with PF cert - mostly o.g. a couple listed as NH), 242 (5 - three
are mint with one very well centered single), 243 (5 mint), 244 (4 - 3 are used, 1 is mint), and 245 (11 - 3 are used, the
other 8 singles are mint - mostly o.g., one stamp has o.g., sound PF cert); some valuable Bureau issues; 246, 250 (2
NH), 258 (4 o.g.), 260 LH PF cert, 259 LH, 260 NH, 261A o.g., 263 o.g., 264 LH and superb, 273 NH side plate number
strip of 3, 278 o.g., 274 o.g., 276a expertly regummed, 286 LH, 280 NH with PF cert, 284 NH; the highlight of this
collection is the outstanding group of Trans Mississippi’s 285-293 with a lovely assortment of certified mid values, some
better blocks and plate number pairs; attractive group of well centered 285s (3 plus a plate number pair), 286 (single,
arrow block of four and plate number pair), 287 (5 singles, 2 blocks and 1 top plate number pair), 288 (7 singles), 289 (3
singles and top plate number pair), 290 (top plate number single and bottom plate number pair), 291 (1 used single, 10
mint singles), 292 (7 used singles and 2 o.g. singles), 293 (2 used and 4 o.g.); there’s some decent 1902-03 issues; 303
(6 LH singles), 304 o.g., 307 (4 LH), 310 o.g., 315 NH vertical pair, 325 NH top plate number pair, 400A NH, 421 LH, 435
NH PF cert, 435a NH PF cert, 478 o.g., 452 NH pair, 571 NH block of 4, 572 (5 NH), C13-14 o.g., E4 (3 LH), Q12 LH;
there are 29 certificates of authenticity, condition is mostly sound with the vast majority of stamps correctly described,
classics are mostly used (unless noted otherwise), many attractive o.g., hinged or never hinged throughout, Very Fine
appearing, one of the more interesting aspects of this collection is that each stamp is already priced up at what seem to
be 1985 levels - the low point of the stamp industry - we see an impressive mint #161 block of four priced at only $650.00
versus a Scott catalog value of $5,000.00; the marked “sale” prices are extremely conservative to say the least and add
up to well over $115,000; this holding is well worth bids in excess of our modest estimate; the stamps offered here are
select saleable stamps without any “junk” or filler added to boost up the value of the lot; this is one of the most
remarkable opportunities to acquire a fabulous holding of select U.S. stamps at a fraction of their true value; please
spend the extra time needed to carefully evaluate this holding, it will be time well spent (photo on web site).
Estimate $60,000 - 80,000
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U.S., Impressive Holding of Newspapers and Periodicals Issues. Large ELBE stock album containing
hundreds of mostly unused (no gum, a few stamps o.g.), better including nos. PR1 (2), PR5 (2), PR6 (2, 1 used), PR16,
PR17 (3, 1 used), PR18 (2), PR19, PR20, PR21 (2), PR23 (2, 1 used), PR24 (manuscript. cancel), PR26 (3), PR33 (2),
PR37, PR38 (2), PR41, PR43, PR63 (4, 1 punch cancel), PR64, PR65 (2), PR68, PR69 (2), PR70 (2), PR72, PR74 (2),
PR75 (2), PR76 (3), PR77 (7), PR78 (2), PR79 (3), PR80, PR82 (2), PR83 (4), PR84 (3), PR85 (3), PR86, PR87 (2),
PR88, PR92 (2), PR94, PR96, PR103 (4), PR104, PR105 (2), PR106 (2), PR107, PR108 (used), PR109 (2), PR110,
PR111 (2), PR112, PR113 (2), sorted by Scott No. Condition appears mostly sound. A nice group for the dealer or
specialist, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

180

m

22

U.S., Phenomenal Classic Accumulation, 1845-67. In four small books, containing exceptional multiples,
shades, etcetera, consisting of: 9X1a, 10X2 no gum, unidentified 1c imperf 1851 issues (14 singles, 1 pair and 1 strip of
3, 1 of the singles with imprint capture), 10 & 11 with some attractive mint and used stamps including one attractive
pre-print paper fold (39 singles and 7 pairs), 12, 13, 10c 1851 unidentified issues (10 singles), 14 unlisted plate crack?
14 pair on piece, 17 (7 singles and 1 pair) several of which are 4 margin, unidentified 1c perforated 1857 issues (the
majority appear to be better types - 40 singles and 1 pair), 24 (2 used blocks, 1 mint block and 1 mint vertical pair), 25 (3),
26 o.g. bottom margin block of 6, 26 used pair with partial imprint, 26 o.g. horizontal pair, 29 (4), 30/30A (8 singles, 3 of
which appear unused), 32/33 (4 singles), 35 (11 singles, 3 pairs and 1 strip of 3, a few fancy and/or color cancels, a
couple imprint capture pieces, 1 stamp appears mint), 36/36B (4 singles which appear mint, 6 used singles, 2 vertical
pairs on piece, 37 (8 singles, 1 of which appears mint, 1 has red grid cancel), 38 (4 singles appear mint, 1 plate proof), 39
(6 singles, 2 appear to be used - 1 red grid and 1 black grid), 56 o.g., 62B red grid cancel, 63TC pair, 63 (2 stamps appear
unused), 64 slightly faded? some mint #65s, 65 mint top margin block of 6, 67 (9), 68 (19 singles, 3 of which appear
unused), 69 (3), 70/78 (15 singles, a couple of which appear unused), 71 (18 singles, 1 appears mint), 71P, 72 appears
mint, 72P larger than normal plate proofs - probably P2, 72 used with double perforations, 72 (8), 73 (6, 4 of which
appear mint), 75 (4), 76 (9, 2 of which appear mint, plus 76P), 77 (10, 1 appears mint, 1 with PSE cert), 79 (2), 83 vertical
pair, 85, 85 with APS cert, 86 o.g., 87 well centered with PSE cert, 89 (4 singles and horizontal pair on piece) and 90 (3).
The vast majority of the stamps appear to be correctly identified. Condition and centering are mixed, ranging from faulty
to sound, Very Good-Very Fine, a wonderful lot for the specialist as there was just not enough time to examine every
better type, shade or cancel here so there are plenty of premium stamps to be discovered. viewing is strongly
recommended to properly evaluate.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
U.S., Massive High Scott Value Accumulation. An extraordinary lot of classics to early 20th century in
overflowing small stock-book and loose group of black approval cards, containing better stamps and key values,
classics are mostly used unless noted otherwise and mint starting with the Columbian issue, with a brief inventory
composed of: 1¢ 1851 imperf issue (3), 11 mint, 10, 1¢ 1857 perforated issue (22, some better types and 3 mint type V),
20 APS cert, 26 o.g. block of 6, 12 (2), 29 (3), 30A, 14/15 (9), 33, 17, 36, 38, 63 (2) & 73 appear unused, 67 (3), 75, 76 (4),
70/78 (15), 71 (3), 72 (6), 89, 92 (3), 93 (2 appear unused), 95 (4), 96 (3), 97, 98 (6, 2 appear unused), 100 (2), 101, 102
(2 unused), 112 (6, 1 appears unused), 113 (7, 2 appear unused), 114 (4 appear unused), 115 (10, 3 appear unused),
116 (3), 117 (6, 1 appears unused), 119 (4, 3 appear unused), 120 (2), 121 (2), 133 unused, 148 (7, 1 appears unused),
149 (8, 1 appears unused), 150 (2, both mint), 151 (4), 153 (15), 154, 155 (5), 160 (3), 163 (4), 165 (3), 166 (11), 182 (3
mint), 183 (2 mint), 186 mint, 187 (2, both appear unused), 189 (4, 2 are mint), 190 (5, 2 are mint), 191 (8, 1 is mint), 214
(4 and plate number pair with partial double perforations), 208, 211 (4), 208, 215 (3), 218 (3, 2 are mint), all mint from this
point on (unless noted): 232 (4), 233 (4), 234 (3), 235, 236 (6), 238 (2), 239 (5), 240 (7), 242, 219D, 228 (3), 229 (3), 262
used, 263, 275, 278 (4 used), 291 (3, plus 2 used singles), 296 (2), 298 (4), 299 (2), 302-9, 311, 325 (3), 369 (9, 2 are
used), 403, several unidentified Washington / Franklin coils (several appear to be better), 467 5¢ error in block of 9
surrounded by normal 2¢, 479, 480 (3), 523 (4, 1 is mint), 524 (5), 547 (4), 571 (4), 572, 573 (3), 832b, 1053 (2 plate
blocks), 599A (3 line pairs and 1 single), C3 (3 singles and 1 top plate number block of four), C4 block, C10a (2), E3 (2),
E4, E6S, F1 (4), J6, J66 pair, J77 NH strip of 5, O90 block of 4, PR78, RW4, RW8, 143L9 Pony Express, Q1 (large
quantity), Q2 (8), Q3 (3), Q4 (5), Q5 (3), Q6-8, Q9 (4), Q10 and Q11. The quality is mixed, with faults that include
cancellations removed, regumming, etc., mostly Fine, overall a formidable hoard with massive Scott value that would
benefit from careful examination, sure to be of interest to the retailer with hundreds of valuable items for individual sale.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

U.S., 1847 Issue 5¢-10¢ Wholesale Accumulation. 1 (30, three of which appear unused - catalog value for
used), 2 (8), 3P3, 4P3, 3P4 and 4P4(2). Various faults. Unchecked for better shades or varieties (counted as normal
shade), perfect specialist lot for plating or color reference, Very Good-Very Fine. Scott $19,760 (photo on web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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U.S., Massive Early Accumulation. Roughly identified on black approval cards, stock-pages or dealer tear
sheets in small box crammed full of premium issues, including the following: 1030-53 plate block set, 479 LH, 11 mint
pair and strip of 3, 14, 7, 30a, 14, 35 o.g., 277 regummed, 37, 97, 153, 112 o.g. double grill, 461 NH APES cert, RW4 NH,
RD354 NH (2), Philippines 224 VLH, C18 (20 mint, 1 used), RW1 regummed, E11 NH (3), RVB1-2 NH, 14 used XF, 134
used, 497 NH line pair, 1053 mint plate block (2), 833 mint plate block, 63 used (15 singles, 4 pairs), 165, 77, 76, 163,
134, 578-79 o.g., 211, O4 mint, 86 & 87 singles APES cert, 95 dark brown, PSE cert, 14 PSE cert, 630, 38 no gum, 39 no
gum, 160 o.g., 272a used, 385 NH line pair, 396 LH, 545-46 LH, 1053 NH plate blocks (2), J60 LH, 75, 151, Q12, 22
used PSE cert, 634A NH, 578 NH block of 4, 579 (bottom imperf margin pair NH with PSE cert and 3 top margin singles),
540a o.g. pair, 538a NH block, 538a & 540a LH imperf between pairs, 481 NH block from Electrolytic plate, 532 (2 pairs),
534 (2 pairs and 2 blocks of 4), 534A pair, 119 used APES cert, 115 (2), 214 LH, 153, 217 LH, 371 LH pair, PSE cert, 189
no gum, CSA 11 block of 20, 7, 9 position 87-88R1L, 66TC no gum Weiss cert, 9 unused, position 89L1L, 26 (2 o.g.
singles and o.g. block of 4), 67 (2), 65P imperf vertical pair on stamp paper, 133 used, 454 mint (singles, pairs and strips,
a total of 50 stamps), several pages of officials including some better mint Agriculture, Interior high values, 24¢ Justice,
10¢ State, Treasury nearly complete set in quantity, War hard and soft papers sorted by issue, with better hard paper
24¢ (4 singles and a block of four), 30¢, 90¢, several low value Specimens of various officials, 1¢ War Dept block of 12,
6¢ Interior block of 6, Interior India proof set, 1¢ War Dept plate number strip of 10, mostly F.-V.F., a wonderfully
delightful collection with many choice very fine or nicer stamps, mixed condition - occasional faulty or problematic, so
viewing is truly a must to calculate the high Scott / retail value.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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U.S., Accumulation of PSE Graded Stamps. Consisting of 102 stamps, all certified by PSE, starting with a
few classics to modern with several premium and some graded, containing some highlights incl. J23 NH (2, one is
graded 85), E1 o.g., thin speck, E6 NH, crease and small stain, 573a o.g. graded 90, 579 NH imperf margin at bottom,
E11 NH pink back var., RW13 NH graded 90, RW32 NH graded 90 with plate no., 230 NH graded 90J, minor gum skips
and inclusion, 551 NH graded 95J, 595 used, light crease, 372 NH graded 90, 573a o.g., natural gum skip and gum
crease, 619 NH graded 95, 621 NH graded 95, 717 NH graded 98, 615 NH graded 95, 397 used graded 95, 1 red
cancel, corner creases at upper right, 440 used graded 90, 26 NH, 2 vertical creases, 290 o.g., graded 85, 232 NH
graded 90, 206 NH, 342 o.g., shorter perf at upper left, 357 (1 NH and 1 o.g.), 536 NH graded 90, light corner crease top
right, 377 NH graded 90, 334 NH graded 90 and 374 NH graded 95, LH in selvage. Fine to XF/S. A great bargain if you
consider just the PSE submission fees alone cost between $1,020 and $3,060. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Postage Dues, Large Wholesale Accumulation. Wonderfully fresh and pristine postage dues that
appear to have just been purchased from the post office, consisting of: J15 (35), J16 (12), J22 (65), J23 (6), J25 (3), J26
(2), J38 (70 singles, plus 2 plate blocks), J38 plate number strips of 3 (20), J39 (40), J61 (391, plus plate block), J61a
(81), J62 (52), J69 (76), J70 (239), J71 (27), J68 (755, plus 3 plate blocks) and more. Condition is mostly sound, only a
small minority of stamps with straight edges., o.g., mostly never hinged, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $29,000+ (photo on web
site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
U.S., Massive Messy Mint Melange. Mixed group of small black approval cards, glassines and stock pages,
random group of premium items in no particular order, with notable items that include: 235 two shades blocks of four,
205, 112 o.g. block of 4, 88 o.g. block of four, 65 unused block of four, 88 part o.g., 73 o.g. margin strip of 4, 24 o.g. block
of four, 716 with scarce colored snowball variety, 248 o.g. plate block of 6, a couple stamps are NH, 220 NH block of 8,
267 NH block of 4 with plate number, 340 o.g. block of 4, 368 NH plate number and star block of 6, 371 centerline block
(a couple stamps NH), 368, 371, 373 horizontal pairs, 238 NH, O13 no gum, E3 (2), group of used stamps (1 red grid
cancel, 9 (2), 76 (2), 116, 68 (4), 35 strip of 3, 69, 119, 120), 219DP5, 571 LH block of 4, 513 NH block of 4 and plate
block of 6 (2), 506 o.g. plate block, 504 NH plate block, 376 NH (2 blocks and a vertical pair), 541 plate block, 248 block
of four, 258 pair, top stamp NH, 399, 535 blocks of four (2), 740-49 set of plate blocks, partial set of Famous American
plate block set (including Bell key value), 225 NH top imprint strip of 4, 290 NH, 7 pair appears unused, 228 o.g., Q11
hinged (2), 267/279B two plate number strips of 6, 279B NH top plate number strip of 10, 267/279B NH top corner
margin strip of 4, C5 block of four (two stamps NH), 832g NH, 301c & 319g booklet panes, both missing top selvage, a
couple Confederate Provisional #58X2, 7/9 used (6 singles and 1 strip of 3), group of plate number strips of 3 (272 NH,
269 o.g. center stamp NH, 268 o.g., 282C NH, LH in selvage only, 265 2 stamps NH, 1 stamp hinged, 250 2 stamps NH,
1 stamp hinged, 264 (x4, several stamps NH), 304 LH, 279 (x3, LH, several values NH, 308 NH, 274 NH, 281 NH (4),
270 (2), 250 (a couple values NH), 255 (a couple stamps NH), 269 NH, 281 (1 stamp LH, 2 stamps NH), 267/279B x15
strips - several stamps NH). As one would expect with a mixture like this, condition is mixed. Many stamps that were
examined were lovely, sound and salable stamps, mostly mint - o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine, as
with any group of this kind, viewing will strongly assist in determining the proper price, so be sure to add this one to your
viewing list. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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HH/H/m U.S. Treasure Hunter Hoard. In large box, full of glassines, stock pages, album pages, dealer cards etc.,
thrown together in a messy, jumbled pile, with a few highlights that include: a group of a couple hundred dealer counter
book cards with lots of Washington / Franklins and 1920’s - 30’s commemoratives, plus a jumble of stamps including
lots of 3c 1861 issues, Farley special printings (gutter / line blocks, imperfs, souvenir sheets), 238 & 240 used, 571 NH,
112, used Kans. Nebr. set, 750-51 (6 sets of souvenir sheets), 149, 148 (20), perforated Park plate block set, several
Byrd Antarctic Expedition II covers, 614-16 set of blocks, C20-22 (5 sets), 492 (40 stamps), plus lots of Washington /
Franklins, lots of 1920s-30s issues, etc., we did not dig deeply enough to identify every stamp, but appears to be
modestly priced material, a few condition issues, but generally appears mostly sound, unchecked for varieties, make
sure to leave enough time to examine this lot, used, no gum, o.g., hinged or never hinged, mostly Fine or better (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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U.S., Philatelic Fantasy, 1861-1995. Thousands of stamps, plate blocks and covers in three cartons,
includes items such as 832 plate block, revenues, telegraph stamps, plate locks, booklets and panes, Blackjack with
red target cancel, 2¢ Reds, mint & used Farley blocks, collection of 1¢ Banknotes, Ronald Reagan Inaugural Day
covers, first day covers from the 1920s, hundreds of 210, EFOs, used 323-327 sets (16), used 327 (42), and this just
scratches the surface, please investigate, it will be a pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Plate Block Accumulation, Mostly 1920’s-30’s. Loosely organized in a mass of partially indented
group of glassines, album pages, approval cards, etc. with some better items including: C7-11, C16-17, C19, C20-22,
610 (40+), 617 (2), 650 (7), C7-9, J85 NH, various 1926 rotary in minor duplication and Washington Bicentennial plates
in minor duplication, 565 (2), Presidential plate blocks including higher values: 831 (6), 832 (4), 833, J69 NH, 314, 538,
623, 665, 669, 670 (2), 671, 672 (selvage fault at bottom), 673, 676, 367, 595 LH, C18, C20-22 plate blocks of 10, 344,
C25-31 (set of blocks of four, and two sets of plate blocks), 893 and 320 plate block of 8. Most plate blocks appear
generally sound, mostly F.-V.F., overall solid lot worthy of a bid (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Old Stockbook Full of 1920’s and 1930’s Issues. Crammed full of stamps (mostly in glassines) on old
stock-pages, containing some notable items including: 656 pair, 617 plate block, 401 (3), 616 block of 4, 535 strip of 5,
various Washington / Franklins, including many coil pairs and singles and many imperfs (blocks and plate blocks), 270
strip of 3 (stuck to card), 296 block of 3 (stuck to card), 300 plate number strip of 3 (2), 375 (2) & 406 plate number strips
of 3, E11 block of four, 248 LH, 213 block of 4, 184 & 207 blocks of 4, 206 block of 4, 214 block of 4, 329 block of 4, 314
Schermack line strip of 4, 287 (4), 325 (2), 326 plate number single and pair, 326, E5, E8 NH, 648 blocks of 4 (3), 528 NH
plate blocks of 6 (2), 534 plate block, 571 (2), 268 NH bottom plate number 95 strip of 3, 329 block of 4, C10a position B,
620-21 arrow blocks (2), 664 used block of 4, 674 used block of 4, 540 two strips of four, each imperforate in bottom
margin, 578 o.g. block of four, imperf in bottom selvage and more. Condition appears mostly sound, with plenty of useful
stamps that can easily be broken down into many individual lots for individual sale, mostly mint; o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S., Old Stockbook, Mostly From 1910’s-30’s. Packed with stamps (mostly in glassines) on old
stock-pages, containing notable items including: several pages of Washington / Franklins including many coil pairs,
stockpage full of Presidential (839-51) coil pairs and line pairs, 499 block appears imperf between (with shifted blind
perfs into bottom stamps), 525 & 528 plate blocks, 583 plate block (missing bottom selvage), 267 (6) plate number strips
of 3, several pages of booklet panes (many with plate numbers) including; 499e position D (3), 720b with partial plate
number capture, stockpage full of 1¢ Washington full of imperfs with several apparent perf 12 coil pairs, 442 NH pairs
(7), 306 & 308 blocks of four, offset plate blocks of 6 (526, 527 (2), 528A), 346 block of 4 with plate number, 232, 113
unused, 116 appears unused, 319g booklet, C10a, 236 block of 4, 230 two blocks of four plus an imprint pair. Condition
appears mostly sound, with plenty of useful stamps that can easily be broken down into many individual lots for
individual sale, mostly mint; o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation, 1861-2000. Thousands and thousands to mint and used singles in
stockbooks, on display cards and in glassines, the perfect lot for the internet dealer, moderate duplication, includes
airmails, special deliveries and back-of-the-book, make sure you put this lot on your “To see” list, some condition issues
as to be expected with a holding of this size, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Accumulation of PSE Graded Stamps 1930s-50s. All sound, some with SMQ values up to hundreds
of dollars, consisting of 45 stamps graded XF 90, 75 stamps graded XF-Sup 95, 37 stamps graded Superb 98 and 5
stamps graded Gem 100. A great value if you consider just the PSE submission fees alone cost $1,620., o.g., never
hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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192

H/m/)

193

EP
U.S., Accumulation of 19th Century Proofs & Essays. About 125 items including multiples, on approval
cards, counter pages and stocksheets; about half are Bank Note era plate proofs include back-of-the-book; better items
include a nice $5 Columbian card proof, War Dept plate proofs on India, State Dept plate proofs on card, 1¢ Essay
63-E3d (2), 3¢ Essay 79-E30l in scarlet, condition is generally F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

194

H/m
U.S., Diverse Accumulation, 1860-1950. Hundreds of mostly mint stamps in a carton, includes 320 NH
block of four, K8-K10, Philippines 218, 229, full sheets of 706, FA1, mint NH 370 & 372, plate blocks of Washington
Bicentennial complete, 833 (2), 834, C7-C9, C20-C22, and line pairs, booklet panes, postal stationery, also includes
some useful United Nations, you’ll need patience to plow through this, but the effort will be pleasurable, a few trivial
condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., with tremendous potential, this lot should be on your “to see” list.
Estimate $600 - 800

195

H/m/)

196

H/m/)

197

m
U.S., Used Bank Note Lot. A desirable selection of over 1000 stamps, includes 156-163, 165-166, 178, 179,
182, 183, 185-188, 189-190, 191, 205 with used strip of four on piece, offered intact as arrived at our offices, unchecked
for varieties or cancels, a magnificent fresh lot, inspection is a must, F.-V.F. Scott $24,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

198

U.S., Massive Test Stamp Group. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps, coils, booklet panes, shades,
precancels, etc. Mostly sound and fresh. A wonderful group if you wish to study this area or have a fascination of
extreme back of the book., o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

199

H/m
U.S., Revenue Assortment, hundreds and hundreds of stamps, lots of first to third issue revenues, a couple
dealer counter books mostly containing early issues including R65b, loose cards and stock pages, RO52a Byam
wrapper, RD186-94 NH block of 4 set, RD353 NH (2), R13e, R181 vertical pair, Turner card proof similar in type to 2nd
issue revenue, RJA46b block of 12, RS290-94 NH set of blocks, set of Hostetter private die proprietary similar in type to
RS285 (2 card plate proofs and 1 large die essay), a couple Potato tax booklets, WS1 complete booklet of 16, unused
Pennsylvania liquor seal, various Cigar stamps, 13 Liquor Dealer stamps, 79 different revenue documents - mostly
bank-checks, receipts, stock transfers, etc., group of Puerto Rico group of 3c blocks of 5, various imperf first issue
revenues including values up to $1, 1987 Firearm transfer stamped document, RO172P1 reduced large die proof,
various Private Die Proprietary (match and medicine), and more. Typical mixed condition - occasional faulty or
problematic, so viewing is truly a must to calculate the proper value, mostly Fine or better, a wonderful group for study if
you enjoy revenues or extreme back of the book (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

200

H
U.S., Duck Stamp Accumulation. RW14-17 LH singles, RW38-40 - four plate blocks of each, RW43 plate
block, RW73b (2), RW73A (20) and RW74b, o.g., mostly never hinged (early lightly hinged stamps are noted above),
F.-V.F. Scott $2,685 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

201

HH/H

U.S., Mint & Used Accumulation, 1857-1975. Thousands of stamp and covers in a large carton, includes
space related covers, mint 1933-1975 collection, Canal Zone collection with panes and postal stationery, Famous
Americans first day covers, album of back-of-the-book, small album of PNCs, definitely a lot with all sorts of hidden
gems to uncovers, some mixed condition, otherwise, F.-V.F., check it out.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Odds & Ends Lot, 1880-2000. Housed in glassines, thousands of stamps and postal stationery,
hundreds of plate blocks from 3¢ to 29¢ values, all identified, souvenir sheets 735 (7), 750 (2), 751 (11), plus over
$600.00 face, some foreign material, lots of interesting material to go through, please inspect, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., On & Off Paper Mixture, 1860-1990, thousands and thousands of stamps and covers, who knows what
lurks in these boxes, these lots are always popular with our customers, so please, take some time to inspect, any effort
will be rewarded several fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH/H

U.S., Accumulation Balance. Random stamps on glassines, dealer pages, loose and small stock booklets,
containing a few better items consisting of some Washington / Franklin imperf blocks, plate blocks and imperf coil
multiples, plus some coils, 358 o.g., 833 LH plate block with slight vignette shift to bottom, 394 NH pair, both stamps
pencil signed on reverse, plus a fairly decent amount of postage mixed with slight premium items. Condition appears
mostly sound, sure to be several useful items for the shrewd philatelist, mostly o.g., hinged or never hinged, mostly
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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202

HH

203

H/m
U.S., Mint & Used Definitives, 1861-1960. Tens of thousands of mint & used stamp, mostly Bank Notes,
Bureaus and Washington Franklins, mostly separated by denomination, also includes an stock book with dozens of
mint pairs to strips of four of 4¢ #601, and an album of different reliefs of Washington definitive, well worth a careful
inspection and aggressive bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

204

H/m/)

205

HH/H

206

HH/H

207

H

208

HH/H
U.S., Duck Accumulation. Consisting of: RW16 o.g. block of 4, no gum card of duck stamps: RW24 (2),
RW25 (3), RW26 (5), RW27 (4), NH group: RW26, RW31, RW33 pair, RW35 & RW37 plate blocks. Condition appears
mostly sound, no gum, o.g., hinged or never hinged, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

209

HH/H

210

m

211

HH/H/m U.S., Mystery Box, 1860-1990. Several hundred stamps in albums, stock books and year books, mostly mint
face value material, some United Nations mixed in including Flag Sheets, should make the lucky winning bidder elated,
Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Duck Face Value Accumulation (RW39//RW63). Singles and plate blocks, Very Fine, total face value
$722.50 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Philatelic Whirlwind Mint & Used, 1860-2000. A huge amount of material circulating in this lot,
housed somewhat messily in 11 volumes and 5 cigar boxes, there are several hundred first day covers, many from
better cachet makers, Scott National album with mostly postage, group of mint illustrated Spanish American War
patriotics, Famous Americans book by Minkus with single and block of four for complete issue, over $50.00 in face, and
lots of mint and used stamps to burrow through, needs TLC and will reward the donor, inspection strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Block and Plate Blocks. In old glassines, numbered and sorted by issue, containing some notable
items including: 548 (15), 549 (32), blocks of four: 548-50, 555, 556, 567-69, 619, various 2¢ reds, 859-93, plate blocks:
some Parks, Army / Navy, Presidentials, 3¢ purples and other 3¢ to 5¢ plate blocks. Generally sound and attractive
collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Old Time Accumulation. That appears to have been stored away from collector eyes for years,
consisting of: 72, 37, 117, 71, 69, 116, 76, 76a, 112, C10a (missing top selvage), 178 mint, 246 mint block, 214 block of
4, 516 block of 4, C18, 329 block of 4, 284, 458 pair, O90 and 255. Condition appears mostly sound and attractive,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Neat Nostalgia Lot, 1873-2010. Housed in a large carton, includes binder of philatelic items with
copies of newspaper articles relating to item, binder of better value face, covers and aviation collection, binder of
philatelic covers and newspapers, envelope of spray postmarks, and a binder of perfins, for collector who has
everything, or at least thinks so, this is a killer lot for you, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Mint Accumulation, 1880-1995. Tasty little grouping presented for your pleasure, includes mint
617-619, Famous Americans, C18, C46 plate block, box of mint plate blocks, and a stock book with coils, some foreign
scattered about, condition is mostly, F.-V.F., a great deal of value here and should be examined.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Off Paper Accumulation, 1900-1990. Over 30 pounds of U.S. definitives, already sorted, a great lot for
the packet maker, inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Dealers Stocks
212

26

HH/H
U.S., Better Early Mint Stock. Containing better mint classics, regular. and commemorative. singles, some
pairs and some blocks, all arranged in Scott order in large stock book. Mild duplication, up to a maximum of 10, with
much of the value comprised of these highlights: 14, 35, 36b (2), 37, 39, 63 single and block, 65 (2), 68 (4), 95 (likely
removed cancel), 113, 114 (7 singles and a block), 115 (2), 116 (1), 117 (2), 133, 152, 179, 211 block of 4, 231 block of 4,
232 (7), 233 (6 singles and block of four), 234 (9), 235 (2), 236 (7), 237 (3 singles and block), 238 (5), 239 (5), 240 (4),
276, 278, 287, 288 (2 singles and block), 289 (4), 290, 291, 296 (7 singles and 3 blocks), 297 (3 singles), 298 (5 singles),
299 (3 singles and a block), 325, 326 block (damaged corner), 397 & 398 blocks of four, 399 (2), 400, 460, 479, 524,
547, 572 and 573 centerline block. Some mixed condition, a certain amount with small faults, some regummed or
reperforated (and in the classic era, a few possible removed cancels) and quite a few very good among classics,
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generally F.-V.F. appearance, please allow sufficient time for careful evaluation, especially due the high catalog value
of this lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
213

H/m

214

HH/H/m U.S., Choice Premium Stock. Some very desirable material in this small but powerful lot, includes used
15-16 pair, 17, 20, 24, 30A, 35, 36, 71, 72, 76, 112-117, 119, 121, mint with 240, 243, 244, 293, 630, C1 (4 plus block of
four), C2, C3 (3), C5 (3), C6 (3), C18 (2), BCK1, parcel post group with Q1 (42), Q2 (12), Q3 (6), Q4 (16), Q5, Q7, Q9 (2),
Q11, parcel post postage due group, Recalled Legends of the West sheet (3), you can set yourself up for business with
this juicy selection, may be a few condition/identification issues, but overall F.-V.F., just a great great lot.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

215

HH/H

216

H/m/)
U.S., Philatelic Stock, 1888-2010. Thousands and thousands of stamps, covers and seals, all originally
stuffed into eight large cartons and various smaller boxes, includes ad covers, inaugural covers, picture postcards,
postage dues, cacheted event covers, RPOs, mint postal stationery, perfin collection, possessions, mint U.S. collection
in Liberty album, U.S. postage, year sets, roll of 500 TD107, and all manners of seals and labels, presented for your
amusement, please investigate, some condition issues as to be expected in a lot this size, otherwise generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,501

217

H/m

218

HH/H

219

m
U.S., Used Stock, 1847-1936. Smart holding of over 100 stamps, includes pen cancelled four margin #1 with
tiny corner crease,15, 17, 24 (2) one with red cancel, 35, 36, 76, 78, 112-113, 115-117, 119, 153 with NYFM cancel,
232-240, 285-290, 328-330, well suited for the approval or internet dealer, a few small faults, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

220

m
U.S., 1¢ & 2¢ Used Graded Stamp Stock. 32 used one or two cent Washington Franklins with 2012 PSE
certificates, includes 405 used graded 90J, 332 used graded 95J, 375 used graded 95J, 406 graded 95J, some with
useful duplication with up to 12 of 406, will make for some excellent single internet lots, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

221

HH/H

U.S., Dealer Stock of 7 Small Counter Books. Full of dealer tear sheets and small black approval cards,
consisting of various premium singles including: 25 pair, 71 blue spoke cancel, 77, 229, 327, 369, 425 “COIL STAMPS”
plate block of 10, 538a block of four, 660 plate block, 698 plate block, JQ5, R33b, RO99c strip of 3 (3), RO154, R98c
pair, 119, 133, 148, 189 mint (2), 294-99, 149, 153 (2), 162, 297-99, 447, 478, 502b, 533 NH, 536 block of 4, 183 NH
APS cert, 208 used PSE cert, 489 NH line pair PSE cert, 493 LH pair PSE cert, 514 NH PSE cert, 541 NH PSE cert, 579
NH PF cert, 579 NH PSE cert, 634a used block of 4, PSE cert, 723 NH line pair, PSE cert, 12, 276, 162, 160 o.g., 20 used
APS cert, 69, 100, 56 o.g., 208 unused, 72 (2), 83, 211B NH PF cert, E1, 36 no gum, 153, 121, 76 appears unused, 191,
304-5, 308, 294-99, R102c, 579, 523, 524, J38 NH plate number strip of 3 (2), J39 NH plate number strip of 3 and
RVB1-2. Condition is mixed, from faulty to sound, Very Good-Very Fine, viewing recommended. The knowledgeable
viewer will surely be rewarded. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Duck Dealer Stock (RW3//RW74b), In dealer counter book, the previous owner was quality conscious
and hand selected every stamp. Contains better mint items including: RW3, RW4, RW5, RW7, RW13, RW14 (4), RW15
(8, one with PSE graded 90 certificate), RW16 (2), RW17, RW18, RW19 (2), RW20, RW21, RW23 (3), RW24 (3), RW25
(3), RW27 (3), RW28 (2), RW29 (2), RW30 (3), RW31 (2), RW32 (2), RW33 (2), RW34 (2), RW35 (2), RW36 (6), RW37
(3), RW38 (5, one with PSE graded 90 certificate), and RW74b (7). Condition appears mostly sound and well centered,
mostly Very Fine, previous owners retail $7,313., o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Mint & Used Stock, 1851-1990. Thousands of mint & used stamps in ten volumes, mint sheet file of full
and souvenir sheets, stockbook of mint & used 1851-1985 with lots of used high values, stockbook of mint & used back
of book including C1-C6 (2), C13, mint & used ducks, officials, revenues, Christmas seals, pre-cancel lot, an amazing
range of material, reviewing will be a pleasure, owning it will be a thrill, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Dealer Stock of Plate Blocks. In two dealer counter books, containing: 549, 618 (3), 623 (2), 859-93,
343-44, 563, 611, 332, 833, 834, 424, C25-31 (2) and J88. Condition appears mostly sound, F.-V.F., previous owners
retail $4,200+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Dealer Stock, 1923-70. A few thousand plate blocks and stamps presented in twenty seven counter
books, includes complete booklets, transportation coils, also #730, 731, 750 (2), 751 (2), 760-765, 832-833, 906, 1053,
2196, C8, C10, J101 plate blocks, and much more to dig through, all identified, most priced, a sweet deal for the internet
maven, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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222

H
U.S., Small Dealer Stock. In two large counter books consisting of dealer tear sheets, containing several
nice multiples of early 20th century and a few better items including: 7, 65 o.g. fake grill added, APS cert, 133a, 151, 158,
267 (plate number strip of 3 and plate number strip of 6), 370 varnish ink variety, 1053 plate block, R51c extra rows of
diagonal and horizontal perforations, RE184 block of 4. A few condition issues, a nice little lot that you would surely be
pleased to own, mostly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

223

HH

224

H/m

225

HH/H

226

H/)
U.S., Mint Stock, 1926-2000. A carton with United Nations first day covers, U.S. postage, with up to 37¢
values, souvenir sheets, plate blocks, souvenir cards, the face alone should bring our low estimate, be sure to scope
this out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

227

m

228

H/m

U.S., Mint Coils & Booklet Stock. Includes thirty eight complete rolls of 1891, unchecked for PNCs, rolls of
1518 (3), rolls of 1615 (2), rolls of C82 (2)& C83, plus many partial rolls, and about one hundred complete booklets,
mostly inexpensive material, face value alone should be in excess of $1,000.00, be sure to examine closely, should be
some surprises in the booklets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mostly Mint Stock, 1893-2000. A couple of thousand stamp housed in nine small stockbooks, includes
hundreds of 1055, 1297, 1299, 1305C, 1401, 1518, 1743, C82, C83 coils and line pairs, small group of used ducks,
used 19th century commemoratives, more than enough stuff to glean through, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., EFO Stock, 1907-2000. Powerful little lot of EFOs, includes pair 328 misperf, 1895d imperf strip of five,
strip of six (7), 1949 full booklet misperf, 2201b black omitted, 1735 plate block misperf, and a J97 plate block with
doubled over print, great potential if retailed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Stockbook of Classics, 1851-1930’s. Containing some notable items including: a nice selection of 3c
1851 / 1857 issues (40+ stamps), 63 (2), 68 (7), 78, 76, 77 (2), 70, 112, 116, various banknotes with duplication to 15c
with some better $100+ values, 217, 238 (2), some Washington / Franklins, etc. Occasional faults, generally Fine, nice
little accumulation with several nice cancels and some lovely and presentable stamps (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Mint & Used Stock, 1857-1975. Thousands of mint and used stamps in glassines, includes stamps
such as 26 unused, mint 147, 272, 286, 298, 372, 628, 735 (10), lots of plate blocks and complete booklets, a myriad of
useful material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Face Value Lots
229

HH
U.S., Face Value Massive Lot, 1938-2010. Superb face value lot, consisting of full sheets, souvenir sheets,
singles, plate & inscription blocks, coils, complete booklets, generally 20¢ to $14.00 values, you won’t need to see the
inside of a post office for months, what we checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face value easily exceeds
$9,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

230

HH

231

HH
U.S., Face Value Sheet Collection. From 4¢ to Forever issues, displayed in 5 mint sheet albums and 18 mint
sheet files, containing over $7,000 worth of face value postage, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

232

HH/H

28

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1980-2014. Useful face lot in singles, souvenir sheets and booklets, with many self
adhesives and forever stamps, Very Fine. A great way to cut your postage expenses, total face is over $6,900.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

U.S., Face Value Enormous Lot, 1893-2000. Includes singles, plate number singles, plate blocks, booklets,
coils, strips, souvenir sheets, full sheets, values generally 6¢ to $14.40, plate blocks include 2540, 2542, 4018, 4019,
also mint ducks, Sylvester imperf (11), Prexie plate number singles complete, Overrun Countries “Korpa” sheet (2), and
with plenty of se-tenant and space full sheets this is a must have lot, you won’t be wasting time at the post office anytime
soon, F.-V.F., total face easily over $5,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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HH
U.S., Face Value Premium Lot, 1938-99. A terrific face lot with singles, plate blocks, booklets, full and
souvenir sheets, with most values 20¢ to $14.00, save on both postal costs and trips to the post office, with many extras,
please examine, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., with a total face exceeding $4,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

234

HH/H

235

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-2010. Massive lot with a box of hundreds of plate blocks 3¢-15¢, tons of modern
mint postal stationery, WWII Remembered set, plate block collection in four volumes with Prexies to #833, Liberty issue
complete, Prominent Americans complete, Americana complete, Great Americans complete, 610, National Parks,
Farleys, Famous Americans, Overrun Countries, C25-C31, CE1-CE2, souvenir sheets, booklet panes, self adhesives,
PNC’s, make a smart move in the face value material and get the better extras for free, what was examined was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., total face well in excess of $4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

236

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1990-2007. Accumulation of commemorative postage in a box, not your usual postage
lot, includes plate blocks, full sheets, and singles, don’t pass up this golden opportunity, what was examined was o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, face value in excess of $3,400 (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

237

HH

238

H/)

239

HH

240

HH
U.S., Face Value Fantastic Lot, 1938-2010. Face value lot in seven albums, with a majority being plate
blocks, mostly 15¢ to $9.75 values, two volumes of coils, includes complete plate blocks of Famous Americans,
Prominent Americans, Great Americans, an immense lot for the dealer, stock up inexpensively and save numerous
time wasting trips to the post office, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face is over $2,000, with
Scott catalog value of over $2,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

241

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-2010. Huge face lot in three sheet files, two plate block albums and four boxes,
majority of value are 20¢ to $10.95, many in full sheets, consists of singles, plate blocks, souvenir and full sheets, useful
and inexpensive, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face in excess of $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

242

HH

243

HH

244

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1945-2000. An exemplary face value lot presented here, with blocks, plate blocks,
booklets, souvenir & full sheets, values from 1¢ to $10.75,pick this up and there goes those time consuming trips to the
post office, F.-V.F., total face easily surpasses $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1980-2000, a meaty face lot with values from 20¢ to 42¢, booklet panes, complete
booklets, souvenir sheets, don’t get caught without postage again, this will keep those trips to the post office at bay,
F.-V.F., total face approximately $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

U.S., Face Value Lot of High Values, 1945-2005, a marvelous lot to keep you out of the post office, includes
singles, plate blocks, souvenir sheets, with values from 13¢ up, a good quantity of 45¢ and up values, what was
examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face over $3,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., Face Value Massive Lot, 1925-2014. Filling six large cartons to over flowing, includes plate blocks,
souvenir sheets, full sheets, coils and year books, with a great quantity of high values including plate blocks, also
forevers and self adhesives, residing in file folders, glassines, envelopes, and loose, and tons of mint postal stationery,
alleviate postage expenses and trips to the post office, it don’t get much better than this, good bidding & good luck,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1980-20000. Consisting of souvenir sheets, full sheets and plate blocks, with values
mostly 10¢ and up, a few better sheets include 703, 836, 911, 914, 915, 921, 1569-1570 (30), 1629-1631 (9), some nice
material plus a way to cut costs, F.-V.F., total face $2,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-2010. A fabulous face lot with singles, plate blocks, souvenir sheets, full sheets
and booklets, many self adhesives, values generally from 20¢ to $14.00, what was checked was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., total face well in excess of $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Face Value Lot of Plate Blocks, 1926-2005. Residing in nine White Ace albums, made up of plate
blocks and souvenir sheets, values range from 1¢ to 45¢ with the majority 20¢ to 45¢, with better plate blocks such as
C7-C9, C10, C16, C17, C21-C22, C24, C25-C31, C46, take advantage while the getting is good, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face well in excess of $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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245

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-2000. Mostly full sheets with values 8¢ to 29¢, with a few better sheets, eliminate
those time wasting trips to the post office, what we checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face 2,000 +.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

246

HH

247

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot Plus, 1932-95. Presented in six sheet files and on pages, values from 4¢ to 65¢, with
singles, plate blocks, full sheets and souvenir sheets, with plenty of 2¢ Red blocks of four, a wonderful way to alleviate
your postal costs with plenty of extras, F.-V.F., total face exceeds $1,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

248

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot in Sheets, 1926-2000. Mostly 3¢ to 37¢ values, full sheets, part sheets and souvenir
sheets, also includes a sheet file of better sheets that are stuck to the interleaving, well into 4 figures total face, great
stock or useful postage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

249

HH

250

HH

251

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot Whirlwind. Thousands of dollars in face in three large carton, housed in stock books,
albums, sheet files, boxes and on pages, worth multiples of our estimate, with complete Famous American plate blocks,
2¢ Red multiples, a couple of albums with early stamps, mostly low values but at the price how can you go wrong??
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

252

HH

253

HH
U.S., Face Value Lot of Premium Sheets, 1930-2000. Mostly full sheets in 16 mint sheet files, with better
including 649, 682, 733, C26, C38, C55, with values up to 33¢, a wonderful lot to acquire and break up, what was
examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face value is well over $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

254

HH/H
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1930-2010. Thousands of singles and plate blocks, mostly with value of 10¢ to $5.00, a
great lot at a great price with many extras, please inspect, F.-V.F., total face well over $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

255

HH/H

256

HH

257

HH/H

258

HH

30

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1976-1990. Face lot of mostly full sheets, 10¢ to 25¢ values, a great way to cut back on
postage costs, F.-V.F., total face $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Face Value Lot of Complete Booklets and Panes, 1918-2000. Packed in two cigar boxes and
mounted in two White Ace albums, mostly values 13¢ to 34¢, with lots of self adhesives, as a bonus 405b with plate
number, 406a, 424d, 475e with plate number, 462a, 463a with plate number, 502b, C10a, a wonderful lot, please visit,
F.-V.F., total face over $1,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1930-2000. Singles, full sheets, souvenir sheets, booklets, with values from 3¢ to
$10.75 but mostly 13¢ or higher, with twelve sets of Bicentennial Souvenir sheets, check her out, what was examined
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face in excess of $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1960-2000. Excellent face lot, with singles, souvenir sheets, full sheets and plate
blocks, values generally range from 10¢ to $2.00, save yourself a few trips to the post office, what was checked was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face well over $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

U.S., Face Value Premium Group. Consisting of hundreds of dollars’ worth of face value postage, plus
some premium items, the most notable of which include a Legends of the West error pane and four sheets from the early
1930s, Very Good-Very Fine, make sure to bring your calculator when viewing this lot! (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1932-2000. Filling a carton, includes singles, plate blocks, mostly 20¢ to 32¢ values, a
great way to save time and money by eliminating trips to the post office, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-2010. Consisting of singles, plate blocks, strip, complete booklets and coils,
values range from 10¢ to $9.95, fresh and clean lot, F.-V.F., total face in excess of $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Face Value Lot Plus, 1926-75. Full and part sheet face value lot in seven sheet files, with values up to
20¢, also includes better with 617 irregular block of 29 and singles, 619 irregular block of 18 with one stamp damaged,
737 (2), Overrun Countries plate blocks, C20 missing selvedge but plate block is intact,CE1 full sheet, mint RW10 plate
number single, a few of the common sheets have moisture issues, a sure fire money maker, what was examined was
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., total face is over $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
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HH

260

HH
U.S., Face Value Mini Lot, 1980-2010. Small lot of mostly 25¢ to 32¢ values with singles, sheetlet and
souvenir sheets, save a couple of trips to the post office, F.-V.F., total face over $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

261

HH

U.S., Face Value Lot, 1938-2000. Consisting of singles, plate blocks, souvenir sheets, full sheets, mostly
values up to 37¢, but includes full sheet of 2590, block of four of 2592, and mint ducks including singles and plate blocks
of RW62 (2), RW63-RW64, nice fresh lot with some premium material, alleviate those postage expenses, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Face Value Lot of Complete Booklets, 1938-2000. Small face lot perfect for the internet or bourse
dealer, value from 1¢ to 29¢, F.-V.F., total face $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

Cover Collections
Stampless
262

)

263

)
U.S., Stampless Covers. Over 75 covers from AL, Washington DC (2), GA, IN (3), IA, ME (2), MD (3), MA
(12, eight from Boston includes 2 trans-atlantics and one steamboat), NH, NY (18), OH (3), PA (11), RI (2), SC, TE, VA
(2) and WI plus 4 European stampless and one English folded outer address sheet docketed 1753 addressed to
Flintshire, usual small cover flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

264

)

265

)

U.S., Stampless Cover Hoard, 1840-1860. Over 200 stampless covers at home in three cover albums,
better marking include “Official Business”, red “Railroad”, “Blood’s Penny Post”, red “Express Mail”, New York “2",
group of Richmond VA, two cover with contents from Augusta GA discussing patent medicines, with some better
auxiliary markings and rates, many with contents, some condition issues, but generally F.-V.F. strikes and covers, exEzra Cole.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Better Stampless Cover Holding, 1820-65. Fifteen covers, with red oval Harden & Co Express to
Scotland, 1841 incoming from England with red Boston Ship c.d.s. to ILL, and a “Money/Letter” in oval with red
Cleveland O c.d.s. addressed to Muncie IN, some excellent marking for the specialist, some mixed condition, but
generally, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Mobile AL “Way 11"” Stampless Selection. Eighteen covers, nine with the red “Way/11" in circle
marking, most with contents of a business nature, a great little lot for research, decent strikes, please examine, F.-V.F.,
ex- Ezra Cole.
Estimate $350 - 500

Civil War Postal History
266

)

267

)
U.S., Civil War Postal History Collection. Mounted on oversized pages, includes cover with manuscript
“Flag of Truce”, Fort Delaware Examined cover, stampless Soldier’s letter, seven red, white and blue patriotics franked
with 3¢ 1857, 29 patriotics franked with 3¢ 1861 (a few may be fronts), two different “U.S Christian Commission” corner
cards (one used from Tenn.), finally two Soldier’s Letters franked with 3¢ 1861 stamps, condition varies, Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

268

)
U.S., Civil War Patriotics, Magnificent Mint Hoard, 1861-65. Well over 150 mint Civil War Patriotics, just a
few of the better designs include Lincoln & McClellan “Review of the Army”, Champion Prize Envelope Lincoln & Davis
4th Round, full color all over Magnus Army Advancing, Telegraph “Second Edition Important News”, Douglas
Campaign cover, Davis & Stephens The Pirate Flag, Fremont Campaign cover, “The Soldier’s Dream of Home”, a lot
with many premium patriotics, enormous potential, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

U.S., Civil War Patriotic Cover Collection. Over 160 used Patriotic covers, 28 unused Patriotic covers, 100
soldiers hand-written letters home (without covers) plus 16 Soldiers POW covers (Regiment, U.S. Christian
Commission or U.S. Sanitary Commission). Patriotics are mostly different and containing pictures of Famous Generals,
some beautiful multicolored designs, Slogans, Flags, Liberty, Washington Portrait, Overall Flags, Eagles, a few Double
Face, etc. Typical fine condition with some occasional condition issues (a few torn corners, some pieces out of stamps,
etc), overall an attractive and diverse collection of patriotic covers with plenty of upside potential.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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269

)

270

)

271

)
U.S., Civil War Ephemera Selection. An excellent grouping that includes John Bell “Traitor” patriotic cover
with an autograph on slip of paper, Magnus engraved cards of Jefferson Davis and CSA generals, three Magnus full
colored lettersheets with one used, and a beautiful Dedication of the Chapel Tent of the 16th Regiment of Mass
Volunteers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Civil War Patriotic Covers, 1861-65. Valuable lot of over twenty five patriotic and Civil War era covers,
better includes “Not A Star Must Fall” (Bischel-4458, W-2471 var), early Magnus if woman by lighthouse with steamer
going by, “The Goddess of the CSA”, “The Union Now…” (Bischel 3836, W-2262), Liberty Seated on Throne
(Bischel-3850, W-2161), some condition issues but overall, F.-V.F., a lot to pick up and put as single lots on the internet
or retail.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Civil War Patriotic Covers, Mint Lot, 1861-65. Over sixty choice mint Patriotics, with better that
include four different full color views of Alexandria VA by Magnus, bronze McClellan & McDowell by Magnus, eight
Ellsworth memorials, several full color, CSA flag, “I say old fellow just hold on…” full color (Bischel-1751, W-1016 var), “I
wonder if the coast is clear” full color (Bischel-1445, W-982 var), a treasure trove for the Patriotic specialist, a few toning
issues, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Expositions
272

U.S., 1893 Columbian World’s Exposition Ticket Collection. 29 tickets, consisting of: Columbus (2),
Washington (2), Indian (1), Lincoln (3), Handel (2), “A” tickets: Columbus (2), Washington (1), Indian (2), Franklin (3),
Lincoln (1), Children’s Special Ticket (6), Chicago - One Day Only: “D” without stub attached, “B” with stub, Child’s
Ticket “X” with stub, Manhattan Day both ticket and stub (separated), a reprint postal card set and American Bank Note
Company Ticket souvenir card limited edition set of six. Attractive and popular group, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

273

U.S., 1876 Philadelphia and 1893 Chicago “Columbian” Expo Ticket Collection. 20 tickets (3
Philadelphia Tickets and 17 Columbian Expo Tickets), with only a couple duplicates, Very Fine overall (photo on web
site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Specialized by Issue
274

)

275

)

276

)

32

U.S., Specialized 1851-52, 1¢ Blue, Ty II and Type IV Covers (7, 9). Sixteen covers, five franked with single
Type II, seven covers with single Type IV, plus one cover with two single Type IV, one with three single Type IV and one
with horizontal strip of Type IV on faulty cover o/with stamps and covers with small flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Banknote Covers, 1870-1888. Approximately 70 covers; includes single 1¢ and 3¢ grills on separate
covers; nine covers with 1¢ stamps of various Scott numbers including Single Scott 156 tied by NYFM style cancel on
1874 prices current circular datelined Singapore and single tied by numeral 79 cancel of Mattapoisett MA; 4 covers
franked with 2¢ red brown; 2 covers with 2¢ vermilion; six with 2¢ red brown; eight covers with 3¢ green including 1872
cover with two singles from NJ to London; 10¢ cover with possible NYFM addressed to Port au Prince Haiti; 15¢ pen
cancelled, not tied on registered cover from Williamsport W. Va to Oakland MD; two 5¢ Taylor covers, one to St.
Thomas West Indies; defective 5¢ brown Garfield cover addressed to France; two covers with 6¢ singles; finally 1885
cover franked with 2¢ red brown and 10?¢ yellow brown on cover with cogged “Silver ?? R.R.S” postmark; small cover
and stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
U.S., Specialized 1869 Issue Covers (112). Over 35 covers; includes 1¢ tied by Lockport NY duplex and 1¢
tied by Elm Wood IL target on locally used covers; three covers franked with single 2¢ and one cover with two single 2¢
on railroad corner card; 25 covers franked with single 3¢, one cover with single tied by Charlestown NH Masonic Square
and Compass in red, one with Dedham Mass shield, one with Advertised and Unclaimed, two covers to Canada (one
with horizontal pair and one with single on entire); two covers with single 10¢ used to Germany; plus two domestic
covers, one franked with single 12¢ and one with single 15¢ type I (stamp defective), a couple of questionable status;
some cover and stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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277

)

278

)

279

)

280

)
U.S., Specialized 1863, 2¢ Blackjacks on Cover. Exceptional group of Blackjack covers that includes 73 &
63 on cover to a soldier in th 5th NY Heavy Artillery, pair of 73 overpaying rate to a soldier on the 145th Ohio State
Volunteers, single 73 on third class letter to Internal Revenue, single 73 tied by blue grid of diamonds to 1867 prices
current, a fresh clean lot for the Blackjack specialist or for retail, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

281

)

282

)

283

)
U.S., Specialized 1861, 3¢ Rose Covers (65). Over 140 covers with various cancels, including some fancy
cancels such as Montpelier Vt flower cancel, New Haven Ct negative star of David, blue Banks Division postmark, New
Bedford Mass geometric, Rutland VT USM, Richmond Va VA in circle, Sandusky Ohio green town cancel; States seen
are CA, CT (6), DC (7). possible pink on piece from KY, IL (6), IA, IN, MA (34, only a few from Boston), ME (6), MD (3), MI
(5), MO (4), NH (2), NJ (9), NY (28, most all not from NYC), OH (7), PA (13), SC (2), TE (4), VA (3) and VT (2); usual
cover flaws, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

284

)

285

)
U.S., Specialized 1857, 10¢ Green, Types II & III Covers (32,33). 5 covers; 1) single on 1858 cover from
Boston to Canada West; 2) single tied by NY Ocean Mail cancel on stained cover to California; 3) single on 1859 cover
from San Francisco to VT, all three franked with 10¢ Type II; 4) single tied by rimless Buffalo NY town mark on 1857
cover to Port Rowan U.C.; 5) single on cover from Beverly MS to California, stamp tied by imitation Boston Paid in grid;
both franked with 10¢ type III; stamps and covers with small flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

286

)

U.S., Specialized 1857, 3¢ Rose, Type I Covers (25). Eight covers, seven with single franking and one with
horizontal pair and single; usages from CT, IN, LA, MA (3) and OH; strip with two stamps with faults, otherwise F.-V.F.
Scott $2,600+.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Specialized 1851-56 Imperfs on Covers (9). Six covers; 1) 1¢ type IV and horizontal pair 10¢ green
type III on 1857 3¢ entire from Jefferson Ohio to England; 2) single 1¢ type IV and horizontal strip of three of 3¢ dull red
type II, tied by SF Cal postmark on cover addressed to CT; 3) single 1¢ type IV and three single 3¢ type II tied by Lowell
Mass town cancels on cover addressed to California; 4) single 1¢ type IV and single 3¢ type II tied by Sacramento town
cancel on 6¢ entire addressed to Mass.; 5) single 3¢ type I and 10¢ type III with grid and manuscript cancels on folded
cover addressed to Providence; 6) single 12¢ (defective) tied by San Francisco town cancel on stained cover with red
HONOLULU US POSTAGE PAID transit mark, cover with additional faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Specialized 3¢ 1851-56 Covers (11, 11A). Over 100 covers, most all Scott number 11 or 11A, but
includes an occasional Orange Brown; wide variety of states of origin includes AL, CT (5), KY (2), IL (2), IA (3), MD (2),
MA (25, about 10 from Boston), ME, MI, MO, NJ (3), NH (5), NY (26, about 11 from NYC), NC., OH (2), PA ((6), RI, VA (8,
mostly Richmond), VT (2), WI; includes one with stamp with full imprint and one with two straddle copies; few cover
flaws, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Specialized 1857, 3¢ Dull Red, Type III Covers (26). Over 45 covers, most all with single franking,
used from CT, GA, IL, LA, KY, ME, MA, MN, MO, NH, OH, PA, VA and WI; highlights include single with centerline on
cover with West Town Pa town mark and local on revers, single with socked-on-the-nose numeral 3 of Leominster
Mass, 3 singles (one faulty) on cover with single 1¢ type V used to Canada West, single tied by blue Baltimore Md town
mark and matching straight line STEAMBOAT & DUE 2 cts on cover to Mass, and single tied by 1858 Charleston SC
town mark on cover to NY with matching straightline STEAM-BOAT, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Specialized 1857, 1¢ Blue, Type V Covers (24). Over 35 covers includes singles (including three with
Centerlines) on cover from CT, MD (small Balt. Paid - cover stained), MA (9), ME, NJ, NY (8 including 3 carrier usages
and one with Suspension Bridge town mark), PA, VT; two singles on circular, three singles on stained cover, and five
covers with strips of three from IL, IN, and OH (2); usual cover flaws, Fine or better.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Specialized 1856, 10¢ Green, Types II and III Covers (14). Six covers with single frankings, three
each with Type II and III, usages from Maine, Iowa, Boston, Illinois, Massachusetts and California; one addressed to
Nova Scotia, the balance are domestic usages, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

U.S., Corner Card Covers with 1857, 3¢ Dull Red, Type III (26). Eleven covers, includes all over American
Board … for Foreign Missions, Owl’s Head Mountain House red cameo, Dry Good blue cameo from Boston, illustrated
Charlestown (Ma) Female Seminary, illustrated Connecticut Literary Institution of Suffield, and illustrated American
Hotel of Burlington, Vt., F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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287

)

288

)

289

)

U.S., Specialized 1863, 2¢ Black Covers (73). 10 covers, mostly corner cards without illustrations, but does
include dark blue cameo with horse and buggy from Atlanta Ga (cover faults at top into cameo), text corner cards
include Attorney of Law, Hardware, Window Glass, Drain Pipe and Plumbers, Cotton Factor and Commission
Merchant, Gold Company and one non-corner card that is an illustrated circular of the NY Agricultural Society; there is
the occasional grilled stamp, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Corner Card Covers, 3¢ 1851-56 (11, 11A). Nine covers, Wesleyan Academy of Wilbrahma Mass and
Mystic Hall Seminary of West Medford Mass illustrated corner cards, green wholesale druggist cameo on faulty cover
from Philadelphia, two different I.O.O.F. corner cards and fancy corner card of S. B. Terry Manufacturers of Clocks
corner card, some cover faults as usual, mostly Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Specialized 1859, 10¢ Green, Type V Covers (35). 6 covers; 1) 1860 cover from Portland Me to
Montreal with red United States in double line oval; 2) 1860 cover from Portland Me to Montreal with U. States in arc; 3)
single tied by NY Ocean Mail cancel on defective cover to California; 4) single on cover from Me to Murphy Camp
California; 5) three singles paying the 30¢ Prussian Closed Mail rate from NYC to Speyer Germany, stamps with faults,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Airmail Postal History
290

)

291

)
U.S., Experimental Rocket Flight Parachute Newark-New York Labels Hoard, 1935. In a three-ring
binder with hundreds of essay labels (Ellington-Zwisler 7D1a), printed on different colored papers, incl. sheets of four
and singles. We also noted several with SAMPLE C handstamps., F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $300 - 400

292

)

293

)

U.S., Airmail Covers, Early Group, 1918-20s. 18 covers, containing CAMs, FAMs, two early Roessler
covers franked with #535, C1 (4 covers including. Trans. Continental Route San Francisco to Cleveland), C2 (3 covers
including. early July 15, just a few days after first day), C4 (2 first flights), C5 (3 Keeling First Flights, Dallas - Chicago
and 1 registered cover), C6 (3 covers - 1 from Los Angeles - Salt Lake City CAM, a 24c on post card and a First night
flying trip), F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Pan Am Clipper Postal History, 1936-52. Over 70 airmail covers that includes 1940 Midway Gooney
Bird cachet, 1941 C24 on censored cover to Malta, 1940 UX27 uprated with Prexies 807 & 825 as well as C23 to
Netherlands, 1939 FAM 18 round trip, 1941 Nazi censored cover with C24 to Germany, 1941 censored with “Service
Suspended/Return to Sender” straight line to Holland, and a 1939 Pan Am round trip cover autographed by Capt R A
Sullivan, a great lot at our low price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Collection of The Gray Goose Airways Ephemera. An intriguing collection of photos, research
material and relating to the air line, with 1930 illustrated cover, two stock certificates and loads of research material,
photos appear to be copies, a great little lot for the specialist, please inspect for maximum pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Officials
294

U.S., Official Covers, War Dept., 1875, 3¢ Red on Blue (UO54). UPSS WD die 12, size 7, approximately
2,000 entires, F.-V.F. Scott $12,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H)

Carriers and Locals
295

)
U.S., Local Covers, Group of 25. Consisting of 13 Boyd’s Express covers (1 is unused stationary), 3
Hussey’s post, 2 American Letter Mail Co. covers, 3LB2, Hale & Co. (75L1 x2, 1 cut to shape) and 1 Hale stampless
cover front, 28L3 Brooklyn Express, 87L9, 136L9 1c Swarts’ tied to cover with #11, a few condition issues, mostly
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

296

)

34

U.S., Carrier and Locals Covers. 11 covers; includes 3LB2 with red cancel on reduced cover; G. Carter’s
(Scott 36L1) cancelled, but not tied on cover addressed to Boston; Swarts’ and Hussey’s stampless covers; four Blood’s
covers with small sized stamps (acid cancelled) - one cover with PF certificate; two dubious covers - one with
Westervelt’s stamp on circa 1868 cover and one with 5¢ Metropolitan on locally used cover, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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297

)

298

)
U.S., Carrier Covers, 1¢ and 3¢, 1857 (20, 26). Eleven covers; includes 6 from NYC, one from Boston and
three from Philadelphia all franked with 1¢ Ty V and 3¢ type III; plus one cover from NY franked with 1¢ type II (stamp
with corner off) and 3¢ type III; minor cover flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Blood Locals on Cover. Fine lot, 3 covers, 3 fronts, each with single stamp, cover with Blood’s & #26,
Kochersberger on front, inspect please, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Postal Stationery
299

H/m
U.S., Postal Stationary Cut Square, Large Collection. Over 600 mostly mint cut squares (including. many
full corners), with better items including: U17, W55, U62, U67a with APS cert, U69, U72a, U73, U93, U99, U107, U211,
U212, U270, U307, U318, U342, U346, U347 and U489. Condition appears mostly sound, F.-V.F., a wonderful base to
either start or fill in a postal stationary collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

300

)

301

)

302

)

303

H/m
U.S., Postal Stationery Cut Square Collection. Several attractive full corners, on Scott National pages,
filled with lots of slight premium items ($5 to $30) and U211, mostly unused, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

304

m
U.S., Postal Stationery Cut Squares, 1876 Centennial Used Stock. Grouping of over 150 cut square from
the Centennial issue, includes U218 & U219, with shades, cancels, a fresh lot that will surely have plenty of bidders,
good luck, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Postal Stationery, Interesting Accumulation. 15 better mint cut squares plus about 160 mostly used
entires or postal cards; the cut squares include U66, U89, U195, U201, U224 & U246 with a total Scott value of $3,000;
the entires & postal cards (about 180) include lots of nice usages including several Express Company franks, a Packet
Boat, etc., as well as printing freaks and a few better mint e.g. W21; there’s even a nice wrapper for the 1893 Goldsmith
Columbian postal cards canceled “P.O.N.Y./11-2-93/12-1A”. A very useful lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
U.S., Postal Stationery, Enticing 20th Century Mint Stock. 850+ entires, better includes U446 (x34), U450
(x8), U451 (x8), U471 (x57), U472 (x7), U496 (x29), U499 (x13), U525a, and a whole lot more, very few condition
issues, the vast majority are fresh & clean, useful duplication, a sure fire money maker at our low estimate, Very Fine.
Scott $6,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Postal Stationery, Better Collection, 1861-1975. Fresh clean mint lot that consists of entires, with
U218, U229 (3), U239, U252, U293, U332, UO5, includes a few albinos and misprints, various sizes and dies, some
useful duplication, an excellent lot for inexpensive restocking, please inspect, F.-V.F. Scott $2,333 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

Misc. Postal History Collections
305

)

306

)

U.S., Western Express Covers. Assortment of 56 covers with printed franks, 50 of which are Wells Fargo;
includes Aurora, Chico, Columbia, Downieville, Greenville, Kernville, Knights Land, La Porte, Maysville, “Messenger 6”
(used from Lockeford), Mokalumne, North San Juan, Pacheco, Petaluma, Rocklin, Sac. Messenger, San Andreas, San
Bernadino, Santa Cruz, Sierra City, Sonoma (U22 paste-up to San Francisco), Stockton Messenger, Vallejo & Visalia;
the others are Bamber & Co. (3 different) and Pacific Union (one unused); condition is a little mixed but generally Fine.
An excellent lot for the specialist.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S., RPO & HPO Covers, 1900-75. Thousands of RPO & HPO covers in a large box, mostly in alphabetical
order, list includes Towle numbers, includes Asquam Lake RPO (C-18-b), Boston & Cape Cod RPO (55-H-20), Carb &
Wilkes RPO (177-G-1), Deadwood & Edgemont RPO (947.4-B-1), Farmington & Port. RPO (7-I-1), Pembina & St Paul
RPO (881.4-C-1), Rock & Portland RPO (8-I-1), and much much more, truly a treasure trove for the specialist, plan
enough time to properly ascertain this lots true value, some condition issues as to be expected in a lot this size, good
luck! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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307

)

308

)

309

)

310

)

311

)

312

)

313

)
U.S., Postal History Plethora, 1861-1975. A few hundred cards and covers, an exceptional range of postal
history, includes mint Civil War patriotics, cacheted first day and event covers, first flights, picture postcards, ad covers
with illustrated, postal stationery, interesting Prexie usages, naval covers, RPOs, stamp collars, Exposition covers,
revenues on documents, Hawaii mint UX2, dive in and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

314

)
U.S., 19th Century Cover Collection. 43 covers, with a couple stampless, a Post Office - Dead Letter Office,
E1 Emmetsburg Lumber Co. front, several #25 covers, #24 (2 1/2 stamps) tied to cover with Eastern RR postmark, #76,
2c Blackjack (6 covers, one with grill), 68 (3, one from Mexico, NY to U.S. Consul, Panama, New Grenada, another
cover franked with 2 10c & 2 3c singles on early 1861 San Francisco to Westfield, Me forwarded cover), several 1869
issues; 112 (3), 113 (3, one with Hardware ad, another with Carrier cancel), 208 (x2 on two legal size covers), 235 on
legal size cover, 230 & 238 registered legal size cover, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

315

)
U.S., Cover Accumulation. Well over 100 mostly late 19th and early 20th century covers including. some
interesting advertising, several Akron’s, a few racist anti-Jewish and anti-black post cards, some WWI army censored
mail (and several red-cross soldiers mail), #299 registered cover, a few revenue documents, a couple Whiskey ad
covers, #304, 314 block and 320 block registered cover to Prague, several forwarded covers with various markings

36

U.S., Cover Dealer Stock, 1850-1975. Many thousands of covers and cards includes naval covers, first
flights, S.S. Los Angeles flight cover, Expositions, U.S. possessions with Hawaii, Philippines, Puerto Rico, Virgin
Islands, covers and picture postcards with plenty of RPOs, 1940 illustrated University of Penn football schedule, lot of
Western Air letters, arctic and related covers, space covers, nice Florida lot, private perfs, illustrated event covers,
group of 1890s covers, miscellaneous UN and Israel covers and many U.S. first day cover from 1926 to 1975, fresh and
clean with an occasional condition issue, individual item are identified and ready to fly off the shelves, overall a great
money maker, be sure to check it out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Railroad Covers, 1870-1905. Over 130 covers and cards, listed with Towle number includes Boston &
Albany RPO (53-E-6), Elmira & Balt RPO (193-B-1), Drift RB Furn RPO (217-B-1), N.Y. & Chi. RPO E. Div (114-K-4),
Portland & Isld RPO, mostly clear strikes, an amazing selection sure to whet the appetite of any collector or dealer, we
suggest inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Covers & Cards to Foreign Destinations, 1861-1950. Over 150 cards and covers to foreign
destination, better includes 1903 UX16 to Transvaal South Africa, 1909 UX13 with illustrated ad on reverse to Muttra
India, 1904 UX18 to Suriname, 1902 uprated UX18 to Batavia, 1907picture postcard to Constantinople, uprated cards
to Austria, Belgium, England, France, Germany, Holland & Switzerland, paid reply postal cards to Venezuela,
Germany, Netherlands, a few picture postcards, includes a few domestic addressed cards and mint cards, but an
avalanche of material for the dealer or collector alike, some condition issues, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Postal History, 1847-93. Small, but useful grouping of 15 covers and one front; includes Scott 1 on
front with blue Northern RR postmark, Scott 11 used on cover with Blood’s local (both tied by Philadelphia postmark),
30A and 35 on 1861 cover to France, two covers with Scott 63 (one in a dark shade), Scott 73 on cover to New Have,
Scott 77 on cover to Bavaria, Scott 78 on 1867 cover from New Orleans to England, single 1¢ 1869 on locally used
cover, 3¢ Columbian tied by Exposition Station duplex handstamp on legal size 2¢ Columbian entire, U88 entire used in
1893 to Germany with pair of 3¢ Columbians on reverse (cover split open for display), 5¢ Trans-Miss on multicolored
Pabst corner card used to Germany and 8¢ Trans-Miss on 2¢ Columbian entire to Germany, Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Postal History Accumulation, 1860-2000. A few thousand covers and cards from the U.S., includes
60+ stampless, 40+ Civil War era covers, first days, WWII patriotics, censored, Canal Zone, ad, registered, some better
cachets, put them on line or on a table at a show and watch them fly off, a few condition issues, but overall, F.-V.F., and
well worth a careful inspection.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S., Trains, Planes, Ships and Balloons Covers, 1860-1990. Over one hundred covers with various
means of transportation, includes five railroad cancels with Jefferson & McKinney RPO, eleven naval covers, and many
better airmail covers including 1930 cover from NYC to Bogota Columbia with block of five Columbia C68, two catapult
covers, C6 on first flight cover from New York to Wyoming, 1920 registered cover with two C1, four covers with C4, and
much more, an inexpensive way to stock up on these ever popular covers, some useful items present and well worth
your time, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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along the way, a 1904 White House post card to Yokohama, Japan, an 1879 Iowa - Davenport Gazette cover, a 1935
Fort Tejon Camel Express cover, some Washington / Franklins and revenue stamps on army shipping tag, etc, F.-V.F.
An unusual and interesting mix. Make sure to take a look to see what other interesting pieces reside here.
Estimate $500 - 750
316

)

317

)

318

)

319

)

320

)

321

)
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1829-1893. Over eighty covers mounted in a album, better includes
stampless with red New York arc “Mail Route”, strip of three #7 on cover addressed to Garnaville IA with clear double
transfer in “One ” on left stamp, 1862 #35 cancelled Sacramento CA addressed to Buckland MA, two 3¢ Washington
covers with rhyming address, three Civil War patriotics with illustrated “Thirteenth Regiment New Hampshire
Volunteers” (unlisted Bischel and Walcott), an enthralling array of material, some condition issues, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

322

)

323

)

U.S., Maritime & Ship Stampless Postal History Lot. Album containing 50 stampless covers, with trans
Atlantic and inland waterways markings, includes “Steamboat”, “Steamship”, “Boston British Packet”, Boston American
Packet", “Ship Letter”, many incoming letters, a wide array of postal rates, many with contents unchecked by us, a
wonderful collection for the specialist, F.-V.F., ex- Ezra Cole.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal History Collection, Strong in Western & Express, 1861-69. Over 140 covers, mostly Civil
War era up to 1869, many from Virginia City Nevada, a few advertised, thirteen Wells Fargo and two Pacific Union
Express, a few better frankings, some condition issues, same correspondence, a great research project for the postal
history specialist, F.-V.F., ex- Ezra Cole.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Collection of Ephemera & Doo-Dads, 1876-1960. Strange and eclectic collection, with hundreds of
picture postcards with ships and steamers, automobiles, disasters, album of worldwide bank notes, album of baseball
cards, cdv’s, and match and medicines, album of trade cards, and lottery tickets, an album of ephemera including
tobacco and soda cards and a extensive collection of 19th Century railroad passes, the passes alone should be worth
our estimate, a lot crying out to be examined, don’t let it down, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal History Extravaganza, 1851-1982. Several hundred covers and cards in a photo album and in
photo display pages, includes illustrated ad covers, tied Christmas seals, picture postcards including real photos,
Spanish American War patriotics, 1901 Pan Am Exposition illustrated cover, St Louis Expo card, Jamestown Exposition
card, postal cards, stamped envelopes, better cancels, mourning covers, stamp dealer ads, first flights, 1880s Mt
Washington Summit House, Western Union cover, Pearl Harbor Day cover, group of submarine picture postcards,
naval covers with many submarines, plus documents with revenues, a remarkable array of material, inspection is a
must, some condition issues as to be expected, otherwise F.-V.F., and sure to be well attended.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Better Holding Postal History, 1861-1930. A terrific holding of over 90 cards, covers and picture
postcards, better includes 1901 Pan AM Expo cancel on picture postcard showing the “Cake Walk Negro Dance” to
Germany, 1903 handmade picture postcard of Buffalo waterfront to Germany, 1896 very rare illustrated ad for Harper’s
Bazar on UY1, several expo cards, 1893 #232 & 238 on U348 to Germany, 1899 2¢ postal envelope from Hempstead
TX to Java with straight line “MISSENT”, some better fancy cancels, and a group of commemoratives on cover, some
condition issues, look this one up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S., Internet Postal History Dealer’s Delight. Includes Presidential Medal covers, three volumes Golden
Replicas of U.S. stamps, framed display of space exploration stamps ($37.00 face), framed display of U.S. Presidents,
1996 Atlanta Olympics patch collection, Great Automobiles of the World collection, American Advertising Cover
Collection, Super Heroes Stamp Album, British cigarette cards of movie stars, Audubon First Day Cover Collection,
Disney World of Postage Stamps collection, Golden Age of Royalty collection, Spawn card collection, 1995 Fleer XMen
cards, 1996 Toho Godzilla card collection, America’s Bicentennial covers, inaugural covers and phone cards, if you
can’t make money with this lot you’re just not trying, bid one, bid all!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., Postal History Selection, 1857-1981. Over 20 covers or cards, better includes Boyd Local 20L56 on
cover, City Dispatch carrier 1LB8a on cover, #26 tied to ad cover, #112 tied by fancy cancel and Charlottesville VA c.d.s.
to cover, #135 split grill cancelled by target with Cleveland O c.d.s. addressed to city, #160 tied by grid with Appleton MO
c.d.s. on cover addressed to Germany, three Byrd antarctic expedition covers, and two Reagan Inaugural covers, plus
three Exposition covers, saleable items for your pleasure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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324

)
U.S., Postal History Lot, 1850-1960. Over forty covers, includes 27 stampless, pair of #73 on cover, #208 on
cover, C11 & 518 on Round the World cover, C6 on 1926 air mail cover, four #1053 first day covers, C7 first day cover,
C12 first day cover, with generally better than expected condition this will provide the collector or dealer an excellent
opportunity to acquire a useful array of material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

325

)
U.S., Corner Card and Ad Covers with 3¢ Rose (65). 30 covers, some with all over designs in gray,
includes Addison House of MIddlebury Vt illustrated with horse and carriage, American Tract Society, Memphremagog
House of Newport Vermont, State of New Jersey cover with state seal, Ripley Female College of Poultney Vt, Buffalo
Agricultural Machine Works, Astor House of NYC, a few cover with small faults, generally F.-V.F. appearance.
Estimate $500 - 750

326

)
U.S., Early Cover Lot, 1853-1930. Selection of over ninety covers with pair of #11, one top sheet margin
copy to Muncie IN, #156 on fancy patent envelope for Masonic Temple, pair of revenues R153 illegally used on cover to
Cincinnati, Stamford NY star in circle cancel, and a red East Westmoreland c.d.s. on U10 envelope, arresting lot, please
review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

327

)
U.S., 19th Century Postal History, 1851-98. 1860 strip of three #26 San Francisco to Marysville CA, 1861
strip of three 35, with faulty 26, from San Francisco to Sacramento, 1860 11, 24 and pair of 10¢ Saint Louis to
Leavenworth KS, 26 tied by NY & Boston STMB and RRR to Cherryfield ME, six Spanish American War patriotics, and
three Civil War patriotics, the best being “Eagle & Shield” (Bischel-4458, W-2471), a great lot for the postal historian on
your shopping list, a few condition issues, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

328

)
U.S., Unusual Usages & Back-of-the-Book On Cover. Over 20 covers with unusual usages or back of the
book material, includes E5 on cover, two Q2 on cover first month of issue, 1925 cover to Korea with tags returned to
sender, 1917 Great Britain cover to USA with strip of three precancelled J62s, and a 1932 usage of Roman States block
of four not recognized and assessed 3¢ postage due, a fine lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

329

)

330

)

331

)

332

)

333

)

334

)

38

U.S., Advertising Cover Holding, 1860-1940. Over forty covers and two illustrated booklets, better includes
1898 Schlitz Beer illustrated front and back, E.A. Holton Stamp Dealer with Mulready facsimile cover, J. Stevens Arms &
Tool Co. full color illustrated cover, 1899 all over illustrated cover, and a full color 1908 full color illustrated ad cover for
American Thermos Bottle Co cover, many more attractive covers, plenty of potential present, a few condition issues as
to be expected, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Postal History, 1900-60. Over seventy five covers and cards, 20th century usages including ads, WWII
patriotics, registered, possessions, with registered cover to Great Britain franked with 614 (2), 615, 616 (2), 1904 cover
to Australia with 326, 1907 registered cover to Jerusalem, fancy cancelled cover from Bear AR, great lot for the internet
dealer, a few condition issues otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Phenomenal Plethora of Picture Postcards, 1903-38. Several hundred picture postcards, 95%
views, 95% U.S., a great many East Coast with an alluring group of Long Island NY postcards with over forty real
photos, includes railroad stations, light houses, bathing scenes, an extraordinary chance to pick up some premium
stock, mixed condition as usual, be sure to check them out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Postal History, 1890-1960. Hundreds and hundreds of cover and cards, includes first flight covers,
advertising, mourning, first days, US Akron covers, inauguration covers, naval, cacheted event covers, registered, a
tremendous group to dig into, some condition issues, but generally F.-V.F., with scores of surprises, worthy of your
attention.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., Better Covers, 1851-1899. Over forty covers, mostly advertising, includes #11 on embossed Jenkins
Tea cover, Allen Clapp Wholesale Grocer, 1863 Henry O.D. Banks Drugs Medicine Philadelphia, Hosey’s Hotel Wells
NY, 1863 Rhawn & Chapin Stoves Milton PA, some mixed condition, please examine, a bid worthy lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

U.S., Better Bank Note Covers, 1870-92. Twenty covers franked with Bank Notes, includes cover with 179,
183, 188 (2) to Portsmouth O with a single J1 and uncancelled block of eight J2 (unused block of four Scott cataloged
$1,700.00), pair of 210 and pair 205 cancelled by Belmore OH star cancels to Ottawa OH, 1884 U221 with three 207 and
206 to Cincinnati, and strip of tree 179 to Findley OH, eye catching grouping, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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335

)
U.S., Cole Family Correspondence. Over 70 items pertaining to the Cole family and the legendary Ezra
Cole, includes postal stationery, ad covers, naval covers, and picture postcards, two 1879 covers from India, many of
the covers have their original contents, a nifty little research project, please examine, F.-V.F. Estimate $350 - 500

336

)
U.S., Postal History Collection, 1851-70. Over 70 covers and a few pieces of ephemera, franked mostly
with 11, 26, 65s, includes two list of votes from Maine, a few ads, a nice lot at a great price, look these up, F.-V.F., exEzra Cole.
Estimate $350 - 500

337

)
U.S., Ad and Corner Cards, Balance of Collection. 25 covers, 13 from the Banknote time period, 8 postal
stationery entires, 4 stampless and one first Bureau time period cover; includes Waterbury Automatic Signal Telegraph
Co. with stamp tied by Rohloff type J-7 cancel (cover with tears), all over Guardian Mutual Life Insurances corner card,
illustrated State of Ohio Auditor’s Office in green, beige I.O.O.F. Herndon Lodge corner card, 1¢ blue entire illustrated
with squirrel holding acorn and illustrated Knights Templars & Masons Life Indemnity Co of Chicago (stamp with piece
off); some cover and stamp faults, generally Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

338

)
U.S., Cover Craze, 1810-1940. Over 300 covers, with stampless covers with auxiliary markings, picture
postcards including Rookwood Pottery Cincinnati, RPOs, fancy cancels, some condition issues, a sweet grouping for
the collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

339

)

340

)

341

)

342

)

343

)

344

)
U.S., Picture Postcard Lot, 1903-45. Diverse selection of over thirty picture postcards, includes The Bone
Yard Lake City FL, Theodore Roosevelt portrait, embossed Abraham Lincoln, Raleigh Court Jamestown Expo, real
photo original Wright Brothers plane, Shanghai with US Postal Agency cancel, a copper postcard from Butte MT and
WWII aviation cards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

345

)
U.S., Cover Accumulation. Well over 500 covers and postal stationary, including. a couple Akron’s, some
classic FDCs, some Trans-Pacific Flights and 1935 Expedition to Sikkim Rocket Mail, 1053 & C46 plate block FDC’s,
lots of postal stationary and FDC’s. A nice little lot worth some attention, F.-V.F. overall (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Better Covers, 1900-60. Thirty better covers, includes pair 314 Schermack perfed on ad cover, St
Louis Expo cancels on ad covers, UX18 uprated with 329, 330 on forwarded cover Dorset England to Berkshire
England, first flight AAMC# 6E1 with block of six 383, 1919 ad cover with 483 Schermack, 1936 Hindenburg flight cover
to London, 1929 Graf Zeppelin Round the World flight cover Lakehurst to Lakehurst, block of four 620 & 621 on ad
cover, and several first flights including 1937 New York to London & return, great potential at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
U.S., Precious Prexie Usages. Over 38 covers with Prexies, many coils and booklet stamps, includes strip
of three and pair 842 to Switzerland, pair of 841 and 842 with C33 to Switzerland, 828 and C24 on UC3 to Denmark,
FAM 27 Philadelphia to Palestine with 807, 814 & 818, 1942 censored Boston to Istanbul with 830 & 831, 1952 San
Francisco to Madagascar with 829, 1940 censored 825 & 832, also includes over 60 covers with cachets or a
correspondence to Switzerland, there are some rare usages among the Prexies so inspection is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Operation Desert Storm Related Covers, 1991. Over 80 covers, includes cacheted ships from the
USS Shreveport, USS Theodore Roosevelt, US Tarawa, USS Sylvania, USS Ranger, USS Princeton, USS Nitro, USS
Nassau, USS John F Kennedy, and many more, don’t let this one go by, be sure to examine, a historic lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S., Correspondence to Liberia, 1925-38. 19 covers addressed to Monrovia and Cape Palmas, all back
stamped, no contents, an engrossing lot, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
U.S., Will Rogers Dedicated Collection. A powerful little group of over 80 covers that includes Will Rogers
autographed Round the World cover, good will ambassador covers, memorial covers, USS Will Rogers launching and
commissioning covers, photos and ephemera, a nice lot to build upon, please take note, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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346

)

347

)
U.S., Cover Coliseum, 1810-1940. Over 280 covers, with stampless covers from the eastern and southern
regions, 1861 3¢ Washington covers, plenty of RPOs, picture postcards, advertising, mint and used postal stationery,
officials on cover, Akron memorial cover, Bank Notes on cover, a useful group, some mixed condition so inspection is
urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

348

)

349

)

U.S., Covers, 1857-1904. 11 covers; includes 1) Scott 11A brownish carmine on circa 1857 cover from
Portage City Wisconsin, 2) Scott 24 on 1859 folded letter from New Orleans; 3) Scott 68 straddle margin example on
1863 cover to Canada West; 4) Scott 73 on fancy wrapper possibly from Keene NH; 5) Scott 65 tied by double circle
1864 Chattanooga Ten postmark on cover to Illinois with “United States Military Telegraph” imprint; 6) Scott 88 tied by
fancy blue Jersey Shore Pa star cancel; and 7) Scott 326 on reverse of stained cover to Italy postmarked Mary 13 1904
(two weeks after issuance), Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S., Better Covers, 1810-1940. Over 280 covers, with stampless covers with auxiliary markings, New York
domestic fancy cancels, 1869 pictorial covers, used postal stationery, 1924 pass to the White House, advertising
including allovers and illustrated, first flight, Exposition, Bank Notes and Prexies, some condition issues, a nice group
for the postal historian, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S., Cover Cache, 1810-1940. Over 200 covers, with stampless covers with auxiliary markings, 1861 3¢
Washington covers, special deliveries, New York domestic fancy cancels, 1869 pictorials on cover, mourning cover,
illustrated ad covers, plenty of surprises, some condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

First Day Covers
350

)

351

)

352

)

353

)
U.S., First Day Covers, Premium Lot, 1925-45. Several hundred first day covers, some heavy duplication,
some better includes 702 (40), 703 (60) with about 20 cacheted, set of 704-715 with RPO cancels, 720b, 731, 735,
National Parks perfed & imperf, Famous Americans, 1053, C11, C16, C18, some better cachets, a great way to begin
collecting these popular items or to restock, a wealth of retail value can be found here making for an attractive lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

354

U.S., First Day Covers, Better Lot, 1926-80. Box filled with better first day covers, for example 614, 615, 614
& 616, 620-621, 629 Roessler cachet, 647 unofficial, 730-731, 785-794 Ioor cachets, C9, C24, binder with mint National
Parks (2), Farley center line blocks, plate blocks (3), and complete sets of first day covers, 1957 Eisenhower inaugural
cover, JFK mourning cover, with lot of $10-$30 covers to be explored, a feast for the internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

40

U.S., First Day Covers, Diverse & Valuable Stock, 1922-2000. Thousands upon thousands of first day
covers, an astounding array of better items, just a taste includes 559, 564, 589, 590, 591, 602, 611, 617-619 on one
cover, 620-621 one cover, 643 Roessler cachet, 645 Bert unofficial city, 656 pair to Nickles., 681 Norone cachet, 681
with Nickles cachet, 704-715 Aeroprint cachet first day set, 704-715, 730A-731A with Ioor cachet, 726 first Anderson
cachet, 906, Overrun Country set with Anderson cachets, Famous Americans set with Fidelity cachets, Prexie set
complete with coils and panes, 855, C4, QE1, QE2A Roessler and on and on, most are priced, identified and the cachet
maker identified for easy sales, with a plethora of better cachet makers, a clean group throughout with useful duplication
and tremendous retail potential, F.-V.F., conservatively retail priced at $40,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
U.S., First Day Covers, Eclectic & Valuable Tsunami, 1925-2010. Thousands of first day covers in albums
and loose in five large cartons, with many better cachets, includes Duck Stamps, Canal Zone, first flights, naval, HPOs,
a space collection, cacheted event, postal stationery, and five volumes of Golden Replicas of U.S. Stamps, many
folders from the Postal Society for duck first days and anniversary issues, it will take forever and a day to sort through it,
but with winter coming up you can stay home and work it!!! some condition issues but overall, F.-V.F., and a tremendous
buy.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
U.S., Fluegel Cacheted WWII Covers, 1940-46. 42 different, with typewritten signed letter from Fluegel,
covers include liberation of Overrun Countries, Inauguration of FDR, memorial cover for death of FDR, VE Day, VJ Day,
China Resistance, a beautiful and valuable collection, you snooze you loose on this baby!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

)
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355

)

356

)

357

)

358

)

359

)

U.S., First Day and Cacheted Event Covers Collection, 1934-2005. Thousands of first day covers, flight
covers, inaugural covers, 3 albums of Golden Replica FDCs, Superman & Spiderman reprint comics, collection begins
in the 1930’s with 740-749, Prexies, Colorado cachets, will take some time but will be well rewarded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., First Day and Cacheted Event Covers, 1918-95, presented in eleven binders originally filling two large
tubs with hundreds of covers, better first day covers include Overrun Countries, 614-616 on one cover, 617-619,
620-621, 647-648 on one cover, National Parks complete, C10, C24, there is also a C3 May 15 first flight cover, first
flight and naval covers, USS Macon and Akron covers, and a statehood 25¢ collection, may well be a few other gems
within, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., First Day Covers, Classic Collection (576//690). 89 covers, produced by usual FDC makers of that
era; Nickles, Worden, etc., addressed and uncacheted as you normally find of FDC’s of this era, consisting of: 584-91,
various Rotary coil singles and pairs; 600 pair and line pair, 603 (2 singles), 614-19, 630 imprint single from souvenir
sheet, 632-42 (of course missing 634A), various 2¢ reds including 656 pair, 647-48, QE1-3, 617-19, 614-21 complete
sets (1 set on each cover), 663 (5c Kans.) and more. Condition is generally Fine to Very Fine. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S., First Day and Cacheted Event Cover Stock, 1926-85. A couple of thousand covers in four cover
boxes, includes first day covers perf & imperf National Parks, Prexies complete, Overrun Countries, baseball
centennial, tons of 2¢ Reds and 3¢ Purples, many with better cachets, naval covers include USS Wasp, USS Hornet,
USS Panay Shanghai, with plenty more to be discovered, be sure to peruse this one carefully, F.-V.F., ex- Ezra Cole.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S., First day Cover Collection, 1932-71. Total estimated at around 1,000 covers, includes 1933 inaugural
FDR cover, autographed first day covers Bob hope on # 926, Eleanor Roosevelt on # 933, Harry Truman on #933,
Alexander Wetmore on #943, Earl Warren on #954, among others, collection of 50 $2 bills with first day cancels on
1633-1682, 3 albums of United Nations, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S. and Foreign
360

U.S. and Foreign, Amalgam. In approximately a dozen home-made albums or stock-books, five red boxes
and several shoe boxes. Upon brief examination I noticed some better early mint French Antarctic Territories stamps,
three books of early British Commonwealth, the occasional better stamp in the red boxes, a useful selection of PRC and
China in one of the collections as well as some selected pieces in a dealer red box, an album of U.S. containing a mint
set of C1-6, C10 FDC, some postage, a few better Special Delivery, Dues, some mint early Ducks, a Confederate
States turned cover and Confederate #1 & #4. Usual mixed centering and condition. This is really a philatelic mining lot,
valued to sell, so make sure you view to find the little hidden gems scattered throughout, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

361

)

362

)

363

H/m/)

H/m

U.S. and Foreign, Cover Pandemonium, 1885-1980. Several hundred covers and cards presented in
twenty one albums, includes 1930s - 1940s first day covers, postage dues, Expo picture postcards, illustrated
advertising covers, inauguration covers, space covers, registered, perfins, possessions, naval, mint & used postal
stationery, first flights, antarctic covers, special deliveries, probably a few categories I missed, mixed condition, sure to
please, inspect at your leisure, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S. and Foreign, Lincoln & Grant Cover Collection, 1870-2000. Several hundred covers displayed in
nine binders, with items such as 159 on ad cover, 555 first day cover, 560 first day cover, home made Lincoln covers
with portraits and various Lincoln stamps, many different first day and cacheted event covers, an unusual collection that
is difficult to describe, really should be seen to be appreciated, make some time to enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
U.S. and United Nations, Collections, 1857-2010. Thousands of stamps and covers in four large cartons,
U.S. with 5 volumes of mint & used postal stationery, stockbook of mint & used back-of-the-book, stockbook of used
U.S., modern used U.S. 1989-1999, Liberty Stamp album of used U.S., U.S. first day covers, United Nations includes
mint collection 1951-1995, 2 stockbooks mint, hundreds of first day covers, postal stationery, envelopes from the postal
station with philatelic material, tons of fun, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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UNITED STATES: U.S. and Foreign
364

HH/H/m

365

HH/H/m

366

H/m

367

H/m/)

368

H/m
U.S. and Foreign, Ephemera Lot, 1800-1950. A nifty lot of ephemera, mostly of a philatelic nature, the best
is postal currency that includes PC5, PC6, PC7, PC8 (2) (catalog value $670.00), engraving of the Declaration of
Independence by Chas Magnus, a couple of Educards with Blackjacks, receipts with revenues, 1863 check with #63
used as revenue, 1899 check with Battleship revenue and Great Britain 89 used as revenue, cdv of Capt Demsey, two
ink drawings of Great Britain Penny Black, German currency and more, should be plenty of hidden treasures for you
hunters out there, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

369

)

370

H

371

)

372

H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation, 1900-2000. A whole lot of interesting stuff…and some stamps, includes
Hawaiian coins including a dime, 1962 photo of President Kennedy throwing out the first pitch of the season, small
group of sports stadium picture postcards, collection of Kelloggs’ Pep real photo cards with the rare album, and for
stamps we have mint Russia from the 1940s, and various and sundry worldwide stamps, this lot will be intriguing for
some, a mess for others, but there is no denying it’s collectible, happy hunting, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

42

U.S. and Foreign, A Messy Mostly U.S. Balance Lot. Consisting of over a dozen stock books and some
shoe boxes stuffed with stamps from classics to modern issues which I struggle to adequately describe because there
isn’t any theme or order to the group. I notice the main core of the group seems to consist of a stock in stockbooks,
organized by issue and as I browse the pages, I notice some stamps with catalog values of fifty dollars and up including.
one book of mostly revenues. In addition, I saw three shoe boxes that appear to have just been stuffed with glassines or
dealer cards, including. 8 Columbian Expo cards, a set of Famous American FDCs, a few better U.S. mint singles: 24,
214, 219D, 464, 221, 239-40, 297-99, a nice little group of classic Great Britain including. a few better higher values, a
5c Hawaii King Kamehameha III (#9), etc., used, o.g. and never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine. Do yourself a favor and
be sure to view this group. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Mint & Used Collection, 1893-1945. Formidable group, includes mint U.S. includes 234,
279-284, 288, 294-299, 323-327, E5, used battleship revenues, match and medicine, Puerto Rico and Philippines,
used Great Britain & Canada, Japan, Australia States, Korea, and Sweden, should be plenty of better items, be sure to
check her out, easily worth several times our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Canada, Small Collection. On home-made quadrille pages, mostly mint with better items
including: 3c 1851 issue used (30), 24 upper right corner block of 4, 222P5 block of 4, 224 block of 4 (3 NH), 264 (2 plate
no. strips of 3), 302 & 307 blocks of four, 320 centerline block of 4, 346 centerline block of 4 with portions of adjoining
stamps all around, E7 NH block of 6, 408-9 & 481-2 matched arrow blocks of 4, 65 used with plate no., C10a,
Newfoundland 20 block of 6, a few errors and other interesting pieces. Condition is a little mixed, but overall appears
mostly sound. Viewing recommended, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
U.S. and Foreign, Accumulation, 1930-2000. Thousands of mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets on
stock pages and in glassines and envelopes, U.S. with high values such as 2592 plate blocks (3), 2875 souvenir sheets
(3), total easily exceeds $900.00 face, quantities of used U.S., plus a stockbook of foreign, you can’t go wrong at our
price, please inspect for the total experience, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

U.S. and Foreign, Airmail & Balloon Cover Collection. 18 airmail covers, includes 1937 first flight cover
Guam to Hong Kong, 1925 #482 block of four on airship Los Angeles to Bermuda with 1990 APES certificate, 1936
Hindenburg flight cover with scarce red cachet, three first flight overnight transcontinental covers with different
frankings, Germany 1936 Hindenburg flight cover franked with block of four C58, 1931 cover from Wilkins-Ellsworth
Trans Arctic Submarine Expedition, 1937 balloon flight post card from the Gordon Bennett Balloon Race and more,
more, more, an interesting lot with loads of potential, inspection strongly advised, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S. and Foreign, Ephemera Excursion, 1861-1930. In a carton. One may find foreign currency, English
deed with hand drawn map, color prints of Washington DC, CDVs, stock certificates, loads of U.S. revenues on
documents and checks, and Columbian World’s Fair Admission tickets, well worth our opening bid, a long look is
suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
U.S. and Foreign, Picture Postcard Lot. Several hundred cards, about one half are chromes, the balance
from the first twenty year of the 20th century, with quite a few real photo, half are views, Jamestown Expo, many Japan,
a German Ferris Wheel, racist, Monaco Art Nouveau card, Austrian zeppelin card, natives in costume, Graf Zeppelin &
Lakehurst cards, an eclectic lot with something for everyone, mixed condition with a few with paper adhesions to the
reverse, otherwise, Very Good to Excellent.
Estimate $400 - 600
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373

)

374

H/m/)
U.S. and Foreign, Leftovers, 1860-1990. Several hundred stamps and covers presented in albums, boxes
and envelopes, with some interesting items such as a album of Masonic material, postal stationery volumes, a framed
sheet of 1939 World’s Fair stamps, album of first day covers, a wonderful lot to mine for hidden gems, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

375

)

376

HH/H

377

)

U.S. and Foreign, Seapost & Ocean Mail Cancels, 1896-1939. 18 covers with US Seapost cancels,
includes 137 SS Southern Cross from Brazil, 1936 SS Santa Barbara, 1937 SS Pan America from Trinidad, 1896
United States Seapost, a definite must see for the specialist, mixed condition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

U.S. and Foreign, Cover Lot, 1851-1960. A few hundred covers and cards, includes but not limited to
Danbury CT lot with three “HAT” cancels, manuscript “Greenfield Hill” (CT) S/R 6, two Boyds City Express stamps on
cover, uprated Egypt picture postcard to Boston, and a couple of hundred first day covers, most with better cachets, well
worth a close inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
U.S. and Possessions, Philatelic Cornucopia, 1898-1970. Fresh clean stock, includes mint blocks of four
295, 299, 325, 371, 397, 398, 399, 401, 502, 507, 550, 560, 566, 567, 568, 571, 612, 632-642, 664, 675, 679, 704-715,
834, 1053, C4, C18, E11, J72, Q6, plus mint & used possessions with Guam mint 2, Hawaii mint 33, used 34,
Philippines mint C3, C6, a great lot for the retail or internet dealer, inspection is urged because of the number of NH
stamps present, F.-V.F. Scott $13,500+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
U.S. and Possessions, Airmail Covers, 1925-83. Keen group that includes U.S. 1909 (2), 2122, C27-C31
first day covers with Crosby cachets, 1934 Navy Day Moffett Field, C5 on cover, C6 on cover, Canal Zone C15-C20
FDCs with Crosby cachets, great lot at our low price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Confederate States
378

H/m/)

379

H/m/)

380

H
Confederate States, Facsimiles & Reprints Collection, 1861-65. A tremendous group of these getting
hard to find items, includes Springfield reprint sheet, set of 12 sheets of 20 of the CSA facsimiles, also with Buck’s
Express fantasies, various postmaster provisionals and two sanitary fair stamps, excellent reference material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

381

H/m

Confederate States, Collection, hundreds of stamps and over 70 covers including. #2 on black Calvary
Solider Patriotic, #3 tied to cover with pen cancel, addressed to Mobile, Ala, #1 (2 singles) on Jefferson Davis
“Confederate States of America, Our First President” cover front, #2 on large legal sized cover, #2 / #7(2) on tied to large
legal cover, #1 tied to cover with Charleston postmark addressed to So. Carolina, #1 (2 singles) tied to cover with
Lynchburg, Va. postmark, #4 tied to cover with blue Columbia, SC postmark, #1 (23 singles, 4 singles on cover and 1
pair on cover), #2 (17 singles, 3 covers), #3 (2 singles), #4 (6 singles, 2 pairs and 1 strip of 3), #5 (2 singles), #6/7 (over
100 singles, 24 covers), #8 (19 singles), #11/12 (a couple hundred singles plus a few blocks, 22 covers), #13 (34
singles) and #14 (17 singles). Some condition issues, but still many useful stamps of this popular area to be found,
generally V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Confederate States, Accumulation of Stamps & Covers. Stamps are mostly #6/7 (including an XF NH top
sheet margin block of 4) or 11/12 (including blocks & gutter pairs), but also include (used unless noted) #4 (2), 5 (2),
56X1 (unused), 58X2 (2), 62X1, 62X4 & 62X5 plus a few #8 & 13 and 30+ fakes & facsimiles; the covers (about 20)
include 58X1, 1 (2), 4, 8 (pair), 11e & 13, the rest are #6/7 or 11/12 plus a couple stampless; also included is a nice 1863
War Bond; condition, especially on the covers, is pretty rough, so inspection is recommended. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Confederate States, Group. 3 blocks, 3 pairs and 12 singles, mostly different, with highlights incl. #1 used,
8, 12d, 13 (3, one of which appears used), blocks of four: 6-7 & 12, a little mixed condition, mostly sound, used, unused
(no gum) or o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND U.N.: U.S. Possessions

U.S. Possessions and U.N.
U.S. Possessions
382

HH/H/m U.S. Possessions, Collection. Moderately to mostly full of most Spanish issues, Canal Zone is a little
scarce among the early overprints, but quickly picks up to contain some useful sets and singles, Cuba starts strong and
continues strong to the Communist era where is stops, Philippines strong through Spanish rule, U.S. rule and through
Republic with many complete or nearly complete Rizal sets that are missing from most collections, Puerto Rico is nearly
complete. Better stamps include; Canal Zone #13 block of 4, 22 pair normal and “CANAL ONE” variety, 60-66, 120-135,
Cuba various Isabella issues including “66" Isabella overprint, Espana including #62 1874 1p Carmine, Alfonso VII,
including #83 1879 10c Orange, #120 1883 20c Type E overprint, various Spanish American war overprints on U.S.
stamps, E1, 1940’s-50’s souvenir sheets Guam U.S. overprints 1-8, plus extra values of 6-7, 11 & 11a (Scott $900), E1,
Philippines several Isabella Habilitado por la Nacion overprints, King Amadeo set, #60, 66, 1879 Surcharge set, 212
50c overprint on U.S. stamp mint and used, 213-19, 220-22, 226-37 (mostly mint set to $1), 241-53, 255-60A, 261-72,
284 o.g., 289D o.g., 290-302 with several shades of most values, C1-6, C9-12, C18-28, 340-51 imperf pair set of 2p,
433-46, 472 plate block, 485-96, E1 several copies (mint and used), E6 imprint and plate number block of 4, J1-5, N1-7,
various misplaced and inverted Victory overprints of Scott 465, and Puerto Rico mostly complete Alfonso XII and
Alfonso XIII and partially complete 1898 surcharges and complete U.S. overprint set. Usual mixed condition and
centering, very useful collection abundant with many sets with Scott values in the $20-$50 range that just can’t be listed
individually. If you like U.S. Possessions, make sure you don’t miss this lot because there are many sets, singles and
souvenir sheets you just don’t see in many Possessions collections, used and mint (original gum and no gum), Very
Good-Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

383

H/m

384

HH/H/m

385

H/m
U.S. Possessions, Collection of Mint & Used, 1863-1945. Offered in a Scott album and a stockbook,
album includes mint Cuba 221-226, 227-231, J2-J4, E1, mint & used DWI with mint 51-56, Guam 1-2, 4-5, mint Hawaii
30-34, 35-36, 37-39, 42-45, 53-64, 65-66, 67-68, 71-73, 74-82, Puerto Rico 210-214, 215, J1-J3, and a stockbook of
mint and used Hawaii, with 49 with Maltese cross cancel, unchecked for cancels, fresh and clean lot, a few condition
issues, a great lot for the Possession maven, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

386

HH
U.S. Possessions, Trust Territories Collection to 1992. Mounted on White Ace pages in five albums,
containing: Marshall Islands 1984-1992, Micronesia 1984-1991, Palau 1983-1992, previous owners face value over
$650, many nice never hinged topicals, o.g., apparently all never hinged, mostly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

387

H/m
U.S. Possessions, Balance Lot. Loosely organized in glassines and on dealer cards, containing various
Spanish American War overprints including. $1 Guam #12 and 50c Philippines #236, Hawaii #46 o.g. & 48 unused, etc.
Condition is mixed, still many desirable stamps, sure to add up to plenty of Scott value, Very Good-Very Fine (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

44

U.S. Possessions, Miscellaneous Stock / Accumulation. Several hundred stamps and a few covers on
black approval cards, album pages, stocksheets, auction lot cards and in glassines and two dealer’s counter books; an
extremely varied lot with items from $1 to a few $100; the best items we note are (mint unless noted) Canal Zone 22e
(used), 95, Cuba E1, XF NH plate no. single, Hawaii 32P3 & 77P3 pairs and #33 on cover to the U.S., and Philippines
#236-237 F-VF LH; and there’s plenty more besides, including some nice Danish West Indies with a group of 19
different mint postal cards; condition varies, but is generally F-VF. An interesting lot; somewhat mixed up, but definitely
worth a look. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
U.S. Possessions, Collection. Neatly mounted on Mystic Heirloom pages, consisting of Hawaii: small
group of Kamehameha III (5¢ & 13¢ Specimens and four 5¢ singles, including #10 with PSE cert), nearly complete
mixed mint or used Banknotes, complete red Provisional overprints, black Provisional overprints to 18¢ (missing 6¢), 10
revenues, Cuba, Philippines and Puerto Rico: partial 1890-1900 Spanish American War overprints on definitives,
special delivery and dues, Cuba E2 NH, Guam Guard Mail, Canal Zone, 50 different Panama overprints between
1900-1920’s, 36 1920’s Canal Zone overprints on U.S. defective issues and dues including: flat & sharp A and perfs,
plus a few misc. U.S. issues in back of album, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very Good-Very Fine, condition is
mixed, but a careful examination will make this lot one to be seriously considered. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Canal Zone
388

Canal Zone, Collection of Mint & Used, 1904-65. Over 100 stamps mounted on pages, better includes mint
31-35, 42-45, 60-66, 80, C6-C14, used J1-J3, a great starter collection, inexpensive and useful, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000
(Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

Danish West Indies
389

H/m
Danish West Indies, Mint and Used Collection, 1866-1915. Fairly complete for the period neatly arranged
on three 2-sided black stocksheets; includes (used unless noted) #2 (3), 9, 11, 13, 14 (mint, part o.g.), 20 & 39; condition
is a bit mixed and the #39 has a dubious cancel, but otherwise a nice starter collection of this always popular country.
Scott about $2,150. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Hawaii
390

m

391

H/m

392

HH/H
Hawaii, Marvelous Mint Collection, 1864-97. Nice collection of mint mounted on pages, with over 50
stamps and three blocks of four, includes 30-34, 35-36, 39-41, 42+46, 48, 52-52C, 53-61, 62-64, 65-66, 67-68, 70-73,
O1-O6, terrific for breaking up for internet sales, very popular and salable, F.-V.F. Scott $1,900+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

393

H/m

394

H/m
Hawaii, Collection. On Scott album pages, consisting of a few questionable, unchecked numerals, a few
Kamehameha III and Kamehameha IV issues, banknotes including 34 o.g., 36 no gum, 41 o.g., 45 o.g., 49 used, 53C
o.g., various red Provisional overprints and stationary cut squares, used and unused (some o.g.) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Hawaii, Town & Fancy Cancels Collection, 1865-97. Magnificent collection in excess of 1000 stamps, over
900 town cancelled and over 100 fancy cancels, separated by island and identified by town, with some very scarce
towns like Hakalau, Waiohinu, Waialua, Waipahu, Mana, fancy cancels include negative “HI”, targets, fancy targets,
Volcano House cancel, a labor of love and quite reasonably priced, plan on perusing this winner for a while, F.-V.F.
Scott $6,000 in value (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Hawaii, Grand Dad’s Collection of Mint & Used, 1864-1947. Mint & used collection mounted, starts with a
1941 Gooney Bird Cachet Midway Island cover with articles and related stories, then better mint with Numerals 19,
23-24, 29, 30-33, 35,42-46, 48-49, 50-51 with 51 block of four, 52-52C, 53-64, 65-73, 74-79, 80-82, 10S, 11 RS, 29S,
then a second collection with 38 with purple target cancel, 49 with revenue cancel, a few mint postal cards, newspaper
clippings, ephemera, a tremendous selection destined to make someone a pretty penny, a few condition/identification
issues, but mostly F.-V.F., Grand Dad will be sorry to see this go.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Hawaii, Mint and Used Collection, 1864-99. 67 different including O1-6; condition is somewhat mixed and
a few of the mint are without gum; generally F-VF. Scott value about $2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ryukyus
395

HH/H
Ryukyus, Rousing Collection, 1949-72. Comprehensive collection mounted on White Ace pages in two
albums, starts with first and second printings 1-7, 8-13, 14-15, 16, 17, 18 C1-C3, C4-C8, C9- C13, E1, complete to 1972,
second volume starts with mint lettersheets with U1, U1a, U2, UC1-UC4, UX1-UX3, UX4-UX8a, UX9-UX11, UY1,
UY2-UY9, R1-R8, R9-R16, R17-R28, RQ1-RQ2, RQ4-RQ8, there are very few items missing, a unique chance to
acquire the whole run in one fell swoop, Very Fine. Scott $18,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND U.N.: Ryukyus
396

H
Ryukyus, Fabulous Mint Dealer’s Stock, 1948-65. Two stockbooks packed with a well-rounded stock of
mint & used singles & blocks and mint imprint blocks; quantities are modest, usually 5-15 or so; highlights include (mint
unless noted) #7a used, 16B (17 including a block of 10 and an imprint block of 6), 16c (there are actually about 200 #16
with its many permutations), 18 (17 + 14 used), 19-26 (16), C1-3 (11, most LH), C19-23 (20), E1 (30 + an imprint block of
6 & 20 used); better imprint blocks include #1-7, 8-13, 19-26 (imprint blocks of 6 instead of 10), 27-33, 35-40, 44-53 (2),
51a-52a, 78-87, C4-8 (both types 18y & 30y), C9-13, C14-18 (+ C15 with “extra spur”, C19-23, etc.; all clean and F-VF
and probably 98% NH. A marvelous lot. Scott $25,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

397

(H)

398

H/m

399

)

400

H/m/)
Ryukyus, Specialized Stock, 1948-70. A dandy lot for the Ryukyus aficionado, hundreds of covers, first
days, last days commercial, an album of postal stationery with commemorative cancels, stock book of mint & used
blocks, postal stationery first days, paquebot cards, examples of provisional stamps, official business envelopes, 3x1
plating for Kume Shima, hundreds of stamps, and all forms of Ryukyus philately, plenty to research for the specialist,
truly a once in a lifetime opportunity, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

401

H/m

402

H

403

H/m/)
Ryukyus, Mint & Used Accumulation. Interesting balance lot with may saleable items; revenues with
perforation varieties, two manila envelopes with sheets issued in the 1960s, and cancelled with pictorial postmarks in
red; 1958 Gate of Courtesy group of souvenir pamphlets, plus many promotional post office brochures, and a large
number of envelopes used domestically that are rarely offered on the market, including many with Currency Conversion
stamps or stampless. We also noted Japanese first day covers issued in the 1977-78 period and housed in a binder.
Definitely worth a gander, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

404

HH

46

Ryukyus, Specialized Collection of the 1958 Provisional Revenues (R9-R16). Four exhibit pages
displaying the various printings of the eight stamps plus a stocksheet with a 11 duplicates; comprises 1¢ (8), 3¢ (9), 5¢
(3), 10¢ (8), 50¢ (5), $1 (3), $5 (2) & $10 (3), without gum as issued. Scott $4,735 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Ryukyus, Specialized Collection of the 1958 Currency Conversion Issue. Mounted exhibit featuring
more than 500 stamps plus 14 covers and three documents, mostly mounted according to perforation and paper but
also including shades and a complete set of imprint blocks of 6; perforation/paper varieties are represented by both mint
and used examples, as well as shades wherever possible; covers include some scarce usages, as well as an FDC of
the complete set and two different of 51a/52a; clean and F-VF throughout. While there are no rarities noted, this is,
nonetheless, a wonderful opportunity for the would-be Ryukyu specialist. Scott value just as normal mint/used stamps
is over $2,400. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Ryukyus, First Day & First Flight Covers, 1951-71. Collection and stock of about 300 covers, the FDCs in a
box, the FFCs mounted and written up; the FDCs are virtually complete for the period (no 16-17) with one of each from
the mid-1950s onward but with quantities of most earlier numbers including #14 (11), 18 (9), 19-21 (4), 22-26 (one
cover with all 5 plus a separate one of each), C4-6 (5), C7-8 (3 combinations plus 4 of each separately), C9-13 (7),
C14-18 (9) and C19-23 (5); also includes a small group of commemorative cancels and a few non-FDCs, including one
with #18 block of 8 plus C1-3 on a registered Philatelic Agency cover to the U.S., 30 Oct 1952. A great lot. Scott value of
just the better FDCs, many of which are franked with multiples, is nearly $8,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Ryukyus, Specialized Balance of the 1958 Currency Conversion Issue. Several hundred stamps in a
stockbook; includes a few imprint blocks and plate varieties but is mostly paper/perf varieties, many of them several
scarce to rare. Scott value as normal exceeds $1,000. However, a section of about 50 small dealer cards displaying
paper/perf varieties have prices (apparently using a 1985 John B. Head price list [included]) total over $5,000! (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Ryukyus, Balance of Errors from the 1958 Currency Conversion Issue. Three stocksheets housing 7
imperf between errors (44b (2), 46a, 47b (2), 48b & 50a), plus 5 with fantail sheet margins (one used), and 30 double or
compound perforations (mostly the former). An excellent lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ryukyus, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1948-72. The only major number missing is, of course, #17
(1a-7a are included); also included are 3X3-4, R1-5, R9-14, R17-24 & R27-28; additionally, there are two Mihons (124S
& 136S), complete Christmas Seals and six different pieces of Military Currency (Series 100, 10s-20y); all ca F-VF with
a very few stamps being lightly hinged (we noteR5 & R23, for instance). A great lot. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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H)

406

H)

407

H/m/)
Ryukyus, Mint & Used Collection, 1948-72. Housed in five volumes, includes mint 1-7, 8-13, 14 (2), 15, 18,
19-25, C4-C8, C9-C13, C14-C18, E1, with three volumes of mint & used postal stationery and covers and plenty of used
items, there is plenty of material to dig through for those hidden gems, a lovely lot to build upon, few if any condition
issues, but generally, F.-V.F., investigate please.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

408

)

409

H/m
Ryukyus, Collection of Errors from the 1958 Currency Conversion Issue. 30 different double or
compound perforation errors, some of them quite scarce, scattered toward the end of a 40-page exhibit which, at first
glance, appears to be a complete collection of errors, but which, upon a closer examination is mostly color-photocopies
or auction catalog illustrations. A great starter lot for the error collector. Scott value as normal stamps os about $500
(photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

410

H)

411

H

412

H/m/)

413

HH

414

H

415

H/m)
Ryukyus, Collection of 1958 Provisional Revalued Postal Cards. Specialized collection of about 45
cards with lots of varieties, mostly minor, but including wrong font “¢” (UX12e), offset “2” of “½” on UY11, missing large
“1” on message card and on reply card (both unsevered) and Election Card UZE14. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ryukyus, Collection of Mint Postal Cards, 1948-71. 24 different cards comprising UX1, UX2, UX3, UX3a,
UX4b, UX4 footnote (Japanese 15s cherry blossom card), UX5, UY2, UY2a, UY2 var. (thick card stock), UY3, UY3b,
UY4a, UY4j, UY4k, UY4q, UY5, UY5f, UY5g, UY5h, UY6a-c and UY; all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,530 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Ryukyus, Premium Postal Card Selection. A holding of 25+ mint cards, with better items such as U1, U2
(3), UX1, UX4a, UX4b (2), UY4 (2), UY4n, UY4o (2), UY4q (2), UY5m (3), UY6, UY6b, UY6c, tremendous catalog value,
a chance to pick up some great stock inexpensively, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ryukyus, Cash Registration Envelopes & Seals, 1953-72. Mounted collection comprising about 40 Seals
(10 Telegraphic including a sheet of 20), 35 mint envelopes (4 Telegraphic) and 15 used envelopes (one Telegraphic);
includes RPSS UF1 mint, as well several varieties of later envelopes and a few duplicates, all nicely written-up. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Ryukyus, Collection of Mint Postal Stationery, 1948-71. More than 60 different on Scott Specialty album
pages; includes U1-2, UC3i, UX4b, UX5-44 (UX5 c.t.o.), UY4a, UY6a and UY7-10; all clean and F-VF. Scott $1,775
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Ryukyus, Specialized Collection of 1961 Itoman Merger Issue (90). Mounted exhibit and backup stock
totaling about 500 mint stamps (including 20 sheets) and 100 used (including a full sheet and 20 covers); the rare imperf
errors are not here, but there are plenty of shade & plate varieties as well as compound perforations; also includes a
stamp sized photographic reproduction of the original artist’s drawing. Scott value as normal is about $1,500. J.S.C.A.
22 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ryukyus, Balance of Specialized Collection. Small box containing various miscellany, mostly mounted on
exhibit pages; includes a number of minor printing and plate flaws, as well as collections of the different printings of
#19-26 & C4-6, an extensive collection of the 1969 Provisional ½¢ on 3¢ and a group of 19 Artists’ signatures on cards
and cuts. There is also a manila envelope with some loose material includes some better mint. Definitely worth a look.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Ryukyus, Commemorative Miniature Sheet Accumulation, 1958-72. A few hundred sheets including at
least one of every sheet from #54 through 228 minus definitives and the New Year stamps; mostly one or two of a sheet,
though there ate 17x #192; better multiples include 2x 72-73, 3x 74 & 4x 122 (& 123); all Very Fine NH. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

Ryukyus, Revenues & Back-of-the-Book, 1951-75. Balance of the specialized collection, the “star” being a
marvelous collection of Seals (Official P.O. Seals, Repair Seals, Postal Savings Seals & Mail Pouch Seals including full
sheets (a couple with perforating errors) and 14 covers; also included are Tobacco Tax Seaks (5 cigarette packs), 3
Building Permit Applications (1973-75) with Okinawa local revenues denominated in Yen, a 20y Airmail (C10) used as a
revenue on a document, and a group of International Reply Coupons. A wonderful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND U.N.: Ryukyus - United Nations
416

m

417

H/m)

418

H

419

)

420

HH/H
Ryukyus, Nearly Complete Mint Collection, 1948-72. Scott Specialty album missing only 1a-7a, 17 and
51a; all clean and F-VF with NH beginning in 1953 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ryukyus, Nearly Complete Used Collection, 1948-72. Missing #17 & 195a-199a but including #1a-7a; all
clean and F-VF on Scott Specialty album pages. Scott $1,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Ryukyus, Official Business Postal Cards, 1948-71. Collection of about 50 mostly different and mostly mint
cards including two 1948 cards from the Okinawa Gunto. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Ryukyus, Small Mint Collection, 1947-72. Nearly complete regular issues, lacking only #1a-7a & 17, with
the first few years mostly hinged; also include a group of 20 Provisional overprints, most of which are for reference only,
including one Okinawa & seven Amami; a few of the Miyako District are genuine. (no photo). Estimate $300 - 400
Ryukyus, Post Office Announcements & Philatelic Agency Mailings, 1951-1960s. About 115 covers or
cards; includes postal cards & air letter sheets with New Issue announcements printed on them, as well as covers, both
stamped and unstamped, which originally contained announcements or stamp orders; an interesting lot. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $200 - 300

United Nations
421

HH/Ha United Nations, Full Sheet Collection, 1951-60. Complete sheet collection that includes 1-84, C1-C5, with
useful duplication, includes mint aerograms in quantities, a valuable lot that affords a variety of potentials for dealers or
collectors alike, well worth careful viewing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

422

HH/H
United Nations, Specialized First Issue Collection, 1951. Incredible specialized collection of the first
issue, on exhibition pages with professional write ups housed in six albums and on pages, includes all the different cut
outs on inscription blocks i.e. stars, hearts, crescents, blocks, diamonds, with varieties, shades, papers, various
printings, control numbers, templates for plating, correspondence relating to the collection with various experts, you’ve
heard the term “impossible to duplicate” many times in the past, but this collection truly fits the phrase, if you specialize
in United Nations, you cannot let this lot pass you by, a few condition issues but, F.-V.F., and the basis of an award
winning exhibition.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

423

HH

424

HH

425

H/m/)

426

HH/H/) United Nations, Vast & Valuable Accumulation, 1951-84. Several thousand stamps and first day covers

United Nations, Massive Holding, 1951-2010. Enormous grouping of United Nations and area in four large
cartons, includes ten collections in various stages of completion, with mint and first day covers of #38, also singles,
imprint blocks, first day covers and postal stationery, additionally there are nine volumes of Unicef material and one
large carton of first day covers, if your thing is the U.N. this is your lot, mostly, what was checked was o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., a useful valuable lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
United Nations, Accumulation, 1951-2010. Thousands of mint U.N stamps in hundreds of souvenir
folders, year sets, annual collections, Geneva, Vienna and New York issues, mostly from the 1990’s to 2000’s, the
years most dealers and collectors fell asleep on, don’t miss out a second time, huge catalog value, what was checked
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
United Nations, Massive Accumulation, 1951-2005. Filling several large cartons including an excellent
multi-volume core collection of singles, MI blocks, souvenir sheets etc., plus thousands of dollars in face value in
glassines & many many hundreds of covers, etc., huge useful holding, F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1952-1984 packed into four large cartons, with inscription singles and blocks, mint & used postal stationery, aerograms,
UNESCO Gift Stamps, international reply cards, fantastic in its depth & breadth, as sure a money maker as you will find,
come on down, grab a seat and take some time to peruse this beauty, you will not regret it, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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427

H/)

428

)

429

H

430

HH

United Nations, Perfect Philatelic Storm, 1951-2000. Three bins stuffed with some great United Nations
material, includes a volume honoring the United Nations with better items like China 1269a, Cuba C33 with overprint,
Dominican Republic B1-B5 perf & imperf sheets, Italy 522 block of four, Nepal 125 sheet of 4, Turkey 1054a, two
volumes with mint UN from 1951-1969, mint 38 (3), lots of flag sheets, first day covers, mint postal stationery, the
catalog value adds up fast, this is an absolute steal, make sure you’re the recipient, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
United Nations, UNICEF & Balloon Cover Collection, 1951-2010. A very nice selection of several hundred
covers in 29 UNICEF albums and 14 cover albums for the U.N. in five large boxes, also includes an album of balloon
covers, album of foreign first day covers, and a 1960 National Maritime cover album, a wonderful lot of this resurging
area, please spend some time reviewing, disappointment is not an option, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
United Nations, Selection of Over 100 Artist Signed Lithographs. Clean & substantial group, all different,
depicting a wonderful array of artist signed lithos from the various U.N. projects, clean group, Very Fine examine.
Estimate $500 - 750
United Nations, Mint Holding, 1951-2010. Impressive lot of singles, souvenir sheets and inscription blocks,
from New York, Geneva and Vienna, some duplication, with better modern post-2000 issues which most dealers
missed, better includes sixteen flag sheets, #947 (150), #1010 (100), plenty of meat left on the bone at our low estimate,
what was inspected was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Second Session
Saturday, November 7, 2015, at 10:00 A.M.
Lots 431-946
Collections and Accumulations
At Our Offices in Danbury, CT

British Commonwealth Country Collections
Australian Area
431

H/m
Australian States, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1913. Fine starter collection of several hundred on
Scott Specialty album pages; lots of high catalog stamps, but condition is hit or miss, with a lot of misses; however, that
being said, the real value here is in the many nice $10-$200 stamps; we note, for instance the following F-VF (mint
unless noted), New South Wales 76d & 88 (both used), South Australia 2 (regummed), 67 (LH), 81b, 82a, O78a & c,
Tasmania 83-84, 32 (NH!), 32c, Victoria 193-205, J7, J9 & J10. Take a close look at this one. Scott value is well over
$15,000. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

432

H/m
Australia and Antarctic, Collection. In three albums consisting of: small used Australia collection starting
with some Kangaroos, 179 £1 George VI Coronation, Antarctic Collection; an album containing 38 Antarctic Covers 1930’s to 1960’s from various countries and small FSAT group of early 1980’s NH singles, imperfs and C1-2., generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

433

H/m

434

HH

435

HH/H/m

436

H/m
Australia and New Zealand, Nice Starter Collections, 1864-1989. Primarily used collections on printed
pages in two 3-ring binders; Australia to 1979 (A.A.T. to 1989) and New Zealand to 1975; 20th century virtually complete
for both countries, the Australia having, by far, the most $50-and-up singles stamps including F-VF (mint unless noted)
#57 (used, small thin), 95a, J7, J15, J17 (no gum), J60, J69 & O1-14 (O7 & O9 mint); a little mixed condition on some of
the higher values, but generally F-VF. Owner’s Scott value about $9,000. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

50

Australia & Dependencies, Solid, Mainly Mint Collection, 1913-82. Most of the value is in the Australia,
which is missing the best stamps, but includes a lot of the medium priced material including most ‘Roos to the 5sh; also
includes (mint unless noted) the 1917 10sh #55 (thin) and same with “OS” perfin (used) and a nice mint 5sh Sydney
Harbor Bridge (132); from there just about everything is here with NH beginning in about 1970, though there are some
earlier NH as well, like #179 & 218-221 (plus NH set of three specimens); Postage Dues and Officials are also quite nice;
Dependencies, which are mostly NH, comprise A.A.T., Christmas, Cocos & Norfolk Islands and Papua New Guinea,
most pretty complete to 1982, the Papua from about 1962. Condition is generally F-VF. Scott value is about $13,000.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Australia and Antarctic Territories, Collection, 1972-2009. Consisting of presentation packs, blocks and
souvenir sheets adding up to $100’s worth face value postage. A nice collection of stamps including the elusive new
issues missing from most collections., Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Australia & States, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2010. A truly magnificent collection presented in six
Scott albums, a description cannot due it justice but we will give you a taste, Australia has parallel collections used
includes 1-42, 18, 24-37, 38-40, 42-44, 66-76, 96-100, 132, 147-149, 166-179, mint 1, 3-4, 6-11, 17-18, 37, 40-41, 53,
95a, 142-144, 147-149, 150-151, 152-154, 166-179, 218-221, C4, CO1, M1-M7, Australia Antarctic Territory virtually
complete, states include Queensland mint 39, 75, 125, used 1, South Australia used 121, a page of “OS” and “SA”
perfins, Tasmania used 11 strip of three, 14-16, Victoria used 29, 30, Western Australia used 1, 3, 4, dozens of varieties,
with extra pages and stock pages mounted with duplicates, a collection that needs to be seen to be appreciated, plan on
spending time to give it it’s full due, a few condition issues among the earlies but generally, F.-V.F., fresh and clean.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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437

H/m/)
Australia and New Zealand Dependencies, 1957-2000. A few hundred stamps, covers and postal
stationery, all stamps mint unless noted Christmas Island has 1-10, Cocos Islands 1-6, Cook Islands with postal history
and stamps 28, 33, 39, 97, 112-114, Fiji includes postal history and 120, 123, 260-276, Norfolk Island with first day
covers, aerograms and 1-12, 23-24, 42, 71-82, 100-113, Papua New Guinea 122-136, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, 72-84,
20-31, Ross Dependency 1-4, 5-8, postal history with a few autographed, and Tonga with mint & used stamps and
postal history, includes mint & used 38-52, 68, 70-72, 94-99, 100-113, a lot rich in sale able and unusual material,
inspection is strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

438

H/m
Australia and New Zealand, Collection to 2001. Australia in Palo album starts with unidentified Kangaroos
roughly sorted by issue, #100, 127 specimen and 1937 used George VI set. New Zealand are on pages used to display
coins and start with early Victoria Chalon heads, several values of 1898/1902 sets, 1906 Christchurch Expo mint set,
QEII to 10/-. Several other better sets and singles plus plenty of face value postage, classics have some typical
condition issues, but mostly Very Good to Fine, as a whole the collection is generally Fine to Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

British Antarctic Territory
439

HH/H
British Antarctic Territory, Falkland Islands & South Georgia, Mint Collection. This valuable collection
comprises two sections: British Antarctic Territory 1963 (1-15, NH), 1969 (24, NH), 1971 (25-38) & 1973 (45a-59a, NH);
Falkland Islands 1912-14 (35-36), 1933 (65-72), 1938 (84-96), 1948 (99-100, NH), 1952 (107-20) & 1960 (128-42),
followed by a highly complete section of sets issued in the 1962-91 period. We also noted Falkland Islands
Dependencies section with fresh sets, including 1954 QEII (1L19-33) and semipostal sets, plus South Georgia sets
such as 1963-69 (1-16, NH) & 1971-72 (17-30). Good opportunity that collectors of this popular area will not want to
miss! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

440

HH

British Antarctic Territory, Boastful Collection, 1963-90. Succulent little lot that includes mint 1-15,
16-19, 24 (3), 25-38, 39-42, 46-59 (3), 63a, 64-67, 72-75, 153-167, plus some postal history, a great opportunity to
restock inexpensively, what we examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Canada and Provinces
441

HH/H/m

442

H/m
Canadian Provinces: New Brunswick & Nova Scotia, Small Balance of 1851 Pence Issues. New
Brunswick comprises 1.) a used 3d; 2.) a 3d bisect on small piece; 3.) a 3d reprint; and 4.) 3d & 1s Fournier forgeries; the
Nova Scotia comprises 1.) a used 1d with four large margins, two of them skillfully added (with a 2004 certificate not
noting the repair); 2.) three four-margin 3d; 3.) a F-VF 3d bright blue on cover, signed Oliva; 4.) an unused 6d with
margins added; and 5.) a Fournier forgery of the 6d; a useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

443

H/m

444

H/m

Canadian Provinces, Choice Collection 1857-1947. A tasty morsel of a collection for you Provinces
mavens, mounted on Scott pages includes British Columbia mint 7, 8, Vancouver Island used 6, New Brunswick used 1,
mint 6-11, Newfoundland used 12A, 25-26, 33, mint 1, 3, 5, 24, 28, 30, 31, 46-48, 59, 61-74 perf and imperf complete,
78-85, 104-114, 115-126, 131-144, 145-159, 163-171, 172-182, 210a block of four, 222a block of four, C2 and block of
four with C2 (2), C2a, C2b, C12, Nova Scotia used 1, 2, Prince Edward Island 4-8, 9 and 11-16 mixed mint & used, a lot
with enormous catalog value, a few condition issues, take the time to inspect to determine NH material, sure to please
the most meticulous collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Canadian Provinces: New Brunswick, Balance of 1860 Cents Issue Collection. About 70 mint/unused
(including a few multiples) and 25 used, some faults (20 unused 5¢ stained and not counted) but generally F-VF. Scott
$2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Canadian Provinces: Newfoundland, Impressive Little Collection, 1860-1947. Fairly complete for the
period and probably about 90% mint, including #61-74, 78-225 (211 used), C2 and C13-17; condition is just about all
clean and F-VF. Scott approximately $6,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COUNTRY COLLECTIONS: Canada and Provinces
445

Canadian Provinces: Nova Scotia, 1860-63 Cents Issue, Balance of a Specialized Collection. A few
hundred stamps on homemade pages and a couple of stock sheets; comprises 14 proofs (including a pair of 1¢ plate
proofs on wove, defaced as though they were once printer’s waste); multiple mint & used singles, several mint blocks of
4 or larger; several varieties including nice mis-perfs, a pre-printing paper fold, and a 12½¢ striking kiss-print with
Brandon certificate as “the so-called double print” and a 1945 article from the Philatelic Journal of Great Britain telling of
it’s discovery; also included are three covers, one an 1889 cover to Halifax from Mauritius, a small group of B.N.A.
forgeries (mostly crude), a group of 40 mint/unused 8½¢ including an imprint block of 10 without gum, and an
accumulation of about 75 used singles in mixed condition. All-in-all, a very interesting and worthwhile lot. Catalog value
is about $6,500 (includes Unitrade C$2,000 for the proofs) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

446

m

447

H/m

448

H/m

449

H/m

450

HH/H

52

H

Canadian Provinces: Nova Scotia, Atlantic Mail Boat “A” Cancels, 1859-65. Group of 13 stamps
including three 3d dark blue (A91, A94 & A95) and two 6d dark green (A91 & A98), the rest are 1860 12½¢ with A92,
A93, A95, A97 & A98 (2) plus 2¢ & 8½¢ (both A98; also a 5¢ & 12½¢ with B61; all collected for cancel, so condition is
extremely mixed (see online photo) (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Canadian Provinces: Prince Edward Island, The Incomparable Extraordinary “Majestic” Collection. A
select exhibition quality selection of 25 remarkable items from one of the finest PEI collections ever assembled.
Included within this group are (Scott #1 var), the unique mint die II example, unpriced as such in Gibbons, a magnificent
bottom sheet margin mint block of 15 representing the largest recorded multiple of the first issue 2d rose, a stunning and
choice Superb o.g. example of the 3p (Scott #2) considered to be the finest known example with accompanying Greene
Foundation certificate, plus a pair of the same purported to be the largest known mint multiple with gum, also with a
Greene certificate. Other 1861 Issues include a magnificent 3p with striking double impression (Scott #2b) with two
certificates, and a lovely mint 6p value as well. Other noteworthy items include a 2p rose from the 1862-68 issue in a
complete pane of 60, with double row of perforations variety, the 3p blue (Scott #6b), in a complete pane of 30, plus
tete-beche & gutter pair varieties of the same, 3p blue imperf, with impression of 4d in black on reverse(Scott #6b var),
from the unique pane of 30, the 4p black from the 1868 issue complete panes of 30 of the yellowish paper & imperforate
types, a choice imperforate horizontal pair of the double impression variety (Scott #9d var), one of only two recorded
examples, the 4p black imperforate with “FOUP” variety, one of five known, etc. We also note a couple of nice items of
postal history along with numerous other gems from later issues. Many certificates accompany, and as a rule, the
condition is top extraordinary, an unparalleled opportunity to acquire some of the most notable pieces in PEI Philately
with provenances that include every major collection ever formed of this country most notably: Burrus,
Dale-Lichtenstein, Hubbard, Cusworth Covington and includes items being displayed at the Court of Honor at CAPEX
1996. (photo on web site).
Estimate $50,000 - 75,000
Canada, Comprehensive Collection, 1859-1979. Fairly complete for the period, plus minor duplication, in a
Scott Specialty album; mainly used First Decimals through Small Queens, but mostly mint thereafter; includes used 3¢
Large Queen on laid paper (VG) and $1 & $2 Jubilees; mint includes Jubilees to 50¢, 6¢ & 8¢ Maple Leafs, an 1899 “2
Cents” on 3¢ Maple Leaf inverted surcharge (no doubt a forgery, but interesting), 7¢ Numeral, 7¢ & 10¢ King Edward
VII, complete Quebec and Admirals (not including coils), then virtually complete from the 1928 Scrolls onward;
back-of-the-book is also strong, including O1-27; as for condition, it’s rather mixed through the Small Queens and
generally Fine or better from there, with NH beginning in 1949. Scott value about $20,000. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Canada & Great Britain, High Catalog Assortment. Group of black approval cards and glassine
envelopes. The Canada includes some decent Queen Victoria including Small Queens, Large Queens (1¢ laid paper),
mint $1, $2, $3 & $5 Jubilees (last two regummed, first without gum), 5¢-10¢ “Numerals” (7¢ NH), etc; also includes
about 100 Queen Victoria-King George V precancels. The Great Britain is made up mostly of shilling values of Queen
Victoria, King Edward VII and King George V including #57 (3), 109 (5) & 141 (2), but condition is pretty rough on the
best stamps; the Canada, while including a good bit of very mixed condition, also has some very useful F-VF. Please
inspect (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Canada, Classic Collection, 1851-1990. Mounted in a Scott Specialty album with better used includes 4,
17, 18, 19, 20, 65, mint with 21-27, 28, 42, 50-60, 61 with 1990 PF certificate, 66-73, 104-122, 149-159, 159, 160-161,
178-183, 162-177, 166a, 195-201, C1-C9, E1-E11, E3, many mint booklet panes and a nice array of postage dues and
officials, plus a stock book of face value, a few condition issues but with many attractive examples, huge catalog value,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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451

H/m

452

HH/H/m

453

H/)
Canada, Collection, 1970-2002. In three albums of plate blocks and souvenir sheets, plus approximately
hundreds of FDC’s. A nice collection of stamps including the elusive new issues missing from most collections, Very
Fine. Make sure you bring your calculator to count all of the face value.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

454

H/m
Canada, Collection, 1851-2001. Mounted in two Unity albums, mostly used to 1903 Edward VII, mostly mint
after, with some better items incl: 14-15, 17-20, 22-30, 34-38, 46-47, 50-60, 62, 66-73, 74-84, 89-95, 96-103, 104-22,
125-29 pairs, 162-77 (50c is used), 217-27 and lots of postage. Condition is mixed: occasional faults in classics, 20th
century is mostly sound, mint (some never hinged) and used, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

455

HH

456

m
Canada, Used Stock, 1859-2000. A few thousand stamps in a Elbe stockbook, includes 17 (3), 19 (2), large
and small Queens, Jubilees include 59 & 60, Queen Victorias, $1 value commemoratives, a few scattered
back-of-the-book, would fit in with any internet dealer’s stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

457

H/m

458

H/m/)

Canada, Primarily Used Collection, 1852-1982. Fairly solid collection on printed pages in a 3-ring binder;
mixed condition early, but late 19th and early 20th century is generally F-VF including such F-VF highlights as (used
unless noted) both 1¢ Large Queens, 10¢ Small Queen perf 11½x12 (40c, VF), $1, $2, & $5 Jubilees (plus $4 with small
thin), O9, O25 (MLH) and O27 (MNH; a useful lot. Scott approximately $12,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Canada, Small Stock Composed Primarily of Mint “Admirals”. Dealer’s counter book with the value with
perhaps 75% of the value in mint 1¢-20¢Admirals; of the approximately 45 Admirals (all but four NH), nearly half would
grade at least Extremely Fine; the best are a Superb 10¢ reddish purple (116a) with disturbed gum and a regummmed
Extremely Fine 10¢ plum (116), but there are some lovely little gems among the lower values as well; we also note two
modern imperfs (951a pair & 1395a strip of 4), as well as a few early used Newfoundland and other Canada, plus a
group of NH, mostly premium plate blocks including 294, 411, 415 matched set plate no. 2, 465B matched set plate no.
2, 492 manuscript and 601 with “airplane in sky”. Scott value of the stamps is over $4,200, while the plate blocks total
C$1,185 in Unitrade. A very useful lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Canada, Face Value Lot, 1960-2010, mostly modern material, includes nine each of 2047a and 2048a with
phone cards (catalog value $540.00), unchecked for better issues, a dandy little lot sure to please the winning bidder,
F.-V.F., total face is over $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

Canada & Provinces, Collection, 1860-1952. In two albums on quadrille pages, containing notable items:
14 no gum, 15 used (7), 34-36 unused, 47 used (2), 56-57 o.g., 84 used (2), 123, 128a imperf between NH strip of 4, 203
mint (3), New Brunswick 6-11, Nova Scotia 8-13 (mint set, 5¢ is used), Newfoundland 24, 41/55 various shades, 39
appears o.g., 54 no gum, 57 o.g., 59 o.g., 58 block of four, 73 used, 78-84 o.g., 97 o.g., 212-25 NH and C13-17. Most
stamps appear sound, with many items not mentioned above in $20-$50 range, viewing recommended to properly
evaluate, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Canada & Provinces, Accumulation. Small accumulation of better material, much of it off-quality, but some
of it quite nice; includes, among other things, mint 10¢ (3), 15¢ (2) & 20¢ (4) Jubilees and three mint 50¢ Bluenose, in
various states of preservation; also various Pence issues, revenues, proofs and a couple of covers. An interesting lot
with a very high catalog value (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ceylon
459

H/m
Ceylon, Solid, Mostly Used Collection. 1857-1961. Nice collection of a few hundred different on Scott
Specialty album pages; starts with a useful group of 1857-63 Star Watermark issues, followed by and exceptional group
of Decimal issues including many scarce surcharges and varieties, several both mint and used; highlights include (used
unless noted) Scott 10, 24, 36, 38 (mint & used), 74, 82, 93, 117a, 119a, 151De, 151Dg, 257-258, etc., etc.; as for
condition, while it is somewhat mixed, especially among the First issues, there is plenty of good F-VF, seldom seen
material here. If Ceylon is your thing, allow some time to view this one. Scott $10,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Cook Islands
460

HH

461

HH
Cook Islands, Collections, 2010-14. 35 different complete sets and souvenir sheets including the popular
Flower Definitive issue 1305 - 1322, x10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets online, stamp shows,
mail auctions, retail and wholesale. Average Scott catalog value is in excess of $33.00 per set loaded with popular
Topicals including Royal Wedding, Olympics, Year of the Snake, Christmas, Insects and more. Fill in your missing sets
at a fraction of retail! Actual face value in excess of $590, F.-V.F. Scott $11,800 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Cook Islands, Flower Issue Accumulation, 2010 (1313-22). NH sheets of high values. Scott $19,962
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Cyprus
462

H/m
Cyprus, Mainly Mint Collection, 1880-1975. Excellent starter collection on mixed Scott/Lighthouse pages
in a Lighthouse spring-back binder; value almost entirely in mint including #4, 8, 28-37, 48-59, 61-71 & 114-159; also
includes Turkish post 1974-79; with few exceptions, condition is pretty much all clean and F-VF throughout. Scott
approximately $2,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Falkland Islands
463

H
Falkland Islands, Solid Mint Collection, 1879-1952. Relatively complete for the period with a little used
duplication; highlights include #20-21 with Specimen overprints, 22-28, 28 Specimen, 38 (2), 41-48 & 84-120; with very
few exceptions, just about all clean and F-VF. An excellent lot. Scott approximately $3,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Great Britain
464

H/m

465

m

466

)

467

H/m

54

Great Britain, Primarily Used Collection, 1852-1982. Solid collection on printed pages in a two 3-ring
binders; loaded with $100-and-up stamps, many of which are off-quality, but also many of which are F-VF; apparently
F-VF highlights include (used unless noted) #1, 15, 109, 124, 209 (mint, slightly toned o.g.), J44 (MNH) J53 (MLH) and
several better Officials, e.g. O33, O36, O38, O42, O44, O45, O49, O71, O76 & O77; typical mixed condition early, but
otherwise generally F-VF. Should be a very worthwhile lot. 2012 Scott approximately $25,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Great Britain, High Catalog Collection, 1840-1951. Several hundred stamps, 99% used, including heavy
duplication neatly arranged in a blank album and annotated in German; starts with a 4-margin Penny Black and 20
Penny Reds (including 3 with numbered Maltese Cross), and goes on pretty solidly from there, often with 4-10 or more
copies of a stamp, many cataloging $100-and-up; condition, as might be expected, leaves a lot to be desired, but there
are plenty of Fine or better stamps scattered throughout, with a good number of nicer cancels, as well—we even noted a
#33 from plate 225 with a few minor blunt perforations, so a careful examination should prove worthwhile. Scott
approximately $40,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Great Britain, RMS Titanic Disaster Picture Postcards, 1912. An incredible lot with 27 contemporary
postcards and another 19 modern items all housed in a Lighthouse deluxe leather album with slip case, some of the
better cards include Titanic anchor, “The SS Titanic which sank on her maiden trip…:, Steamer Titanic”, “White Star
Titanic”, S.S. Titanic with verse of Nearer My God to thee,"In Memory of the S.S. Titanic", “The Ill Fated SS Titanic”, and
many more, this collection took the owners decades to collect, a few condition issues, but trivial when discussing the
rarity of these cards, a historic selection not to be missed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Great Britain, Collection, 1880-1982. Hundreds of stamps mounted in Scott Specialty album, plus two
albums of duplicates, starting with some used Victorias, mint 127-38, used shilling values, 159-72 plus minor shades,
Sea-horses incl. a few Waterlow printings, 187-200, 249-51A (251 value is used), 286-89, 292-308, 309-12, 309-12,
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317-333, a few early phosphor’s, some early Machins and commemorates. A little mixed condition in early used
classics, the majority of the stamps are mint with several quite attractive mint sets, F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
468

)

469

m

470

H/m
Great Britain, Mostly Used Collection, 1841-1993. In two KaBe hingeless albums with slipcases, including
19th Century representation, followed by KGV examples, and then by a fair number of issues in the modest range. We
also noted some regional issues and postage dues. Recommended for continuation, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

471

HH

Great Britain, Cover Collection, 1815-1949. Lighthouse album with 54 covers, including several better
items such as 1858 folded letter with 2d blue & 6d lilac, and sent to Halifax; 1861 folded letter with 6d lilac, and sent to
Cadiz; 1867 folded letter with 2d blue & 6d lilac, and addressed Paris; 1870 folded letter with 1s horizontal pair, and sent
to Rio de Janeiro; 1873 folded letter with 3d rose, and addressed Trieste, plus six stampless folded letters, and several
individually franked with 1d red-brown stamp issued in 1841. We also noted one cover sent from the British Post Office
in Beyrout to France, and other cover with Great Britain 2½d QV used in Malta and addressed France. A lot that is a
delight to go through and will break down well, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Great Britain, Used Stock, 1860-1950. Useful clean used stock with duplication, includes 42 (10), 43 (5), 48
(4), 64 (89), 70 (15), 71, 79 (17), 84 (10), 103 (12), 104 (2), 117 (88), unchecked for cancels or varieties, offered intact as
received, examination is suggested, F.-V.F. Scott $27,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

Great Britain and Isle of Man, Modern Collection, 1964-2008. Hundreds and hundreds of singles,
booklets, blocks and souvenir sheets, appears complete for period, neatly presented in four large stock books, a small
stock book, plus some loose booklets adding up approximately £1,000 of face value postage in Great Britain proper,
plus over £500 worth of Isle of Man postage. A nice collection of stamps including the elusive new issues missing from
most collections., Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Hong Kong
472

Hong Kong, Used in China & Japan, 1860s-1910s. About 150 different from Amoy, Anping (5¢ S.G Z121,
£800, nibbed corner perf), Canton, Chefoo, Foochow (including Postal Fiscal, S.G. F11, canceled “FOOCHOWFOO,
FE 8, 98” - not listed), Hankow, Shanghai, Swatow, Wei Hai Wei (Liu Kung Tau) and Yokohama; includes a good
number listed at £50 & up; cancels aren’t perfect, but are unmistakable, stamps are generally F-VF with some fading on
a few. A very useful lot. S.G. value is about £3,500. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
m

India
473

H
India, Magnificent Comprehensive Collection, 1946-90. A splendid, clean, all mint, never hinged
collection keenly assembled in a pristine Palo hingeless album. Less only the 1948 Gandhi issue (Scott 203-06), the
collection is complete for the period. Beautiful, keep sake collection of this popular country and period, routinely Very
Fine, inspection invited (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

474

India, Excellent Mint Collection, 1864-1990s. An unmounted collection on small dealer cards and stock
cards, arranged identified by SG number; the collector bought NH whenever he could find it and most of what’s here is
actually NH; there is also a good bit of duplication, even in the better stamps; highlights include (never hinged unless
noted) Scott #12 (SG 39), 28 inverted watermark (SG 73w), LH, 50-52 (107/9), 3r LH, 71-72 (138, 140), 3r LH, 97 (190),
two, both NH, 122 inverted watermark (216w), 126 inverted watermark (263w), VLH, 201 “teardrop” variety (302a), 206
(308), two, one LH, 207-222 (309/24); from there the collection is pretty complete, with most bought as year sets; there’s
also a good number of Officials, but none of the highest values; condition, except for a few faulty 1850s singles, which
weren’t counted, is uniformly clean and F-VF throughout. A great lot. Scott value is over $3,600 with no premiums for
NH. As a bonus, also included is an unused Schaubek hingeless album with slipcase for 1947-79 issues and five
unopened packs of 10 Schaubek Brilliant hingeless album pages of varying sizes - worth well over $200 retail. (no
photo).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
HH/H
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475

H/m

476

H/m)

India, Collection of Mint & Used, 1865-2003. Hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in two
Scott albums and on pages, with better mint 129-134, 142-148, used 203-206, 223-226, 233-234, 237-242, 246-247,
248-251, with many mint complete sets, the pages contain used officials, Convention States, and Feudatory States,
needs a close inspection to ascertain what value is present, some condition issues as to be expected, otherwise F.-V.F.,
with tremendous potential for the individual willing to dig in.
Estimate $500 - 750
Indian Convention States, Postal History, 1894-1941. 94 covers and postal cards of India States, mint &
used, states include Chamba, Faridkot, Gwalior, Holkar, Jaipur, Nabha, Patiala, Travancore, some interesting usages,
mixed condition, please inspect to ascertain this spectacular selection’s true value, F.-V.F. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ireland
477

H/m/)
Ireland, Used Stock, 1922-2000. 2,400 stamps and covers residing in one volume, range of items are Scott
16//578, there are six MNH sets of 519-520, enough material to assure high potential, scoop it up before someone else
does!! F.-V.F. Scott $2,800.
Estimate $200 - 300

478

H/m

Ireland, Mainly Used Collection to 1970. Solid starter collection on printed pages in a 3-ring binder;
includes mint #13, 43, 56 & 57; condition is somewhat mixed to 1937, but otherwise generally F-VF. Scott approximately
$1,900 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Jamaica
479

Jamaica & St. Vincent, Mint and Used Collections, 1860-1970. Jamaica essentially complete for the
period including mint #15, 30, 54 and used #87; St. Vincent a pleasant starter collection with a number of medium priced
Queen Victoria through King George V and complete King George VI & Queen Elizabeth II; mounted on printed pages in
a 3-ring binder; generally clean and F-VF. Scott approximately $3,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m

New Zealand
480

H/m
New Zealand, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1856-1934. About 175 different on old Scott
International pages; highlights include used #9, 9h, 24, 27 and mint 98, 122-125, AR31, B1-6, and much more; as for
condition—no worries—almost everything is clean and F-VF (the four Chalon heads we note are all 3+ to four margins).
A great lot. Scott $5,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

481

H/m
New Zealand, Useful Collection, 1862-1981. Scott Specialty album starting with scattered 19th century
including several mixed-quality Chalon heads; 20th century is better, though lacking any high values and mostly used to
about 1945; mint highlights include #132-139, 145-159 & B3-4; condition is generally F-VF once past the Chalon heads.
Scott approximately $2,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

482

H/m

56

New Zealand & Dependencies, Collection, 1855-2007. A fabulous mostly parallel mint and used collection
filling six volumes and a box, New Zealand with better used includes 7, 8, 12, 13, 35, 36, 37, 42-44, 59, mint 63, 66, 135,
136, 138, 168-170, 199-201, 203-216, 229-241, 288-31 less 298, with all manners of souvenir sheets, first day covers
and booklets, semi-postals include many miniature sheets, C1-C3, C4, C6-C8, Ross Dependency mint L1-L4, L5-L8,
scores of first day covers, Christmas Island with 1-10 mint and on FDC, Cocos Islands mint 1-6, New Guinea used
18-27, scattered mint airmails, North West Pacific Islands mint 6, 40-41, 46, Niue mint 67-69, 94-103, a total group that
will elate both the collector and dealer alike, some condition / identification issues on the earlies, but overall F.-V.F., the
time spent viewing will be repaid several fold.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Papua New Guinea Area
483

H/m

484

H/m

485

Papua, Mainly Mint Collection, 1901-82. Fairly complete for the period on Scott Specialty album pages;
includes (mint unless noted) #18, 26 (used), 28-73 and O1-12 (mostly used); 1934-82 is virtually complete, mint LH;
clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $2,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

North West Pacific Islands, Mainly Mint Collection, 1915-22. 35 different plus some used duplicates, a
few blocks and a cover; includes mint #9, 22 (two, one no gum), 26-28 & 37; the cover is a legal size registered cover
from Rabaul to New York City, 30 May 1916, franked with ½d-5d KGV (11, 12, 16, 17) and 2d-1s ‘Roos (1 or 13, 2 or 14,
3 and 4-6 or 18-20). A great lot; all clean and F-VF. Scott approximately $2,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
New Guinea, Fairly Complete Collection, 1925-37. Mainly mint plus a few used duplicates; includes (mint
unless noted) #31-45, C1-13, C43, C44 (used), C46-59 (plus an extra C59 NH) & O1-22; all clean and F-VF. Scott
approximately $2,675 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m

St. Kitts
486

HH
St. Kitts, Collection, 1957-1983. Starting with issues during the joined St. Kitts and Nevis postal
administrations though the independance issues, many colorful and fresh topical sets, several better $20 and up
definitive sets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. overall (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Sierra Leone
487

H/m
Sierra Leone, Strong Collection, 1859-1971. Fairly complete except for the sub$100 stamps, mainly used
to 1893 and mint thereafter; best items are #34-45, 64-75, 77-88, 90-101, 103-119, 122-137 & 140-151; condition is just
about all clean and F-VF. Scott approximately $2,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Singapore
488

H/m
Singapore, Mint Collection, 1948-84. Nearly complete for the period, plus some mint/used duplication, on
Scott Specialty album pages; missing the perf varieties and #101-111 & the souvenir sheet, but not much else; all clean
and F-VF with NH beginning in 1971. Scott $1,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

489

H/)

Singapore, Stamp and Cover Collection, 1948-85. Includes 142-143, 236-239, 254-256, 256a, 453-464,
as well as many first day covers, a few first flight Concorde covers, and a used collection, enough material to serve as
the base for a larger collection, examine and enjoy, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Solomon Islands
490

HH/H
Solomon Islands, Collection, 1907-94. In Scott Specialty album, including; 1-7, 8-17, 43-56, J1-8, 89-105,
232-47 and much more. Good solid mint runs to modern with diverse topicals, F.-V.F. overall. 2008 Scott $1,500+
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Tokelau Island
491

Tokelau Island, Comprehensive Collection, 1948-2008. Complete from the first stamp issue through
2008, in two large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, most sets in singles and miniature/souvenir sheets (all of
which appear VF NH), AND for most another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium has
been counted; This remote atoll has a dedicated collector base; it has beautiful stamps on key topical themes, including:
Royal Jubilees, Visits, Coronations, Weddings and Omnibus Issues, Arts, History, Olympics, Football (Soccer),
Columbus, Explorers, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Native Species, Christmas, Easter, Space, Manned Flight, Flowers,
Diana, QEII, Butterflies, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; This is your chance to have a top-flight collection of an
entire entity! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s acquisition cost, ex- Baldoni. Scott $2,100 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

HH

Tonga
492

HH
Tonga and Niuafo’ou, Collections, 2010-14, 43 different complete sets and souvenir sheets from this
popular Pacific Island. Average Scott catalog per set is in excess of $35.00, x10 collections which can be marketed by
country or by sets online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale, Dozens of popular Topicals including,
Christmas, Birds, Titanic, Olympics, Year of the Snake, Giant Panda and much more. Actual face value in excess of
$7,500, F.-V.F. Scott $15,150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

British Commonwealth Area Collections
British Africa
493

British Africa: Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika and Sierra Leone, 1859-1975. Two nice mint / used starter
collections on printed pages in two 3-ring binders; the Sierra Leone, 1859-65, includes a nice mint 5s Wilberforce (163),
the Kenya, Uganda & Tanganyika is fairly complete from 1937. Scott approximately $2,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $350 - 500
H/m

British America
494

H/m

495

H/m

British America, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1980s. British West Indies, Bermuda British
Guiana and British Honduras in a Scott Specialty album (spine broken); generally runs only through King George VI with
only occasional Queen Elizabeth II (except for Virgin Islands, which is actually parts of two collections, one running to
1979); nothing rare here, but plenty of up75 items include (mint unless noted) Antigua #6, 21-63, 67-76, Bahamas M4
(used), Caymans 50-68, 85-96, Dominica 65-82St. Vincent 62-70 and much, much more; condition is somewhat mixed
in the earliest issues, but is otherwise generally F-VF. A really useful lot for filling spaces or as a basis upon which to
build a collection of this popular area. Scott approximately $24,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
British America, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1950. Present in two volumes, includes countries Antigua,
Anguilla, Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda, Canada, Cayman Islands, Dominica, Falkland Islands, Grenada, Jamaica,
Leeward Islands, Newfoundland, with many complete sets, ideal for the internet dealer, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

British Asia
496

58

H/m
British Asia, Group of Primarily Used Collections, 1859-1989. Six individual collections on printed pages
in a five 3-ring binders; comprises Burma to 1969, Ceylon/Sri Lanka to 1978, India to 1975, Nepal to 1989, Pakistan to
1968 and Straits Settlements; almost nothing cataloging as much as $100, but great starter collections with plenty of
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stamps and sets in the $25-$75 range; condition is a bit mixed, but generally F-VF. Scott approximately $8,600
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

British Commonwealth
497

HH/H
British Commonwealth, Accumulation, 1860-1970. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers,
mounted on pages, in albums, display cards, and in envelopes, with all sorts of different better collections, better mint
such as British Antarctic Territory 102-116, Canada Provinces, Aden 1-12, Malaya Negri Sembilan 38-58, used Ceylon
faulty #5 with 2002 APS certificate, this is a lot that needs careful inspection, but will well be worth the effort with many
premium stamps, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

498

H/m/)

499

H/m
British Commonwealth, Diverse & Valuable Collection, 1840-1975. Intriguing collection housed in five
Lindner albums with hingeless pages and slip cases, plus two sheet files, better includes Great Britain used #1 (2), mint
1937 Coronation omnibus less Canada complete, mint from here onward Ascension 23-32, Australia 142-144,
147-149, Canada 104-122, C1-C4 singles and blocks of four, E1-E10, and loads of other mint stamps, the jewel of this
collection, Ireland 152 block of 30, plus two sheet files of sheets and blocks, a meaty and useful collection, a few
condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., and well worth a hefty bid. Scott $40,000+ (Owner’s). Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

500

H/m
British Commonwealth, Small Selection of Mostly Better Stamps, 1850s-1930s. 38 stamps on black
approval cards; half are Australian States include (used unless noted) New South Wales #13c (mint), 20, Tasmania 15
pair (unused without gum), Western Australia 1 (2), 5, 21 (mint pair), 25B (unused without gum), 34 (mint, 2); also
Bermuda 52, 126b, 128, Cape of Good Hope 3 (2, unused without gum & used), 5 (on piece), 6 (2), 9 (4d woodblock!),
12a, etc.; also included are four forgeries, also on individual cards; as you would expect, condition is mixed, especially
on the higher priced items; still should prove to be a useful lot. Scott $16,000+.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

501

HH

502

H/m

503

H/m

British Commonwealth, Collection Extraodinaire, 1860-1975. A few thousand stamps mounted in seven
albums and on pages, with mint & used New Zealand mounted on Scott pages, mint Australia mounted on hingeless
Lighthouse pages, mint and used Australia and states in a Scott album, Great Britain mounted in a Scott album with five
used #1, lots of postal history, Canada in a Scott album with mint 50-57, 59-61, used 62, used 37 study, mint & used
Bermuda with mint blocks of 19, 20 and 26, singles 94-97, Falkland Islands mint 122-127, Scott album of Grenada, and
a Scott album of British America, should be a breeze to break up for retail or the internet, dozens of extras throughout the
collection, very few condition issues, F.-V.F., make this lot a definite.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

British Commonwealth, Tremendous New Issue Horde & More. A large box topped off with new issues
from just a handful of countries most notably Great Britain proper, plus Channel Islands, Canada, Kiribati & Tuvalu, the
face value in the GB alone is very substantial with all countries including P.O. packs, FDC’s, miniature sheets, etc.,
within this holding, small groups of additional material is noted, such as Austrian Levant on original auction cards, etc.,
extensive useful mix, what was examined was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine examine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
British Commonwealth, Stamporee, 1840-1990. Thousands of stamp mint & used spread among 18
albums, mounted on pages and in glassines, mint unless noted Ascension 62-74, Antigua 107-121, Australia with
plenty of used ‘Roos, C1, C4, Bahamas 65-67, 185-209, Bermuda 109, Ceylon 163, Cook Islands 61-66, 131-140,
Falkland Islands 84-95, Gambia 12-19, Great Britain used 1, 2, 110, 141, mint 268, India used 73, Kuwait 82-83, Muscat
& Oman 52-55, Nauru 31-34, Nyasaland Protectorate 97-111, Papua New Guinea C5-C9, Pitcairn Islands 20-30,
Sierra Leone 195-207, Somaliland Protectorate 128-139, Swaziland 55-66, and much more to investigate, some
condition issues, be prepared to make this lot yours, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
British Commonwealth, Box of Collections & Balances. Six albums containing collections of Burma,
Cook Is., Falkland Is. (including complete MLH 1949-1974), Gibraltar, India (fairly complete to 1975, but almost all used
to 1949), Ireland (with mint 56-57 & 78-79), Jordan, Labuan, Maldive Is. (complete mint to 1961), Malta, Nauru, New
Hebrides (also French), Oman, Palestine (with #79 & J14a, both NH), and perhaps a few others; nothing rare and, other
than the India, almost no 19th century, but lots of useful stamps.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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504

H/m
British Commonwealth, Stocks, 1850-1990. Huge stock in thirteen stock books of various sizes, includes
Great Britain with used blocks, mint sets, mint and used singles, British Commonwealth omnibus issues, mint & used
Australia, small stockbook of Newfoundland, Hong Kong, Singapore, mint and used Africa, stockbook of Canada,
enormous potential, some condition issues, take a look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

505

HH/H
British Commonwealth, Bountiful Accumulation, 1880-2000. Better mint includes Barbados 216-227,
British Guiana 230-241, British Honduras 115-126, Nyasaland 38-46, Zanzibar 264-279, Virgin Islands 206-222,
Gambia 37, Saint Lucia not sold to the public 1¢ with both color overprints, Montserrat 92-103, Bahamas 49-55, and so
on and so forth, there are hundreds of mint sets, complete booklets, and souvenir sheets present, making for a lot with
huge potential, there should be bidders lined up for this one, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

506

H/m

507

H/m

508

HH/H

509

HH/H

510

HH
British Commonwealth, New Issue Selection, 1980-2005. Box includes Canada face, British
Commonwealth new issue sets, U.N. presentation packs, countries include Australia, Belize, Brunei, Channel Islands,
Great Britain, Niue, Papua New Guinea, if you missed it the first time, don’t let it get away again, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

511

HH/H

512

HH/H

British Commonwealth, Stock, 1840-1995. Mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets, includes Great
Britain used 2, 96, used collection Great Britain with telegraph stamps, India mint O122-O125, mint & used Cyprus
collection, mint & used Kuwait collection complete mint 1945-1971, Great Britain mint & used Offices in Africa and in
Morocco, mint & used Canada with unused 158, mint 273 pair, collection of India, Pakistan, and Straits Settlements, St.
Kitts Nevis collection, Malta collection, useful material for you to inspect, don’t be the last to espy it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Commonwealth, Mint & Used Selection, 1880-1985. Presented in one volume, includes the
countries of Fiji, Gilbert & Ellice, Nauru, New Hebrides, Norfolk Island, and Pitcairn Island, with plenty of mint complete
sets and souvenir sheets, arranged by country, an easy inspection for a terrific lot, F.-V.F. Scott $3,800 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Issues, 1935-65. All part sets, some missing one country, some more,
includes 1935 Silver Jubilee, 1937 Coronation, 1949 Silver Wedding, 1949 UPU, 1963 Red Cross Centenary, 1964
Shakespeare, 1965 Intl. Cooperation Year, 1965 ITU, 1966 Churchill Memorial, 1966 WHO Headquarters and 1966
UNESCO, the last three sets missing only French New Hebrides, a minimum investment in the missing countries will
result in substantial rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
British Commonwealth, Omnibus Sets, 1935-37. The 1935 Silver Jubilee is mounted in an official album,
the 1937 Coronation set is in a stock book, both are mint and both appear complete, scarce as such, inspection advised,
F.-V.F. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

British Commonwealth, Accumulation, 1860-1980. Presented in six volumes, starts with a Scott album
with Australia, Brunei, Cyprus, Fiji, Gibraltar, Ireland, Labuan, Malta and Hong Kong, an album with a mint Bermuda
collection, volume with a New Zealand collection, 25th Anniversary of the Coronation 1953-1978 omnibus set, and a
Scott album with Samoa, Sarawak, British Solomon Islands, lots of complete mint sets, review this baby for some
pleasant surprises, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
British Commonwealth, 1935 Silver Jubilee Collection. Appears complete, scarce as such, please
examine, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600

British Europe
513

60

British Europe and British America, Collection. Consisting of thousands of used stamps in five new Scott
Specialty albums featuring Malta, Ireland, Cyprus and Gibraltar, with pages to 2012 and 28 other countries with pages
to 1960’s. Lots of nice Victoria to early QEII, especially in Malta. Some typical condition issues among the classics,
modern issues appear mostly sound, F.-V.F., a great collection for expansion. Scott $16,100 (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
m
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British Pacific
514
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British Pacific, Wholesale Collections, 2010-14. Loaded with topicals, a perfect wholesale lot of 102
different complete sets along with souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga and Niuafo’ou
which average Scott catalog value is nearly $36.00 per set, x5 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets
online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale. Popular Topicals abound such as: JFK, Royal Wedding, Year
of the Snake, Olympics, Christmas, Birds, Butterflies, Pandas, Peonies, Ships, Insects and much more. A perfect lot for
resale and priced low for a great profit potential! F.-V.F. Actual face value in excess of $9,400. Scott $18,750+ (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

517

HH
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HH

British Pacific, New Issue Accumulation with Topical Interest, 2013. Including Prince William and Kate,
group of 100 of each, Scott numbers: Aitutaki 562-68, 571, Cook Islands 1355-6, 1358-61, 1364-66a, 2013 Royal Baby
and Royal Christening, Penrhyn 476-82, 502, 2013 Royal Baby, Samoa 2013 Royal Baby, Tonga 1220-4, Tonga
Niuafo’ou 296-300. Mint NH. Scott $43,900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
British Pacific, Wholesale Collections, 2010-2014. Loaded with topicals, a perfect wholesale lot of 102
different complete sets along with souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga and Niuafo’ou
which average Scott catalog value is nearly $36.00 per set, x10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets
online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale. Popular Topicals abound such as: JFK, Royal Wedding, Year
of the Snake, Olympics, Christmas, Birds, Butterflies, Pandas, Peonies, Ships, Insects and much more. A perfect lot for
resale and priced low for a great profit potential! F.-V.F. Actual face value in excess of $18,800. Scott $37,500+ (photo
on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

British Pacific: Aitutaki, Penrhyn and Samoa Islands, Collections, 2010-14. 36 complete sets and
souvenir sheets averaging over $29.00 Scott per set, x10 collections which can be marketed by country or by sets
online, stamp shows, mail auctions, retail and wholesale. Loaded with popular topical, including Year of the Snake,
Pope, JFK, Royal Wedding, Peony and many more. Actual face value in excess of $5,000, F.-V.F. Scott $10,630 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
British Pacific, Collection, 2010-14. A large collection of 102 different complete sets along with souvenir
sheets from: Cook Islands, Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Samoa, Tonga and Niuafo’ou which average Scott catalog value is nearly
$36.00 per set. An array of popular Topicals are present including but not limited to JFK, Royal Wedding, Year of the
Snake, Olympics, Christmas, Entomology, Peony, Birds, Titanic, Butterflies and much more. Actual face value in
excess of $1,880., F.-V.F. Scott $3,767 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Europe and Colonies Country Collections
Austria
519

H/m/)

520

H/m
Austria, Solid Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1970s. Fairly complete for the period in a Scott Specialty
album; strength in mint including Semi-Postals pretty complete, plus excellent back-of-the-book issues; further, in
addition to the regular collection, there are 8-10 pages of 19th century cancellations and a small collection of Danube
Steam Navigation Co. locals & Revenues. You won’t find any rarities here, but there are plenty sets and singles in the
$25-$150 range. An outstanding lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Austria, Excellent Mint & Used Accumulation/Dealer’s Stock. Small box containing a couple hundred
covers and several hundred stamps, mostly in glassines or on small dealer pages; covers include lots of better
1940s-50s FDCs, as well a first flight covers, exceptional philatelic frankings from the early ‘50s, 19th century
cancellations, and newer FDCs; stamps run the gamut from 19th century to (mostly) 1920s-60s mint with plenty of
$20-$100 and up items; to give you an idea of the range of material, we note (mint unless noted) #303-324 (NH),
326-339, 333 (11 NH), 371 (3, one used), 378-379 (NH), 404 footnote (2), 428-431, 536 (NH), B208-217 (folded sheets
of 50), C59 (NH pair), etc. A very nice lot, but a little mixed up, so allow some time to view it. (photo on web site).
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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H/m
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-2000. Mounted in two Scott albums, with used 1-33, 127, mint
378-379, 496-499, 500-515, B3-B7, B50-B56, B93-B98, B100-B105, B110, B122-B127, B136-B141, B156-B164,
C1-C3, C4-C11, C12-C31, C32-C46, complete with hundreds of mint complete sets, a beautiful collection that viewing
will only confirm, a few condition issues in the 19th Century, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

522

H/m
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H/m

Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1989. In a Minkus album, beginning with 19th century used stamps
with readable postmarks, followed by several better such as 1908 (110-27, used), 1916-18 (163, mint), 1918 (C1-3,
used), 1922 (B50-56, mint), 1923 (B57-65, mint), 1924 (B66-70, mint), 1928 (B77-80, mint), 1931 Rotary Convention
(B87-92, mint), 1933 (B118-21, mint), 1935 (C46, mint), 1936 (B138-41, mint), 1945 (405-23, mint), 1948 (B245-51,
mint) & 1950-53 (C59, NH), followed by many sets in the modest range, plus Offices in Levant, WWI Occupations &
Bosnia-Herzegovina sections, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
Austria, Semipostals & Airmails Assortment, 1914-88. In stock book loaded with hundreds of mint and
used stamps, and arranged in Scott order, including Semipostals such as 1922 (B50-56), 1924 (B66-70), 1926
(B71-76) & 1928 (B77-80); Airmails 1950-53 (C57-59), plus a large amount of unchecked postage dues. Viewing
recommended for full appreciation of the opportunity afforded here, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Austria, Mint & Used Collection, 1850s-1970s. In Minkus album, beginning with 1850s Coat of Arms used
examples, followed by unchecked-in-detail 19th Century, including newspaper stamps and offices in the Turkish
Empire issues. We also noted useful regular and semipostal sets such as 1922 (B50-56), 1923 (B57-65), 1924
(B66-70), 1935 (B128-31) & 1948 (B245-51). A nice collection for expansion, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Belgium & Colonies
525

H/m
Belgium & Colonies, High Catalog Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1975. Nearly complete for the period,
the Belgium in a Minkus album, the Congo & Ruanda-Urundi on printed pages in a small 3-ring binder; probably no more
than 100 stamps missing with such highlights as (used unless noted) Belgium #135 (thin), 221 (mint), B106 (corner
crease), B114-122 (mint), B132-143 (mint/used), B144-150, B156-162 (mint/used), B458 (mint), B466A-b (A corner
crease), B513a, B514, B605a (MNH) and Congo #5, 11 (repaired tear), 12 (mint), 13 (mint, part o.g.), 29, and much
more; condition is a little mixed, as filling spaces was the main goal, but 95% is clean and F-VF. An excellent starter
collection or a great lot from which to fill spaces. Scott approximately $17,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

526

HH/H

527

)
Belgian Congo, Covers, 1941-47. 14 covers, all addressed to U.S.A., includes four censored with three
franked with 226, two with C13, one with 226-227, a excellent opportunity to pick up some postal history from this
country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Belgium & Colonies, Outstanding Mint Collection, 1897-1967. Intact collection, nearly complete for the
period, especially from 1915 onward, in a Scott Specialty album; this one’s loaded with sets and souvenir sheets
including #108-122 & 124-137 and MNH B106 & B169; beginning in the late 1940s, just about everything is MNH
including the Semi-Postals, which are virtually complete; early Parcel Posts are weak, but the 1953-67 issues are
complete NH (Q343-367); Colonies are fairly complete from the 1920s onward, with the post-independence issues for
Congo (including Democratic Rep.), Burundi & Rwanda in a separate Schaubek album and on stocksheets, the real
value of the collection, however, is almost exclusively in the Belgium proper; a marvelous lot, all clean and F-VF
throughout. Scott approximately $7,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Czechoslovakia
528

62

Czechoslovakia, Commemorative & First Day Covers Collection, 1935-55. Approximately 100 covers
nicely mounted in back spring album, including a good number of registered covers addressed to New York in the
1945-46 period. We also noted several souvenir cards or sheets. A great lot for the collector, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Czechoslovakia, Mostly Used Collection, 1918-69. Fairly complete collection in a Scott Specialty album;
includes Bohemia & Moravia & Slovakia and is missing most of the 1919 overprints; generally clean and F-VF. Scott
$1,500+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

H/m

Denmark
530

Denmark, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1875-2010. Intact collection in two Lighthouse hingeless albums,
virtually complete for the period plus reprints of the 1851-71 Issues; even the back-of-the-book issues are complete
except for O3 and O4 (P18 is used); also includes shades and varieties (nearly all of the 1875-1904 inverted frames)
plus several complete booklets (most exploded) include the 1929 Cancer Committee booklet and two 1935 H.C.
Anderson booklets; also includes about 15 diff 1905/30 advertising pairs, mostly used. Also included in a marvelous
collection of Christmas Seals, 1904-1980s, in a Stender album, with singles, blocks, sheets & part-sheets. All-in-all, a
truly extraordinary lot, clean and F-VF throughout with NH beginning sometime in the 1950s. Scott $14,000 ++ (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

531

m
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H

Denmark, Marvelous Used Collection, 1851-2003. Essentially complete for the period in a Lighthouse
hingeless album; missing the 1853 2rs second printing and about 50 stamps from the 1980s onward, but otherwise
everything else is here including #138-144 (the 27ö on 1ö is unused without gum) and the back-of-the-book issues;
condition is just a bit mixed on the best stamps (the #1a has only 3 margins, for instance, and the 1870 perf 12½ varieties
are dubious and were not counted), but the rest are virtually all clean and F-VF. A great lot. Scott $18,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Denmark, Nearly Complete Collection, 1851-2015. Strong, completely intact collection, neatly arranged
on 2-sided black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; used highlights include 1R, 2, a, b, 38, 10-20, 24-35, 38-52b less 44d,
78-81, 82, 135, 145-54, P1-2, Q7, O1a & O5; also includes a registered cover from Flensburg Schleswig (now
Denmark) to Copenhagen franked with a complete set of Schleswig #1-14 cancelled 14 Mar 1920; mint highlights
include 68, 77, 78, 97-134 (129 NH), 164-75, 192, 22-230 (NH), 233 (NH), C1-5, Q1-6 & Q8-10; from #238A onward, the
collection is more than 95% complete well into the 21st century, including souvenir sheets, with stamps as recent as
2015; as for condition, there are a few problems on some of the best stamps, most notably #6 (faint crease) and O5
(small faults), but otherwise just about everything is clean and F-VF. An excellent lot. Scott $9,500+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Denmark & Sweden, Used Collections, 1851-1970, mounted in two volumes on quadrille pages, better
Denmark includes 2 (x3), 2b, 3, 4 (x2), 5, 7 (x3), 8, 9, 12, 17, C1-C3, C6-C10, and better Sweden includes 7, 12, 14,
17-27, 213-228, both albums with many long runs of sets, ideal for retail sales, please check ‘er out, Very Fine. Scott
$8,800 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Denmark, Strong Collection. Mounted in early Lighthouse album, mostly used in classics to 1920’s, mostly
mint after, moderately complete in classic era to 1924 and nearly complete after, containing some early perf and imperf
coat of arms issues including #6 & 10, some Royal Emblems including. #16, early numerals nearly complete, plus a few
shades; 33a? a few inverted frames, 65-69, 97-131, 141, 164-75, C4-5, moderately complete early officials,
newspapers and parcel post; O1, and another small collection of duplicates of 19th and early 20th century on loose
pages in the back. Usual condition issues among classics, mostly F.-V.F., ideal intermediate collection to continue (no
photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Denmark, Small Collection of Locals. More than 400 stamps (300-350 different) arranged on seven
2-sided black stocksheets; about a third are 19th century, the rest are 20th century Railway Parcel stamps; an excellent
starter collection of this highly popular collecting area. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Denmark & Danish West Indies, Mainly Used Collection, 1851-1974. Excellent collection on printed
pages in a 3-ring binder; loaded with aup100; and though some of the 19th century is a bit off-quality, everything else is
pretty much clean and F-VF including (used unless noted) Denmark #20, 81, 82, 135, 137, 139, 140, C4 (MNH), Q7,
Q11 and Danish West Indies 3, 4 (mint), 13 (rounded corner), 20, etc. A very useful lot. Scott approximately $10,000
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Denmark, Greenland & Danish West Indies, Mostly Used Collection, 1857-2001. Presented in two
volumes, postal history includes 2 on cover, 13 on cover, mint & used blocks of four, used C6-C10, a few Danish West
Indies, a nice lot of Greenland with reprint sheets of the parcel post issue, appears complete, and Faroe Islands, an
interesting lot that should be the dance of the ball, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Faroe Islands
538

Faroe Islands, Nearly Complete Collection, 1940-2009. More than 400 diff neatly arranged on 11
two-sided black stocksheets; includes #2-6 used and everything else MNH with many souvenir and miniature sheets
(no booklets); a marvelous lot, all clean and Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

H/m

Finland
539

Finland, Beautiful Used Collection, 1860-1938. About 150 stamps on Scott Specialty album pages; starts
with 1956 reprints of #3-4), then includes marvelous roulettes: #4 (3), 5 (2), 6, 8 pair, 9 single & pair, 10 (2) and 12,
followed by such better numbers as 16 (a bit faded), 19, 19a, 20, 23, 27 block of 4 on piece, 30, 44, 45, 58 (2), 72d (10p
imperf pair), 140 and several nice Semi-Postals; all clean and F-VF. An extraordinary lot. Scott $5,500 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H

French Area
540

)

541

H/m
France, Strong Collection, 1849-1981. Many hundreds of mint and used issues in two Scott Specialty
albums, appears mostly complete in classics and appears complete from 1930-1981, starting with Ceres, Napoleon
and Bordeaux issues packed with stamps and varieties. Better items include; #1-3, 9 used, 2a vertical pair on piece, 19
horizontal pair, 20 on piece, 37, nice Bordeaux issue with 20c (8), several apparently unused late Ceres issues
including. #59 mint, Sage issues mostly complete including. 65, 83, 95 mint, 99 mint, 101 mint, 102 mint, Liberty set
appears complete including. #119, 126 used, 131-32 mint, several centime gutter pairs, 133-37 mint, 197, 226 souvenir
sheet and single, 236 precancels (2), 241, 253 mint, 300a, 329 normal and reduced souvenir sheets, 700-5, semi
postals missing a few earlies, but generally mint and mostly complete including; B8, B11, B28-33, B35-37, B38, B39-41,
B66-67, B157a, B285-90, B294-99, C1-2, C8-13, C15 used, C16-17, C23-27, C29-32, J66-67, J80-92, nearly complete
Alsace and Lorraine and a small selection of Red Cross singles and booklets in the back, 19th century is mostly used,
mixed mint and used to 1930, generally mint from 1930 to 1981, mostly F.-V.F., a lovely collection with plenty of “meat”
and lots of good stamps throughout this lot (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

542

H/m

64

France, Ballon Monté Collection, 1870-71. 36 folded letters and covers, plus 2 types of Pigeon Post
microfilms (balloons carried homing pigeons which returned to Paris with microfilmed messages). Ballon Monté
(manned Balloon) covers that flew from Paris between Sept. 23, 1870 and Jan. 28, 1871 during the Prussian siege of
Paris consist of: Flight BM3 Les Etats Unis (2), BM6 Armand Barbes, BM9 Washington, BM13 Jules Favre No. 1, BM14
Jean Bart #2, BM19 Le Vauban, BM22 Le Fulton (2), BM25 Ville De Chateaudun, BM27 Gironde, BM28 Daguerre (2),
BM31 Archimede (2), BM33 Ville D’Orleans (2), BM35 Jules Favre No. 2 (2), BM38 Franklin (2), BM39 Denis Papin (3),
BM41 General Renault, BM42 Ville De Paris, BM47 La Voisier (2), BM50 Tourville, BM52 Bayard, BM55 Duquesne,
BM60 Vaucauson, BM64 General Daumesnil and BM65 Torricelli (2). Typical fine to very fine condition with some
occasional minor foxing (or toning) that you typically see in covers and folded letters of this age. Interesting group that
represents the first government use of airmail during the Siege of Paris. Scott $12,985. Maury €18,365 ($20,570).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

France, Specialized Collection of the1853-60 Napoleon III Issue Imperforate. About 450 stamps neatly
mounted and written-up (in French) on 11 old album pages and grouped as multiples, shades, private perforations,
plate varieties and specialized cancellations; comprises 1c: about 40 including 4 mint/unused, 5 pairs & a strip of 3; 5c:
about 20 (one unused); 10c: about 75 (2 mint) including 7 pairs (one with “Sousse” perforations) and a strip of 3, 20c:
more than 200 (4 mint/unused) including 8 blocks of 4, 3 strips of 3 and a strip of 5, also a few possible lilac papers and
two definite greenish; 25c: three; 40c: about 65 including 7 pairs (one with “Sousse” perforations); 80c: about 25, mostly
rose include a private roulette and a nice unused single (Scott $2,400 with o.g.); and finally, two rather average 1fr.
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Condition, overall, other than the two 1fr, is generally F-VF, though with typical hidden flaws here and there, as most
were chosen for something other than their condition. A very nice lot for the specialist. Scott approximately $18,000
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
543
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France, Mint & Used Collection, 1849-1982. In Scott album, starting with a good number of earlies in used
condition: 1849-50 (3, 6-7 & 9), 1853-60 (12-15 & 18-20), 1862-71 (22-23 & 25-28), 1863-70 (30-37), followed by
1870-71 Bordeaux examples, and then by perforated Ceres stamps issued in the 1870-75 period, plus Peace &
Commerce issues, including 96 & 108. The 20th century section contains many sets in the modest range with some
better such as 1900-1929 (109-32, used), 1924 (198-201, mint), 1924-25 (220-25, mint), 1940-41 (410-414, mint);
Semipostal singles, part sets & sets such as 1914 (B1-2, mint), 1918 (B11, used), 1922 (B16-18, mint), 1926-27
(B21-23), 1930 (B34, mint), 1938 (B54-59, mint), 1937 (B66-67, mint); Airmails 1927 (C1 mint & C2 used) & 1936
(C8-13, mint). We also noted some postage dues and official stamps. A great opportunity to buy an intact collection,
offered as received from consignor, F.-V.F. Scott $16,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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France & Colonies, Vast & Valuable Accumulation, 1850-1990. Thousands and thousands of stamps,
covers and souvenir sheets make up this exciting lot, with thousands of stamps in glassines with used #1 (5), 3, 6 (7), 9,
37, mint 198-201, 315-320, 624, B48-B53 (2), B54-B59, B276-B281 (2), C22, revenues, telegraphs, offices and
colonies, a gorgeous cancellation study, another cancellation study with anchors, numbered grids, fifty stampless
folded letter sheets, proof and deluxe proofs, envelopes with hundreds of classic French stamps for study, used
collection on pages with IndoChina, and plenty of mint colonies such as Papau New Guinea 122-138, and a wonderful
mint & used collection in a Scott album, with mint 197, 198-201, 329, 624 sheet of ten, artist proofs signed by the artists,
imperf pairs, B20-B23, B42-B43, B66-B67, B157a, B274a complete booklet, C22, Offices in China, Offices in Levant, a
real old time holding that is worth many time our estimate, come on down but be prepared to dig in, a few condition
issues, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

France, High Catalog Mint and Used Collection, 1849-1970. Fairly complete for the period on printed
pages in two 3-ring binders; 19th century is loaded, though in the usual mixed condition, but we do note a nice unused
#1; the cy 20, on the other hand, is just about all F-VF and includes such highlights as (used unless noted) Scott 197,
226b, 246, 254, 329 (unused), B8-9 (mint), B19 (mint), B23, C1 (mint)C14 (small corner crease), C15 (toned), C17, C22
(MNH), etc.; also includes a nice section of Postage Dues. Would really make an excellent starter collection. Scott
approximately $19,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
France, Mouth-Watering Collection, 1853-2000. A couple of thousand stamps and souvenir sheets
mounted in a Scott Specialty album, with better mint such as 198-201, 241, 329, B11, B12-B19, B27, B28-B30,
B31-B33, B34 NH, B35-B37, B38, B42-B43, B66-B67 NH, B157a, then semi-postals are virtually complete to 1984,
C16-C17, C22, then nice coverage of mint and used back-of-the-book, scattered Offices, Morocco, some condition
issues, generally F.-V.F., a most agreeable holding.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
France, Postal History Collection, 1854-1920. Over 160 covers mounted in three volumes, a
comprehensive collection of covers and postal stationery, includes 1854 covers franked with #6, 1875 cover with 61 tied
by star & numeral cancel, 1874 cover to Italy with 60 & pair 61, 1870’s mint and used postal cards,1897 cover to US with
allover illustrated ad on reverse, a clean lot with a few three color frankings, some condition issues, if you love French
postal history you’ll love this lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

France, First Day Cover Collection, 1950-1962. Thousands of first day covers from the 1950s and early
1960s, with definitive issues and semi-postals, light duplication, also includes a nice mint collection of semi-postals,
sure to please any Francophile, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
France, Booklet Pane & Souvenir Sheet Stock. Mint stock all identified and priced, includes 2099a (2),
2444, 2624a (3), 2659a, B583a (2), B592a (4), B689a (2), B690b (2), B696a, B697b, a useful lot for the France, souvenir
sheet or topical dealer, please peruse as you like, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
France, Airmail Collection, 1927-36. Mostly mint on Scott pages with number and value in pencil, includes
used 1, C8-C14, C15-C17, mint 2, C21, F.-V.F. Scott $1,300 (Owner’s).
Estimate $250 - 350
French and Colonies, Deluxe Proofs. Over 175 pieces from late 1950’s to early 1980’s and as a bonus a
1982 NH stamp year set, fresh and pristine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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French Colonies, Collection A-M, 1892-1937. Mostly mint mounted on Scott Specialty and quadrille pages
in a Specialty album, nothing after 1940, all stamps with Scott number and value, not complete for the period, very
worthwhile items and sets included, many in mounts so most need to be checked for hinging, mint includes Algeria 1-32,
Cameroun 130-146, Chad 1-18, J1-J11, Oceania 117-122, J1-J9, India 25-49, 54-79, J1-J18, Gabon 49-71, 72-84,
J1-J11, Guinea 48-62, J1-J9, Guiana 85-86, 98-99, 152-155, 156-161, Lebanon 45-49, 50-62, C1-C8, Indo-China
171-192, Ivory Coast 96-111, Martinique 173-178, F.-V.F. Scott $5,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

557

HH/H
French Colonies, Collection M-W, 1892-1937. Mostly mint mounted on Scott Specialty and quadrille pages
in a Specialty album, nothing after 1940, all stamps with Scott number and value, not complete for the period, very
worthwhile items and sets included, many in mounts so most need to be checked for hinging, mint includes Memel 17,
40-42, C1-C7, C20-C29, Middle Congo 1-22, New Caledonia 6a, 18-116, 182-207, New Hebrides 5, 10, 31, Rouad
4-16, Reunion B1, St Pierre & Miquelon 50-51, 103, 106, 108-109, J10-J20, Senegal 73-78, Somali 101, J9-J10, Syria
133-136, 166-169, C10-C13, Tahiti 29-31, Togo 176-192, Tunisia B47-B53, Wallis & Futuna, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

558

H/m

559

HH/H

560

H/)

66

France & Colonies, New Issue Stock, 1970s-2000s. A holding of new issue stock that includes France,
Monaco and St. Pierre and Miquelon, mostly in blocks of four or larger, with many souvenir sheets and booklets,
includes France 2259 (4), B639 (4), official French Proofprint French Mail Coaches B581, Monaco 1706-1710 blocks of
six, 1697 (10), 1718 (10), Saint Pierre & Miquelon 508 sheet of 10 (4), 582a (4), C68 block of four, also includes Chad,
French Polynesia and Gabon, a chance to make up for missing these the first time, inspection invited, what we checked
was o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
France & Colonies, Cover Collection, 1924-65. More than 100 covers that includes 1931 illustrated ad
cover for farming equipment to Switzerland, over 30 mint colonies postal stationery, 1927 St. Pierre & Miquelon with
1909 issue franking, 1926 cover from Morocco to Germany with C5 (2) and 51, 1949 Adelaide Land Antarctic to US,
1930 illustrated sports cover from Morocco to Saxony, 1925 Algeria cover to Amsterdam with a range of first issue, and
a 1926 picture post card from Senegal, excellent array of this popular area, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
French & British Post Offices Abroad, 1892-1945. Several hundred stamps on pages and in glassines,
with better mint unless noted French Offices in Crete, Offices in Turkey, French Morocco, Algeria, India 117-134 less
123A, 191-209, British include Qatar, M.E.F., E.A.F., Levant, Morocco 218-219, used Bahrain 37, with many other
rarities signed and varieties, should be carefully inspected, this could be the find of the auction, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
French Area, Mint & Used, 1849-2010. Presented in five Scott albums, starts with excellent coverage of the
French Ceres, Napoleon, Bordeaux and Peace & Commerce issues generally used, then mint unless noted 299, 301,
302, 304, 311-312, 313-314, 348, 624, B20-B23, B27, B28-B30, B31-B33, B34, B35-B37, B38, B39-B41, B42-B43,
B66-B67, B157a, used C16-C17, C22, C34-C36, a volume of mint & used Colonies, and a volume of Monaco &
Andorra, hundreds of mint complete sets with loads of stamps that could be single lots, a few condition issues in the
earlies but overall, F.-V.F., a sweet offering with unlimited potential.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

French Morocco, Mostly Mint Collection, 1891-1976. Mounted in a Lighthouse album with Scott numbers
and values in pencil, includes many perforation and color varieties not cataloged in Scott but valued at Scott prices for
the similar stamp, item of note includes mint 1, 2, 3, 3a, 4, 6, 14, 17-19, 35-37, 47, 54, 56, 71, 72-87, B4, B4b, B4c, J2-J4,
J7-J8, J13-J16, J41, J42-J45, A6, C40 perf & imperf, CB21, CB34A, CB39a, CB47a, F.-V.F. Scott $4,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
French Polynesia, Fabulous Mint Collection, 1956-2000. In a Scott stockbook, with 182-190, 196-197,
198, 199-202, 243-244, 253-257, 267-269, C45-C47, C47a, C41a, C55-C56, C57-C61, C74-C77, C77a, C95, C96,
C112-C114, C121, C122-C126, C136a, a marvelous selection in pristine condition, always an easy sell, inspection will
justify your bid, F.-V.F. Scott $2,400 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Collection, 1955-85. Mounted in a Lindner hingeless album,
with Malagasy Republic C54 on 1950 cover addressed to Sanabria, 1, 3-7, 8-10 presentation proofs, 10 progressive
color proofs, 8-10, 11, 12-14, 15, 16-19, 20, 35, 36, 37-44, 45, C1-C2, C3 color proofs, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, C10a,
C11, C12, C14, C16a plus full sheet of 10, C17 plus full sheet of 10, C18, C19-C23, C25a plus full sheet of 10, C26-C27,
C28, C29-C32, C35a (2), C40a, plus first day covers throughout, a truly unique selection of this ever so popular area,
inspection invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Collection, 1955-2005. A first rate collection of this popular
country, over 100 stamps, most material is NH, includes 1, 16-19, 20, 21, 23-24, 30, 31, 32, 36, C1-C2, C3, C4, C6,
C13-C14, C7, C11, C18, C19-C23, if you’re looking to restock or enter a new field, this is the lot for you, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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HH/H
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H/m
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HH/H
St. Pierre & Miquelon, Mint Collection, 1860-1969. A gorgeous collection mounted on pages, all mint that
includes 60-78, 79-109, 132-135, 165-170, 171, 174-204, 205-206, 256-257, 258-59, 300-313, 314-321, 324-342,
360-361, 370-373, B3, B4-B8, C18, C19, C23, C26-C31a, C39, C40, a remarkable holding of this ever popular French
Colony, careful examination of this neat, clean useful material will surely prove worthwhile, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000+
(Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750

566

HH/H

567

HH/H/m

French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Australian Antarctic Territory and Pacific, 1952-2000. 1 (3),
89-93, C29-C32 (2), C37-C38, C47-C48, C60, C58-C59 gutter pairs, C70 sheet of 10 and imperf single, C108, C112a,
C113, French Polynesia 203 presentation proof, C207, C210a, C211, C220, Australia Antarctic Territory L1-L5 (3),
L8-L18 (2), with a terrific range of first day covers from the preceding territories, with Aitutaki 28-33 (2), Penrhyn Island,
Tokelau 22-24, Tuvalu 1-15, plus specimens, a great array of mint and on cover material from this popular region, what
was inspected was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, Mint & Used Collection, 1937-40. Most mint on Scott Specialty and
quadrille pages with Scott number & value in pencil, nothing after 1940, includes mint 19-20, 2-26, 47-48, 50-53, 94-95,
138-141, 142-147, used 39-41, 43-44, F.-V.F. Scott $1,200 (Owner’s).
Estimate $300 - 400
French Colonies: New Caledonia, Comprehensive Collection, 1937-2009. Totally complete from 1945
through early 2009, in six large 3-ring binders with Hagner stock sheets, each set in singles and miniature/souvenir
sheets (all of which appear VF NH), AND another set used, many of which are on cover or FDC for which no premium
has been counted; No, your eyes are not deceiving you!!! Complete VF NH from WWII to 2009! This extremely popular
Pacific overseas French territory is in demand and loaded with great stamps and key topicals, including: Writers,
Painters, Arts, De Gaulle, History, Olympics, Concorde, Red Cross, Corals, Birds, Fish, Turtles, Christmas, Easter,
Space, Manned Flight, Flowers, Diana, Butterflies, Luther, Pope John Paul II, Environment, UN; Here you can obtain a
showcase collection to continue and have the country complete to date! Very Fine, combined catalogue or owner’s
acquisition cost, ex- Balboni. Scott $8,900+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Andorra (French), Mint Collection, 1931-32. Early on three quadrille pages with catalog number and value,
includes mint 1-22, 29, 33, 35, 37, 42, 44, 49, 52, 53, 54, 60, J1-J8, J9-J15, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
Monaco, Beautiful Collection, 1921-96. Advisable property presented in a Scott album and virtually
complete for the period, mostly mint or never hinged, including many desirable sets and sheets such as 1921 (30-32),
1922-24 (40-49), 1932-37 (110-30, including 75¢ used), 1937-38 (131-44), 1937-43 (145-158), 1939-46 (160-75B),
1951 Red Cross (291b x2, imperforate & perforated); 1953 (295-300 & C36-39) & 1956 (371-90 & C49-50). We also
noted Semipostals such as 1919 (B2-6), 1920 (B9-17), 1937 (B19-23, NH), 1939 (B26-35, NH), 1940 (B36-50) & 1956
(B99a x2, imperforate & perforated); Airmails section with C41-44 & C41a, C42a & C44a, plus useful postage dues that
deserve your attention, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

German Area
568

German Area, Massive Accumulation, 1850-1990. Housed in two large cartons with sixteen volumes and
many more mounted on pages, with a wide range of States, Colonies, Offices, Empire and DDR, includes Scott album
with 16 Graf Zeppelin stamps mint & used, excellent coverage of Republic and Occupied issues, as this is a last minute
walk in we will leave it to the viewers pleasure to inspect this handsome lot, condition issues as to be expected, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

H/m/)
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German Area, Collection, 1860-2004. Mounted in two Scott Specialty albums, with a nice range of used
Empire stamps, then basically mint from 1957-2004 with semi-postals, occupation of Berlin with mint 9N68,
9N84-9N93, 9N101-9N102, 9N115, 9N120-9N136, includes Colonies German East Africa, German New Guinea,
German Southwest Africa, German States, plenty of sale able useful stamps and dozens of complete mint sets, sure to
find a willing bidder, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

576

H/m
German States, Old Collection / Accumulation, 1850s-70s. A few hundred, mostly used stamps on 23 old
album pages; condition is typically poor and forgeries abound, but there is a genuine Saxony #1, albeit one rebacked
with margins added; also in the Saxony, the 1855-60 Issue features some nice cancellation interest. High catalog value,
despite there being few rarities other than the Saxony #1. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

577

m

68

German Area, Collection Mint & Used, 1872-1960. Extensive collection in a Scott album, includes mint &
used Large & Small Shield issues almost complete, Germanias, inflationary period appears complete, including mint
363-365, 664a, 667-668, B59-B67, B58 Ostropa sheet, B91, used B105, B141-B143, used C35-C37, C45, then
officials, franchise stamps, occupations, DDR, offices, huge catalog value, if you collect Germany or plan to start, this is
the lot for you, some condition issues in the earlies, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $17,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
German Area, Accumulation, 1920-65. A ducky stock presented in seven volumes, in plastics, glassines
and on pages, with better mint Germany B292-B293 NH blocks of four, C46-C56 NH, 9N61-9N63 NH, 9N75-9N79 NH,
Danzig B21a NH and used, Saar 226, C12 NH, with hundreds more in glassines, Germany year sets, hundreds of
covers and propaganda cards, with 1927 C36 on Leipzig Trade Fair card, feldpost book, DDR mint 82-84 singles and
blocks of four, and many more surprises, a very interesting grouping that would benefit from inspection, a few condition
issues, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
German Area, Post World War II Collection, 1945-90. Thirty volumes with an amazing array of stamps,
souvenir sheets and covers, includes a couple of volumes of DDR mint blocks of four, stock books of used DDR, used
West Germany, East Germany covers, West Germany first flight covers, a 1949 Berlin Airlift cover, first day covers, a
volume of locals, dozens of varieties displayed, a lovely lot for the Germany enthusiast, enormous potential, please
review, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
German Area, Collection, 1849-1990. Several hundred stamps in four Scott albums, mint & used, includes
states with Bavaria, Brunswick, Hanover, comprehensive semi-postals, franchise, also Danzig, Memel, Saar, German
colonies, album of Berlin, occupied Czechoslovakia, Poland, a wonderful holding for the German specialist, please
examine, you will be pleased, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Mint Collection, 1920-1967. Two Scott Specialty album, the first including an
almost-complete collection of Danzig (Scott about $2,400), plus German World War II Occupations of Bohemia &
Moravia, Poland and Serbia (also Croatia—cplt NH except for Storm Troopers—on stocksheets); the second album is
complete German Democratic Republic through 1967, NH beginning in the mid-1950s; both collections are clean and
F-VF throughout. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
German Area, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1860-1960, a few thousand mint & used stamps mounted on
album and stock book pages, includes Bavaria with many complete sets, German States, Germany Republic with many
cancels, shades and varieties, and many blocks of various sizes, a wonderful lot for the German specialist, please visit,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

Germany, Nearly Complete Specialized Used Collection, 1872-2014. Fabulous, ultra-specialized
collection neatly mounted in Michel order on blank pages in three 3-ring binders; the real value here is in the
shades—and boy are there shades! And the best part is that more than 90% of the good shades have been signed by
the appropriate experts. There are many, many stamps cataloging €100 and up with some of the best being (Michel
numbers, all signed) 43Ibb, 50ab, 65A, d, e, 80Ab (light crease), 96AII, 177-96 (all shades!), 330B, Dienst. 75-78, and
much, much more. The later material is missing the good souvenir sheets and Zeppelin sets, as well as the 1948
Posthorn overprints on the Numerals, but just about everything else is here, including both perforations of the Wagner
Semi-Postals; also included are complete issues for the World War I Occupation of Eupen & Malmedy. As for condition,
with very few exceptions everything is clean and F-VF with the added bonus is that the owner has attempted to get dated
cancels wherever possible. A truly marvelous lot. Michel €48,000+ ($53,760) (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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HH/H/m Germany, Mint, Used & Never Hinged Collection, 1872-2002. In two Scott albums, Volume I starts with
1872 Eagles with small shields (2, 4, 7-8 & 10, used), 1872 (15-20, used), followed by 20th century section with Inflation
& Third Reich issues, including 1928 (366-84, mint) & 1934 (432-35, NH), and then by Federal Republic section,
including 1951-52 (670-85, mint); Volume II with semipostals such as 1931 (B38-41), 1932 (B44-48), 1933 (B49-54 &
B56-57, plus B50a-55a), 1936 (B91-92, NH), followed by many other, including many issued by the Federal Republic in
the 1949-2002 period. We also noted Airmails such as 1934 (C46-56), Official & Franchise stamps. We didn’t see big
items but a wealth of medium priced sets, and certainly worth a look, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

583

)
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H
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HH/H

Germany, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1872-1945. Fairly complete for the period and totally intact in a
Lighthouse hingeless album; starts with several nice 1872-74 issues, a few actually NH (Scott #8, 20, 21, 26 & 27); other
early highlights include #62-64, 65A (no gum), 65C-74 and 79; from there, the collection is essentially complete except
for #210, B33, C27-43 and C38-45; as for condition, with very few exceptions (B58 has light hinge stains—the stamps
are NH), everything is clean and F-VF and there are some nice never hinged surprises scattered throughout (e.g.
398-400 and most of the Third Reich souvenir sheets). All-in-all, a very nice lot with plenty of potential. Scott
approximately $9,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Germany, Valuable Mint & Used Accumulation / Dealer’s Stock. A carton containing a treasure trove of
many hundreds, primarily sorted in glassines or on dealer pages; includes a wide range of material from the German
Area, most of it 20th century with the bulk of the value in the Nazi period and early post-World War II; just a few highlights
to give a “flavor” of the types and the diversity included (mint unless noted): #45 sheet of 100, 933 (950 in sheets), B33
(NH, faint damp stain), B59-67 (used), B106 (c.t.o. NH), B315-317 (NH), 5NB4a, 8a &b, 6NB6a, 9n343 (50), 9NB8-11
Souvenir booklet, Danzig 241-254 (3), and much, much more including lots of nice Saar and General Government. A
great lot—not well sorted, so allow plenty of time for viewing—maybe you’ll even find something we missed (photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Germany, Mainly Mint Third Reich Collection, 1933-45. Nearly complete for the period in a German
Lighthouse hingeless album; much of it was bought as never hinged, though there is a good bit of regumming present;
actual NH includes Scott numbers 432-441, 444-445, 469, B79-89, B93-101, B105 (c.t.o. 1st Day cancel), B106, most
Semi-Postals from B144/293, O89-91 and Danzig 241-254; other mint/unused highlights include B49-57 (both perfs) &
B59-67; also included is a nearly completely used collection of Bohemia & Moravia and a complete MNH collection of
Poland General Government; a nice collection, other than the regumming, clean and F-VF throughout. Scott $7,400
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Germany, Mint and Used Collection, 1850s-1980. Solid semi-specialized collection on printed pages,
many with spaces for Michel varieties, in four 3-ring binders; includes collections of Bavaria & Wurttemburg, plus World
War I Occupation of Belgium (nearly complete Eupen & Malmedy), Post Offices Abroad and French Zone; nothing rare
but lots of $25-$100 singles, sets & souvenir sheets including Semi-Postals nearly complete; a few highlights include #1
unused, and used 664a, 665—686, B310-313 & B323; 1872 issues are a little mixed quality, but everything else is
generally F-VF, though a number of sets are mixed mint / used. Nice starter collection. Scott $10,000+ (Owner’s) (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Germany, Valuable Cover Accumulation / Dealer’s Stock. A bonanza of several hundred covers, very few
of which don’t have something going for them; strength in Nazi period and early post-war with interesting frankings and
FDCs as well as Zeppelin covers, picture postcards, propaganda cards and a very interesting group of identity
documents, both military and civilian. A really worthwhile lot that must be seen to be appreciated (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Germany: Saar, Mint Collection of German Plebiscite, 1920-35. Intact collection on Lighthouse hingeless
pages with the only major numbers missing being the 1920 Ludwig III overprints on the 2pf, 3pf, 5m & 10m; everything
else is here and F-VF, with B54-60 being NH. Scott approximately $2,600 (photo on web site). Estimate $500 - 750
Germany: Saar, Mint Collection of French & German Administrations, 1947-59. Complete for the period
on Scott Specialty pages; French Administration is mostly lightly hinged with just about the only exceptions being the
three best items, which are never hinged: the 1948 Flood Relief souvenir sheets (B64a & CB1a) and the 1950
Council of Europe Airmail (C12); the German Administration in virtually all never hinged. Scott $2,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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German Occupation of Croatia, Collection, 1942-45. Mounted in three stock books, includes 1-8, 9-23
blocks of four, full proof sheets B7-B10, including essays, B11-B12 (2), B42-B51 blocks of four, B52-B55, B56-B59,
B65-B68 in full sheets, B81 (2), B18 (3), B28 sheet, a great lot with many extras, what was checked was o.g., never
hinged, overall condition tends to run F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

587

HH

588

German Democratic Republic & Soviet Zones, Occupations and Local Posts in Germany, Dealer
Stock, 1945-50. Three bourse-style binders (Vol. 1 German Democratic Republic, Vol. 2 Soviet Zone in Berlin, Vol. 3
Soviet Occupation Local Posts) with stamps on display sale pages catalogued, valued and in order, including, Volume I
(GDR): Scott # 48, NH, 51-2 NH, 53 NH (2), 54-57A mint, 58-67 mint, 76-7 used (2), 76-7 NH (2), 78-9 mint, 80-1 NH (2),
80-1 mint, 80-1 used, 82-4 mint (5), 82-4 NH (2), 82-4 used, 85-8 used (3), 85-88 mint, 923 NH, 94-5 NH, 113-5 NH,
120-1 & 120a NH, 132 NH, 134a NH, 135 NH (20), 226a NH SS (2), 226a used, 416 NH (3), B15-6 mint, B17-20 mint,
B17-20 used (2), B21 mint, B21 used (2), B21a SS NH (3), B21a mint (5), B22-5 NH; Volume II (Soviet Zone in Berlin):
Michel # 166I-81I NH (3), 166I-81I & A179I NH, A179I NH (5),1095E NH, 1095; Volume III (Soviet Occupation Local
Posts): Michel # Saxony 86xa used, Thuringia 16N3a NH, 16N3a used; Cottbus 1-20 NH, 21-4 NH, 25-31 NH;
Lubbenau 1-8 NH; Berlin 2Abwbz used, 1B used; Mecklenburg 8//10 used, 11xa//15b used, 16//19x,y used, 33yd NH,
40ya NH, 40ya NH, 36ye NH; East Saxony 42E//48E mint, 51cuy-52cuy mint, 51cuy-52cuy used, 52ctx used; Saxony
Province: 66x-72x NH, 66x-72x used, 80xa NH, 73x-84x used, 73y//84y varieties NH, 85A-86A mint (3), 85ya-86ya
used, 87B-9B used; West Saxony 116Y-19Y used signed, 116Ay-19Ax used, 124x-25x mint, 126x-37x used,
126y-37y, 149Yc, 150y-55y used, 156x-61x used; Storkow; Schwartenburg 1-12II NH signed; Lobau 15-21 mint
signed; This stock contains much scarce material, especially in the Local Posts; Some middle-range retail in Vols. 1-2,
Vol. 3 is the top-shelf Soviet Local Posts; You can start an incredible collection of this Michel-based material or sell at
online auctions; Don’t let this one pass you by! F.-V.F. Scott $4,400 (Owner’s). Michel €17,000+ ($19,040) (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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m
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)
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Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1980-2000. Virtually complete for
the period in a Lighthouse hingeless album (with slipcase) to 1997, with extra pages to 1999 and stock sheets for 2000;
just about the only missing items seem to be definitive coils; otherwise everything is here in Very Fine NH condition.
Retail value, not counting the album, is about $1,500 (the album retails for more than $500 new) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

70

German Occupation of Estonia, Accumulation, 1941-45. A stupendous accumulation of these stamps,
with NB1 imperf, NB3 perf and imperf, thousands of each, with an enormous catalog value, a lot that will not be seen
again soon, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

HH/H/m

Germany: Berlin & French Zone, Complete Used Collection, 1945-90. A marvelous, complete collection
on blank pages in a 3-ring binder; the only missing item we can see is the type II of the Baden Engineering Congress; an
added bonus is that the owner has managed to get dated cancels on more than 95% of his stamps; condition is all clean
and F-VF and, while the three French Zone Red Cross souvenir sheets’ cancels are somewhat suspicious, and the
black BERLIN overprints are not signed (though they appear genuine), the red BERLINs are signed Schlegel, as are the
1949 Currency Victims singles and souvenir sheet, the latter with a very minor bend that can almost certainly be
pressed out. A truly wonderful collection. Michel €19,000+ ($21,280) (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
Germany: Federal Republic, First Day Covers & ETBs, 1975-2002. Hundreds of covers and cards,
includes virtually complete ETB for the years 1974-1988 & 1992 -2000, includes ETB 17 with Michel #53, catalog value
€360, a opportunity to acquire complete years of these popular items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Germany: Federal Republic, Tête-Bêche Strips, 1954-60. In excess of 60 tête-bêche pairs and strips, all
appear NH, a useful lot for the Germany specialist, inspection encouraged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Germany: Federal Republic & Berlin, Complete Mint Collection, 1947-79. Spectacular, totally intact
collection of post-World War II issues in a bulging Scott Specialty album; starts with complete Bi-Zone posthorn
overprints and doesn’t let up until the end—everything is here: complete issues of the Federal Republic, of the French
Zone and of Berlin, with never hinged beginning in the mid-1950s—e.g., the 1954 Heuss set is NH; virtually all clean and
F-VF throughout. An amazing opportunity. Scott approximately $6,000 (photo on web site). Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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Greece
594

H/m
Greece, Compelling Collection, 1896-1967. A superb well annotated collection in 20 volumes, beginning
with the 1896 Olympic issue, all identified by Scott number, with mint & used sets, proofs, hundreds of varieties, etc., the
majority of items were acquired through the eminent dealers Drossos in Greece and George Alevizos in the States, with
an extraordinary amount of premium such as #117-128, outstanding 1900 surcharges with part perfs, setting varieties
129a-b, e, 137a-138a, 139 (rare), 140a-b, e, 143b, 2 in pairs, 148a, 149 (rare, P.F. cert.), 151-158, 159a, 161a,
159-163, 159b, 165-178 plus paper types & 6 different proofs, 165a-171a, 184-197, mint & used sets, plus proofs,
198-213, with re-engraved values, 212a, 214-231, 216a, 220a, 222a, 225b, 233-248B, 249-259, 249a-259a, 267-276,
276B-280A, 281-286, 287-288B, 249-259, 249a-259a, 267-276, 276B-280A, 281-286, 287-288B, & like coverage
through the balance of the regular issues, the airmails are outstanding with unissued C1-C4 overprinted for Anatolic
Exhibition (signed Sanabria), proofs & other specialty pieces, excellent dues, remarkable Postal Tax issues, including
RA17-RA30, RA37-RA46, RA46B-D, RA 32a-b, 36g, etc., one of the finest lots of Greece we’ve had the pleasure to
offer, fresh, F.-V.F., allow ample time for full appreciation.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

595

H/m

596

)

597

)

598

H/m

599

)

Greece, Outstanding Large Hermes Heads Collection, 1861-82. A wonderful mint & used specialized
collection of hundreds formed by a long time specialist, keenly assembled by printing on quadrille pages, begins with a
wonderful section of Paris prints including mint #1 (3), 2 & used 1 (2), 2 (5), 3 (2), 5 (3), 6 (2), 7 (2), on to the 1861-1862
Athens printing with mint # 11 (3), & used #11 (4), 12 (10), 15 (11), 1862-1867 Athens printing mint #16 (5), 17 (5), 18 (4),
19 (4), 20 (3), 21 (2), 22 (2), & used 16 (2), 19 (11, shades), 21 (9), 22 (11), 1868 cleaned plates printing with mint #23
(8), & used 23, 25 (4), 26 (2), 28 (6), 29 (6), 1870 special printing by German workers used #30 (4), 31 (4), plus 1870
issue mint #32, 34, 1872 issue mint #39, & used 39 (12), 40 (7), 41 (6), excellent 1875 cream paper printings with mint
#43, block of 15 & 3 blocks of 4 along with 11 singles (shades), 44 (7), 45 (4, shades), 46 (3), plus 46c (2) & 46e, all used
and much more, aside from excellent identification analysis we note better cancels, etc., a superb clean holding of these
fascinating & complex issues, F.-V.F., lots better, a specialist’s delight.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Greece, Tremendous Wide Ranging Postal History Accumulation. Comprised of hundreds upon
hundreds of covers filling a large carton, aside from the small amount of later commercial mail, the great majority is
made up of solid, collector oriented material with strong offerings of censored covers, early airmail & flight covers,
exchange control postal markings, pre-stamp covers, Occupations, with nice Ionian Islands, Epirus, plus Crete,
Cyprus, stationery, military/feldpost items much more, a fantastic opportunity for the professional astute postal history
trader, F.-V.F., plan to spend sometime for a careful inspection.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Greece, Substantial Outstanding & Varied Postal History Accumulation. Comprised of hundreds of
items, many on pages, including a splendid 1941-1948 mounted collection of 41 select items beautifully presented, a
mounted collection of early first flight covers from the first issue on including many scarce ones, with special cachets,
etc., we also note a choice very comprehensive meticulously assembled postal stationery from classic postal cards
through scarce occupation issues, excellent WWII censor/double & censors etc., pus a group of premium items still on
original lot cards from Vlastos, Alevizos, etc., outstanding lot for the astute collector or trader, F.-V.F., certainly well
worth the time spent for a thorough inspection.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Greece, Superb & Extensive Small Hermes Head Collection, 1886-95. A fantastic specialized old time
collection & companion well organized back up selection, mint or used including some excellent items still on the
original Vlasto’s auction pages, includes outstanding sections of the Belgian printings, with better mint values as well as
perfed 11½ & 13½ examples, wonderful Athens printings with part perfs, multiples, items of cancellation interest, etc.,
highlights show mint #69-72, 86, 89, 93 (3, shades), 95, 110 (3, shades), 110b (5), 111 (3, shades), 114, many imperf
between pair & much more, not even delving into the used section which includes hundreds of items, lovely old tie
holding which is well identified, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Greece, Excellent Large & Small Hermes Heads Postal History Accumulation. Comprised of
approximately a few hundred or so items, roughly split between the large & small issues, includes binders of mounted
annotated collections, including various franking combinations, overseas usages, large Hermes used on 1874
newspaper, excellent small Hermes covers with bisect & perforated issues and much much more, including items still
on their original auction cards from Alevizos, Vlastos etc., ideal specialist lot, F.-V.F., inspection invited.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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600

HH/H/m Greece, Massive Accumulation. Filling a large carton with everything from new issues in singles, blocks
and strips, right on through to previous auction lots still on their original cards from Alevizos, Vlastos, etc., there is a
tremendous range of material here including proofs, errors & varieties, classic issues and more, a virtual treasure trove
of Greece philately, F.-V.F., worth the time spent for a thorough inspection.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

601

HH/H/m

602

H/m

603

H/m/)

604

H/m
Greece, Collection, 1860’s to early 1980’s. In three scarcely filled Scott Specialty albums and 1 KABE
album. As a whole, there are many useful stamps that will form the basis for a great starter collection, containing over 80
large Hermes issues, arranged by printing, with several pieces listed as better, over 70 small Hermes heads sorted by
printing, 1896 Olympics to 1d, 165-78 specialized set with various shades and thick / thin paper, many surcharges,
commemoratives to early 1980’s, back of book, etc. Condition is a little mixed among classics, much F.-V.F., useful for
further expansion (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

605

H/m

Greece, Wonderful Large Hermes Heads Collection, 1861-82. A substantial well identified mint or used
specialist selection in one binder, with an excellent range of premium items such as mint #2 (2), 8, 9 (3), 16-16b, plus 16
strip of three, 18 (2), 30, 32 (6 including margin pair), 32a, 49 (2), 50, 53 block of six, plus used #2 (2), 3-5, 6 (2), 7, 11, 12
(2), 13 (2), 14, 15 (2), 17 (4), 34 (pair), 39b (BPA cert) and much much more including private perfs, multiples, cancels,
etc., fresh & mostly, F.-V.F., lots better, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Greece, Mint & Used Collection, 1861-1980. Nice starter collection in a Scott specialty album (Minkus
pages 1972-80); starts with some useful large Hermes Heads and is fairly solid from there onward; no rarities, but lots of
$25-and-up singles and sets including FVF used 378-380 & C5-7; also includes a small collection of Crete; condition is
mixed among the large Hermes Heads, but is just about all clean and F-VF thereafter. Scott approximately $8,000
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Greece, Collection. Wonderful old time specialist’s one volume mint or used collection, absolutely loaded
with scarce items including listed & unlisted stamps, dozens of varieties, many lovely covers, etc., we note Crete
#85-95, Corfu N1-N8, N9-N14, Ionian Islands 1-3, plus #3 pair, N1-N12, N1a-N5a, plus Naltsas listed sets, Turkey
M1-M5 plus multiples, excellent Thrace, Aegean Islands N1-N32, N182-N187, N219-N238, some great covers & more,
excellent lot, fresh &, F.-V.F. examine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Greece, Collection, 1861-1979. Sparse to moderately complete in early issues, mostly complete from
1955-1979, notable items include; Hermes heads moderately to mostly complete (most appear correctly identified), 48,
117-25, 165-75, 582-85 and 587-600, classics are mostly used, early 20th century to 1955 are mixed mint and used,
mostly mint from 1955-1979, mostly F.-V.F., excellent starter collection (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

Greenland
606

H
Greenland & Faroe Islands, Excellent Mint Collection, 1905-2000. Fairly complete for the period in a
Lighthouse hingeless album; Greenland is missing the 1945 Liberation overprints and there are some gaps in the
1990s, but just about everything else is here including Q1-6 (Q3 used), Q8-10 & Q8a; Faroes include #1 (VG), 2-6 and is
virtually complete to 1998; also there are a few Christmas Seals from both; condition, other than the Greenland #1, is
Very Fine throughout and everything is never hinged except the Greenland Parcel Posts. A great lot. Scott $4,700
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

607

H/m
Greenland, Mint and Used Collection, 1916-79. Very nearly complete for the period on printed pages;
missing only the transposed colors of the Liberation overprints and some of the Parcel Posts; includes mint 10-18, Q2,
Q10-11 and used 19-27, Q3 & Q4b; all clean and F-VF. Scott $2,400 (Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600

Hungary
608

72

Hungary, New Issue Stock, 1970-2000, the perfect way to restock or stock for the first time these terrific
stamps, souvenir sheets, and proofs, includes 1986 imperf souvenir sheet set (3), 3100 (3), 3101 imperf (2), 3119
imperf (4), 3204 (2), 3300 imperf 4), B349 (4), and much more, there are dozens of imperf souvenir sheets, perf and
imperf blocks of four present, they add up quickly, a Very Fine lot to acquire.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

HH
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609

Hungary, Mint & Used Collection / Accumulation. Highly complete collection with never hinged sets
issued in the 1950-59 period, including regulars, semipostals and airmails. Stock book with unchecked-in-detail
assortment issued in the 20th Century, plus additional stock book with first day covers. We also noted a few stock pages
with imperforates, Definitely worth viewing, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

H/m/)

Iceland
610

H/m
Iceland, Marvelous, Highly Complete Collection, 1873-2011. A comprehensive completely intact
collection on 2-sided black stocksheets in a 3-ring binder; highlights include used 9-19, 21-29, 44B (dubious cancel),
86-91, 108-128, 176-187 (10k revenue cancel) & O3; and mint 20, 34-44A, 71-84, 92-98, 102, 144-148, 152-166,
170-175, 217-228 include the “a” numbers, 273, C4-8, O53-67 and the following MNH: 195-198, 213-216, 229-231a
(both perfs), 240-45, 257-268, B5, C15-20 and virtually everything from #274 onward, which appears to be just about
complete, including souvenir sheets (no booklets); as for condition, the 1876 20a violet (13) is skillfully repaired, and
there is an 1873 16s perf 12½ (7) with a fake cancel and a repaired 1876 5a perf 14x13½, the last two of which were not
counted in the total Scott value of about $12,000. A terrific lot—other than the faults noted, everything seem clean and
F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

611

H/m

Iceland, High Catalog Mint and Used Collection, 1873-1974. Fairly complete collection on printed pages
in a 3-ring binder; condition varies a good bit and there are a number of revenue cancels, but there is plenty of excellent
F-VF material include (used unless noted) #4 (small perf tone, not noted in clear Grønland & Nielssen certificates), 8
(unused), 20, 27, 44B. 98, 152-166 (mostly mint), 230a-231a (MNH), C9-11, etc. Would make an outstanding starter
collection. Scott $4,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Italian Area
612

H/m
Italian Area, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1987. A captivating and useful holding mounted in a Minkus
album with value concentrated in the 20th Century issues, including many desirable sets (mint unless otherwise noted)
such as 1922 (140-42), 1923 (B17-19), 1924 (171-74), 1928 (B30-33), 1926-28 (C3-9), 1928 (218), 1930 (242-46 &
C20-22), 1930 (248-56 & C23-26), 1932 (268-79 & C28-33), 1932 (280-89, C35-39 & CE1-2), 1933 Zeppelin (C42-47),
1933 Balbo’s Flight (C48-49, I-CALO), 1934 Soccer (324-28 & C62-65), 1934 (C73-78), 1934 Rome-Mogadiscio Flight
(CO2), 1934 (331-41 & C66-72), 1935 (349-54 & C79-83), 1936 (359-66 & C84-88), 1937 (367-76 & C89-94), 1937
(377-86 & C95-99) & 1938 (400-409 & C100-105), plus many other sets issued in the 1940s-70s period, including 1945
(Q37-48). We also noted Modena, Papal States, Parma, Sardinia & Tuscany examples. A lovely collection that
deserves further expansion, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

613

H/m

614

H/m

615

HH/H/m

Italian Area, Powerful Mint and Used Collection, 1852-1934. A marvelous collection of several hundred
different on old Scott International pages; loaded with better stamps from beginning to end; State highlights include
(used unless noted) Parma 310 (mint, o.g.), Sardinia 15, Tuscany 22a, and Two Sicilies 7 & 26; highlights of Italy proper
(all mint, o.g.) include 38, 42, 43, 165-170 (Manzoni complete), 130-328 (less 142A-D & 174A-G), C1-26, C28-65 &
Q16-19; condition, is well above average, and, while many of the States issues don’t have four large margins (a good
number do), they are mostly sound and Fine or F-VF; the Italy proper, with only a few early exceptions, is just about all
clean and F-VF. A truly extraordinary lot. Scott $35,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Italian Area, Collection. In 12 albums, consisting of; Italy in Davo Album containing; 119-22, 174A-G, many
of the popular mint 1930’s sets including 268-79, Garibaldi airmails, Graf Zeppelin and 1934 Zeppelins, Schaubeck
hingeless album nearly complete from 1960-1981, a lovely San Marino collection in two Lindner hingeless albums, a
nice little AMG collection, a four volume Vatican Minkus collection, a neat little Italy states and Italian area collection with
some interesting sets, generally F.-V.F. appearance. This lot was written right at the wire, so I couldn’t list more of the
highlights that I assure you are here to be found. The only way to really adequately evaluate is to view (either online or at
the auction), so I strongly encourage you to view this one. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Italian Area, Mint & Used Stock, 1900-2000. Two large binders with thousands of mint & used singles and
multiples, first binder is all Italy, second binder includes Trieste, Aegean Islands, Italian colonies and Offices Abroad,
with many full and part sheets, an excellent opportunity to restock inexpensively, F.-V.F. Scott $12,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
www.kelleherauctions.com
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616

HH/H

617

HH/H/m

618

HH/H/m Italy, Collection, 1870-1985. Residing in an album, better mint includes 58-63, 119-122, 124-125, 130-132,
133-135,140-142, 159-164, 171-174, 249-256, 265-267, 268-279, 324-328, B17-B19, C1-C2, C3-C9, C28-C33,
C62-C66, with loads of offices abroad, a real old time collection with duplicates in between pages, fresh & clean, a little
gem of a collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

619

H/m

620

HH/H/m Italy, Mint & Used Stock, 1863-1950. Thousands of mint & used stamps, begins with #23, includes airmails,
pneumatics, special deliveries, authorized deliveries, heavy duplication, some condition issues as to be expected,
enormous catalog value, a wonderful stock to fill in those holes, bid early bid often, F.-V.F. Scott $48,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

621

H/m
Italy, Primarily Used Collection, 1862-1980. Solid collection on printed pages in two 3-ring binders; loaded
with $100-and-up singles and sets, especially from the 1930s, though many of the sets are mixed mint and used.
Condition is typical, with the earlies being mixed and the later being generally F-VF and there is plenty of worthwhile
material present. Owner’s Scott value, after deducting for fake cancels, is about $16,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

622

HH/H

623

H/m
Italy, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1990s. In a Scott album, starting with some 19th Century examples,
including 1890 (58-63), followed by 1910 (115-118), 1911 (119-22), 1912 (124-25), 1921 (130-32), 1931 (133-35),
1922 (140-42), 1923 (165-67) & 1926 (178-83); Airmail section including 1917-27 (C1-2, C4-8 & C10), 1932 (C35-39
x2) & 1937 (C89-94). We also noted Pneumatic stamps, Special Delivery stamps, Newspaper stamps, Parcel Posts &
some Italian Socialist Republic examples. An attractive lot for continuation, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

624

H/m

625

H/m/)

74

Italy, Spectacular Mint 20th Century Collection to 1967. Marvelous, completely intact collection that is
more than 95% complete for the period, mounted in a Schaubek album; highlights are too numerous to mention,
because nearly everything is here, so we’ll mention some of the best never hinged items: Scott 201-210, 268-279, 1932
Garibaldi and 1934 Soccer complete with Airs, 1935 Aeronautical Salon, #477, 495-506, 518, B30-33, C3-11, C42-47,
and much, much more; all clean and F-VF throughout. Don’t miss this one. Scott approximately $12,000 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Italy, Incredible Mint & Used Collection, 1863-1977. Mounted in two Lighthouse hingeless albums, better
mint includes 117-118, 140-142, 159-164, 171-174, 201-210, 248-256, B1-B3, B17-B19, B30-B33, C1-C2, C3-C9,
C10-C11, C23-C26, C42-C47, C48-C49, E9, E11, with dozens of other mint complete sets, huge catalog value and
great potential, viewing recommended for full appreciation of all this collection has to offer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Italy, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1850s-1980. An exceptional collection of many hundreds in
a Minkus Specialty album; includes decent 19th century, including scattered States, but with most of the value in the
20th century, with loads of better mint sets from the 1930s and early 1950s; also includes a strong Trieste - Zone A
collection, much of it NH, and excellent Fiume. A terrific lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Italy, Back-of-the-Book Stock, 1890-1960. Thousands of mint & used stamps, with postage dues, officials,
occupations, franchise and Polish Corps in Italy, heavy duplication, if you desire to be the emperor of Italian
back-of-the-book, this is you opportunity, it won’t knock twice, F.-V.F. Scott $29,000 (Owner’s). Estimate $500 - 750

Italy, Mint & Used Collection, 1860s-1970s. In a Minkus album with desirable sets, part sets or singles such
as 1890 (59-60 & 62-63, mint), 1910 (114, mint), 1921 (130-32), 1922 (140-42, mint), 1923 (143-46), 1923 (B17-19,
mint), 1929 (232-38, mint) & 1938 (C100-105). We also noted Venezia-Giulia 1945-47 issues, plus Lombardy-Venetia
& Italian States. The lot has no duplication and deserves careful inspection, as there are better things throughout,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Italy: A.M.G., The Ultimate Collection. Several hundred stamps and covers housed in seven binders and
on pages, the depth and breath of this collection is amazing, begins with AMG- Germany with both sets of gum types,
with different shades, errors including complete sheets, both printings of the London Printing with eighteen
reconstructed sheets, then the Brunswick Printings with varieties, shades and reconstructed sheets, then full sheets of
the Washington Printing, next binder contains AMG Sicily set, with errors, ink, paper and gum varieties, AMG -Bari
issues, AMG-Naples issues with varieties, and AMG-VG issues, third binder has AMG-France issues, with full sheets,
the second issue, errors with inverted overprints, reconstructed sheets, fourth volume contains AMG-FTT fiscal
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stamps, revenues, industrial-commercial tax stamps including gutter pairs, platings of Trieste Industry & Commerce
Fiscal stamps, fifth binder contains the scarce and valuable AMG-FTT parcel post overprints, including used on cover
and on documents, and a selection of overprinted postal stationery, sixth binder contains City of Trieste fiscal issues
including Court of Justice issues, administrative issues, AMG-FTT Rome overprint gutter pairs, with gutter pairs of Holy
Year Commemorative issue, Unesco Conference issue gutter pairs, 1950 Trieste Fair Issue, Arts Academy
Anniversary gutter pair, 1952 Italy at Work issue with specialized study, Letter of Exchange stamps, and Stock Transfer
stamps, final binder has 150+ covers, commercial and FDC’s, and finally there is AMG Naples, AMG Bari, AMG-Austria,
AMG-France, and AMG Germany issues on pages, and this is just a quick overview of the collection, there are dozens
of items not mentioned, enormous catalog value, a collection worthy of Trieste’s most meticulous aficionado, plan on a
couple of hours to review this exciting lot, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
626

HH/H/m

627

H/)

628

HH/H

629

H/m/)

630

HH

631

HH/H
Vatican, Mint Collection, 1929-75. Residing in one volume, includes 1-13, E1-E2, 19-34, E3-E4, 41-46,
47-54, 55-60, then appears complete to the year 1975 less C16-C17, needs to be reviewed for NH material, a pleasant,
fresh collection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

632

H/m/)

633

H/m

Italy: Venezia-Giulia, 1945-47. Several hundred stamps arranged in glassines, an excellent lot for the
packet maker, please examine, don’t let it get away, F.-V.F. Scott $15,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $500 - 750
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Vast & Varied Collection, 1945-50. Hundreds of stamps and covers housed in seven
volumes, first volume starts with 1947 issue and includes airposts, special deliveries, parcel posts, authorized
deliveries, a volume of AMG Germany with varieties, volume of mint postal stationery, a volume of reconstructed panes,
and Trieste varieties and gutter pairs, a very comprehensive collection that any dealer or specialist would be proud to
own, an enjoyable holding that will yield huge potential, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Italian Colonies: Libya, Mint Collection, 1912-60. Mounted on pages, includes mint 1-15, 19, 20-31, 48a,
56, 62-63, 64B-64G, 95-101, 101-111, 112-121, 122-134, 135-146, E1-E11, J1-J10, J11, J12-J24, O1-O8, Q1-Q13,
Fezzan & Ghadames issues complete, fresh and clean collection at an excellent price, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750
San Marino & Vatican, Stock, 1900-2000. Most of the value is packed in the stock book, includes 1945 Italy
War Relief Service souvenir sheet, Vatican 155a (3), 242a (30), San Marino 304 sheet of six (3), C62 sheet of six (3),
C75 sheet of six (3), C128 sheet of four, full sheets from 1942-1965, album of first day covers, mint collection on pages,
collections with 155a (4), box of mint postal stationery, the value adds up quickly, a holding with huge potential, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Vatican, Nearly Complete Mint Never Hinged Collection, 1929-78. Choice mint collection in a White Ace
album (pages go to 1980); the only missing numbers are 35-54 & C16-21; all o.g., never hinged and F-VF. Scott
$2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Vatican, Accumulation, 1929-88. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in two large cartons,
with three huge binders containing parallel mint and first day cover collections 1963-1988, then 4 volumes with mint &
used material such as 155a, enormous catalog value present, a perfect grouping for internet dealing, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
Vatican, Nearly Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1929-75. Lacking only #35-40 on printed pages in a
3-ring binder; mint up to 1949 (nearly all LH), then mixed mint/used to 1955 and all mint from there onward (LH through
the mid-1960s); C17, C20-21 are MLH, C16 & C18-19 are used; the 155a souvenir sheet is faulty, everything else is
clean and F-VF. Owner’s catalog (counting all mint as NH) is about $2,400. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Liechtenstein
634

Liechtenstein, Mint & Used Collection, 1920-60. Over 170 stamps on display cards, better mint includes
246, 287-288, 303-306, C17-C23, used includes 11-16, 107 (2), 238, 270-273, 277-280, C9-C11, J13-J20, clean fresh
lot with plenty of material that can be lotted separately, F.-V.F. Scott $5,400 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH/H/m
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Liechtenstein, Mint Collection, 1912-2001. A mint collection housed in a Scott Specialty album, includes
1-3, 4-9, 219-221, 223-225, 227-235, 243-245, 247-258, 277-280, C7-C8, C9-C13, C15-C16, C24-C33, fresh clean lot
with great eye appeal, inspection suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH/H

Lithuania
636

)

637

HH/H/m

Lithuania and Estonia, Postal History, 1912-45. Over 190 cards and covers, an exciting lot for the Baltic
specialist, better includes 1925 Estonia flight cover with C11 & C9, 1921 Lithuania 38 on cover, Lithuania 1940 ad cover
with 15 # 321, Estonia 1920 cover with 28, 33, 34, 41 pair and C1, 1933 Lithuania with 272-277B, plenty of gems strewn
throughout this lot, don’t let it escape with out an aggressive bid, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Lithuania and Latvia, Stock, 1919-45. Housed in three stock books, Lithuania includes White Knight Issue,
Anniversary of Independence Issue, League of Nations issue, 264-271, 277C-277K perf & imperf, 309a,
309b,B43-B46, B47-B50, C8-C14, C55-C62, C63-C70, C71-C78 perf & imperf, full sheets 304, 317, 321, 322, Latvia
with 9, 12, in large blocks, 64-67, 91-93, 174-179 in large blocks, and a stock book of locals, with many in blocks, an
astounding stock for the Baltic maven, please plan on spending some quality time with this one!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Luxembourg
638

H

639

HH/H

640

HH/H/m Luxembourg, Mostly Mint Collection, 1859-1972. Mounted on Schaubek pages, better mint includes
97-111, 112-124, 159-185, 217, 278-279, 318-320, 329-331,B45-B49, B55-B59, B60-B65, B137-B142, then appears
complete to 1972, ideal for the show dealer or eBay dealer, will break down very well, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

Luxembourg, Extraordinary Mint Collection, 1852-1980. A marvelous, nearly complete mint collection on
old Scott International pages to 1933, then on blank pages to 1980, all in a spring-back binder; the 20th century issues
are missing only the 1923 souvenir sheet and the 1935 Intellectuals, but where the collection really shines is in the 19th
century; highlights include unused without gum (as priced by Scott) #1 & 3 (both regummed), 4-6, 11, 24 (small thin
spot), O4 & O6; mint o.g. include #17, 18, 20, 21, 25, 30, 33, 34, 42, 44, 55, O9, O23a, O41 & O48 (NH!); all clean and
F-VF throughout. Quite possibly the finest collection of Luxembourg we have ever offered. Scott $11,500 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Luxembourg, Exceptional Mint Collection, 1879-1966. Completely intact, nearly complete collection in a
Schaubek album; includes a few nice earlies, namely #36, 45 & 46 (perf 13½), but from 1895 onward the collection is
98% complete and mostly never hinged including 217-331, B45-49, B60-65, B65A-Q (LH), B137-215 & C16-20;
condition is uniformly clean and F-VF throughout. A truly marvelous lot. Scott approximately $3,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

Netherlands & Colonies
641

H/m

642

HH/H

76

Netherlands, Mint & Used Collection, 1852-1988. In a Davo hingeless album, starting with nice earlies
such as 1852 (1-3, used, and including extra 15¢ example); 1864 (4-6, used) & 1867-68 (5¢ to 50¢), followed by 19th
Century used, including 1893-96 Princess Wilhelmina (51-54, used), and then by a well-filled section of sets, part sets
and singles issued in the 1900s-80s period: 1913 (98-100, used), 1920 Surcharges (104-105, used) and many
semipostal sets in the $20 to $50 range with some better such as 1942 Legion (B144-45, sheets). We also noted many
modern booklets and miniature sheets, plus some back of the book issues, including airmails, postage dues and
International Court of Justice sets. Excellent for continuation, and offered intact as received from consignor, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Netherlands & Colonies, Powerful Mint 20th Century Collection to 1967. Totally intact and nearly
complete from the 1920s onward in a loaded Scott Specialty album; highlights include Scott 124-134, 156-243 and just
about everything thereafter including the Semi-Postals and Airmails—C13-14 is NH! in fact, beginning in the late 1940s,
info@kelleherauctions.com
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just about everything is MNH (319-322 are LH) including the Semi-Postals, which are virtually complete; nothing rare in
the Colonies, but they’re quite solid. Condition is uniformly clean and F-VF throughout. Scott value is about $7,000, with
the Colonies being about $1,500 of that. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
643

H/m
Netherlands Antilles & Indies, 1864-1975. Antilles nearly complete for the period and Indies somewhat
more scattered on printed pages in a 3-ring binder; most of the value is in the Antilles including #75-81 (used, all-over
toning), 174-187 (MNH), C32A-50 (MLH) and J4 & J7 (both used, J4 with certificate); condition is a little mixed early, but
is otherwise just about all clean and F-VF. Scott $3,000+ (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 652

Norway
644

H/m
Norway, Nearly Complete Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1977. Solid collection on printed pages in a
3-ring binder; only missing a few stamps, though condition on the earlies is very mixed. Scott approximately $6,000
(Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Portugal & Colonies
645

P

646

H/m

647

HH/H/m

648

H/m

Portugal, “Lusiadas” Issue, Imperforate Trial Color Plate Proofs Collection, 1931-38. Interesting and
rarely seen material housed in album with approximately 500 stamps. We noted singles, vertical and horizontal strips of
4, vertical and horizontal strips of three, blocks of 6 and some larger multiples, including 2¢, 4¢, 5¢, 6¢, 10¢, 15¢, 16¢,
25¢, 32¢, 40¢, 48¢, 50¢, 64¢, 80¢, 96¢, $1, $1.60, $2, $3.2, $4.5, $5 & $10, plus several strips and blocks with pencil
notations on selvage. This lot really needs to be seen to be appreciated, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Portugal, Primarily Used Collection, 1853-1970. Nice starter collection on printed pages in a 3-ring binder;
loaded with $25-$75 singles, sets & souvenir sheets; the 19th century is somewhat scattered and the embossed issues
are mixed quality, though there are better stamps here and there; the 20th is pretty complete, though mostly used; better
souvenir sheets include 586a (c.t.o. 4 Apr 1940) and 594a (MLH). A useful lot. Scott approximately $4,500 (Owner’s)
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Portugal & Colonies, Collection of Mint & Used, 1860-1990. A substantial collection of this happening
area, mounted in a fat Scott Specialty album, better mint unless noted Portugal with 377-397, 422-436, 437-452,
528-533, 689-692, 794-797, Angola includes mint 1-3, 7-11, 16-19, 88-102, 305-314, used 333-356, 362-381, C1-C9,
Azores has 101-111, 238-257, 258-271, 272-283, 284-299, Cape Verde with 1-9, 15-23, 24-35, 85-99, 112-135,
215-233, C1-C9, Funchal, Horta, Inhambane 72-87, Lourenco Marques 116-131, Macao 372-381, 383-390, Madeira,
Mozambique 15-23, 125-148, 332-355, Mozambique Company B1-B6, J1-J10, Nyassa 1-12, Portuguese Congo
99-114, Portuguese Guinea 32-43, 251-257, 258-270, C1-C9, Portuguese India 439-453, 481-488, Quelimane Saint
Thomas & Prince Islands 341-350, C1-C9, Timor, Zambezia 36-48, with many other complete sets, plan on visiting
soon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Portugal & Colonies, Collection, 1870-1987. Hundreds of stamps presented in two Scott albums, includes
Angola, Angra, Azores, Cape Verde, Funchal, Horta, Inhambane, Lourenco Marques, Mozambique Company,
Nyassa, Ponta Delgada, Portuguese Congo, Portuguese Guinea, Portuguese India, Quelimane, St Thomas & Prince
Islands, Timor, an excellent array of mint & used material, come on down and have a look see, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Romania
649

Romania, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1858-1950. Residing in eight counter books, thousands of mint &
used stamps, starts with Moldavia-Walachia issues for reference only, then mint & used singles and complete sets,
useful duplication, a inexpensive and easy opportunity to restock this country, please review, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000
(Owner’s).
Estimate $400 - 600

H/m
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Russia
650

HH
Russia, Sheet Collection, 1909-17. In a mint sheet file with thirteen sheets with unusual varieties, including
35k with offset, 1 pye with center offset, 1 pye with red color offset, 15k imperf with center shifted, 70k with offset and
foldover, 20k with chalk lines shifted, 4k misperfed, 2k with margin watermarks shifted into stamps, 2k with chalk lines
shifted, a very clean and original lot that is impossible to duplicate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

651

H/m/)

652

HH

653

H/m/)

654

HH

655

HH/H/m Russia, Substantial Accumulation As Received. A very last minute consignment property as delivered.
We note a large stockbook filled with duplicated 1950’s to 1990’s miniature sheets in quantities, extensive Ukrainian
Trident overprints, lots of complete sheets, literature regarding Russian philately and more. A useful mix, generally
F.-V.F. or better, examine (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

656

H/m/)

657

HH/H

658

HH/H/m

659

HH/H/m

660

)

78

Russia, Comprehensive Collection, 1850-1930. Presented in a black album, includes stampless covers,
postal stationery, used singles 1, 5-15, 17-18, 19-25, 26-30, 30a, 31-38, 41-45, 46-52, 55-59, 68-71, 72, 73-87, postal
history, full and part mint sheets, 105-106, 108a, b, 109a, b, 110-111, 116-118, revenues, picture postcards, and
banknotes, viewing thoroughly recommended, this offers huge value for both dealers and collectors alike, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Russia, Mint Full Sheets, 1913. Complete sheets of #89 & 90, with full selvedge, rare as such, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Russia, Remarkable Collection, 1853-1920. An eclectic collection residing in a black album, includes 1853
stampless cover from St Petersburg to Bordeaux, city postal stationery, used singles include 1-2, 5, 8-11, 13-24, 26-30
with varieties, 31-38, 41-45, 47-52, 53-54, page of 50 varieties, postal history, includes blocks of four and larger, mint
material includes 73-87, this description only scrapes the surface and in order to fully appreciate what is here, the
accumulation must be viewed, our valuation is very conservative and is ideal for any dealer looking to replenish stock
inexpensively, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Russia, Mint Sheet Stock, 1909-24. Excellent holding in a large-size mint sheet file with 74 full sheets of
100, including ten sheets with watermarks on top or lower selvage, and corresponding to the first printing. We noted the
following perforated sheets: 1k orange plate 3; 2k green plates 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8; 3k carmine plates 1, 2; 5k plates 1, 2; 7k
blue plates 8, 14k dark blue & carmine plate 3; 15k red brown & blue plate 3, 4, 6, 7; 20k blue & carmine plates 2, 4, 5; 25k
dull green & dark violet plates 3, 6; 35k red-brown & green plates 2, 5; 50k red brown & green plates 4, 5; 70k brown &
orange; 1r pale brown & red-orange plates 1, 2, 6, 8, 9; 3.5r maroon & light green; used sheet AR1; AR2 plate 1; Offices
in the Turkish Empire 202;. A recommended lot for the specialized collector of this popular country, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Russia, Tax Exchange Revenue Stamp Collection, 1920-95. Over 80 items housed in a large folder,
includes full sheets of exchange tax stamps, singles of T1, T2, T3, on cover, rare 10 H. on 300p revenue, returned cover
with prohibited items, scarce and valuable, a marvelous research lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Russia, Sparkling Mint Collection, 1967-90. Gorgeous mint sets mounted in an album, appears complete
for period with many souvenir sheets, also includes eleven duck stamps, you don’t often see mint collections from this
country even this late, a golden opportunity to acquire great stock of this popular country, F.-V.F., a useful lot that is
deserving of careful viewing.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Russia, Remarkable Mint & Used Collection, 1866-1999, thousands of mint & used stamps and souvenir
sheets mounted in an album, starts with Empire issues, Imperial issues and decent coverage until 1955 when it really
kicks in, with many long runs of mint and used sets, a marvelous start to a more comprehensive collection, or to be
broken up for retail. A few condition issues, but generally F.-V.F., and a great investment.
Estimate $600 - 800
Russia, Remarkable Stock, 1873-1970. A few thousand stamps on display cards and in large blocks or
sheets, some better include mint 71, 546-550, 1654 (30), 2288 (99), C50a, C58-C67, with a glassine box of mint and
used sets and singles, and dozens of mint & used blocks, a nice little pick up for the dealer or collector, please
investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Russia, Postal History. A group of 37 covers and stationery, mostly from Empire to early Revolution,
including. several American Relief Administration (one with 1921 1000r carmine duel franking with 2¢ Washington coil
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single), several WWI censored covers, an early 1898 Fumigation cover, a 1921 1000r single and strip of 4 on rare usage
to Indiana, a 1901 franked with 20K (3) on registered cover to Yokohama, 1924 Lenin from Ukraine to London and other
interesting covers, mostly F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
661

HH/H/m

662

HH/H

663

HH

664

HH/H/m Russia, Mint & Used Stock, 1920-80. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets, better mint includes
242-249, 265-272, 838-840, 856, 1534-1535, C20-C24, C75a, used 647-658, 659-665, 666-677, 678-686, 859, 1080a,
1081a, 1082a, 1132-1146, 1230-1233, C53-C57, identified, priced and ready for sale, condition is above average,
useful lot deserving careful viewing, F.-V.F. Scott $3,000+.
Estimate $500 - 750

665

H/m

Russia, Robust Mostly Mint Collection, 1967-93. Several thousand stamps mounted in two albums, a
stock book and loose, stock book has 1918-1923 issues, and the two albums with mint material from 1967-1993, with
hundreds of mint complete sets and souvenir sheets, also includes used sheets 970, 1081a, mint 956, 1979c, 2002a,
2106 both sheets, a clean collection that is begging to be expanded upon or broken up, check this one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Russia, Varieties & Errors, 1889-1912. 29 items on 2 pages, includes misregistered, imperfs, misperfed,
printed on both sides and printed on gum side, a lovely showing of these scarce items, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Russia, New Issue Stock, 1970-2000. Hundreds of blocks and souvenir sheets, mint & fresh, with
5541-5544 blocks of four, 5623, 5627-5631 (5), 5874-5879, 6162a, don’t pass up this chance to restock inexpensively,
a fabulous lot to review and to own, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Russia, Solid, Mainly Used Collection, 1858-1984. Many hundreds in two Minkus Specialty albums;
scattered mint, but probably 80-90% canceled-to-order including most of the better sets from the 1930s; also a bit of
value in the early Soviet Republics, though nothing rare in either place. Still a worthwhile lot. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

Spain & Colonies
666

H/m
Spain, Mint & Used Dealer Stock, 1855-1989. Thousands of stamps in five stock books, 1907 Madrid
Exposition 10c, 15c, 25c, 50c & 1p (Edifil SR1-5), 1928 Catacombs singles, 1930 Goya regular issue, and large amount
of singles & sets in the modest range, stock book with mint stamps from Spanish Guinea, Spanish Morocco, Tangier,
Spanish Sahara, Spanish West Africa, Ifni, Rio Muni & Fernando Poo, condition F-VF. Recommended for dealer,
viewing is suggested for full appreciation. (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

667

HH/H

668

HH/H

669

H
Spanish Puerto Rico, Comprehensive Mint Collection, 1873-1900. Remarkable collection of 127
different neatly mounted on Palo hingeless album pages, featuring an impressive array of scarcer early issues,
including #1-3, 5-11, 13-15, 19-24, 27-28, 39-41, 73-74; also 46 of the 58 1890-97 Infant King issue, including the 40c
orange & 80c yel green (126, 130), both o.g., F-VF (plus a Muestra of the latter (no gum, thin); also #133, 153-154, and
U.S. overprints 210-216, J1a, J2a & J3; overall the quality is much nicer than normally found on these tough early
issues, with the only minor problem being the lack of gum on a few numbers, most notably the 10 “1878” (19). A great
collection that would take many years to duplicate. Scott approximately $4,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Spain, Modern Collection, 1964-2008. Consisting of singles, souvenir sheets and booklets in two large
stock books. A valuable collection of stamps including the elusive new issues missing from most collections, used and
o.g., hinged among early issues, modern issues never hinged, Very Fine. Michel €2,500+ ($2,800).
Estimate $400 - 600
Spanish Cuba, Mint Collection, 1878-1978. A truly bulging Schaubek album for 1962-78 virtually complete,
plus about 100-150 earlier issues, mostly in sets, on other album pages or unmounted and identified on small dealer
cards; 1962-78 issues total about €1600 in Michel (2006), the rest totals probably $300-$400 Scott, with condition all
being F-VF and 95% never hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Sweden
670

H/m

671

H/m
Sweden, Mostly Mint Collection, 1858-2000. A huge collection in 5 albums, used includes 12, 18, mint
includes 77-89, 91, 93-94, 115-125, 167-188, 194-196, 197-209, 213-227, 229, 230-235, 239-247, 248-262, 313-315,
316-318, 329-331, C1-C3, J1-J2, J10, O1-O3, appears complete 1970-2000, a great opportunity not to be passed up,
F.-V.F. Scott $9,600 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

672

H/m
Sweden, Mint and Used Collection, 1855-1970. Fairly complete for the period on printed pages in a 3-ring
binder; loaded with $50-and-up singles and sets including F-VF (used unless noted) #7, 14, 27, 27a, 161 (MLH), both
1924 U.P.U. sets (the first unused (most regummed), the second mixed mint/used) and B11 (mint, a bit toned);
condition on the earlies is mixed but is otherwise generally F-VF. Scott approximately $9,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web
site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

673

H/m/)

Sweden, Collection. In eight albums and stockbooks, plus a group of stamps on dealer “102" cards,
containing a very specialized collection, with many interesting cancels and weird, interesting items, containing better
including: Coat of Arms; #7, 197-206, 215-17 mint, 220-24, many many hundreds of Arms, numerals, Oscar II, officials,
etc. singles with socked-on-the-nose cancels including #10-12, 14, 18, a stockbook of misc. stamps; B34-36 used
blocks of 20, plus an old European album from 1944-1970. This lot was paticularly difficult to isolate highlights because
there are just so many stamps in the $20-$50 range, it is hard to describe individual highlights, but the minor highlights
abound with much Scott value and many cancels that will keep the specialist busy for many many hours., mostly F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Sweden, Collection of Mint and Used, 1856-1992. With some postal history, presented in two albums,
Coat of Arms and Numerals well represented mint & used, a used 66, Gustav V, coils used 164-166, then appears
complete from 1945 to 1992, mostly modestly priced material, but there is a lot of it and most of it mint, an easy
inspection will lead to an easy bid, if Scandinavia is you cup of tea, this collection is for you, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Switzerland
674

S

675

Switzerland, Powerful Specialized Collection of Classic Issues, 1850-1907. A virtually intact, parallel
mint & used collection on Lighthouse pages interspersed with more than 50 stocksheets housing literally hundreds of
duplicates, all identified by Zumstein number, many of them featuring shades, cancels and other specialized interest;
comprises 1850-52 Federal Issues: about 60 stamps including unused Scott 7a, 8, 10, used #7a (4), 8 (19), 9 (13), 12
(14) plus two covers (#8 & 12); 1854-62 “Strubels”: completely intact and said by the collector to be complete used per
Zumstein: about 400 stamps, plus another 100 classified by the collector as “damaged”—all identified by paper
thickness as measured by the collector—)and 10 covers; 1862-81 Sitting Helvetias: about 330 stamps including
unused 60c bronze; 1882-89 Numerals: about 240 stamps; 1882-1907 Standing Helvetias: more than 450 stamps;
and about 60 U.P.U. issue of 1900. As for condition, we can say that it is generally Fine with a good number of four
margin early Federals and Strubels, but the best stamps tend to be only average in appearance or have hidden flaws,
with only few true Very Fine stamps among the $100-and-up material, though plenty among the lesser values. Still
represents quite a monumental achievement during a lifetime of collecting. Owner’s Zumstein value,
“thins/damaged…are either zero value of minimal (10 or 20% of catalog) for expensive stamps” is about CHF140,000
($145,000) (photo on web site).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

80

Switzerland, Small Collection of Specimen Overprints, 1862-1903. 24 handstamped Specimens as
follows: 9 different Sitting Helvetias (2 in pairs with the complete overprint), 8 different Standing Helvetias and 5 different
Numerals; all fresh and F-VF looking with only a few minor thins, and nearly all with original gum. An excellent lot of
these very scarce Specimens. Also included are 7 Seated Helvetias with “Ausser Kurs” invalidating handstamps.
Zumstein 6,400+ SFr ($6,720) (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
H/m/)
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Switzerland, Tête-Bêche and Se-Tenant Combinations, 1909-2007. Marvelous, nearly complete parallel
mint & used collection; the Tell & Tell Son tête-bêche & se-tenant pairs are complete both MNH & used except for
the rare Zum. K25z used, and there are 48 Tell/Tell Son gutter pairs including Zum. S39z (VLH, minor separation); there
is also a used B2a (Zum. K11) and six se-tenant pairs from the NABA sheet; from there on, the collection is probably
99% complete; and the mint, other than the aforementioned S39z, is apparently never hinged. A tremendous lot.
Zumstein 40,000 SFr ($42,000) (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

677

H/m

678

H/m

679

H/m

680

H/m

681

H/m/)
Switzerland, Impressive Collection of Officials, 1935-76. Nearly complete mint never hinged singles and
blocks for the period, plus many used blocks and FDCs/P.T.T. Collection sheets, all mounted in three large blank
albums; highlights include mint singles & blocks 2O23 (top stamps in block LH), 2O22a-25a, 2O70-90, 3O21, 3O21a,
3O28-30, 3O57-93; 4O1-39, 5O1-25 and 6O1-8; issues from 1956 onward are represented by mint singles, mint & used
blocks plus FDCs and various P.T.T. sheets; also included are several better Official covers like 5O15, 5O16 (pair),
5O20 (pair) and 5022 w/5O14 on four covers. A marvelous lot with a total catalog values, using Zumstein for the early
NH and the covers, of over $9,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

682

H/m

H/m

Switzerland, Parallel Mint & Used Collection of Officials, 1909-2007. Nearly complete collection, not
counting the rare mint S.D.N. & B.I.T. issues; War Board of Trade is complete both mint & used except for used 25c thin
overprint (1O7) & the 15c thick (1O13); also included are mint 25c thin (1O7) & 3c thick (1O9) inverted overprints, both
signed Champion but not counted; the 1922-38 S.D.N. & B.I.T. issues are complete used and also include a few mint
(e.g. 2O24a NH); from 1939 onward, in all Offices, virtually everything is here, both mint (NH) and used, missing only
some of the used lower values; also included is the 1942 B.I.E. Per Girard souvenir sheet, both MNH & used and the
complete set of overprint errors on the 1950 U.N.European Offices issue. A marvelous lot, all clean and F-VF
throughout. Zumstein 25,000+ SFr ($26,250) (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
Switzerland, Parallel Mint & Used Collection, 1907-49. Regular issues & Commemoratives plus the
Semi-Postals that are not Pro-Juventute or Pro-Patria (e.g. 1948 IMABA & 1951 LUNABA souvenir sheets), virtually
complete for the period in a Lighthouse hingeless album; the mint is complete except for #181 and the NABA sheet,
while the used is missing nothing (the used NABA sheet is on a plain FDC); all is clean and F-VF, the mint was all
purchased as NH, though a very small number are a bit dubious, most notably the #145. A great lot. Zumstein 20,000
SFr ($21,000) (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Switzerland, Balance of Powerful Specialized Collection, 1860s-1980s. Massive accumulation of
duplicates from the specialized collection offered earlier, all identified by Zumstein number and value and neatly
arranged in two large stockbooks; literally thousands of stamps, including strong sections of Tête-bêche & Se-tenant
combinations, Semi-Postals (with better souvenir sheets), Airmails (two used forgeries of C1 - not counted) and
Officials, with values to several hundred Swiss francs; also included are two stockbooks of cancellations, the first
including early straightlines, socked-on-the-nose & slogans, the second, all cancels from the town of Bremgarten, and a
large “mixture box” of a few thousand Swiss “seconds”. Please note, this is NOT the usual back-up collection of junk; the
two good stockbooks have an Owner’s Zumstein value of about CHF46,000. (photo on web site).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Switzerland, Spectacular Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1970s. A marvelous, completely intact,
semi-specialized collection in a Scott Specialty album with additional pages inserted for cancels, se-tenants, varieties,
etc.; starts with a nice group of 1850-52 issues, which is followed by an outstanding selection of Strubels with lots of
shades and many four-frameline examples; Seated & Standing Helvetias are also well represented, as are all other
areas (Semi-Postals, Airs, Dues & Officials) except that the only noteworthy souvenir sheet is a used B178; other
highlights include (mint unless noted) the 1945 Peace Issue, J10-20 (used), 1O1-16 and the 5fr 2O35 & 3O31 (Michel
€500 each), both with light toning; the is also a collection of about 85 different Soldier’s Stamps; condition, other than a
very few, mostly inconspicuous problems on some earlies, is just about clean and F-VF. A truly extraordinary lot. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Switzerland, Collection of Postage Dues & Back-of-the-Book, 1912-2006. Highly specialized, nearly
complete parallel mint & used collections of Postage Dues and Franchise stamps plus a few Franking etiquettes and
Telegraph stampse; among the Dues are 13 Specimen overprints and innumerable $100-and-up stamps including mint
J9b, NH with slight toning; among the Franchise stamps we note a MNH bloc of 25 of S5. Virtually all clean and F-VF.
Zumstein 19,000 SFr ($19,950) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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H/m
Switzerland, Outstanding Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1944. A superb starter collection in a Davo
hingeless album; early issues are used and scattered, though we do note (used unless noted) the 1852 Rayon III
complete (11-13), all with four large margins, the 15c with a horizontal crease, and a used 1881 50c Seated Helvetia on
granite paper (67), and the 1882 5c-15c Numerals on white paper (78-82) plus a mint 5c; from that point onward
everything is mint including nice Standing Helvetias with both watermarks, and almost all are NH from about 1915;
highlights include (NH unless noted) #181 (LH), 182, 185, 200a-203a, 206, a NABA Sheet (small corner crease), B3,
B7-9, B116 & B119; Airmails are also fairly complete with many NH, and the Officials include both sets of War Board of
Trade overprints, first set signed A. Brun plus several used S.O.N. & I.L.B. used high values and most of the 1939-44
sets MNH; as for condition, other than the crease noted on the 15c Rayon III, virtually everything is clean and F-VF. A
tremendous lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

684

Switzerland, Primarily Used Collection, 1862-1980. Fairly complete for the period on Minkus specialty
album pages in two 3-ring binders; loaded with better singles, sets and souvenir sheets including used #13 (nice
margins, light horizontal crease, VF appearance) and 1945 Peace issue complete plus most of the souvenir sheets mint
LH including 226 (NABA) and B105. Condition is somewhat mixed early, and there are some misidentifications in the
Strubels, but overall the condition is clean and F-VF. Owner’s Scott value, allowing for the misidentifications, is about
$18,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

685

H/m

686

H/m

687

H/m/)
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H/m

689

H/m

690

Switzerland, Mint and Used Collection, 1850-1933. Nice starter collection on old Scott International
pages; highlights include used #2 (repaired, VF appearance), 24, 48, 50, B1-9, J14 & J26a-28a; included among the
mint are #7 (regummed), C1-18 & 1O1-8; condition is a little mixed early, but is otherwise all clean and F-VF. Definitely
worth a look. Scott $7,500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

691

H/m

82

H/m

Switzerland, Parallel Mint & Used Collection of Semi-Postals, 1912-2006. Comprises Pro-Juventute,
1913-2006, plus two used 1912 Forerunners (Zum. 1-2), and Pro-Patria, 1936-2006 in a Lighthouse hingeless album;
essentially complete plus a few better duplicates like mint B80 uncut sheet of 4 (2) and used B116 & B119; all ca F-VF,
the mint all never hinged. Zumstein 13,000 SFr ($13,650) (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Switzerland, Parallel Mint & Used Collection of Airmails, 1913-49. Starts with three 1913 Semi-Officials:
Zum. V & XI mint NH and III on flown cover; this is followed by a virtually complete collection (plus a few duplicates),
lacking only a used C1 (there is a forgery in its place) and a used C24a; and the mint, other than C15 and one of two
C24a, is all never hinged! A terrific lot. Zumstein 6,000+ SFr ($6,300) (photo on web site). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Switzerland, Complete Parallel Mint & Used, 1949-2006. Two-volume collection virtually complete for the
period (mint only 2005-06) plus a stockbook containing more than 60 complete booklets, 1953-91 (with duplication),
and a box of a few hundred FDCs, 1959-2006; all ca F-VF, the mint being all NH. Owner’s Zumstein value, not counting
the FDCs, is more than CHF8,000 (no photo).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Switzerland, Mint & Used Collection, 1850-1970. A marvelous collection mounted in a Scott Specialty
albums, better mint includes 242, 301-305, 440-455, B119, B132, B178, B297, C1 & C2 with 1980 APEX certificates,
C3-C12, C13-C15, 1O9-1O16, 5O6-5O25, 6O1-6O8, better used includes 10, 12, 35-40, 52-59, 181-185, 244-246,
B2-B3, B4-B6, B7-B9, BB80, with plenty of back-of-the-book, a great lot to serve as a foundation for a more
comprehensive collection or to break down, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Switzerland, Liechtenstein & Belgium, Mint and Used Collections. The Switzerland / Liechtenstein is in
a worn Scott Specialty album to 1957, the Belgium in a Davo album to 1969; most of the value is in the Switzerland,
which includes a reasonable looking #1, some decent #8s, 10s, 12s and “Strubels” and fair value in later mint like
B131-132 (NH) and decent back-of-the-book (with mint 1O7-8), and much more; the Liechtenstein is scattered with the
best item we noticed being mint B1-3; the Belgium is also lacking anything of great value, though there are some nice
mint Semi-Postals from the 1950s, like B480-484 & B547-554, both sets NH. Should provide several hours of fun.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H/m

Switzerland, WWI Military Stamp Collection, 1915-18. Mounted on stockpages; good representation of
issues throughout with over 450 stamps and one sheet, including frontier brigades, artillery forces detachments, foot
brigades, territorials, fusiliers, etc., a nifty selection of these attractive issues, also includes Wittwer catalog, please
inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Switzerland, Small Collection of Classic Forgeries. 53 forgeries, reprints or facsimiles as follows Zurich
4r (6) & 6r (3), “Winterthur” (3), Geneva Double Eagle (5), Single Eagle (7), “Vaud” 4c & 5c (4 each), “Neuchatel” (4),
Geneva envelope cut square (4), Basel Dove (7) and first Federal Issue, Orts-Post & Poste Locale (3); an interesting
and useful group, most with some sort of identification. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

693

H/m)

Switzerland, Bundesfeier Cards, 1910-53. Collection of about 70 different in a cover album; 10 are both
mint and used, eight are used only; includes nine mint copies of the 1910 card, but otherwise one-of-a-kind; all clean
and F-VF. Missing the scarcer cards but an excellent starter collection of these colorful and popular cards. Zumstein
1,350 SFr ($1,420) (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ukraine
694

Ukraine, Errors, Frame Proofs & Misaligned Vignettes Assortment, 1920. Unusual property presented
in several stock pages, with imperforate blocks of six and larger multiples of a lithographed issue that was never placed
in use. We noted some printed on German Military maps, and some with shifted center impressions. A good opportunity
to acquire rarely offered material, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
Pa

Yugoslavia
695

Yugoslavia & Area, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1860s-1970s. Outstanding collection in a
Minkus Specialty Album; Yugoslavia proper has lots of mint sets from the 1930s & ‘40s, with everything else being used;
value is largely the related countries: Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Ljubljana (including NB36-54, NB9-20, NC11-17),
Montenegro (with 2NC1-8, 2NJ1-5, 3NB1-10), Serbia and Trieste Zone B, which are mostly mint and fairly complete. A
great lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m

Europe and Colonies Area Collections
Baltic States
696

Baltic States, Collection, 1918-43. Collection of a few hundred, on stock or album pages, mostly modestly
priced items, but a great start on this popular area, mixed condition, come on down and check ‘er out, a great deal for the
right dealer, F.-V.F. Scott $1,145.
Estimate $200 - 300

HH/H/m

Benelux
697

Benelux, Mint and Used Collection, 1850s-1960. Couple thousand in a Scott Specialty album including
Belgian & Dutch Colonies; the Belgium & Luxembourg are somewhat scattered (though we do note a NH set of
Luxembourg 1956 Europas), but the Netherlands is very nice and includes 34 copies of the 1852 10c #2 (useful for
plating or cancels), plus a nice used 2.50g on 10g Centenary (105), a 1940 International Court of Justice set O16-20
MNH, excellent Semi-Postals, etc.; condition is just about all clean and F-VF. An excellent, if just for the Netherlands
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m
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Europe
698

H/m

699

H/m

700

H/m/)
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H/m

702

H/m
Europe, Mint & Used Collection, 1858-1933. Austria used 18, 40, 127, mint includes 144, B106-B109,
B138-B141, plenty of back-of-the-book including Offices Abroad, Czechoslovakia mint B137-B139, B140-B143,
C1-C3, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

703

Europe (Eastern), Collection. Hungary in Scott Specialty album 1942-55, Hungary Lighthouse album
1976-1979, Bulgaria Lighthouse album 1976-1979, Czechoslovakia stockbook 1973-1977, early issues are mostly
used, 1970’s issues are generally mint, mostly F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

704

H/m

705

HH/H/m Europe (Western), Modern Collection, 1964-2008. In ten albums, consisting of over €15,000 worth of
Michel catalog value in singles and souvenir sheets from Austria, Belgium, France, Germany and Liechtenstein. A nice
collection of stamps including the elusive new issues missing from most collections., used and o.g., hinged among early
issues, modern issues never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

706

HH/H/m

707

HH/H/m

708

H/m/)

84

Europe, Old Time Collection of Collections. Mounted on Scott pages, thousands of stamps and souvenir
sheets, includes a tremendous Austria collection with many varieties, Belgium, Switzerland collection, Scandinavia,
Italy and Spain, untouched by human hands and presented as received, some condition issues present, but overall,
F.-V.F., a thorough inspection will let you bid with confidence.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Europe, Excellent Collections of Mint & Used, 1850-1990. Thousands of stamps presented in ten
volumes, includes binder of mint & used Austria, mint & used Scandinavia in a Schaubek album, mint & used Italy and
area in a Scott album, binder of mint & used France and colonies including Colonial Omnibus sets including 27 Colonial
Arts souvenir sheets, binder of Germany, stockbook of mint Italy, sure to be some hidden grain amongst the chaff, some
condition issues but mainly, F.-V.F., please inspect.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Europe, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1900-2000, mint souvenir sheets including Switzerland B80, Germany
B90, lots of mint NH Switzerland, Germany year books, mint France and Belgium, Luxembourg, Europa, catalog value
should be several times our low estimate, grab a chair, a catalog and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Europe, Collections of Mint & Used, 1860-1960. All mounted in five Scott Specialty albums, with
1849-1961 Belgium with used 1-2, 3-4, 6-8, C12, 1918-1962 Czechoslovakia, 1871-1962 Hungary with mint 486,
1913-1960 Liechtenstein, 1882-1961 Luxembourg, with mint 200-205, 1884-1960 Netherlands, a healthy lot to serve
as a foundation for a more comprehensive collection, a few condition issues, but overall, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Europe (Eastern), Mint & Used, 1919-45. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps mounted in four
albums, includes two volumes of Czechoslovakia, one each of Hungary and Poland, Hungary is particularly nice with
many souvenir sheets, varieties and back-of-the-book, an excellent holding to serve as a foundation for a more
substantial collection, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Europe (Western), Collection, 1860-1990. Succulent collection in four Scott albums, first is Scott album of
Austria, with used including town cancels, mint with 128-144, 560-562, 565-567, 568-571, B50-B56, B57-B65,
B93-B98, B106-B109, B110, B132-B137, B138-B141, B269-B271, C1-C3, C4-C11, C29-C31, Scott album of Bosnia &
Herzegovina, Liechtenstein, and Switzerland, stockbook of mint & used Liechtenstein, stockbook of mint & used
Switzerland, a plethora of useful and sale able items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Europe (Western), Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2005. Stamps and souvenir sheets mounted in five Scott
albums, includes Belgium 75, 172-184, 222-224, 251-253, 322-337, 338-353, 435-445, B25-B27, B28-B30, B31-B33,
B69-B77, B93-B98, C5, Liechtenstein with 1-3, 116-129,137-150, 151, 160-165, 238, 274-276, B1-B3, B7-B10,
B11-B13, C1-C6, C7-C8, C9-C13, C14, Luxembourg includes 59, 217, 278-279, B45-B49, B50-B54, C16-C20, and
Spain in two albums with 1196-3196 mint, some condition issues as to be expected in the earlies, a fun eclectic holding
that will elate the winning bidder, much of the material is after 1990 and was missed by many dealers and collectors
alike, grab on to this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Europe (Western), Collections, 1970-2013. Several hundred covers and stamps, with Liechtenstein first
day covers, Sweden first day covers, mint and used stamps and complete booklets, Switzerland first day covers and
folders, mint and used stamps, loads of sale able material, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 351
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Scandinavia
709

H/m

710

H/m

711

)
Scandinavia, First Day Covers, Maximum Cards & Postal History, 1941-2003. A magnificent lot in
excess of 6,000 covers and cards, housed in 37 albums and cover boxes in 7 large cartons, a quick search reveals
Denmark FDCs 1941-1991 and Maximum cards 1942-1956, Finland FDCs 1955-1998, Greenland FDCs 1959-1989,
Iceland FDCs 1956-1988 plus paquetbot covers, Norway FDCs 1960-2003, mint postal stationery 1974-1980, and
Sweden FDCs 1946-1998, Maximum cards 1981-1987 and first flight covers, plus much much more, an opportunity that
is knocking and won’t be back, put aside some time and enjoy this monstrosity, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Scandinavia, Collection, 1851-1980. One bulging-at-the-seams old-time green Scott Specialty binder with
Scandinavia collection on Scott pages apparently untouched for about 30 years or so; this was obviously a serious
collector who was just starting to specialize in the nineteenth-century material by adding cancels, shades and perfs
varieties; the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century material (to about mid-1920s) is virtually all used; from mid-1920s
to early 1950s it is mainly mint (although a dozen or so better items are in old-style crystal mounts) and some are used
and some both mint and used; from 1960s to 1970s the stamps are generally used; the condition is better than average,
virtually all are sound, and since it is a collection there is virtually no duplication, except for attempts to begin separating
varieties; many good stamps and complete sets, and we noticed a nice number of stamps / sets in the $50 and higher
range; there are also many glassines and some stock pages for material not yet integrated.
Highlights and descriptions include (used unless noted), Finland: 2 (with faults), 7-10 VF with full teeth ($600), 38-45
($145) with additional perf and cancel varieties, 46-53 ($120), 75 ($55), 82 ($190), B8 ($50); mostly complete used until
1930s when it becomes mainly mint, but many also used, 1960s to about 1980 seems complete used; semipostals are
complete, mainly mint but also dozens of used; Karelia: N1-27 mint ($45); Greenland (appears complete to mid-1960s
except for 1945 overprints): 1-9 mint ($40), 10-18 two sets mint ($210), Q1 mint ($55), Thule sets mint and used; Iceland
(here is the real value): 15-20 ($490), 21-29 ($340), plus 9//30 very nice specialized perf, frame, die, ship and other
cancel varieties (also three well-done fakes for reference), 34-44B ($460), 45//68 ($110) plus many overprint varieties,
71-150 ($1800), examples of “Tollur” cancels are not counted, many ship, watermark, numeral cancels, “FRA ISLAND”
cancels, 152-66 mint ($490), 166 NH imperf pair (!), 176-87 ($385), 232-5 ($600), 240-7 ($130), 273 NH ($250), B5
CDS ($375), C1-11 ($1200+), C1-11 NH ($1000+), O4-24 mixed condition but many sound ($750), O31-8 ($105),
O40-49 ($120), O50-1 ($410), O53-62 mint ($180), through 1944 mainly used, from 1949 through 1960 mint and after
that looks largely complete used; Norway: 1 ($175), 3-5 ($200), 15 ($70), 16-21 ($285), 47-58 ($65), 60-1 mint ($210),
104-10 ($150) and 104-10 mint ($80), B1-3 mint ($125), plus there are many beautiful posthorn shade and cancel
varieties, twentieth century is complete up to WWII, and post-war mainly complete through 1960s, after late 1930s
becomes mainly mint; Sweden: 6-9 ($310), 12 ($110), 14 ($140), 16 mint ($300), 21 ($95), 24-5 ($55), 28-36, 38 ($80)
plus many dupes with shades and tremendous town CDS cancels, 35a ($55), 50-1 ($55), 66 ($25), 194-5 ($35), 202
($20), 232-5 NH ($85), 251-63 ($40), B1-10 ($75), B22-21 ($20), B32-6 ($25), O1 ($40), O12//25 ($65), from 1933 to
1955 complete used and through 1967 almost complete, many fabulous cancels and dozens and dozens of 1940s-era
used coil pairs with CDS cancels; Danish West Indies: 25 mint and used ($65), 29 ($25), 30 NH ($25), 37-8 ($50), 40-2
($40), 51-8 ($30), 7c bisect tied to letter front ($140); Denmark: 6 ($190), 11-13 ($120), 15 ($175), 25-33 ($200), 37
($70), 68 ($120), 52 x 2 ($70), 79-80 mint ($45), 97-131 ($270), 136 ($125), 140 NH ($90+), 164-75 ($95), 167a x 2
($120), 171a x 3 ($180), 175a x 2 ($120), four different booklet label advertising /stamp pairs, 181-91 mint ($105), B1-2
($140), C5 ($780), J1-7 ($60), O6 ($40), P1-10 ($160), country complete from 1918-1967 in mint and / or used
condition.
This a once-in-a-decade chance to get a virgin old-time collection that will make all Viking-lovers give up their war-ships
and collect stamps; a tremendous opportunity for a collector and/or dealer; catalogue value is $25,000 with the
thousands of stamps under $5 not counted! F.-V.F., generally sound and useful, examination a joy (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Scandinavia, Sumptuous Mint & Used Collection, 1855-1975. Here is a great way to warm up those
upcoming cold nights, curl up with this selection, a few thousand stamps and souvenir sheets residing in an album, two
stock books and on pages, the album starts with DWI mint 37-39, 40-42, Denmark used 1-2, 3-6, 11-15, 24, 136-137,
mint C1-C5, C6-C10, Finland used with 75, nice mint and used coverage for period, Greenland mint includes 1-9, 10-18,
19-26, 28-38, 39-40, Q4, Q6, used Q2, Q5, Q7, Q8, Q10, Iceland presents used 2, 3, 86-91, 99-107, 108-127, 149, mint
5, 9, 51, 68, 92-98, 141, 145, 152-166, 170-175, 193-194, 203-208B, 213-216, 229-231, 232-235, 240-245, 273,
274-277, 289-296, C2, C4-C8, C9-C11, Norway with used 2-3, 6-10, 22-34, mint B1-B3, B5-B8, B24, B54-B56, plus
excellent official coverage, Sweden was a specialty with used 2, 12, 14, many mint & used coil pairs, mint B1-B10,
C1-C3, then finally two stock books, one with mint Sweden booklets, the other with mint and used material, as lovely to
view as it is to read about, a few trivial condition issues, but generally F.-V.F., and a tremendous find.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Scandinavia, Collection of Mint & Used, 1857-2003. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps and souvenir
sheets mounted in four Scott albums, mint unless noted Denmark 382-394, 395-400, B1-B2, Faroe Islands 7-20,
Finland used 4-5, 7-10, 13, mint 336-338A, 388-390, 522a, 537a, C3, C4, Greenland 10-18 less 14, Iceland 209-211,
213-216, 240-245, 278-282, 319-323, Norway 10, 104-110, 177-180, 220-239, 340-342, 537-543, B5-B8, Sweden with
mostly used material, a few condition issues among the 19th century material, well worth checking for possible
sleepers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

716

H/m

Scandinavia, Collection, 1851-2011. 4,770 used stamps in five new Scott Specialty albums with pages to
the year 2011 consisting of Denmark, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. Some typical condition issues
among the classics, modern issues appear mostly sound, F.-V.F., a great collection for expansion. Scott $9,904
(Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Scandinavia, Holding of Mint & Used, 1870-2000. Material fills two boxes, with better mint Denmark
C1-C5, Greenland 1-9 NH, 1-9 blocks of four, 10-18, Iceland C9-C11 (3, 1 NH), C27-C29, 213-216, 217-224, 232-235
(2), Norway 104-110 (3, 2 NH), B4 NH, also first day covers, first flights, yearbooks, booklets, small box of better mint
Denmark, a couple of albums with modest coverage, much better than usually seen, well worth a long look as there is
plenty of saleable material present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Scandinavia, Dealer Stock of Mostly Mint, 1920-2000. Thousands of stamps housed in display cards, mint
material includes Denmark 156-158, 223D block of four, 258-261, Finland includes B9-B11, B15-B17, B18-B20,
B21-B23, B24-B26, B31-B33, B34 block of four, B35-B38, Iceland with 298-299, 313-314, Norway 90, 94, 130,
150-153, 201A, B4, B6-B8, Sweden 264-267, 319-321, 326-328, 351-357, a business in a box, already identified,
arranged and priced, please introduce yourself to it, F.-V.F. Scott $5,745 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Scandinavia, Collection of Collections, 1858-2000. Hundreds and hundreds mint & used singles and mint
booklets, includes used Denmark collection with 2, 3, 4, 8, 164-175, B3-B5, C6-C10, mounted in a Minkus album, a mint
Faroe Islands collection complete from #7 to 369 mounted on Stender hingeless pages, mint & used Finland collection
1858-1974, used with 7, 10, mint 64-68 all mounted in a Lindner hingeless album, mint Sweden with 1385a (12),
complete booklets include 1391a, 1395a, 1402a, 1418a, 1424at, 1429a, 1501a, 1561a, 1610a (2), 1640a, 1677a (2), in
a Lindner stockbook, a few condition issues on the earlier material as to be expected, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Asia, Middle East and Africa Country Collections
Afghanistan
717

)
Afghanistan, Postal History Collection, 1934-50. Over 40 covers, all well annotated and mounted on
exhibition pages, includes domestic frankings from 1934 to 1950, airmails, foreign destinations of India, Germany,
USA, England, Turkey, Austria, a fascinating lot to be expanded upon, every thing is already written up, a pristine
selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

China
718

H/m

719

H

86

China, Extensive Accumulation including PRC & Taiwan. Filling a couple of cartons with balance lots,
Taiwan souvenir sheets in quantities, plus sheet file of various size Taiwan blocks, PRC modern blocks of four, etc.,
etc., fun lot to wade through and explore, generally F.-V.F., examine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
China: Japanese Occupation and Manchukuo, 1932-45. Nearly complete, mostly used Manchukuo (no
#30) plus about 185 different, primarily mint Japanese Occupation, all mounted on printed pages in a 3-ring binder.
Scott approximately $1,200 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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China (People’s Republic), Cover Accumulation, 1980-2010. Hundreds and hundreds of first day covers,
first day folders and maximum cards, with sets and souvenir sheets, also includes small group of Republic of China
including 1143-1148, C6-C10, a nice lot for the internet entrepreneur, examination strongly urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

)

Egypt
721

H/m
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H/m
Egypt, Mint & Used Stock, 1860-1960. Thousands of mint & used stamps in glassines, includes imperf
proofs of 1-7, used 1 (7), 2 (5), 3 (6), 4 (4), 5, mint 6 (2), 8 (4), 24 (3), 25 (2), 105-107 (8), 108-113 (6), 114 (3), 168-171
(3), 172-176 (6), NJ1-NJ7 (10), E2 blocks of four (5), E4 (7), J1 (2), with plenty of used material and back-of-the-book,
this country is starting to gain interest, so take this opportunity to get in on the ground floor, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Egypt, Enormous Stock, 1866-1975. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets presented in two albums
and on pages, better mint includes 105-107, 108-113 (2), 299-316, 343-360, 447-451 full sheet, C1-C2 (2), C3-C4,
C78-C89 in blocks of 25, E1, O2-O7, O31-O38, O39-O50, plenty of back-of-the-book with Palestine overprints, UAR
virtually complete for period, a wonderful opportunity to restock inexpensively or break up for internet sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Persia
723

HH

724

HH
Persia, Striking Never Hinged Dealer Stock, 1930s-80s. Presented in 33 small three-ring binders,
including 1938-39 (856 x10, 857 x7, 858 x10, 859 x10, 860 x10, 861 x4 & 864 x4), 1942-46 (876 x69, 878 x45, 879 x15,
880 x13, 881 x25, 882 x30, 883 x27, 884 x6 & 890 x4), 1948 (B1-5 x2), 1949 (B6-10 x2), 1949 (B11-15), 1950 (B17-21),
1962 (1209-1215, 1217, 1219-20 & 1221-22 x3), 1963 (B36), 1966 (1384 x5, 1385 x10, 1386 x10 & 1387 x10), 1969
(C86-89 x4), 1970 (C89 x22), 1971 (1615-26 x4), 1976 (1907-1909 x7 & 1910 x4) & 1979 (2018 x2). Well worth a careful
look as there are many useful sets and part sets. Have a nice view, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

725

HHa
Persia, Never Hinged Assortment of Sheets & Multiples, 1960s-70s. In seventeen file sheets and binder
with duplication, including many useful sets such as 1960-61 (1164-65), 1961 (1169-70), 1965 (1317-18), 1965
(1322-23), 1965 (1346-50), 1965 (1354 & 1355), 1965 (1361), 1967 (1436-38), 1967 Lions International (1439-40),
1970 (1554-57), 1971 (1581), 1971 Birds (1582-84), 1971 (1585), 1971 Birds (1586-88), 1971 (1598), 1971 (1613),
1978 (1979-82), 1978 (1986-88) & (1991-92). A good opportunity for any internet or bourse dealer to acquire many
saleable sets, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

726

HH/H/m

Persia, Outstanding Never Hinged Dealer Stock, 1953-74. Well organized in 28 small binders with
thousands of stamps, and arranged in chronological order. We noted 1956 (1052-53), 1957 (1079), 1960 (1161 x7),
1961 (1167-68 x12), 1961 (1186-87 x18), 1962 (1230-31 x11), 1964 (1303-04 x6), 1964 (1312-13 x12), 1966 (1409-10
x67), 1966 (1415-18 x35), 1967 Shah & Empress (1453-55 x7, blocks of four imperforate between) & 1968 (1488-90),
plus a massive amount of blocks of four issued in the 1969-74 period. A solid stock that needs time to examine
thoroughly, and that will provide hundreds if not thousands of sets that can be offered on the internet, Very Fine (photo
on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Persia, Advantageous Mostly Never Hinged Assortment, 1920s-70s. In twelve stock books with
duplication ranging up to about 40 each. We noted 1925 (686-95 x2), 1939 (871-75 x4, NH), 1942-46 (876 x32, 877 x90,
878 x36, 879 x80, 880 x30, 881 x37, 882 x40, 883 x80, 884 x18, 886 x36, 887 x18, 889 x30, 890 x8, 891 x3, 892 x7, 894
x2, 895, 897 x2 & 899), 1938-39 (856 x8, 857 x8, 858 x4, 859 x30, 860 x15, 861 x10, 862 x16, 863 x8, 864 x6, 865 x13,
866 x2 & 867), 1950 (931-32 x3 & 933-34 x4), 1950 (935-40), 1951 (941-46 x3), 1956 (1052-53 x7), 1960 (1164-65
x15), 1961 (1167-68 x15), 1961 (1186-87 x25), 1962 (1230-31 x5), 1963 (1243-44 x18), 1966-71 (1372-87 x3, plus 20r
to 200r x3), 1971 (1615-26 x3), plus 1928-29 (C22-28 x2). A wonderful lot for the dealer, take a good look, F.-V.F. (photo
on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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727

Persia, Mostly Used Assortment, 1876-1920. In a well-filled stock book with duplication, including 1876
(27-30), 1879 (41-42), 1880 (43 & 45-46), 1881 (47-49), 1882 (50-52), 1882-84 (54-59), 1886 (65), 1894 (99-100), 1898
(104-119), 1902 & 1906 Provisionals with readable town postmarks, 1907-09 (428-45), 1911-13 Ahmad Shah Qajar
(481-500), 1911 (501-15), 1917 & 1919 Provisionals, plus some officials and newspaper examples. A very interesting
lot with much scope for possible cancel finds and more, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

H/m

Iraq
728

Iraq, Mint & Used Collection, 1917-80. Small but nifty collection mounted on pages, better mint British
Occupation N28-N41, 12-26, 44-59, 61-78, King Faisal II sheet of six (4 perf, 5 imperf), 141b (3), 188-194, 195-209,
377a perf and imperf, 620a, C1-C8 (6 perf, 6 imperf), O55-O71, a nice lot at a bargain price, a few condition issues,
overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

HH/H/m

Israel
729

H/m/)

730

Israel, Valuable Mint Dealer’s Stock, 1948-63. Box of glassine envelopes filled with small quantities of tab
singles, tab blocks and plate blocks; highlights include (NH unless noted) tab singles 10-15, 27, 35-37, 66-69 (14),
C1-6 (2, one 250p separated) & C16; tab blocks 10-14 (one pair LH), 15 (5, one LH), 24 (2), 28-29 (5p & 10p only) &
35-36 (2); plate blocks 17-22 (8), 27, 28-30, 31-32 & C5 (7), J6-11 (12 sets) and more; clean and F-VF throughout. also
includes a Ministry Presentation sheet of the 1948 Festivals (10-14) in blocks of 4 canceled 31 Dec 1948. A great lot.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

731

H

732

H/m

733

H/m/)
Israel, 1948 Interim Period Collection. Includes mint and used and a handful of covers; starts with about 65
different unoverprinted J.N.F. labels including three different perforation errors on the Valley of Jesrael series;
continues with Bale numbers 5c & 7d tête-bêche pairs, 17b, 18c, 19, 20 gutter pair, blocks of 22e, 27, 29, singles 29-31,
31a, 32, 32c, 32e, 33a, 34, 32-4, 66, 66b, 67, 67a, 68b, 69a, 70a, 71a, 108-110 tête-bêche sheetlets of 8, souvenir sheet
and cover, Kofer Hayishuv Tower and Stockade and “Otzar Haam” revenues, etc. A nice selection of these popular yet
seldom encountered issues. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

734

H/)
Israel, Collection, 1948-90. Mint with tabs 10-14, C1-C6, mint 39-42 tête-bêche pairs, and over forty covers
and cards with censored, advertising, first days, should be some hidden gems among the covers, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

735

H/m
Israel, Complete Collection to 1973. Mostly used to the mid-1950s (including #8-9), the perhaps 60% mint
(mostly hinged from there on. A nice starter collection, especially if you’re looking for modern used. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

88

Israel, Forerunners, Massive Collection and Holdings. Housed in about 60 binders and 3 cartons
jam-packed with extensive early JNF labels, booklets, covers, postal history, promotional items, seals, everything that
you can imagine, offered completely intact at the bequest of the owners, interesting and individual items of value to be
found throughout, thousands-upon-thousands of items, truly a specialists or internet sellers dream vacation lot, viewing
a complete must and the largest offering we have had the pleasure to bring to market, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

H

Israel, Strong Collection of Mint Tab Singles, 1948-78. Nearly complete for the period in a Marini
hingeless album with leather binder & slipcase; the only missing numbers are 1-9, 28-30, 33-34 & J1-5; all o.g., never
hinged, clean and F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Israel, Collections and Stock of Mint & Used, 1948-2000. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and
covers in a large carton, includes an album with 1970-1979 mint with tabs, collection on White Ace pages mint with tabs
1952-1972, two albums of first day covers and postal history, inscription blocks and back-of-the-book, a lovely
collection that needs some care to help it bloom, please inspect, you will not be sorry for the effort, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Japan
736

H/m/)

737

H/m/)
Japan, Accumulation, 1871-1980. Several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets presented on albums,
stock books and in glassines, with dozens of dragons for reference only, mint 167-170, 283a, 288a, 311a (3), 318a,
378a, 400a, 407, 407a, 421a, 455a, 480 sheet of 20, 480-497, 504a, 545a, 613a, 703a (2), B11, and there is still a box of
hundreds of glassines with mint & used material, all in all a holding with great potential, a few condition/identification
issues, but overall F.-V.F., and a huge bargain.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

738

HH/H/m Japan, Collection, 1913-71. In four albums (two of which are duplicated in Lighthouse hingeless albums),
plus a stockbook of duplications, with a few highlights including: parks sets and souvenir sheets; 283a, 288a, 453a,
463a, 504a, 545a, 561-64, 572a, 479 used (2), 575a (2), 422, 479, 551 Lottery sheet and some various other lottery
sheets, 525-26, C9-12 used set, C12 mint and C26 mint. Useful group from this popular country, make sure you take
some time to view to properly evaluate, generally mint and used before World War II, mostly mint after, mostly F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

739

H/m

740

H/m/)

741

H/m

742

HH/H
Japan, Modern Collection, 1964-2004. Consisting of singles and souvenir sheets, including the popular
Anami sheets. A nice collection of stamps including the elusive new issues missing from most collections, used and
o.g., hinged among early issues, modern issues never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

743

)

744

HH/H

Japan, Parallel Mint & Used Collection, 1874-2005. An impressive collection in five volumes, generally
parallel mint & used collections, with better mint including 283a, 293a, 306a, 311a, 323a, 378a, 385a, 407b, 422a, 455a,
457, 463a (2), 479a, 480-497, 498, 504a, 505-508 complete sheet, 521c, 545a, 564a, 575a, 576 complete sheet, B11,
C3-C7, C8, with scores of full sheets and reference material, this will be the gem of your collection or stock, enormous
catalog value assures enormous potential, very few condition issues, mostly in the 19th century material, otherwise
F.-V.F., one of the best Japan collections we have had the pleasure of handling.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Japan, Mint & Used Stock, 1876-1960. Thousands of mint and used stamps, a very useful stock housed in
two Elbe stock books, with substantial duplication, mint items such as 492, 523 (7 plus block of four), semi-postals,
airmails, offices in China and Korea, this is definitely not a balance but filled with many sale able stamps, please have a
look, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Japan, Mostly Mint and Mostly Post War Collection, 1945-75. Pristine collection l in two albums, two stock
books, and a souvenir album, includes mint collection in hingeless album 1953-1973, mint collection in Leuchtturm
National Parks album with 223-226, 280-283, 285-288, 290-293, 303-306, 308-311, 582a, 586a, mint 601a (2), 703 (3),
712-723, mint up to 1978, cancel study on definitives, mint & used postal stationery, 1958 Japanese Postage Stamps
Album, and finally a stockbook with mint singles and souvenir sheets, better includes 576, 590a, 591, 601a (2),
621-622, 712-723, 747-754 (2), modest duplication, a wonderful lot for expansion or to restock, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
Japan, Large Collection & Accumulation, 1872-1989. Comprehensive collection in a 3-ring Scott
Specialty album; fairly complete BUT 8 of the 10 Dragons, most of the Cherry Blossoms and some of the Kobans are
forgeries or imitations; also most of the good numbers are used. About the only $100-and-up mint items we note are
163-166 (10s with a small corner crease), 521c & C9-13; still a lot of value in the mid-range material; also included are
three stockbooks containing several hundred duplicates—again mostly used through the 1950s—plus about 75
Publicity Folders, 1970-75, two small mint sheet files of modern souvenir & miniature sheets, and about 55 mostly
different pieces of Japanese Currency (and a few non-Japanese) from various eras, most quite well worn. An
interesting and useful lot (no photo).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Japan, First Day Cover Collection, 1908-68. Hundreds of first day covers and cards neatly presented in
seven volumes, better includes two cards from the 1908 Great Fleet Visit, 380-381, 416, 456, 491, 497, also includes
postal history and picture postcards, a lot of material for small money, please inspect, F.-V.F. Estimate $750 - 1,000
Japan, Mint Collection, 1977-99. A beautiful collection presented in two Lighthouse hingeless albums, with
long runs of mint complete sets, souvenir sheets and complete booklets, also includes a bag of miscellaneous items,
huge catalog and face value present, please review, will make for a great collection to build upon, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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745

HH/H/m

746

HH/H/m

747

H/m

748

H/m/)
Japan, Philatelic Mish Mash, 1890-2000. Interesting little lot includes mint Japan postal stationery, over ten
Japan WWII propaganda picture postcards, postcard sets with commemorative cancels, souvenir book with Japan
stamps and postal stationery, 1976 Japan stamp set, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Japan, Enviable Collection of Mint & Used, 1874-2001. Housed in three Scott Specialty albums, with
better mint 110, 167-170, 190-193, 214-217, 280-283, 285-288, 290-293, 308-311, 315-318, 320-323, 378a, 400a,
415, 423 (2), 438, 453a, 463a, 480-497, 504a, 564a, C3-C7, C9-C11, C39-C42, C43, plus hundreds of mint complete
sets, condition mixed on some of the earlies, but generally clean and, F.-V.F., with good value throughout, viewing
recommended.
Estimate $500 - 750
Japan, Mint & Used Collection, 1942-68. Mounted on White Ace pages, better mint includes 375-378,
397-400, 417-421, 422, 460-463, 479, 480-497, 501-504, 517a, 519a, with dozens of mint complete sets, a nifty little
collection that would break down quite profitably, good luck and good bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Japan, Mint and Used Collection, 1871-1976. Small collection in an old Mercury album, fairly complete for
the period except for the souvenir sheets, but the Dragons and Cherry Blossoms are all forgeries or imitations and
almost everything to about 1960 is used—the rest is hinged.; a pleasant lot if you’re looking to acquire used sets from
the 1930s-50s, which are not easy to find. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Korea
749

H/m

750

HH/H/m

751

H/m/)

752

)
Korea, First Day Cover Collection, 1946-87. Many hundreds first day covers housed in twenty five albums,
fresh and clean, perfect lot for the internet dealer or topical dealer, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

753

HH

90

Korea, Massive & Valuable Stock. Comprised of many, many thousands, overall mostly mint, housed in ten
large Elbe stock books, and going into the 2000s. Everything is perfectly assembled by Scott number with varying
quantities, beginning with good quantities of the unissued 1884 25m to 100m first designs arranged by perforation and
continuing on with nice plum blossom issues by perf, Scott #24, 21 NH examples, plus additional hinged examples, mint
or used Taihan surcharges, plus strong coverage from the 1946 U.S. military rule issues on with blocks and imprint
blocks of #69-73, Flag issues, surcharge types, back-of-the-book, with nice semipostals, airmails, revenues, seals, etc.
Extensive holding of this popular country, rarely encountered as such these days, inspection invited, F.-V.F. Scott
$50,000+ (no photo).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
Korea, Mint & Used Accumulation, 1884-2000. An exciting stock on stock pages, mostly parallel mint &
used material that includes mint 1-2, 6-9, 18, 19, 39-40, 56-60, B1-B2, C4, C12-C16, with hundreds of complete
booklets from the 1980s & 1990s, many Republic Presentation sheets, many hundreds of used stamps, a great way to
start collecting or rebuild your stock, some scarce and valuable material present, be sure to check this one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Korea & Japan, Stock of Mint & Used, 1876-2000. A few hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and postal
history with mint Korea 617a, 619a, 756-780, 804a, 805a, 1471a, 1473, 1485a (2), 1508, 1520 (2), B3 (2), B11,
B31-B34, B39-B42, some postal stationery and aerograms, several hundred Japan first day covers from 1943-1972,
mint and used postal stationery many with commemorative cancels, “Specimen” postal stationery, also includes
shoebox of mint U.S. postal stationery, 1982 Postage Stamps Republic of China, a fanciful lot with many extras, be sure
to check out this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Korea (South), Massive & Valuable Souvenir Sheet Stock. Comprised of thousands of clean mint NH
sheets, nearly all in agreeable quantities, perfectly arranged & identified by Scott numbers in individual glassines,
nearly all the coverage lies from the late 1950’s on, with scores of premium items such as Scott # 291a (19), 291B (12),
292a (15), 293a (10), 294a (12), 305a (11), 310a (4), 323a (7), 325a (1), 348a (40), 449a-453a (12), 545a (7),
718a-720a perf (13), 718-720a imperf (10), 781a-786a (7), 795a (14), 797a (12), 798a-799a (12), 802a (16), 804a-805a
(16), 808a (19), 844a (16), 859a-868a (12), 875a (12), 922a (30) 7 like quantities of nearly all surrounding sheets past
the year 2000, with back-of-the-book issues etc., a marvelous, clean lot with a correspondingly huge aggregate catalog
value, ideal for the Internet trader, generally Very Fine, ex- Michael Rogers Stock. Scott $30,000+.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Lebanon
754

HH/H

755

HH/H/m

Lebanon, Lucrative Mint Stock, 1924-80. Several thousand stamps in glassines, with better mint 1-14 (2),
18-19 (6), 22-38, 45-48 (5), 50-62 (5), 108-113 (6), 114-134, 163-166 (2), 169-172 (2), 177-180, 181-188 (4), 203-209
(3), 210-219 (4), 227A-233 (6), 234-242, 247-255 (4), 256-265 (3), 266-274 5), 275-284, 434-439, C1-C4 (7) with 2
signed, C5-C8 (8), C9-C12 (8), C13-C16 (13), C21-C24 (9), C35 (5), C36 (10), C36a, VF & RARE, C39-C48 (4),
C49-C56 (10), C57-C64 (12), C82-C87 (9), C91-C96 (6), C97-C100 5), C107-C110 (13), C115-C118 (7), C119-C128
(8), C145A-C147B (5), C165-C174 (8), C175-C182 (8), C183-C192 (3), C200-C206 (10), C207-C210 (7), C427-C436
(2), 47b listed in Sanabria, 167-168 imperf blocks of four, used 1-17, an absolute killer stock, any Middle East or airmail
specialist will salivate over this holding, be ready to bid aggressively on this beauty, F.-V.F. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Lebanon, Luscious Stock, 1924-90. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets on pages and in sheet files,
better mint includes 1-14, 1-7, 9 in blocks of 50, 10-11 in blocks of 25, 199 (185), 200 (35), 201 (85), 204 (85), 205 (85),
228A (85), 260 (35), 315-324, C79a (2), C149a, C222 imperf sheet, airmails complete 1956-1965, J37 (100), a golden
opportunity to restock inexpensively, a few condition issues possible, please inspect, F.-V.F., and awaiting your bid!!
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Liberia
756

H/m

757

)
Liberia, Postal History Collection, 1927-46. Extensive and valuable postal history collection of this popular
African nation, 60 covers from the same correspondence, 1927-1946, most appear to have either the original contents
or photocopies of such, many discuss politics, native customs, shortages and WWII, the perfect lot for research, there is
a nice array of frankings, please examine and decide if it is interesting to you, then bid! bid! bid! F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Liberia, First Issues Collection, 1860-80. In a three-ring binder, starting with 1¢, 2¢, 6¢, 12¢ & 24¢ reprints
of the designer’s die proofs in black, and defaced by a diagonal line, including two with inscriptions reading “D. Feldwick
Engr 16 Holborn E.C.”; followed by stamps in mint and used condition, and then by ten reprints of the designer’s die
proofs printed on very thin paper, defaced, and without imprint in most cases, plus some forgeries. Also as a bonus
there is a second binder with color photocopies of a forgery reference collection, and which shows about 500 stamps
identified and annotated, including Fournier & Spiro Brothers examples. Ideal for the specialized collector, and offered
as received from consignor, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Saudi Arabia
758

HH/H
Saudi Arabia, Mint & Used Stock, 1916-75. Several hundred stamps in glassines, includes mint L1 block of
14, L2 (2), L90, 43 (3),45 (3), 49 (7), 51 (5), 53 (2), 54 (2), 500, plenty of C1-C6 mint & used, mint O21-O34, plus scores
of mint & used singles and sets, climb aboard this band wagon before you’re shut out, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

Syria
759

HH/H/m

760

)

Syria, Spectacular Holding, 1919-70. A truly magnificent stock of several thousand mint and used stamps
and souvenir sheets, mint includes 25-30, 53, 208-230, 232-250, 253-261, C30 double pane of 50, C10-C13, C46,
C48-C49, C51-C56 imperf, C57-C66, C88a (4), C124-C134, C141a, C143a, dozens of souvenir sheets, imperf pairs,
imperf presentation sheets, Sanabria listed imperf pairs 151a-161a and 251a (2), also includes Alaouites C9 double
pane of 50, Latakia 1-22, C1-C11, J1-J2, if you are interested in the Middle East, don’t let this one get away, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Syria, Postal History Accumulation, 1920-70. Over 90 cards and covers, this group includes 1949 First
Flight Damascus to Basra, 1947 First Flight Damascus to Gander, 1938 C88a on First Flight cover Syria to France,
1924 C22-C24 on cover, C4-C6 on cover to Halep, and piece of parcel label from item damaged in the French
bombardment of Damascus, some historical item that need research to maximize your return, a sweet lot for the money,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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761

HH
Syria - United Arab Republic, Souvenir Sheets Accumulation, 1958 (C12-13 & C15-16). Group of 78,
comprising C12-13 (39 sheets) & C15-16 (39 sheets). Excellent for the dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Thailand
762

H/m/)
Thailand, Mint & Used Collection, 1883-2005. A beautiful mostly parallel collection residing in three
volumes and a cover album, includes used 1-5, 11-18, mint 1-4, 11-18, 19 all three types, block of four 78, 86, 89,
98-102, 104, 151-154, 321-329, 442-449, 460-463, 464-467, 469-476, 477-484, 485-488, 501-508, 509-512, 632a,
666-673, 710a, C1-C7, first day cover 31-319, with plenty of used and mint blocks, booklets, varieties and covers, a
collection that gets better on each inspection, a few condition issues on the 19th century material, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

763

H/m/)

Thailand & Nepal, Mint & Used Collections. Two collection mounted in 4 albums, with parallel collections
of Cambodia with mint 23a, C1-C9, with premier proofs and imperf pairs, Nepal with used 19th Century material, mint
51-59, 60-71, 72-83, 84-88, 90-101, 104-117, with covers, mint & used blocks, a wonderful array of these two countries,
investigation is suggested, very few condition issues, generally, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Trucial States
764

HH

765

HH/H
Trucial States, Accumulation, 1960-90. Thousands of mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets, from
Ajman, Dubai, Fujeira, Ras Al Khaima, Sharjah, Umm Al Qiwain, with plenty of topicals, coin stamps, a real money
maker at our low price, inspection strongly suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Trucial States, Hoard, 1960-1990. Thousands of mint stamps from the Trucial States, many in full sheets,
includes Kathiri State of Seyun, Kathiri State in Hadhramaut, Quaiti State in Hadhramaut, all listed in Minkus & Michel,
enormous retail value, excellent material for the topical collector, make sure you view this one to properly ascertain its
true value, F.-V.F. Scott $140,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Turkey
766

H/m

767

H/m

768

H/m

92

Turkey, Excellent Mint and Used Collection, 1863-1968. Solid collection in a Scott Specialty album;
mainly used through the 1930s and mostly mint from the 1940s onward; mostly low- to mid-range material though we do
note a very nice 1863 20pa tête-bêche pair (1a) and nice used 1914 200pi Mohammed V (270), both with T.O.P.S.
certificates; also includes nice back-of-the-book and a group of about 200 early 20th century town cancels, used
abroad. A very useful lot. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Turkey, Mint & Used Collection, 1867-1978. Hundreds of mint & used stamps mounted in an album, better
mint includes 12, 14, 18, 23-24, 31-32, 48, 50-52, 59-63, 74-76, 83-85, 95-99, 728-736, 758-764, 781-784, 789-798,
799-8004, 829-832, 833-840, 841, 842-845, 875-894, 896-915, J92-J96, with lots of complete mint sets, a charming
and valuable selection, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Turkey in Asia, Collection, 1919-21. An exciting collection of these next to impossible to find stamps,
includes 1-4, 5-6, 8-9, 12, 14-18, 21-24, 26, 29-31, 33-36, 37-39, 40-43, 45, 46-48, 49-52, 53-58, 59-63, 64-71, 73-74,
75-77, mostly mint with fresh bright colors, terribly under priced in Scott, anyone interested in Turkey should be all over
this holding, F.-V.F. Scott $9,000+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Yemen
769

H/m

770

H/m

Yemen, Stock of Mint & Used, 1926-62. Mint and used stock, many in full sheets, used includes #20, 21,
24-29, 41, mint includes 31-43, 49-52, 54-58, 92-94, 110-112, 121-123, C22-C23 imperf, C3-C9, an impressive lot
perfect for the Middle East specialist, should break down into plenty of complete sets, F.-V.F., a lot with terrific potential.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Yemen, Stock of Mint & Used, 1926-70. Compact stock of a few thousand stamps on pages and in
glassines, includes used 2, 3, 7-23, 30, mint 24-29, 24-29 imperf blocks of four, 97 souvenir sheet, 209L, C1-C2, C3-C9,
C10-C11, balance is mostly mint complete sets, with many souvenir sheets and imperfs, a nice grouping that should not
be passed up, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Asia, Middle East and Africa Area Collections
Africa
771

Africa, Group of Four Starter Collections. Four 3-ring binders with mint/used collections of Algeria to
1958, including mint B1-26; Egypt & Palestine to 1976 including U.A.R. with mint 168-176, B6a & C3-4; Ethiopia to
1965; and French Morocco to 1955 including mint B10-12 & CB1-20; nothing rare, but as indicated in the title, great
starter collections. Scott approximately $6,000 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

772

HH/H

773

H/m/)

H/m

Asia, Accumulation of Mint & Used. In 17 counter books, made up of 4 books of Japan with a nice range of
$10-$30 retail material including a nice run of Park sets and a few better including a number of airmails, 4 books of North
Viet Nam with 1-3, 23-27 (2), 28-31 (2), 32-35, 43-46 used, 1592-1595 blocks of four, O6-O7 mint & used and O10-O16
2 mint & 1 used, book of South Viet Nam, 2 books of North Korea including 8, 18 (4) used, 3 books of Thailand with an
excellent range of NH sets, 1 book of Dutch Indies including 1 mint & used (4), Zululand, Sarawak including 8-26, 78a,
109-131 mint & used, book of Laos, and a book of miscellaneous China Provinces as well as a few Japanese
Occupation, a lot that keeps getting better with each inspection, perfect for the internet seller, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Asia, Stock of Mint & Used, 1850-1990. Large box of Asian material with mounted on pages or in glassines,
includes China, PRC, Japan, Ryukyus, Tibet, Hong Kong, a wide ranging array of material, a perfect lot for the dealer
looking to expand his sales or to restock, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Middle East
774

HH/H/m

775

)

776

HH/H/m Middle East, Not Your Grandfather’s Stock. A tremendous lot with tremendous value, with hundreds of
mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets, numerous highlights include 1929 Algeria UPU souvenir booklet, Bahrain
61, 62-63, Persia with perf and imperf sheets of the Reza Shah Pahlavi issue, 995-998, Jordan 145-157, 352-367,
Lebanon C266-C268 sheet, Sudan 98-114 (2), C31-C34, J12-J15, Turkey 765-773, B54-B68 less B58, Saudi Arabia
Spirati forgeries of 48-58, and plenty of imperfs to research, also includes a box of Middle East covers from the
1960s-1990s, a few condition issues, however most are F.-V.F., and not to be missed.
Estimate $500 - 750

Middle East, Philatelic Extravaganza, 1860-1960. Enormous stock of mint and used Middle East, tens of
thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets, includes Dubai 1-17 imperf singles, Iraq C22-C26, C43 inverted overprint,
C49a, Israel, Jordan 306-318, 535-537D, O1 (2), Kuwait 291-298 (2), 723-729, Sudan 9-16, 28-50, 79-94 (2), C31-C34
(6), Syria C67-C71, Trucial States and Yemen, and that’s just from a few handfuls, offered intact as it was presented to
us, a few condition issues but a very useful and worthwhile holding, the Middle East is heating up and you should not be
left behind, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Middle East, Postal History Selection, 1920-1950. An unusual grouping to say the least, well over 100
items that includes Austria Offices in Crete #21 on a picture postcard, U.S. leaflet dropped on Lebanon, 1939 first flight
Beyrouth to France, 1939 Lebanon to Romania, 1930 card first flight Egypt to England, a lot that definitely needs further
research to enhance it’s salability, should prove quite useful, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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777

)
Middle East, Feldpost Cards, 1916-18. Seven picture postcards or postal cards with feldpost cancels,
includes Jerusalem (2), Bir-Es-Seba, Bosanti, Damascus and Aleppo, some rare markings, a chance to obtain some
choice items, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

778

H/m
Middle East, Collection. In eight mostly Minkus and Scott albums, containing better items including; Egypt;
92-103, C67-77A, Persia many early Persia sets and many better Shah era sets; 870, 876-909 (high values used),
1058A-72, 1107-25, C34-47, C51-67, Q36-46, Tunisia small collection; mid-1970’s mint singles and deluxe proofs.,
mostly F.-V.F. Inexpensive group with high catalog value. Inspection will reveal true value. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

South East Asia
779

)
South East Asia & China, Postal History Accumulation, 1870-2000. Several thousand covers and cards
from China, PRC, Viet Nam, Thailand, Macao, Singapore, Japan, Indonesia, and Hong Kong, better includes PRC
1950s first day covers in duplicate, China WWII covers including one with “Share The Bible” label, first flights, postal
stationery, Ryukyus postal history, some beautiful picture postcards, aerogrammes, a few condition issues as with any
lot of this size, but there are hundreds of items in the $20-$50 range, huge potential, please plan on spending some
quality time with this, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

780

H/m/)

South East Asia, Accumulation, 1890-2011. Several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and covers,
includes used Thailand collection, Hong Kong 309-311, 439-442, 486-489, 559a, 730-733, Laos 25-26, C13, PRC
1310-1311 (2), Singapore 125a, also Japan, Viet Nam, Macao, Thailand, includes first day and cacheted event covers,
picture post cards, flight covers, a great lot for a hot area, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Latin America Country Collections
Brazil
781

HH/H/m Brazil, Brilliant Mint & Used Collection, 1840-2005. Mounted in two Scott Specialty albums with mint &
used singles, sets and souvenir sheets, mint includes 60, 162-165, 364-374, 446-449, 465, 466, 496-498, 612, 687a,
1222, 1247, 1268-1271, 1299c, 1301, 1308, C26-C27, C29-C30, a meaty lot with long runs of mint sets through 2005,
condition issues affect some of the earlies, a great collection to serve as the foundation of a more comprehensive
holding, if you collect Brazil or South America, don’t pass on this one, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

782

HH

Brazil, New Issue Stock, 1970s-2000s. Hundreds of mint in glassines and pouches, mostly blocks of four,
strips and souvenir sheets, includes Brasiliana set of five souvenir sheets, 2130 (5), 2158 (5), 2299a (30), 2538B (6), a
golden opportunity to fill in those holes in your stock, fresh and valuable, please examine, Very Fine. Estimate $750
- 1,000

Colombia
783

)

784

H/m
Colombia and States, Collection, 1859-1966. Several hundred mint and used stamps in moderately
complete old Scott Specialty album, 19th century is mostly used, 20th century is mostly mint. Better noted include: #1,
6a unused, 10-12, 14, 16, 24, 26, 35-42, 64-65, 314-22, 339-50 mint, 475-84 mint, C11, C13-15, C96-110, C166-74 and

94

Colombia, Cover & Postal Card Collection, 1882-1913. Presented in a small box, a magnificent holding of
112 covers/postal cards used, and a small album of mint postal cards, includes 12 H&G 10, addressed to Argentina,
Germany, San Salvador, a couple with Jamaica and Panama transits, 14 H&G 13 addressed to Austria, France &
Germany plus an uprated card to Switzerland, H&G 15 to Germany, H&G 16 with Panama transit to Germany, plus
covers & cards with destinations of Braziil, USA, Italy, Holland, a selection to be savored, many with individual retail
prices of $30 and more, please come down and peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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a nice states selection. Condition is a little mixed on some, much F.-V.F., overall, many useful stamps that are often very
difficult to find in such completion (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Cuba
785

Cuba & Philippines, Mint and Used Collections, 1855-1970. A solid collection of Cuba, 1855-1959, in two
3-ring binders with 20th century nearly complete except for the souvenir sheets; the best item noted is mint/unused
#106-120; Philippines fairly solid from 1899 including mint #226-236, in a 3-ring binder; condition is somewhat mixed,
but generally F-VF. Owner’s Scott value is over $3,000, about evenly divided between the two. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

H/m

Haiti
786

m
Haiti, Our Lady of Perpetual Help Souvenir Sheets Holding, 1942 (C19a-C21a). Excellent group of
cancelled souvenir sheets, each set contains one each of the perf and imperf sheets, with 70 complete sets and a pack
of miscellaneous sheets, a great opportunity packaged in two small boxes, check it out, Very Fine. Scott $6,300+ (photo
on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

Mexico
787

HH/H/m

788

HH/H/m

789

HH/H/m Mexico, Collection of Mint & Used, 1956-2000. Presented in three Scott albums, scattered coverage in the
19th Century but picks up in the 20th century, with better mint 386-393, 574-575, 634-641, 754-758 & C103-C107,
792-795 & C143-C147, 806-811, 813-818, 820-824, 998a, 1000a, C123-C125, C163-C166, C265-C268, condition
issues on the earlies, however well worth investigating with many attractive sets present, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Mexico, Excellent Collection, 1856-1969. Solid, mainly mint collection in a hingeless Scott Specialty
album; early 19th century is scattered but from about 1885 onward the collection is fairly solid; the value is mainly in the
mint including such highlights as Scott 165-183, 242-255, 263, 265, 273, 284, 370-385, 421, 455-465, 494 (used),
684-687 (NH), 828-829 (NH), 909 & C249 (NH), C60 (10p University), O74, O110 and O144 (thinned); condition, with
only a few exceptions, is clean and F-VF, a good bit of it NH starting as early as the late 1940s. An outstanding base
upon which to build. Scott $11,000+ (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Mexico, Mainly Mint Starter Collection, 1856-1969. Several hundred in a Scott Specialty album with
duplicates and unmounted material on 12 two-sided stocksheets; the 19th century is widely scattered (though we do
note an attractive piece with two #1 tied by c.d.s.) but the 20th is much better; a few highlights include 294-303 (5p no
gum), 380 (used), 495-499, 528-538 and 828-829; condition is generally clean and F-VF. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Nicaragua
790

Nicaragua, The First & Second Seebeck Issues, mounted in a blue Centennial Album, with over 700
stamps including both issues complete in blocks of four, th first issues several times, 9 imperf between pairs (one used),
over 100 imperfs, over 100 imperf color proofs, plus 150 used making six sets of the first issue and four sets of the
second, with many different cancels that could use further study, a fresh and valuable collection, F.-V.F., and worth
every penny.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH/H/m
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Uruguay
791

Uruguay, Interesting Little Collection, 1858-1952. An unmounted, mainly mint collection on dealer cards
and small stock cards, much of it just as received from various retail or auction sources; lots of better stamps include
mint Scott #6, 8, 15a, 20 (6c salmon with certificate), and many other 1864-66 issues with certificates, plus mint NH
#267-278, 282-284, 285-298 & 388-390; also includes such things as six advertising collars (5 different) with 1c, 3c or
7c (351, 355, 358), a few covers (late 19th or early 20th century) and reprints of works on Uruguayan forgeries by Earee,
Hoffmann, Howes & Micheloni. A great lot. Scott value is over $2,300 with no premiums for NH or covers (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
HH/H/m

Venezuela
792

HH/H/m Venezuela, Collection, 1871-1982. Residing in a Scott Specialty album, better mint includes 368, 641-643,
804-811, C1-C16, C337a, C613-C628, particularly strong in airmails with dozens of complete sets, with varieties such
as C703 imperf between, C880 0,25 overprint error, plenty of souvenir sheets, a wonderful collection with potential for
both dealer and collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Latin America Area Collections
Latin America
793

S
Latin America, Accumulation of American Bank Note Co. Specimens, 1900s-30s. About 120 stamps
from Brazil, Costa Rica, Colombia, Haiti, Paraguay & Venezuela, about 25 different, mainly revenues, though we do
note six of the Paraguay 500p Airmail C121, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

794

HH/H/m

795

HH/H/m Latin America and Spain, Collection. A mountain of stamps housed in nine volumes, includes a gorgeous
mint & used Argentina collection with mint 452, CB1-CB5, stockbook of Mexico, stockbook of mint & used Spain,
volume of South America, stockbook of Argentina, a wonderful holding that will fit in well with any dealer’s stock,
inspection is suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

796

H/m
Latin America, Collection, 1840s-1960s. Two Scott Specialty albums containing an excellent collection of
Columbia & States, a decent collection of Dominican Republic and somewhat scattered collections of Argentina &
Brazil, with at least 75% of the value in the Colombia & States including strong 19th century (the first page catalogs
$1000+) and some better 20th century like MNH 445-447 & 457-463. Buy this one for the Colombia—everything else
will be a bonus. (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

797

H/m
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Latin America, Accumulation of Mint & Used, 1855-2000. Residing in three albums and mounted on
pages, includes Argentina with excellent coverage, Bolivia, Chile, Columbia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru with
many nice 19th century items, Uruguay, Venezuela appears mint complete after 1915, a gold mine for the
knowledgeable dealer, inspection is necessary, good bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Latin America, Three Mainly Used Collections. Costa Rica and Ecuador fairly complete to 1976, plus a
scattered collection of Nicaragua to 1965, the Costa Rica & Nicaragua in a Minkus album, the Ecuador on printed pages
in two 3-ring binders; most of the value is in the Costa Rica (about 75% of the catalog value), though some of the better
sets are mixed mint/used; pretty clean and F-VF throughout. Scott approximately $2,500 (Owner’s) (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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Worldwide
Topical Collections
798

HH/H
Worldwide, Wondrous Topical Collection, 1880-1996. The depth and breadth of this lot will amaze you,
mostly mint mounted in 24 albums, that includes such items as Aitutaki 82-95, 215-246D, 322-341, Angola 333-356,
Antigua 1145-1162, Ascension 31, 75-88, Australia Antarctic Territories L97b, Bahamas 709-724, 849-864,
Barbados 640-669, Barbuda 1497-1511, Belize 345-360, 471-487, 488-489, Bhutan 104H-104I, Bolivia 874-889,
Botswana 19-32, British Antarctic Territories 39-42, British Honduras 167-178, Burundi 589-601, Cameroun 608,
Cape Verde 491-494, Cayman Islands 331-3445, PRC 506-517, 661-680, Comoro Islands 48-53, Cook Island
381-402, Eritrea 58-64, French Southern & Antarctic Territories 16-19, 25-28, Gambia 381-384, Greenland 10-18,
Hong Kong 249-25, Sierra Leone 859-873, South Georgia 1-16, Thailand 501-508, Tonga 650, Tristan da Cunha
28-44, and this is but the frosting on the cake, thousands of complete sets with a myriad of topics, a great lot to break up,
F.-V.F. Scott $86,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

799

H/m/)

800

H/m/)
Worldwide, Stamp on Stamp and Omnibus Issues, 1840-1993. An intriguing collection with many better
items, starts with a volume of stamps on stamps, with mint items such as Brazil 465, Portugal 602a, Switzerland B131,
Vatican 155a, and a four margin Great Britain #1 and Denmark #1 both used, a volume of mint Centenary of first
postage stamps, volume of mint Denmark, volume of Ancient Egypt on stamps, two volume U.S collection with
Prominent Americans issue, C10a, J69-J78, J79-J87, J88-J104, used ducks with RW1-RW60, British Omnibus issues
1953 Coronation and 1937 Coronation sets, and a small box of worldwide miscellaneous, a little bit of this and a little of
that, well worth the effort and price, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

801

HH

802

H/m/)
Worldwide, The Ultimate Meteorology Collection, 1860-2000. Hundred of covers, stamps, souvenir
sheets and ephemera make up this engrossing holding, includes better material such as Saar Flood Souvenir sheet
B64, possible China 123 on cover (owner believes cancel genuine but overprint a forgery), Carolina Island 9a typhoon
provisional, and 1933 Dominican Republic Red Cross stamps with imperf pair and tete-beche pair, 1889 Danish
weather postal card, 1902 U.S. Weather Report postal card, U.S.D.A. official envelope from Chile, WO46 Signal
Service Weather Report wrapper, 1891 group of East India postal cards to Meteorological Reporter in Calcutta, letters
and articles from weather organizations, binder of weather related stamps and proofs, a unique offering with many
useful sale able items, please be sure to check this one out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

803

)
Worldwide, Space and Aviation Topical Collection. Several hundred covers, mostly Russian and
European space covers, along with some Russian cosmonaut signatures on post cards, space covers mostly from
1960s-70s, a few hundred U.S. Air-letters from early 1980s and some aeronautics covers from 1960s to 1980s plus
over 50 1920s to 1930s aeronautics covers including some several early first flights including. some foreign usages,
post cards, a Clipper First Day set (C20-22), Graf Zeppelin, some Transport First days (including some Crosbys) and
several Lindbergh (first days, CAM 2 and Lindbergh commemorative flights), F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

804

HH/H

Worldwide, Enormous Topical and Philatelic Accumulation. A massive lot filling eight large carton, with
hundreds and hundreds of souvenir sheets, mint British Commonwealth with many $10 to $40 sets, and topicals,
topicals, topicals, all manner of topicals, with many omnibus issues such as Olympics, 1974 Centennial of the UPU,
1962 Anti Malaria, 1958 Brussels Expo, Dag Hammarkjold album, 4 volumes of 25th Anniversary of Coronation of
Queen Elizabeth, Europa, and everything else under the sun, we will leave the detailed accounting of the lot to you
viewers, but be prepared to spend some quality time with it, condition issues as per norm, otherwise, F.-V.F., there won’t
be another like it for a long time.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Worldwide, Topical Collections, 1952-76. Excellent lot of topical collections in fourteen volumes, includes
1962 Anti-Malaria, stockbook of space, United Nations of the World, Pioneers of Aviation, British Royalty, 1976
Olympics, 1977 Silver Jubilee, America’s Bicentennial, 1958 Brussels Exhibition, with hundreds of mint sets and
souvenir sheets, tremendous potential present, be sure to check this one out, what was checked was o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, Topical Collections, 1970-2000. In a large carton, we have a volume of Elvis Presley material
with plenty of souvenir sheets, JFK collection, Pope John Paul II collection, Princess Diana collection, World Wildlife
Federation collection and a Magical Kingdom of Disney Stamp collection, with Winnie the Pooh, Donald Duck, Mickey
and the gang, and is quite extensive, the Disney alone should be worth our low estimate, don’t miss out on this beauty, a
wonderful lot for your perusal, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
www.kelleherauctions.com
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805

)

806

HH

807

)

808

HH/H
Worldwide, Fish Topical Collection, 1940-2000. A few hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in two
volumes, with material such as North Viet Nam 2068-2073 imperf, Somali Coast 275-282 blocks of four, Djibouti imperf
sheet 483, French Polynesia full sheet 374, plenty of better material makes this lot a winner at our low estimate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Worldwide, United Fruit Company Steamship Service Collection. Approximately 250 covers (and some
unused post cards) from various ships of the United Fruit Company (presently known as Chiquita) which was one of the
largest suppliers of bananas to the U.S. UFCO had developed a network of steamships to import their product, because
of the vast importing from various “Banana Republics”. The story become more fascinating as you learn how UFCO
influenced the destinies of several Latin American countries. Most covers or post cards were posted on the high seas
and some have various supplementary markings (postage due, Paquebot, etc). When the U.S. entered WWI and WWII,
some of the steamships were brought into the war as transports and some were even sunk by U-boats in the Caribbean.
Overall a wonderful topical collection that could be useful to a Flora collector or a transportation collector, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, John F. Kennedy 2013 Issue Topical Sheetlets. Complete sets of Aitutaki, Cook Islands and
Penrhyn, 45 full panes of 9., o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $10,575 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Captain Cook Topical Collection. Housed in two binders and numerous loose covers and
stamps, includes a volume of the 1978 British Commonwealth issues, a volume of worldwide stamps and covers, and
some loose items, there is some decent catalog value hidden here and there, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

Cover Collections
809

)

810

)
Worldwide, Steam Ship & Ocean Liner Picture Postcard Once in a Lifetime Collection. A unique
collection of over one thousand steam ship postcards and ephemera, includes 6 albums of the White Star Line with
several cards of the wreck of the Suevic, 4 albums of the Cunard Line with a few of the SS Carpathia rescuing survivors
of the Titanic, 2 albums of the SS Queen Mary, also Red Star North, German Lloyd, Canadian Pacific, Allan Lines,
Holland America, Hamburg, French and Royal Mail lines, with two albums of miscellaneous cards, photos and
ephemera including cards of the Eastland disaster, the Imo-Mont Blanc explosion in Halifax and the Moro Castle
burning, and dozens of menus, cabinet cards, silk postcards, cigarette cards, passenger lists, trade cards and tickets,
this should be a good one so come down early, stow-away, and peruse to your heart’s content, a handful of condition
issues, trivial for a lot this large, but what we examined was mostly, Very Fine.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

811

)

812

)

98

Worldwide, Postal History Eruption, 1860-1990. Tens of thousands of worldwide covers and cards, with
South East Asia, China, Japan, Hong Kong, Africa, British Colonies, French Colonies, Middle East, interesting
Russia, Scandinavia, over 50 Swiss Military covers, Turkey, including but not limited to picture postcards, first day
covers, first flights, commercial mail, ads, mint & used postal stationery, registered, paquetbot, service suspended,
postage dues, pneumatic posts, better postmarks, an opportunity to enter a new market and be well stocked, covers are
identified and priced and ready to move, better run faster than lava and check this one out, a smoldering lot with very
salable material, a few condition issues as to be expected with a lot this size, however generally F.-V.F., with enormous
potential.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Worldwide, Premium Postal History, 1860-1975. About two thousand choice covers and cards reposing in
fifteen binders, there are far too many highlights so we will offer this taste, includes two hand drawn cachets for #800
Alaska covers, group of early antarctic and arctic covers, rocket covers, 1932 bank tag with perfins 569, 572, 573, 1906
Pago Pago postcard, thirteen U.S. Post Office in Shanghai cards or covers, Roessler Ile de France catapult cover, Civil
War patriotics, advertising with illustrated, forwarded, postage dues, better destinations, 1932 first day cover Canada
195-201, whole volume of Great Britain & British Commonwealth, India first day cover with 203-205, plenty of China
including PRC, China postcard franked with Russia Offices in China, Switzerland flight covers, and this is just a small
part of what awaits the winning bidder, neatly housed in cover pages, identified and priced, come early, bring your
calculator and catalogs, and prepare for the best!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Worldwide, First Day Covers and Postal Stationery, 1898-2000. Thousands upon thousands of covers
and cards in four large cartons, mostly loose, includes mint & used postal stationery, first day covers, first flight covers,
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space, picture postcards, cacheted event covers, registered covers, mostly 20th century, a few condition issues as to
be expected, the only draw back on this lot is the time needed to inspect it, F.-V.F.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
813

Worldwide, Zeppelin Covers. Accumulation of about 75 covers, primarily U.S.A.: 29 covers, 1929-36,
including C13 (2), C14 & C15 on separate covers (covers not great but all except one C13 are F-VF) and six C18 covers;
Germany: 25 covers, 1912-39, Schwaben to Graf Zeppelin II, none franked with C39/45; and Brazil: 15 covers,
1930-33, all but three with G.M.B.H. Zeppelin stamps (4CL1//9) - one with 5,000r overprint (4CL4); there are also a few
Brazil Condor flights; condition is generally fine. Also included is a small dealer’s counter book containing a few better
mint Worldwide Airmail stamps, e.g. Ecuador C2, Italy C48-49, Nicaragua C14-17 and French Southern & Antarctic
Territories C8 & C18 (both NH). (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

814

)

815

)

816

)
Worldwide, Cover Conflagration, 1860-2000. Two large cartons burning to be inspected, thousands of
covers and cards from British Commonwealth, Africa, Europe, and Latin America, includes material like first day covers
from Monaco, San Marino, India, Hungary, censored, first flights, registered, picture post cards, ads and postal
stationery, it will take some work to sort and price it, but the effort will be repaid many fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

817

)

818

)

819

)

820

)
Worldwide, Cover Blowout, 1860-1990. Several thousand covers and cards in four large boxes, includes
censored, ads, illustrated ads, first flights, registered, special delivery, picture postcards, small correspondences and
more, most are 20th century, there are many interesting items that need some research, please examine and place a
proper bid, some condition issues, F.-V.F., and a clear cut favorite for cover dealers.
Estimate $500 - 750

821

)

)

Worldwide, Better Postal History Holding, 1840-1960. A few hundred cards and covers for your
amusement, besides registered, ad, first day, first flight, censored and picture postcards there are forty seven German
States covers in an album, first day covers from Australia Antarctic Territory, 1925 registered cover from Nyassa,
Russia C15 tied to postal card, group of 1870s to 1880s Great Britain to U.S., SCADTA covers, USS Monocacy in
Shanghai, France stampless, Canada first flights, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Commercial Cover Accumulation, 1890-1990. Thousands and thousands of cover in five
large carton, with advertising, censored, registered, covers, a few better include Brazil Graf Zeppelin Cover to France,
Condor air mail Brazil to Algiers, group of Tonga Tin Can mail, South West Africa C1 on cover, 1925 first flight Sweden to
London, 1930 US CAM 27 first flight and a group of SCADTA air mail covers, this lot is rife with potential, be the first to
view it, there will be a line, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide, First Day & Cacheted Event Cover Collection, 1961-2000. Thousands of covers from the four
corners of the globe, crammed into seven large boxes, includes three books of better U.S. first day covers with 590
block of four, 656, 671, 834 (3), eight #855 baseball, 1053 (2), 1295 (11), C7, C8, C10, album of 25th Anniversary of
Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II first day covers, box of Israel The Holy Land, The Cousteau Society Collection of
Stamps of the Sea, six volumes of WWF covers, and volume of various first day cover collections, a perfect lot for the
internet dealer, it will take a while but inspection will prove entertaining, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Better Cover Selection, 1906-39. Four extraordinary covers for your amusement, includes
1906 Austria Offices in Constantinople postal card with Gallipoli cancel to Paris, small spindle hole bottom left, 1914 US
Occupation of Vera Cruz mixed franking to Cuidad, 1916 Sudan cover from Mvolo, a tiny village to Ireland, and a 1939
military post cover from Diego Suarez to Tamatave Madagascar, a unique opportunity to acquire some rare and choice
covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide, Cover Group, 1860-1983. Over fifty covers or cards, includes first day covers for French
Southern & Antarctic Territories (3), Germany (3), China, Great Britain (10), Japan, Norway, British Commonwealth
(13), Monaco (3), Canada (3), plus postal history Canada 18 on cover, Mexico flight cover AAMC 19 to CA, Germany
435 (2) and C46 on cover to USA, viewing recommended for this worthwhile opportunity, F.-V.F. Scott $2,200
(Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide, WWII and Censored Mail. Approximately 600-700 covers with lots of interesting censored
covers to and from foreign locations including Axis censored mail, V-Mail, some patriotics featuring pictures of famous
U.S. Generals and several letters sent from overseas to various Hollywood stars, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide, Cover Conflagration, 1888-2000. Thousands of covers and postal stationery crammed into a
large carton, includes mint & used postal cards, ads, registered, better cancels, a late walk in so we will leave the thrill of
combing through it to the winning bidder, some condition issues, otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

824

)

825

)

826

)
Worldwide, Postal History Group. Over 45 foreign covers, includes group of 27 covers from Gilbert & Ellice
Islands 1953-1958, two great Britain covers franked with #59, three 1954 covers from Madagascar, and a group of Italy
covers and postal cards, great lot for the right dealer, be sure and inspect, some condition issues, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

827

)

828

)

829

)

830

)

831

)
Worldwide, Postal History, 1861-1990. Several hundred covers and cards in a large carton, includes group
of Australia first day covers, United Nations first day covers, ephemera including steamship lines, Switzerland postal
history, Columbia Expo cards, U.S. first day covers, British Commonwealth material strong in the Pacific region, should
be more than enough to warrant our price, please review, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

100

Worldwide, Cover Mish Mash. Hundreds of covers with some notable items including. a first issue Pitcairn
Islands cover, Paquebot, several early Japan, lots of Germany Empire, Third Reich, Feldpost and Post WWII covers,
Montserrat QEII set, classic China, early Vietnam, several Roman states covers and folded letters, Germany 1952
Freedom bell set, German Inflation, several early Canada, French colonies, several 19th century France, German
states, plus a couple boxes of 1980s-90s Mexico and Latin America commercial covers and post cards, F.-V.F.
Hopefully this brief list whets your appetite, but to truly get a taste, you are going to need to view.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Cover Festival, 1857-2000. A couple of thousand covers and cards in a carton, the bulk of the
lot consists of British Commonwealth and Latin America, includes censored, ads with illustrated, mint & used postal
stationery, philatelic exhibitions, airmail, picture postcards, first flights, first day covers, feldpost, stampless, at 25¢ a
cover how can you go wrong, some condition issues as to be expected, come on down and have a gander, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Mainly Pacific Area Airmail Postal History, 1937-45. 24 covers, includes censored airmail
cover India to USA, 1940 censored over with 50¢ Prexie to Java, censored Indo China to France, 1940 censored New
York to Batavia, 1937 FAM 19 first flight New Zealand to Honolulu, and another FAM 19 first flight that did not leave until
1/2/38 arriving at American Samoa 1/1/38 (crossing the date line), to Kingsman Reef to Hawaii and then to San
Francisco, a terrific little holding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Worldwide, Cover Compendium, 1860-1960. Over 120 covers, cards and postal stationery, includes
Algeria censored, Belgium, Canal Zone, Denmark, Fiji, Guernsey Nazi occupation, Persia censored, Mauritania
censored, Nepal, New Zealand, Poland, Spain censored, Yemen, Zanzibar censored, plus loads of mint and used
postal stationery and Korea souvenir stamp sheet, a lovely collection well worth breaking up, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Better Postal History Plentitude. Well over 800 foreign covers, with first flights, first day
covers, picture postcards, censored, registered, advertising, postal stationery, WW I propaganda cards, includes 1939
first flight France to New York franked with 371 (3), B58 (4), B59 (4), B79, group of antarctic covers, lots of Australia, a
few faults here and there, some heavy duplication on some first day covers and postal stationery, overall some fresh
material for you postal historians, pay attention to the modern first flights, best of bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Postal History, 1909-60. A useful group of postal history, with Trieste covers, Japan &
Denmark mint postal stationery, Denmark cacheted event covers, paquetbot covers, U.S. and Canadian first day
covers, silk embroided RMS Caronia, WWII patriotic covers, album of Egyptian and related covers, and a box of several
hundred Great Britain first day covers, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, Assortment of Mostly Better Covers. Perhaps 100 or so covers in a small box; primarily
Western Europe and generally $5 and up with many a lot better than that; we note, for instance, France B66-67 (two sets
on Louvre souvenir cards), Hungary B95 & CB13-14 on three FDCs and C24-25 on two Zeppelin covers, Netherlands
B224-228 FDC, Spain B14-18 & CB1-5 FDC, and Vatican 145-148 FDC; generally clean and F-VF. A very useful lot for
a cover dealer or an eBay marketeer. (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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)
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Worldwide, Mint & Used Picture Postcard Assortment. Group of 64 mostly unused pieces, majority
showing ladies, incl. some real photo postcards. We also noted nineteen pieces with stamps, incl. several with
embossed designs (Austria, Cuba, Fiji, Gibraltar, Gold Coast, Great Britain, Japan, Mexico, Paraguay, Queensland,
Romania, Transvaal, Victoria & Western Australia). Worth checking, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide,Cover Explosion. Over a thousand covers from the four corners of the world, includes
commercial, first day covers, advertising, postal stationery, picture post cards and who knows what else, a perfect lot for
the postal history dealer, a plethora of cancels and destinations, check her out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Cover Wonderland. Over 200 covers, strong in Italy, with postal stationery, censored,
illustrated advertising, registered, hidden gems abound, some mixed condition as to be expected, please review,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
Worldwide, Cover Group, 1900-45. Over fifty covers, includes 27 Palestine, Brazil to US WWII censored
cover, Italy cover with 569 (2), 1936 Hindenburg zepp flight cover, and much more, a breeze to inspect and a pleasure to
own, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Stamp Collections
836

H/m/)
Worldwide, Diverse Collection of Mint & Used, 1840-1960, in eighteen albums, the value being in the eight
Scott International albums, most countries have excellent coverage but better material is in China, PRC, Egypt, France
and Colonies, Great Britain with two Penny Blacks, Greece, Japan, Newfoundland, Persia, Russia, also three stock
books of mostly mint Germany plus a group of early stampless and franked covers, a terrific assemblage of material
sure to please your wallet & your stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

837

HH/H/m

838

H/m

839

HH/H/m

840

HH/H/m Worldwide, Mother Lode, 1860-1950. Thousands of stamps mounted in seven Scott International albums,
better mint includes Aden Kathiri 14-15, Qu’aiti 14-15, Algeria 126-130, Ascension 10-14, 23-30, Belgium B1-B8,
outstanding mint & used China with mint 449-464, 578-582, 593-604, 605-610, C21-C30, Cyrenaica C24-C29, Eritrea
175-180, B33-B37, C1-C6, Gambia 121-124, very nice French, German & Italian colonies, India, Persia, Russia,
Zanzibar 224-225, with loads of other mint & used sets, a great beginning of a more comprehensive collection or break it
up for retail, a few condition issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide, Philatelic Wonderland, 1860-2005. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets presented in
eighteen Scott albums, because of the size we can only give a quick overview, mint includes Aitutaki 19-27, 28-33,
Alaouites 1-15, 16-21, C1-C12, Alexandretta C1-C8, Anjouan 20-30, Barbados 127-139, Bechuanaland Protectorate
124-136, British Guiana 152-156, Bulgaria 253-258, Cayman Islands 153-167, Reunion C32-C34, C35-C38, St Pierre
& Miquelon 121-131, 171 and hundreds more mint complete sets, significant coverage of Korea, Syria,
Czechoslovakia, Great Britain, the catalog value is enormous and with little duplication this can be your business stock
immediately or a tremendous foundation for a more significant collection, some trivial condition issues as to be
expected, however the material runs, F.-V.F., and this lot is sure to attract plenty of attention.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide, Fabulous Oldtime Collection, 1840s-1930s. Many thousands in five old, somewhat worn
brown Scott International Albums comprising “19th Century”, “1901-1920”, “1920-1929”, “Part Three” & “Part Four” with
wide-ranging coverage including Europe, Latin America, Far East, Middle East, Italian Area, French Colonies, even
U.S. back-of-the-book; no rarities but lots of value in medium priced material; we note, for instance (all mint) China E10
strip of 5 (1st part separated), 65 different Treaty Ports, Canada 15¢ Jubilee NH, France 2fr 108, Greece (C5-7) &
Liectenstein (C7-8, C15-16) Zeppelins, Jamiaca 5s 45, Japan 20s 139, and much, much more. Months of fun for the
worldwide collector—an extraordinary opportunity of the type that is rarely seen anymore. (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Worldwide, Quality Collection Mint & Used, 1850-1975. In nine Lindner albums with hingeless pages and
slip cases, thousands of singles, blocks and souvenir sheets, better includes mint NH Burma, mint NH Leeward Islands
133-147 (2), mint Labuan 99A-109, Vatican City C22, C23, Italy 140-142, Russia 1246-1247 blocks of four NH,
Zanzibar 214-217, Cyrenaica 1-4 NH, C1-CB10, Eritrea 175-180, Poland B31, Iceland 170-175, with lots of complete
sets, some useful duplication, owners catalog value exceeds $40,000.00, a few condition issues but, overall F.-V.F.,
and certain to be a money maker.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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844

H/m
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H/m

846

H/m
Worldwide, Miscellany, 1840-1960. A juicy stock waiting for the right person, includes mint unless noted
Austria B138-B141 NH, Belgium B561-B566, Canada 176, used Great Britain #1 (3), used New Zealand 30,
Bechuanaland 24, Italian Aegean Islands Ferrucci Issue for Simi, Coo, Lisso, Nisiro, Patmo, Piscopi, Scarpanto, Cook
Island 10-14, Papua New Guinea J1-J5, Rhodesia 107, Iceland 240-245, 278-282, with souvenir sheets and imperf
varieties, a great lot to break up or flip, a few condition / identification issues, please inspect for maximum pleasure,
overall F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

847

HH/H/m

848

H/m

102

Worldwide, Collection, 1840-1945. Thousands of stamps in six well filled Scott International albums, with
coverage of most countries but of particular interest are Brazil, China, Egypt, France, Greece, Hong Kong, India, Italy,
Persia, Russia, Turkey, with many better issues, this lot will keep you busy for an indefinite time, some condition issues
exist, but there are hundred of sets and singles ready made for the internet, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Great Grandpa’s Collection, 1860-2000. Housed in seven Scott International albums, better
mint includes Aden Kathiri 1-11, Aden Quaiti 1-11, Antigua 84-95, 107-121, Australia C1-C4, Bahamas 185-200,
Barbados 216-227, British Guiana 253-267, British Honduras 167-178, Brunei 83-96, Cayman Islands 100-111,
excellent mint & used China, Cook Islands 131-140, Dominica 122-136, Egypt 108-113, Gilbert & Ellis Islands 61-72,
Great Britain used #1, Italy 324-328, Jamaica 159-174, Labuan 33-39, Pitcairn Islands 1-8, useful mint & used Russia,
Sarawak 180-195, Thailand 469-476, and hundreds of complete mint sets still to pluck, a few condition issues as to be
expected, but this is much better than the normally encountered collection, some powerful material present, F.-V.F.,
check this beauty out.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide, Revenues, Labels and Back-of-the-Book Collection. Stuffed home-made pages in six
albums, carefully sorted by country and issue with page after page of interesting far back of the book stamps and many
non-Scott listed stamps and cut squares, including: quantities of Great Britain and British Colonial issues, starting with
Embossed Revenues, New Zealand Pigeon Post, Samoa Inter-Island labels, interesting China, South America
Revenues, airline etiquettes, French WWI propaganda labels, early French Revenues, worldwide Christmas Seals,
worldwide censor labels, Spanish Civil war and propaganda labels. Condition and centering are mixed. Make sure you
view this lot because you may never see an amassed quantity of these seldom seen and interesting stamps again,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Miscellany, 1851-1990. Mounted in nine volumes and on pages, includes mint &
used album Romania, Scott International Part III “G” to “H”, mint & used album of Canada with used 17, 27, mint 51-52,
54-55, 57, 66-71, 73, 85-86, 87-88, 100-103, well filled 1933 Scott International Junior album with excellent mint & used
U.S., Canada with used 158, Newfoundland, Great Britain, Russia, a Citation album with China, Newfoundland, you will
be very please with the diversity of the material present, a few condition issues, but mostly F.-V.F., with enormous
potential available.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Mint & Used Offering, 1851-2010. Three cartons with hundreds of stamps, includes excellent
U.S. postage with better values, 1851-1994 U.S. mint and used collection mounted in an album with used 117, 330, C2,
C5, C18, E1, E3-E7, mint includes 239, 327, 548-550, 675-678, C1, C3-C4, C6, a 2 volume mint & used worldwide
collection with stamps such as mint Burundi 589-600, Comoro Islands 579-586, two volumes of Russia, and a mint &
used Canada collection with better mint 41, 54, 58, 111, 113, 118, 145, 152, 158, used 18, 40, 45, the value will add up
fast, some condition issues but overall, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1860-1990. Thousands of stamps and souvenir sheets residing in
20 volumes, a real old time lot with many extra stamps and sets between album pages, good coverage in British
Commonwealth, South East Asia, Latin America, Middle East, Africa and Europe, although there may be some hidden
gems present, most of the material is of modest value, but there is plenty of it, this lot will need lots of TLC, but the payoff
should be more than enough compensation, some condition issues as with any lot this size, however the material is
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Eclectic Collection of Collections. Intriguing collection in twenty three volumes and loose,
includes nice array of mint souvenir sheets, Penny Black with bold black Maltese Cross cancel. mostly mint Canada
collection, Russia and area in a Scott Specialty album, British Commonwealth, a 1912 Schaubek album, mint Ghana
collection, Tanna Tuva, and Italy area with San Marion and Vatican City, Kuwait, more than enough material for a
serious treasure hunt, needs some TLC but will more than pay for itself, some condition issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide, Philatelic Fantasy, 1840-1939. Well over 8,000 mint & used stamps mounted in a Scott
International album, includes U.S.unused 73, mint Q2-Q6, QE1-QE4, used 285-290, 834, then mint unless noted Aden
1-8, British Solomon Islands 60-63, Canada 34, used 158-159, Germany 8, 24, 26, Offices in Morocco 1-6, Great Britain
used 1-2, Italian Colonies 42-45, Latakia J1-J2, Nyassa 26-38, 51-62, Puerto Rico used 210-214, 216-216, J1-J3,
Zanzibar J18-J23, Zululand 1, 6, 15-19, along with British Commonwealth, Latin America, Africa, Asia and Europe &
Colonies, some condition issues as to be expected, a ton of fun awaiting the wining bidder, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

853

H/m

854

H/m
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HH/H/m

856

H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Festival, 1840-1939. Thousands & thousands of mint & used stamps mounted in a
Scott International album, includes mint U.S. Officials O19, O73, O91, Cyrenaica B7-B12, Danish West Indies 51-58,
Eritrea 54-57, 109-113, B11-B16, Germany 436-441, 442-443, 446-447, 448-451, B59-B67, B69-B78, Italian Colonies
42-45, C57-C58, C59-C60, Italy 124-125, 130-132, 140-142, 367-376, C66-C71, Tripolitania 73-78 & C43-C48, along
with plenty of British Commonwealth, Latin America, Europe and Colonies, a fine collection that will equally please the
dealer and collector alike, a few condition issues otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide, Airmail Avalanche, 1918-2000. Many hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets in sixteen
volumes, better includes Albania C29-C35, Belgium C5, Bulgaria C1-C3(2), Canada C1 (4), C2 (2), C4 (2), Finland C3,
France C46-C47 (2), French Polynesia C20, Poland CB1a, Romania C7-C9, Russia 718-720, Saint Pierre & Miquelon
C63-C65, Tripoltania C27-C28, with many other airmail and aviation related items, along with some covers, a great lot
of one of the most popular topics in the hobby, may be some condition issues, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Topsy Turvy Lot, 1851-1970. Includes Scott album with Hawaii and Philippines, stock book of
mint & used Switzerland and mint collection of Tannu Tuva with many varieties, worldwide collection in a Master Global
album, mint U.S. collection in a Scott National album, two albums of France, a marvelous collection that has plenty of
salable material, please investigate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Collection of Collections, 1860-1960. With mint France collection with 1100, 1240-1242,
1325a, B359-B364, to 1974, mint Channel Islands with German Occupation stamps, mint Liberia with imperf varieties,
mint Europa collection 1956-1974 with souvenir sheets, Canada mint and used, and a Scott Modern Postage album
with mint and used, much of the mint is NH, you won’t have to dig too deep to find better material, check it out early and
bid accordingly, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Philatelic Stamp-a-thon, 1840-1939. In excess of 18,000 mint & used stamps mounted in three
Scott International albums, with mint Albania B17-B23, Antigua 98-99, Ascension 52-53, Austria B179-B183,
B260-B263, Barbados 210-211, Basutoland 39-40, Bechuanaland Protectorate 147-148, British Guiana 244-245,
Brunei 83-96, Ethiopia 263-267, 273-277, 281-283, Finland B44-B47, B49-B53, France B97-B100, B147a, B157a,
C22, Great Britain 267-268, Greece 459-466, Hong Kong used 179, New Zealand OY29-OY36, Russia 824-831A,
1059-1066, plus loads of British Commonwealth, Latin America, Asia, Africa and Europe, few if any condition issues,
generally, F.-V.F., a fine way to spend a cold weekend.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Mint & Used Stock, 1850-1970. A few thousand stamps, consists of a mostly mint Viet Nam
collection, mint and used collection on pages “G-T”, used Italy in a stockbook, Fiume on pages, Greece on pages,
Netherlands on pages, Switzerland on pages, Western Europe revenues in stockbook, stockbook with Germany
Offices in the Turkish Empire, Austria Occupation Stamps Issued under Italian Occupation, an excellent Trieste
collection, Germany States and colonies, stockbook of Germany Se-Tenants, plus some wonderful Armenia in
glassines, a lot that will bid on aggressively and won intrepidly, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide, Mint & Used Philatelic Festival. A toothsome lot of material on pages or approval books,
includes mint Switzerland C2-C12, used B12-B14, B18-B20, B26-B28, Laos, Netherlands, U.N. Geneva, Russia,
French Southern Antarctic Territory all mint NH including 89-93, 107-110, C60, C73-C75, C82a, C90a, Saar, Vatican
City, Morocco, Indonesia, Nyassa, Tunesia, excellent catalog value, be sure and check it out, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Worldwide, Medley, 1872-1976. A diffuse collection, includes mint & used 1945-1976 Netherlands mounted
in a Schaubek album, includes a number of perf varieties, 1872-1937 Egypt collection in a Kabe album, with mint blocks
of four and perf varieties, and finally a Canada & Provinces collection in a stock book, with Large & Small Queens,
airmails, special deliveries, mint blocks of four, plus mint & used Provinces, Great Britain used #1 with red Maltese cross
cancel, a nice range of sale able material, should be a sure fire money maker, please examine, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Worldwide, Collection. Of over 50 stamp and cover albums, including ellusive modern (1964-2008)
specialty collections of Israel, Russia, Romania, United Nations (including. souvenir cards, well over 1,000 FDCs,
singles and sheets, plus the difficult new issues) and Hungary, plus a 7 volume worldwide (mostly used) collection that
starts with classics and goes to 1964., used and o.g., hinged among early issues, modern issues never hinged, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1880-1999. Thousands of mint and used stamps and souvenir
sheets mounted in three Harris Standard World Stamp Albums, with mint Antigua 387-393a, Barbados 395a, 495-511,
387-392a, Bermuda 255-271, 363-379, mint Canada from 1972-1995, Christmas Island 117-132, mint Great Britain
1973-1995 plus seven pages of Machins, Iceland 564, 590, 634, mint Ireland from 1979 to 1993, Shanghai J14-J20,
plus mint & used Eastern Europe, British Commonwealth including India, would serve as an outstanding foundation for
a more comprehensive collection, some condition issues, inspection urged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Valuable Mystery Tour, 1860-2000. Step right up for the lot of the sale, thousands upon
thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets, complete booklets and covers in five Master Global albums, on pages and in
glassines, the Globals have scattered coverage, but the value is in the better material tucked away here and there in
glassines, on pages and in the new issues with plenty of worldwide mint complete booklets and souvenir sheets,
includes a nice Ivory Coast collection, lots of Hong Kong, a messy presentation, but a lot loaded with potential, it will take
patience to view but the time and effort will be repaid severalfold, a trip even John, Paul, George and Ringo would enjoy,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Wacky Mint & Used Collection, 1860-2005. Residing in five Scott albums, includes mint and
used Canada collection with mint 52-53, 141-145, C3-C4, used includes 41-45, 74-83, 104-122 less 115, 149-159,
C1-C2, mint Israel in two Scott albums 1948-1966 without tabs including 1-6, 10-14, 1967-2003 with tabs, Vatican City
mint and used with mint 1-13, 68-71, used C16, mint United Nations collection 1951-1998, a ton of useful items that can
be sold via the internet, come and take a look for yourself, a few condition issues as to be expected, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Whirly Gurly, 1867-2000. Balance lot with thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and covers,
stock books of Germany, DDR, Australia, Supreme Global album part II, International Junior album. Dig in and prepare
to reap the bounty, mixed condition, but generally F.-V.F., worth viewing.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Philatelic Therapy, 1861-1975. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and cover in 36
volumes packed into 5 large cartons, includes collections of U.S., Eastern Europe, full sheets Christmas seals, display
pieces including Peckmore Prints, commercial and first day covers, this is one lot that won’t shock you back to reality,
mixed condition, otherwise, F.-V.F. investigate.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Collections of Mint & Used, 1860-1960. All mounted in six Scott Specialty albums, consists of
Argentina 1867-1961 with mint 468a, 474, 583, Bolivia 1887-1962 with mint 297-301, 352-358, Brazil 1850-1961 mint
C76a, Chile 1853-1961 used 1-2, mint 254-255, Columbia 1877-1962 mint 744, Ecuador 1881-1961 mint 618-619,
676-679, 680-683, Paraguay 1896-1961, Peru 1862-1961, Uruguay 1877-1961, Venezuela 1880-1960, Spain
1851-1960, then Asia with Indonesia 1951-1961, Japan 1875-1960, Manchuko 1932-1945 mint 158-163, Persia
1903-1955, Thailand 1910-1955, with a plethora of sets and singles, may be a few condition issues, however the vast
majority is F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Philatelic Stampquake, 1860-1995. Thousands of mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets
housed in fifteen albums and in approval glassines and packs, includes two albums of Princess Diana Collections,
album for Magical Kingdom of Disney Stamps, two stock books of mint French Colonies with Algeria, Andorra, French
Guiana, Morocco, Monaco, Senegal and Wallis & Fortuna, and a mint Russia collection 1967-1991 with 3449, 3458a,
3497, 3506, 3517-3522, 3559-3564, with plenty of complete sets, we could unearth more but we’ll let you have the fum,
some condition issues, but mostly F.-V.F., inspection is sure to prove worthwhile.
Estimate $500 - 750
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HH/H/m Worldwide, Philatelic Eruption, 1860-2000. A few thousand stamps presented on pages, in albums and in
a terifold, includes collections of Australian Antarctic Territory L1-L58 mint NH, Falkland Islands, Guernsey, Jamaica,
Australia three albums of Belgium with mint 172-184, 1084-1103, 1346, 1779-1782, B241-B248, B606-B610, plus the
terifold of mostly mint material such as France 198-21, Greenland 28-38, Macao 394-399, Netherlands B25-B32,
Switzerland B297 (2), C3-C9, a great opportunity to purchase material inexpensively, don’t miss out, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

869

HH/H/m
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H/m
Worldwide, Huge Mostly Used Collection, 1880-1995. Thousands upon thousands of mostly used stamps
in sixteen binders in two large boxes, with mint and used Canada and Newfoundland, US cut squares, a miscellaneous
album with mint worldwide sheets, mint and used Russia singles, volumes with British Commonwealth, Africa, Greece,
France, Italy, did not spot any premium material, just lots of honest philatelic items, a great lot to keep you warm on a
winter weekend, some condition issues, but generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

872

HH/H/m
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H/)
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H/m

875

H/m/)
Worldwide, Collection of Mint and Used, 1880-1958. In two stock books, with many mint souvenir sheets
such as Belgium B660-B662, Germany 804 (3), the second album contains a collection of 1958 World’s Fair first day
covers and stamps including Vatican City 242a, overall a potentially useful group for the internet or bourse dealer,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide, Back Room Recovery, 1880-2000. While cleaning out the storage room we came upon this
long forgotten lot consisting of six albums and hundreds of glassines, some better mint includes Dubai 65-66, Iraq
O148-O161A blocks of four, Jordan 199-206, used U.S. E2 (2), E3 (5), E5 (4), mint J23, the albums are somewhat
sparse but the glassines more than make up for it, plenty of TLC is required but it should pay off, a few condition issues,
otherwise F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1850-1943. Mounted in a Scott International Junior album, with
decent coverage of British Commonwealth, Eastern Europe, Western Europe, Latin America, with some better mint
Canada 203, 225-227, Guam 1-2, 5, 8, Hawaii 73, and plenty of mint short sets, if you are looking to fill in some holes,
don’t wait on this, plenty of useful material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, Axis Balance Mixture. Mostly German and Italian WWII era, including. several better premium
mint sets and singles, with some interesting Hitler head and Nazi items, some mixed condition, make sure you take
good look to properly evaluate, used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Collection of Mint & Used, 1930-90. Thousands of mint and used stamps residing in six well
loved Scott International albums, with good coverage throughout but with the bonus of hundreds of stamps in glassines
between pages, you’ll need plenty of time to sort through it, but your effort will be well rewarded, some condition issues,
but generally F.-V.F., good luck and happy bidding!!!
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, Mostly Mint Festival, 1870-1970. A few thousand stamps in five stock books and an album,
includes album of 1960-1962 WHO Fight Against Malaria, stock book of mint Western Europe, stock book of Suriname,
Belgium, Burundi, Rwanda, US J88-J101 plate blocks, stock book of mint DDR, and a used book of Portuguese
colonies, a few condition issues but overall, F.-V.F., a useful grouping, inspection recommended.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Frama Stamp Vending Machine Collection, 1980s. An uncommon holding in a three-ring
binder, containing Aland, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hong Kong,
Iceland & Norway examples, including many first day covers. As known Frama vending machines were first used by the
Swiss Postal Authorities in 1976, and since then a number of other countries are now using them, and some of which are
represented in this collection. Frama stamps can not be compared to the well-known meters as they do not have any
date, and can be bought and kept for later use, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Small Selection of Zeppelin Stamps, 1910s-30s. Includes (mint unless noted) Germany 1909
“Schwaben” (2 sets), 4m South America Flight, 1m & 4m Chicago Flight (used), Liechtenstein C7-8 (2 sets), C15-16,
Russia C12-13 (mint & used), C26-29, C53-57 (2 used sets); also includes several Brazil 1927-34
Condor/Zeppelin/Varig stamps (with 1CL13 NH block of 10) and a few modern Zeppelin commemoratives, F.-V.F.
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Worldwide, Collection, 1861-1945. Decently filled Scott International album, better mint includes U.S 323,
328, 330, O16, O18, O38, O114-O116, UX14 (5), Canal Zone airmails, scattered coverage with covers tucked between
various pages, worth a quick inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

878

H/m

879

H/m
Worldwide, Collection of Mint and Used. Hundreds of stamps in 8 albums, with several small boxes of
duplicates, some topicals and a nice selection of Imperial China, usual mixed condition, F.-V.F. Overall a nice fun lot to
rummage through on a rainy day. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

880

m

Worldwide, Leftovers, 1857-1990. Two large boxes with Scott International albums parts I, II & III, United
Nations mint postal stationery, assorted covers, foreign mounted on pages, Scott Modern album with good used U.S., a
little of this and a little of that, something to keep you company on a cold winter’s night, mixed condition, please
investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Worldwide, Postal Tax Issues Collection, 1860-1930. Housed in a stock book, includes Postal Tax stamps
for Afghanistan RA1 block of 10, RA2 block of 10, Bolivia RA1 block of 25, RA2 irregular block of 29, Brazil, Chile,
Columbia, Costa Rico, Cuba RA22-RA25 blocks of 12, Ecuador, Dominican Republic RA1-RA4 blocks of four, Greece,
Guatemala, Lebanon RA1-RA9 used, Mozambique RA1 blocks of four (5), Panama, Peru, also franchise stamps,
telegraphs and revenues, some duplication, a nice lot of these inexpensive but difficult to locate stamps, inspection is
essential, F.-V.F. Scott $800+ (Owner’s).
Estimate $250 - 350

Worldwide, Paquetboat and Port of Arrival Collection. Over 100 stamps and pieces, neatly arranged on
quadrille pages, mostly from 1910’s to 1930’s, roughly organized by type, stamps were chosen for their cancel rather
than condition, so condition may be mixed, make sure to view in person or online to properly evaluate, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Accumulations and Dealers’ Stocks
881

H/m
Worldwide, Safety Deposit Box and Treasure Trove. Valuable accumulation of seemingly everything but
the kitchen sink; includes singles, sets & souvenir sheets on black approval cards, small dealer cards, album pages,
auction lot cards and in glassines; stamps from $1 to more than $1,000; there’s a wide range of material from a wide
range of countries; for instance, there’s lot of ten Mars Exploration sheets (1167-1171) and a Great Britain £5 orange
plus other early £ values); 30 different Austrian Handel, Mozart, Schubert die-essays by G. Wimmer and a used Albania
#15; a NH World War II French Legion “Polar Bear” sheet and four different early 1950s Norwegian booklets. While
there is plenty of off-quality 19th century, there’s also lots of clean F-VF material; there are many, many $100-and-up
single items scattered throughout (and even more $25-$100 ones) and total catalog value has to be enormous. You’re
going to have to allow plenty of time to dig throgh this one, but we promise you, it’ll be worth it. (photo on web site).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

882

H/m
Worldwide, Fabulous Mint & Used Accumulation / Dealer’s Stock. Large carton containing thousands of
stamps from around the world, some on album pages or small stockbooks, but with the real value in two smaller boxes
containing a treasure trove of mint and used singles, sets & souvenir sheets in glassines and on retail pages; strength is
in Western Europe (most notably Belgium, Netherlands, France, Spain, Italy, San Marino and Switzerland), but also
includes some better Asia & Latin America; loaded with $20-$100 items with just a few of the highlights being (mint
unless noted) Belgium 302a (NH block of 4), 449a (NH), B106 (2 NH, minor marginal flaws), B137-138 (used), China
335-338 Souvenir booklet, France 615a (NH sheet of 10), C36 Deluxe Proof, F.S.A.T. 1980s issues - 2-4 of each, Italy
510-513 (NH), E24 (4 NH), Japan 545a, 572a (2 in folders), Liechtenstein 1-3, B11-13, Luxembourg 62a, 318-320,
329-331 (2 NH), Monaco 596 imperf (JFK, NH), Netherlands C14 (used), Norway B24 (2 NH, 1 used), San Marino 304
miniature sheet (NH, small corner crease), Switzerland B80 (NH), B89 (15, all c.t.o. Automobile P.O. c.d.s., Apr 1938),
Timor 246-253 (2 NH), Yugoslavia 564-571 (10 NH) Trieste - Zone B 15-16 (8 NH), etc., etc., etc. A marvelous lot for a
show dealer or an eBay marketeer. A little mixed up so allow some time for viewing—you’ll be glad you did. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

883

H/m/)

106

Worldwide, Humongous End-of-the-Line Dealers Back Room Hoard. One of the most interesting large
lots to be dumped upon us at the closing bell, no choice but to make it one ginormous lot, 46 cartons when dropped off,
containing just about every type of item, stamps in collections, US, British, Worldwide, postal cards, UN (uggh), picture
post cards, first day covers, US postage, every type of presentation that one could imagine, even a few surprises better
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items sprinkled within, formed by a knowledeable US specialist that bought wildly and set aside the items not of interest
in the “back room” a.k.a. black hole. A truly intact holding and a once-in-this-guys-lifetime holding for you to sweep away
and reap the harvest. Obviously viewing would be extremely helpful in formulating one’s bid as our estimate is
très-conservative, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
884
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Worldwide, Philatelic Accumulation, 1960-2000. Tens of thousands of mainly mint stamps and souvenir
sheets, each country sorted and in its own file folder, atotal of 250 + folders, with every country imaginable present, with
some better such as Australia Antarctic Territory, Bhutan with hundreds of 3d stamps and souvenir sheets, British
Indian Territory, China & PRC, Falkland Islands, French Colonies and Offices, Greenland, Japan with plenty of souvenir
sheets, Korea, and some terrific Russia with many complete sets, who knows what else is hiding here, for the treasure
hunter in all of us, some condition issues as expected for a lot of this magnitude, otherwise F.-V.F., and sure to keep the
winning bidder warm on those upcoming winter nights.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Worldwide, Accumulation, 1948-2000. Extensive Israel mounted in four Lighthouse albums, mint with tabs
1-9, 10-14, gutter pairs 10-14, 16 15 (2), 27, 35-36, 46-47, 55, then appears complete to 1988, with souvenir sheets and
booklets, also includes United Nations, stock book of 20th century mint worldwide, lot of mint British Commonwealth
Royal Wedding, some PRC with 1764a, 1765-1772, 1785, 1789a, 1803, 1810, 1820, 1824-1831, 1862a (2), 1863a (2),
a great lot to serve as a foundation for expansion or to break up for retail, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Stamporee, 1840-1995. Thousands of stamps, covers and souvenir sheets in five
cartons, in 23 volumes, glassines, boxes and on pages, with better like France 612-615a complete sheet, B68-B69,
French Polynesia 247-250, 361a perf and imperf, C112-C114, C122-C126, plus a small mint NH collection, Morocco
C42-C45 imperf pairs and presentation sheet, a volume of aircraft on stamps mint with France C29-C32, C34-C36,
Denmark C1, C3, C6-C10 (2), Saar C1-C4, Switzerland C3-C12, excellent Swiss airmails, Belgium 605a, 251-253 (4), a
mint Europa collection, a well filled Scott South America album, several hundred stamps and souvenir sheets for 1981
Royal Wedding, a carton full of covers with better such as 1930 flight cover Vaduz from St Gallen and back, 1927 flight
Haiti to San Juan, Iceland 232-235 first day cover, 1965 first flight Australia to South Africa, 1939 Switzerland to Rome,
an amazing range of material, a few condition issues, should go fast, bid, bid,
!!! F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Worldwide, New Issue Presentation, 1950-2000. Crammed into three large cartons, loose, in glassines,
display cards, stock books, folders, presentation packs and commemorative envelopes, hundreds of mint complete
sets, many souvenir sheets, some in quantities, if you missed out the first time around, here is your redemption, catalog
value is enormous, a quick run through will show you how valuable it truly is, good luck & good bidding, F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Worldwide, Mind Boggling Accumulation. Thousands of stamps, covers and souvenir sheets, with mint
France with mint 329, Germany, British Commonwealth, album of covers with many Classic France, aluminum stock
book of South America, and much more, every page holds a surprise, be sure and mark this as a “Must See”, as to be
expected there are condition issues, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Worldwide, Philatelic Mystery Lot, 1860-2000. Thousands and thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and
covers packed into 4 large boxes, souvenir sheets include Czechoslovakia 719 & imperf, Danzig B21a, Netherlands
B145, Nicaragua C296-C308 souvenir sheets, Russia 970, 1083a, Switzerland B80, B130, also with topicals such as
ships, animals, sports, airplanes, some better mint U.S., Germany British Commonwealth, Europe, too much for us to
explore, we will leave that pleasure to the wining bidder, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Face Value Lot, 1950-2010. One great deal, Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Canada &
Switzerland face value material, includes singles, blocks and souvenir sheets, well into 4 figures, a chance to pick up
some extra cash, good bidding & good luck!! what we examined was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Premium Mint & Used Dealer Stock, mounted on APS sheets, better used includes Austria
C57, DWI 29-30, German States, Germany C27-C34, Iceland 137, 138, Switzerland 30, 42, 48, 50, 52a, 65, mint
Austria B260-B263, Belgium B480-B484, France B12-B19, Iceland 289-296, Switzerland 225, Canada 56, C2, plenty
of items that could stand as single lots on their own, please examine, generally F.-V.F., a first class bargain. Scott
$12,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Worldwide, Mint & Used Fun Box, 1870-1995, lot of better material, includes mint Philippines, mint & used
Japan, mint Central Africa #785 (44), mint Israel, mint Poland 1078 sheet, Afars & Issas 312 mint block of four, and tons
of other mint sets and souvenir sheets, the lot is identified and cataloged by country, but it will take some time to go
through the whole lot, a little TLC will go a long way, examination will be a blast, F.-V.F. Scott $10,105 (Owner’s).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

893

HH/H

894

HH/H

895

H
Worldwide, Bottom of the Barrel Lot, 1860-2000. A little of this and a lot of that makes this grouping a
dream, tens of thousands stamps, covers, souvenir sheets and postal stationery, mint & used, make up this stock of
sheer diversity, five large cartons stuffed with everthing and anything philatelic, Eastern Europe, New Zealand,
Germany, Philippines, Indonesia, stuck down U.S. postage, and thousands of glassines holding thousands of stamps,
whoever wins this lot will be getting a bargain, no matter what is paid, of course with any lot of this size there are some
condition issues, but otherwise, F.-V.F., and a lot that you’ll be talking about for years.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

896

H/m/)

897

H/m/)
Worldwide, Huge Holding, 1860-1990. Thousands upon thousands of stamps in three carton, over twenty
five cartons filled to the brim, with good Belgium, Danzig, Egypt, Germany, Japan, Netherlands, U.S., better mint with
Belgium B179, PRC with loads of early issues, U.S. nice collection of over 350 fancy cancels and a small collection of
precancels and perfins, Berlin collection, and France, some small condition issues, but a lot any treasure hunter would
die for, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

898
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Worldwide, New Issue Stock, 1950’s to 1980’s. Thousands of mint stamps and souvenir sheets in
glassines and mint sheet files, a quick glance reveals the following: China 1269a (2), Japan 703 (2), 704 (2), Korea
291a, 293a, 294a, 305a (3), 310a, Newfoundland 233-243, Poland 931, Romania 1281-1286, C71, Zanzibar 214-217,
plus worldwide full sheets, many NH, clean & fresh, retail well into five figures, inspection of this useful stock
recommended for full appreciation of the content, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Worldwide, Vast & Eclectic Accumulation. Housed in a couple good sized boxes, including an attractive 3
binder Cyprus Collection mostly from 1960 on, including the Boy Scout sheet & FDC of same, an attractive 1 volume
Canal Zone collection, lots of mint collections of G.B.,Channel Islands, Tuvalu, Kiribati & Gilbert & Ellice, a nice mint
U.S. airmail collection, a 1 volume 1978 Coronation collection and more, clean useful mix, F.-V.F. or better, examine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Worldwide, Philatelic Mayhem, 1857-1990. Thousands of mint & used stamps and souvenir sheets in six
large cartons with thirty five albums, includes album of worldwide covers 1950-1970, Columbia revenues, U.S. Officials
with “Specimen” overprint, 4 volume Global Stamp albums with decent coverage, individual country collections, mint
Vatican City collection, this will provide entertainment for at least a couple of weekends, mixed condition as to be
expected, in desperate need of some TLC to bring out its potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

Worldwide, Mostly Mint Set Stock, 1890-2000. Hundreds of mostly mint sets in six stock books, Austria,
Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Monaco, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Switzerland, Turkey,
better include mint unless noted Austria C32-C46, China 1183-1188, Italy C20-C22, Singapore 62-69, used
Switzerland 300-305, C3-C9, C10-C12, C23-C24, Thailand 321-329, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, Philatelic Mayhem, 1840-1960. Thousands of mint & used stamps, souvenir sheets and covers
filling a carton, messily presented but a few items to mention are mint Japan 423, Philippines postal history, PRC
237-238 (2), 239-240 (2), St. Kitts Nevis 107-118, San Marino C62a, Switzerland B131-B132, Zanzibar 184-194, vest
pocket stockbook with over $1,500.00 catalog value in mint & used Canada, and many more surprises, this will take
some time, patience and TLC, but the reward will be worth it, some condition issues, but overall F.-V.F., for the treasure
hunter in all of us!!!
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Mint Sets Stock. Thousands of mint sets in glassines, many in blocks of four, Spanish Andorra
83 (13), Belgian Congo B26, British Antarctic Territory 43-44, Canal Zone 23 (3 imprint strips of three), Dubai 134-143,
Ethiopia 383-385 (25), French Polynesia C2 block of four, Qatar 360A, Singapore 254-256 (2), 263-275, a enormous
array of fresh clean stamps and souvenir sheets, well worth our low estimate, a wonderful lot with significant catalog
value for the dedicated global dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, New Issue Stock. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps and souvenir sheets housed in
twenty one stock books, includes British Commonwealth, Latin America, France & Colonies, Europa including
Luxembourg 318-320, Africa, Asia, with items such as Belgium B179, B199, British Commonwealth 1978 Elizabeth II
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Coronation issue, Netherlands B144a, B145a, Russia 1786a, 1787a, Iraq 378a, if you missed the boat the first time,
don’t let it set sail without this time, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
902
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Worldwide, New Issue Stock, 1970-2000. Includes hundreds and hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets,
includes countries Belgium, Bermuda, Bhutan, British Commonwealth, Great Britain and Channel Islands, Iceland,
Ireland, Liberia, and Yugoslavia, with Antigua 808-816 imperf, Bahamas 912-916, Belgium B1072-B1074, Portugal
1703-1706 (4), 1981 Royal Wedding Omnibus set, a wonderful addition to your stock, all the issues you missed the first
time you can obtain them now, make sure to come down and poke around, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Worldwide, Mint Caboose, 1950-1980. A diverse grouping of philatelic material with hundreds of stamps,
souvenir sheets and full sheets present, includes a volume of Freedom from Hunger issues, 1937 Coronation British
Commonwealth omnibus issue, small stock book of mint worldwide issues including U.S. with a mint C10a pane,
Switzerland B297, Germany C57-C58 (2), and a box of worldwide mint with dozens of Japan complete sheets from the
1960s including 679, 704, enormous face value, may be the buy of the sale, inspection urgently suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Mint Year Sets, 1975-2005. Hundreds of sets filling five large cartons, includes Argentina,
Australia, Canada 1978-1988, China, Cyprus, Faroe Islands, France, Great Britain, Ireland, Japan, Korea, New
Zealand, Togo, Tunisia, with topical collection such as Royal Wedding Philatelic Panels, Christmas Stamps from
around the World and Mint Stamps of the World, don’t pass up this opportunity, sure to attract multiple bidders, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Worldwide, Philatelic Eruption, 1850-1970, it takes thirty two volumes to hold this massive accumulation,
includes several volumes of mint souvenir sheets, album with mint 1937 Coronation omnibus issue and 1946 Peace
issue, Great Britain collection, mint British Antarctic collection, 1958 Brussels Expo collection, a second volume of
Antarctic with British Antarctic Territory 25-38, 39-42, South Georgia 1-16, 17-30, Belgium B605a & B605b, small album
of mint Ethiopia, and that barely scratches the surface, plan on sufficient time to properly catalog the true value of this lot,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Worldwide, Better New Issue Stock. Hundreds of mint sets and souvenir sheets, strong in Asia & Pacifica,
includes Australia “Specimen” overprints, Cocos Islands 8-19 (2), Jamaica 426a, Sierra Leone 1167-1171 (4),
Dominica souvenir sheets, France and Germany, Hong Kong 577a, 618a, 677 (20), 668a, 692a, 715a, 724 (6), 778a
(11), Macao 604, 610, 616, 697 (2), 702b (2), 710a (2), 723b (2), 806, a great lot at a great price, it will not be seen again
soon, what was checked was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
Worldwide, Mint New Issue Stock, 1950-2010. A tasty morsel of a stock with thousands of stamps and
souvenir sheets, with British Commonwealth, French Colonies, Austria, Bhutan, Brazil, Iceland, Liechtenstein,
Sweden, with topical like soccer, royal wedding, Europa, space, olympics, Australia Antarctic Territory L23-L34, Norfolk
Island 256-270, Saint Lucia 504-515, you missed it the first time through, don’t let it happen again, what we examined
was o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Smogasbord, 1860-1990. Presented for your entertainment, a massive lot, some mounted in
18 volumes and some in glassines plus several hundred loose covers, includes mint Canada collection, Cuba
collection, U.S. mostly mint face in four albums, U.N collection, and several worldwide collections, a group of sterling
silver stamps, and a group of covers mostly commercial mail from British Commonwealth and Eastern Europe, come on
down, grab a seat and peruse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Miscellany, 1860-2000. Several thousand mint, used and covers in glassines in one large box,
all identified, includes British Commonwealth, Europe, Russia, Latin America, Asia and Africa, with a few hundred
British Commonwealth first day covers, a few condition issues as to be expected, overall interesting accumulation,
affording potential for internet dealers, owner’s catalog values into four figures, box lot dealers and those interested in
hunting for hidden treasures, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Smorgasbord, 1888-2000, several hundred stamps, souvenir sheets and covers in a large box,
with mint Canada 120 (5), 122 (2), 217-227, 241-245, 249-262, 268-273 (3), United Nations mint stamps sets, postal
stationery, mint souvenir sheets including flag set, worldwide mint souvenir sheets,1972 Brazil Esfilbra souvenir folders
(3), U.S. Pacific Territories, mint Falkland Islands and covers, three Golden Moments books from the US post office,
quite a few tasty morsels, bring your appetites and your checkbooks, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1970-2000. Hundreds of mint souvenir sheets and blocks, includes St
Thomas & Prince Islands 573-576 (25), Mongolia 2247 (25), Central African Republic C286 (10), Ivory Coast 519 (8),
Hong Kong 628 (5), 651B (2), 651Bm (4), 650a (4), 651A (4), 651C (4), an impressive array of material, please review,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Worldwide, Mint & Used Stock, 1860-1960. It may look messy, but there’s gold in dem dere glassines,
includes worldwide postal history including stampless, mint worldwide airmails in blocks, Transvaal presentation
booklet, mint & used Italy collection, Cuba collection, mint worldwide souvenir sheets, a great lot at a great price, please
inspect, F.-V.F. Scott $15,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $600 - 800
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Worldwide, Better Mint Dealer Stock. Mounted on APS sheets, better includes Canada 155, 182, France
B157a strip of five, B276-B281, French Southern and Antarctic Territories 32, Saar 226, B69-B73, B77-B81, C9-C11,
Germany 693, B82-B89, B318-B319, B320-B323, Berlin 9N108-9N110, DDR B17-B20, Switzerland 376-377, Norway
340-342, post office fresh material, stock is mostly o.g., never hinged, generally F.-V.F., and a great catch. Scott $3,500
(Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1970-2000. A binder stuffed with hundreds of souvenir sheets and
blocks, includes Hong Kong 650a (4), 651Al (4), 651Bm (4), 668a (4), Armenia 431, 457a (10), Solomon Islands (5),
Yemen 209L, Mongolia 2247 (25), all mint and NH, a wonderful stock for your pleasure, what was checked was o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $6,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1970-2000. Hundreds of mint souvenir sheets and blocks, includes
Central African Republic C286 (10), Barbuda 493-495 (10), Mongolia 2247 (36), Hong Kong 629 (2), 651Bm (4), 792
(4), 757 (3), 668a (4), 628 (4), a terrific chance to restock inexpensively, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1970-2000. Hundreds of mint souvenir sheets and blocks, includes
Hong Kong 651Bm (4), 757 (4), 668a (4), 628 (4), Solomon Islands 626 (5), 538 (4), Togo 1143B, C41 with and without
silhouette, 1064-1072A, also includes Armenia, British Commonwealth and Middle East, a fresh clean stock, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Worldwide, Souvenir Sheet Stock, 1970-2000. Hundreds of mint souvenir sheets and blocks, includes
Central African Republic C286 (10), Solomon Islands 626 (5), 538 (5), Togo 1798-1804, C108a, C41 with and without
silhouette, 1064-1072A, also includes Armenia, British Commonwealth, U.S. Pacific Territories, Mexico and Middle
East, a fresh clean stock, F.-V.F. Scott $7,000 (Owner’s).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Worldwide, Mish Mash, 1850-1970. Selection of better worldwide, mint unless noted includes France
B567-B572A, Hungary souvenir sheets set of eight for B198A-B198D, CB1-CBC, Sweden 197-212, Vatican City
C20-C21, Poland C26d, B29 mint & used, Belgium 170a, Switzerland used 1, Chile used 5b, Spain 79, excellent
material at an excellent price to help you restock, F.-V.F. Scott $4,700.
Estimate $600 - 800

Worldwide, Mint & Used 20th Century Accumulation. Four stock books with modern Bangladesh,
Hungary, India, Pakistan, Romania & Thailand, plus innumerable album pages and presentation pages with worldwide
material, including sets, miniature sheets and souvenir sheets in the modest range but that can be offered individually
on the internet. We also noted several booklets and Disney topical issues. Mexico collection in Scott album with value
concentrated in the 1940s-60s period, plus many colorful Fleetwood panels suitable for framing. A useful lot that is
loaded with saleable material, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Never Hinged, Mint & Used Assortment. Diverse holding with singles, sets and part sets in
stock pages, album pages and dealer’s sheets, including. Australia 179 used; Switzerland 200-203 & C3-12 mint; San
Marino 29-31 mint, Victoria 1850s earlies in used condition, plus United Nations blocks of four (1-72); Yugoslavia
modern issues and some surprises, as careful inspection will demonstrate! F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Smorgasbord, 1950-90. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets in display
pages, includes Bangladesh 68a, Barbuda 322a (x15), Central Africa C282-C285 (x5), Jersey, Poland, Russia, St
Thomas & Prince Islands 573-576 (x25), Togo 1799-1804, Yemen and much more, great lot for the new issue or topical
dealer, good luck and good bidding, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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922

HH

923

HH/H/m

924

HH/H/m

925

H/m/)

926

H/m/)

927

H/m/)
Worldwide, Fun Day Box, 1870-1995. Thousands of stamps, souvenir sheets and cover stuffed in a carton,
includes small lot of Falkland Islands and Dependencies, British Commonwealth postal history, worldwide souvenir
sheets including Korea complete 1971 Economic Development and 1974 Fruit issue, British Commonwealth country
collections and 1953 Coronation omnibus issue, French Southern & Antarctic Territory issues, a keen grouping of better
material, some condition issues present, otherwise F.-V.F., a powerful little selection.
Estimate $400 - 600

928

H/m/)

929

H/m/)

930

HH/H
Worldwide, Mint & Never Hinged Accumulation, 1940s-70s. A truly mish-mash style lot with sets and
souvenir sheets issued in the 1940s-70s. Value concentrated in British Commonwealth, European & Latin American
countries. We noted several sheets in the $10 to $20. An overall interesting opportunity with varied potentials, and worth
checking out, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

931

H/m

932

m

Worldwide, Smorgasbord, 1950-90. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps and souvenir sheets in display
pages, includes Bangladesh 68a, Barbuda 322a (x13), Central Africa C282-C285, Jersey, Macao souvenir sheets,
Poland, Russia, St Thomas & Prince Islands 573-576, Togo 1799-1804, Yemen and much more, great opportunity to
restock on some mint NH material, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Miscellaneous Accumulation. Consisting of: Liechtenstein #370 (2 sheetlets), 395 (3
souvenir sheets), 375, Switzerland C46 (2 sheets), France 329 PEXIP souvenir sheet, hundreds of revenues,
Cinderella’s and labels, Korea 3488-3512 sheet, Ireland 106-117, 137-38, Italy C48 triptych, France 624a sheet of 10,
used, o.g., hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F. Make sure you view to fully appreciate.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Philatelic Playbox, 1850-2000. Residing in two large boxes, with Great Britain year &
presentation packs, Canada year packs, Australia presentation packs, Ireland presentation packs, stock book of mint
sets with Nevis “Specimen” sets, British Antarctic sets, Ireland 1067 (29), mint & used collection of Burundi in three
volumes including mint 336, C66-C74, C127, and finally a sparsely filled worldwide collection in two Crown albums,
appears to be a lot of material to play with, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Willy-Nilly Accumulation. Thousands of mint & used stamps, souvenir sheets and covers
stuffed in a box, mint includes Netherlands New Guinea B11-B14 (12), China 1269a, 1341a, 1864-1868, PRC 2309 (2),
2458-2462, Germany B90 (6), Pitcairn Islands 39-51, 56-59, 97-109, 114-117, for the treasure hunter in all of us, some
condition issues as to be expected, careful examination of this lot will surely prove worthwhile, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
Worldwide, Caboose Lot, 1888-2005. Nice lot, includes two volume collection of Prexie pre-cancelled,
complete set Famous Americans first day covers, Scott International with good Hungary & Japan, small group of
Heligoland reprints, lot of U.S. covers, U.S. collection, and a sheet of 60 Maine cigarette tax stamps, a small box of 3 &
4¢ plate blocks, plenty of material to dig through, bid & enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, Eclectic Lot, 1850-1990. Includes but not limited to Philippine covers, mint and used Republic
of China, mint Turkey with covers and mint postal stationery, mint, used and on cover South Africa, Ireland covers, plus
literature and Billig’s Special Service photos, keep digging and who knows what you’ll uncover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600
Worldwide, Philatelic Ball & Chain, 1860-1990. It may feel forever to organize this hodge podge, some of
what you’ll find is U.S. first day covers, ad covers, mint postal stationery, United Nations mint postage, Queensland 79,
worldwide souvenir sheets, page of Canada used large Queens, mint Canal Zone plate blocks and back-of-the-book,
worldwide specimens, Natal 97 with “Specimen” overprint, Switzerland B119, B144, B178, mint & used worldwide sets
in display cards with values up to $16.00, and a Golden Replicas of U.S. Classic Stamps album, buy the lot, pray for a
snowstorm and enjoy, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Worldwide, On & Off Paper Mixture, 1880-1990. Several thousand worldwide stamps, includes China,
Trucial States, Japan, British Commonwealth, a slew of material that should be checked and than put up in packets, one
of our most popular lots, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Philatelic Mixture, Master of Disaster, 1880-2000. Tens of thousands, possibly millions, of
stamps on and off paper in six large boxes, includes U.S., Canada, Eastern Europe, Africa, South America, and British
Commonwealth, a total of 120 lbs, who knows what lurks inside!!! for the treasure hunter in all of us, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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933

H/m

934

HH/H/m

935

HH/H/m

936

H/m/)

937

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mystery Box, 1932-2000. Packed in one carton, includes small stockbook of North Viet Nam,
United Nations first day covers, mint & used postal stationery, stamps and souvenir sheets, U.S. picture postcards
including the Beatles, souvenir cards and commemorative panels, and who know what else, spend some quality time
with this baby, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

938

H/m/)

939

H/m/)
Worldwide, Kitchen Sink, 1860-1985. If you dig long enough in this box you’ll probably find one of those
also, thousands of mint and used stamps on counter book pages, covers, revenues, used U.S. with duplication, take
your time, there is sure to be some hidden gems present, get to before someone else does, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

940

H/m/)

941

H/m/)
Worldwide, Mint & Used New Issues Accumulation. The Heritage Collection of Worldwide Americana
worldwide stamps and souvenir sheets; United States unused envelopes (U218-19, U221, U348-51, U522, U522a,
U523, U524-548, 549-57, U561-69 & U571-89), plus Constitution Bicentennial Covers Collection in album; Canada
1982 Exposition picture postcards. We also noted a large amount of glassines with unchecked stamps; abundant
Liechtenstein & Sweden maximum cards. A last minute arrival, viewing recommended for full appreciation of the
opportunity afforded, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

942

m

943

H/m
Worldwide, Philatelic Fun House, 1860-1980. Thousands and thousands of stamps mounted in two large
binders, mint & used, with many cut squares, occasional useful duplication, includes some nice China, great lot for the
internet seller or packet maker, inspection is strongly suggested, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

944

H/m/)
Worldwide, Philatelic Box, 1840-1990. We don’t know what’s in here, but what we glanced at was
worldwide mint & used singles, British Commonwealth first day covers, U.S. first day covers from the 1930s to 1940s,
United Nations mint postal stationery, and who knows what else, mixed condition, buy it, dig through it, reap the
rewards, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

112

Worldwide, Stock, 1880-2000. Thousands of stamps in six volumes and a box, includes stockbook of mint &
used China, stockbook of PRC covers, stockbook of Southeast Asia mint & used, box of Germany, two United Nations
collections, Israel collection, a useful lot with plenty of better material, may be some condition issues, please examine,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Fun Box, 1860-1970. Stock of a few hundred in display cards, includes mint Saudi Arabia
227-242, South Georgia 17-30 less 28, Spain 99, Russia 867-877, Thailand 233-237, Togo 38-39, Tonga C264-C274,
many other singles and sets, a nice little selection for your stock, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Master Disaster, 1880-1970. Thousands of mint & used stamps, sets and souvenir sheets, in
glassines, loose and on pages, a mess as presented so a handful of stamps will have to suffice for examples, Bulgaria
B11, Danish West Indies 7c, France sheet 1085-1088, lots of mint Great Britain, Spanish Sahara B3-B5, needs lots of
work but should repay the effort handsomely, some condition issues, otherwise, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
Worldwide, Hodge Podge, 1900-90. Look up hodge podge in the dictionary and there will be a picture of this
lot, thousands of stamps, mounted in no particular order, it does include a British Commonwealth omnibus collection, a
volume of topicals, and a Kennedy collection, if nothing else you’ll enjoy cataloging this grouping, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Worldwide, Mish Mash, 1880-1995. Three boxes with used U.S. in glassines, U.S. commemorative panel
group, first day covers, thousands of used US #554, year sets, postal stationery, world wide mint sets Germany inflation
full sheets, worldwide stamps in glassines, album for 1937 Coronation issue, stock book with mint & used, coin/stamp
cards, will provide hours of fun, please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Worldwide, Odd Lot of Oddities, 1861-1980. A whole lotta shakin’ going on, everything but the kitchen sink
and that may be lurking somewhere amongst the U.S. first day covers, plate blocks, better mint and used, and tons of
used foreign, don’t think, just bid, no regrets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Worldwide, Wholesale Lot, 1900-60. Excellent group of used material, includes Hong Kong, Switzerland
UN Offices and a valuable group of United Arab Emirates, some useful items at an inexpensive cost, please review,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
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945

White, R.H., Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States Postage Stamps plus Other Works, two volume set
in slip covers of these classics, volumes I-II with 66 pages, volumes II-IV with 60 pages, also includes Classic United
States Imperforate Stamps by Rose, The Expert’s Book by Schmid, Manual & Identification Guide to the United States
Regular Issues by Micarelli, Focus on Forgeries by Tyler, How to Detect Damaged, Altered and Repaired Stamps by
Schmid, Plate Number Coil Handbook by Lawence, Scott Catalogue of Errors, and Armstrong three books United
States Coil Issues 1906-1938, Washington Franklins 1908-1921 and US Definitive Series 1922-1938, no collector or
dealer should be without these.
Estimate $500 - 750

946

Philatelic Library, dozens of tomes on stamps and coins, stamps include US Cancellation by Skinner- Eno,
The US Two Cent Red Brown of 1837-1887 by Willard, US Commemoratives f the 20th Century by Johl, 2011 Scott
Classic Specialized, Plate Number Coil Handbook by Lawrence, Disinfected Mail by Meyer, American Airmail Catalog
complete, The Postal Stationery of U.S Possessions, in foreign there are a few Michels, 2001 Ceres, and two volumes
on coins, Early Half Dollar Die Varieties by Overton and The US Trade Dollar by Willem, some excellent works to aid in
your collecting, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

End of Sale - Thank You
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